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ADVERTISEMENT.

THE Edition of Bishop Warburton's Works

by Bishop Hurd, published in 1788 in seven volumes

quarto, being out of print, it has been thought advisable

to give this new Edition a form more adapted to

the prevailing taste ; to improve the arrangement,

and to make the whole correspond, in size and appear-

ance, with the intended Edition of the Works of

Bishop Hurd. In the annals of our Church, it would

not, perhaps, be easy to find two Prelates of equally

splendid fame, who were so closely united by the

sympathies of personal esteem and similarity of literary

pursuits : and this unform exhibition of their respec-

tive Writings, may be regarded as an attempt to render

them inseparable as was the friendship of the Authors.

In transforming the Volumes to a smaller size,

without losing sight of propriety and system, much

care and attention were required. These, the Editors

hope and think, have been exerted in such measure,

as cannot fail to be satisfactory.

A 2 Brief



IV ADVERTISEMENT.

Brief enumeration of the Contents :

—

The first Six Volumes are occupied by The
Divine Legation, divided, agreeably to the original

plan of the Author, into three parts, as follow :

The First Part, comprising Books I. II. III. with

their appropriate preliminary matter, Appendices and

Notes, occupy the first, second, and third Volumes.

The Second and Third Parts of the Divine Legation,

comprising Books IV. V. VI. & IX. also with their

respective preliminary matter, Appendices and Notes,

followed by a General Index, and a List of

Authors quoted; occupy the fourth, fifth, and sixth

Volumes.

It had been objected to former Editions, that the

margins of the Divine Legation were too much

crowded with Notes, and with extracts under the

name of Postscripts or Appendices : We have there-

fore followed the mode adopted by Bishop Hurd, in

the quarto edition, of printing these at the end of each

Book, referring to them in the Text.

The Seventh Volume contains The Alliance

between Church and State
;

or, The Necessity

and Equity of an Established Religion, and a Test-

Law, demonstrated. A work, in the opinion of the late

Bishop Horsley, exhibiting " one of the finest specimens

that are to be found in any language, of scientific

reasoning applied to a political subject."—Here also,

as in the Divine Legation, the Notes are placed after

tach Book; and at the end is given a copious Index.

3 The



ADVERTISEMENT. V

The Eighth Volume includes Julian, or, A Dis-

course concerning the Earthquake and Fiery Eruption,

which defeated that Emperor's Attempt to rebuild the

Temple at Jerusalem', and, The Doctrine of

Grace, or, The Office and Operations of the Holy

Spirit vindicatedfrom the Insults of Infidelity and

the Abuses of Fanaticism.

The Ninth and Tenth Volumes comprise the

Sermons and Discourses of our Author: Together

with A Charge to the Clergy of the Diocese of

Gloucester, in 1761; ^Discourse on the Nature

and End of the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper;

and Directionsfor the Study of Theology.

The two last Volumes (the Eleventh & Twelfth)

contain BishopWarburton'sCon t rover s 1a lTra cts

;

concluding with A Letter from an Author to a

Member of Parliament, concerning Literary Pro-

perty ; and his Correspondence with Doctors

Middleton and Lotvth.

In the First Volume, is given a Portrait of the

Author, from an Original Picture: And in the Fourth

Volume, the 4th and 6th Sections of Book IV. of the

Divine Legation, are illustrated by Engravings.
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LIFE
OF THE

AUTHOR:
FIRST PRINTED IN

1 794.

WILLIAM AVARBURTON

WAS descended from an antient and very con-

siderable family in Cheshire, at the head of

which is the present Sir Peter Wauburtox, baronet,

of Arley, in that county.

1 leave the rest to the Genealogist ; and go no

farther back in his pedigree than to his Grandfather,

of the same name, who distinguished himself in the

civil w ars of the last century. He was of the Royal

party, and shewed his zeal and activity in that cause,

by serving under Sir George Booth at the affair of

Chester. I mention this little circumstance chiefly

for the use I shall make of it elsewhere. All that I

know more of him, is, That he married Trances,

daughter of Robert Awfield, of Etson in
t
the county

of Nottingham, by whom he had three sons ; the

Vol. I. B secon



2 LIFE OF
second of whom, George, was Mr. Warburton7

's

father.

It seems probable, that upon this marriage he

removed into Nottinghamshire. His residence was at

Shelton, a village about six miles from Newark, where

he died.

Mr. George Warburton, the second son, as I ob-

served, of William Warburton, Esq. of Shelton, was

bred to the law. He settled at Newark, where he

practised as an attorney, and was particularly esteemed

for his integrity in that profession.

He married Elizabeth, daughter of William Hob-

man, Alderman of Newark, and had by this marriage

five children, George, William, Mary, Elizabeth, and

Frances.

George died very young. William (the subject

of this memoir) was born at Newark, Dec. 24, 1698.

He was first put to school there under Mr. Twells,

whose son afterwards married his sister, Elizabeth :

but he had the chief part of his education at Okeham,

in Rutlandshire, under Mr. Wright. Here he con-

tinued till the beginning of the year 1714 ; when his

cousin, Mr. Warburton (who also bore the name of

William), being made head master of the school at

Newark, he returned to his native place, and was, for

a short time, under the care of that learned and re-

spectable person, of whom more will be said pre-

sently. I only now add ; that he was father to the

reverend Mr. Thomas Warburton, the present very

worthy Archdeacon of Norfolk, to whom I am indebted

for the particulars here mentioned, concerning his

family.

I cannot, I confess, entertain the reader of this

narrative with those encomiums which are so com-

monly
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monly lavished on the puerile years of eminent men.

On the best enquiry I have been able to make, I do

not find that, during his stay at school, he distin-

guished himself by any extraordinary efforts of genius

or application. My information authorizes me to go

no further than to say, That he loved his book, and

his play, just as other boys did. And, upon reflexion,

I am not displeased with this modest testimony to his

merit. For I remember what the best judges have

thought of premature wits. And we all know that

the mountain-oak, which is one day to make the

strength of our fleets, is of slower growth than the

saplings which adorn our gardens.

But, although no prodigy of parts or industry in

those early years, with a moderate share of each, he

could not fail of acquiring by the age of sixteen (the

time when he left school) a competent knowledge of

Greek and Latin, under such masters, as those of

Okeham and Newark.

It had been his misfortune to lose his father very

early. He died in 1 706 ; and the care of his family

devolved, of course, upon his widow; who, as we have

seen, gave her son the best school-education
;

and, in

all respects, approved herself so good a woman, as

well as parent, that her children paid her all possible

respect : her son, in particular, (all whose affections

were naturally warm), gave her every proof of duty

and observance, while she lived, and, after her death,

retained so tender a regard to her memory, that he

seldom spake of her but with tears.

The circumstances of the family could be but mo-
derate ; and when Mr. Warburton had now finished

his education at school, he was destined by his friends

to that profession, which is thought to qualify men
b 2 best
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best for the management of their own affairs, and

whi :h his father had followed with so much credit in

that neighbourhood.

He was accordingly put out clerk to Mr. Kirke, an

eminent attorney of Great Markham in Nottingham-

shire, in April 1714, and continued with that gentleman

five years, i.e. till the spring of the year J 719.

Tradition does not acquaint us, how he acquitted

himself in his clerkship. Probably, with no signal

assiduity. For now it was that the bent of his genius

appeared in a passionate love of reading, which was

not lessened, we may believe, but increased, by his

want of time and opportunity to indulge it.

However, in spite of his situation, he found means

to peruse again and digest such of the classic authors

as he had read at school, with many others which he

understood to be in repute with men of learning and

judgement. By degrees, he also made himself ac-

quainted with the other elementary studies
;

and, by

the time his clerkship was out, had laid the foundation,

as well as acquired a taste, of general knowledge.

Still, the opinion and expectation of his friends kept

him in that profession to which he had been bred. On
the expiration of his clerkship, he returned to his

family at Newark; but whether he practised there or

elsewhere as an attorney, I am not certainly informed.

However, the love of letters growing every day stronger

in him, it was found advisable to give way to his incli-

nation of taking Orders : the rather, as the seriousness

of lus temper and purity of his morals concurred, with

his unappeasable thirst of knowledge, to give the surest

presages of future eminence in that profession.

He did not venture, however, all at once to rush

into the Church. His good understanding, and awfu)

sense
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sense of religion, suggested to him the propriety of

making the best preparation he could, before he offered

himself a candidate for the sacred character. For-

tunately for him, his relation, the master of Newark

School, was at hand to give him his advice. And he

could not have put himself under a better direction.

For, besides his classical merit (which was great), he

had that of being an excellent Divine, and was a truly

learned as well as <*ood man.

To him then, as soon as his resolution was taken

of going into Orders, he applied lor assistance, which

was afforded him very liberally. " My father (says Mr.
" Archdeacon Warburton in a letter to me) employed

" ail the time he could spare from his school in in-

" structing him, and used to sit up very late at night

" with him to assist him in his studies." And this

account I have heard confirmed by his pupil himself;

who used to enlarge with pleasure on his obligations

to his old tutor ; and has celebrated his theological

and other learning in a handsome Latin epitaph,

which he wrote upon him after his death.

At length he was ordained Deacon the 22d of

December 1723, in the cathedral of York, by Arch-

bishop Dawes : and even then he was in no haste to

enter into Priests Orders, which he deferred taking

till he was full twenty-eight years of age, being ordained

Priest by Bishop Gibson in St. Pauls, London,

March the 1st, 1726-7.

Some will here lament that the precious interval of

nine years, from his quitting school in 1714 to his

taking Orders, was not spent in one of our universi-

ties, rather than his private study, or an attorney's

office. And it is certain, the disadvantage to most men
would have been great. But an industry, and genius,

£ 3 like
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like his, overcame all difficulties. It may even be

conceived, that he derived a benefit from them. As
his faculties were of no common size, his own proper

exertion of them probably tended more to his improve-

ment, than any assistance of tutors and colleges could

have done. To which we may add, that living by him-

self, and not having the fashionable opinions of a great

society to bias his own, he might acquire an enlarged

turn of mind, and strike out for himself, as he clearly

did, an original cast both of thought and com-

position ;

Fastidire lacus et rivos ausus apertos :

while his superior sense, in the mean time, did the

office of that authority, which, in general, is found so

necessary to quicken the diligence, and direct the

judgement, of young students in our universities.

The fact is, that, without the benefit of an Acade-

mical education, he had qualified himself, in no common

degree, for Deacon's Orders in 1723 : and from that

time till he took Priest's Orders in the beginning of the

year 1727, he applied himself diligently to complete

his studies, and to lay in that fund of knowledge,

which is requisite to form the consummate Divine.

For to this character he reasonably aspired
;
having that

ardour of inclination, which is the earnest of success,

and feeling in himself those powers which invigorate a

great mind, and push it on irresistibly in the pursuit of

letters.

The fruits of his industry, during this interval, ap-

peared in some pieces, composed by him for the im-

provement of his taste and style, and afterwards

printed (most of them without his name) to try the

judgement of the publick. As he never thought fit to

1 2 reprint
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reprint or revise them, they are omitted in this edition.

But they are such as did him no discredit ; on the con-

trary, they shewed the vigour of his parts, and the

more than common hopes which might be entertained

of such a writer.

Among these blossoms of his youth (to borrow an ex-

pression from Cowley) were some notes, communicated

to Mr. Theobald, and inserted in his edition of Shake-

spear ; which seems to have raised a general idea of his

abilities, before any more important proof had been

given of them. But of this subject more will be said

in its place.

It was, also, in this season of early discipline, while

his mind was opening to many literary projects, that

he conceived an idea, which he was long pleased with,

of giving a new edition of Velleius Paterculus. He
was charmed with the elegance of this writer ; and the

high credit in which emendatory criticism (of which

Paterculus stood much in need) was held in the be-

ginning of this century, occasioned by the dazzling re-

putation of such men as Bentley and Hare, very natu-

rally seduced a young enterprizing scholar into an

attempt of this nature. How far he proceeded in this

work, I cannot say : but a specimen of it afterwards

appeared in one of our literary journals, and was then

communicated to his friend, Dr. Middleton ; who ad-

vised him very properly to drop the design, as not

worthy of his talents and industry, which, as he says,

instead of trifling on words, seem calculated rather to

correct the opinions and manners ofthe world.

These juvenile essays of his pen, hasty and incor-

rect as they were, contributed, no doubt, very much

to his own improvement. What effect they had on

his reputation, and how soon they raised it to a consi-

B 4 dcrable
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derable height among his friends, will be seen from

the following curious fact.

In the year 1726, a dispute arose among the

lawyers, about the judicial power of the Court of

Chancery. It is immaterial to observe on what points

the controversy turned, or with what views it was

agitated. It opened with a tract, called, The History

of the Chancery
;

relating to the Judicial Port er of

that Court, and the Rights of the Master
;
printed

without a name ; but written, as was generally known,

by a Mr. Burrough ; and so well received by the Lord

Chancellor King, that he rewarded the Author of it,

the same year, with a Mastership in Chancery.

To this book an answer presently appeared, under

the name of, A Disccurse of the Judicial Authority

of the Master of the Rolls; and so well composed,

that they who favoured the cause of the Historian,

saw it must suffer in his hands, if it were not supported

by some better writer than himself, who w as evidently

no match for the Discourser.

In this exigenc}r
, he was advised by one of his

friends (I forget, or never heard, his name) to have

recourse to Mr. Warburton, as a person very capable

of supplying his defects. Accordingly, when he had

prepared the proper materials for a reply, he ob-

tained leave to put them into Mr. Warburtona hands,

and afterwards spent some time with him in the

country; where, by their joint labours, the whole was

drawn out, and digested into a sizable volume, which

came out in 1727, and was entitled, The Legal

Judicature in Chancery stated. This book was so

manifestly superior to the History, that such of the

profession as were not in the secret, wondered at

Mr, Burroughs proficiency in the art of writing ; and

the
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the Lord Chancellor King, as much as any body. The

author of the Discourse saw it concerned him to take

notice of such an adversary, and in 17 28 reprinted

his work " with 'large additions— together with a

H Preface, occasioned by a book entitled, The Legal

" Judicature in Chancery stated." And with this reply,

I believe, the dispute closed.

Many years afterwards (the secret being now of no

consequence) Mr. Warburton chanced to mention, in

conversation, to Mr. Charles Yorke, the part he had

taken in this squabble: when Mr. Yorke smiled, and

6aid he fancied he was not aware who had been his

antagonist; and then named his father, the Lord

Chancellor Hardwicke, who, though Attorney General

at the time, had undertaken to plead the cause of

his relation, Sir Joseph Jekyll, then Master of the

Rolls.—But I have dwelt, perhaps, too long on this

little anecdote.

LTpon Mr. Warburton's taking Priest's Orders, Sir

Robert Sutton procured for him the small vicarage of

Griesley, in Nottinghamshire; and in 1728 presented

him to the Rectory of Brand-Broughton, in the diocese

of Lincoln. He was, also, the same year, and, I sup-

pose, by the same interest, put upon the King's list

of Master of Arts, created on his Majesty's visit to the

university of Cambridge.

Brand-Broughton was a preferment of some value,

and, from its situation in the neighbourhood of Newark,

pleased him very much. Here then he fixed himself,

with his family, and spent the best part of his life,

that is, from 1728 to 1746.

They who are unacquainted with the enthusiasm

which true genius inspires, will hardly conceive the

possibility of that intense application, with which Mr.

Warburton
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Warburton pursued his studies in that retirement.

Impatient of any interruptions, he spent the uhole of

his time that could be spared from the duties of his

parish, in reading and writing. His constitution was

strong, and his temperance extreme. So that he

needed no exercise but that of walking : and a change

pf reading, or study, was his only amusement.

His mother and sisters, who lived with him, and

were apprehensive of the hurt he might do himself

by this continued industry, would invite themselves

to drink coffee with him in his study after dinner, and

contrive to lengthen their stay with him as much as

they could. But when they had retired, they saw no

more of him that evening; and his sister, Mrs.

Frances Warburton, told me, that he usually

sate up a great part of the night. What is most

extraordinary, the vigour of his parts was such, that

his incessant labour neither wearied his spirits, nor

affected his health.

In this way it was, that he acquired that habit of

deep thinking, with that extensive erudition, which

afterwards astonished the reader in his works ; and

made himself acquainted with the whole range of

polite and elegant learning, in the way of diversion,

and in the interval of his graver studies.

I express myself with exact propriety. For it was

Jiis manner at this time (and the habit continued with

him through life) to intermix his literary pursuits -in

such sort as to make the lighter relieve the more

serious ; and these again, in their turn, temper and

correct the other. He was passionately fond of the

more sublime poets, and (what is very uncommon)

had almost an equal relish for works of wit and

humour. One or other of these books he had always

lying
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lying by him, and would take up when he found him-

self fatigued with study ;
and, after spending some

time in this sort of reading, was so much refreshed by

it, that he returned with new life to the work he was

upon ; and so made these amusements, which are apt

to get the mastery of common minds and to exhaust

their whole force, only subservient to his more im-

portant meditations.

And this humour (to observe it by the way) of

associating the so different powers of reason and

fancy in the course of his studies, passed into his

style, and indeed formed one distinctive character

of it. For in all his writings, on whatever subject,

you see him, occasionally, ennoble his expression by

picturesque imagery, or enliven it by strokes of wit

:

And this (though the practice be against rule) with

go much ease, and with so little affectation, that none

but a very captious, or very dull, reader can take

offence at it.

With that passion for letters, which, as I observed,

transported Mr. Warburton at this time, the sobriety

of his judgement is to be admired. The little taste

he had had of fame in the early publications, before

alluded to, did not corrupt his mind, or seduce him

into a premature ambition of appearing as an author

in form, till he had fully qualified himself, by the long

course of reading and meditation, now mentioned, to

sustain that character. It was not till the year 1 736
that he published the first of those works, on which

his great reputation is raised. This was, The
Alliance betwixt Church and State*: the

occasion, and end, and substance of which work cannot

be expressed in fewer or clearer terms, than his own.

* Vol. VII. of this Edition.

After
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After a short historical view of religious parties

in England, from the Reformation downwards; of the

discordant notions entertained of Religious establish-

inents ; and of the heats and animosities which those

notions had produced : he proceeds thus - - -

" In this ferment, and in this embroiled condition,

" the Author of the Alliance between Church and
u State found the sentiments of men concerning re-

" ligious Liberty and Establishments, when he pro-
41 posed his Theory to their Consideration : a Theory,

" calculated to vindicate our present happy Constitu-

" tion on- a principle of right, by adjusting

" the precise bounds of either Societv ; by shewing

" how they come to act in conjunction ; and by ex-

" plaining the nature of their union: and from thence,

" by natural and necessary consequence, inducing,

" on the one hand, an Established Religion,
u with all its rights and privileges, secured by a Test
" Law ; and on the other, a full and free Tolera-
" tion, to all who dissented from the national

'' worship.

" He rirst shewed the use of Reli 'ion to Societv,

" from the experience and practice of all ages : He
" inquired from whence the use arose, and found it

H to be from certain original defects in the very

" essence and plan of Civil Societv. He went on to

" the nature of Religion ; and shewed how, and for

:l what causes, it constituted a Society : And then,

" from the natures of the two Societies, he collected,

" that the object of the Civil, is only the Body and
" its interests ; and the object of the Religious, only

" the Scul. Hence he concluded, that both Societies

" are Sovereign, and Independent : because thev arise

?t
not out of one another; and because, as they are

w concerned
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" concerned in contrary provinces, they can never

" meet to clash ; the sameness of original, or the

" sameness of administration, being the only causes

" which can bring one, of two distinct Societies, into

" natural subjection to the other.

" To apply Religion therefore to the service of

" Civil Society, in the best manner it is capable of

" being applied, he shewed it was necessary that

" the two Societies should Unite : For, each being

" sovereign and independent, there was no other way
" of applying the service of Religion in any solid or

" effectual manner. But no such union could arise

" but from free compact and convention. And free

" convention is never likely to happen, unless each

** Society has its mutual motives, and mutual advan-

" tages. The Author, therefore, from what he had
" laid down of the natures of the two Societies, ex-

" plained what these motives and advantages were.

" Whence, it appeared that all the rights, privileges,

" and prerogatives of the two Societies, thus united,

" with the Civil Magistrate at their head, were in-

" deed those very rights, privileges, and prerogatives,

" which we find established and enjoyed under our

" present happy Constitution in Church and State

:

" The result of this was, that an Established
" Church and a free Toleration are made per-

" fectly to agree by the medium of a Test Law.
" This Law, therefore, the Author in the last place

" proceeded to vindicate, on the same general prin-

" ciples of the law of Nature and Nations.

" This is a true, though short analysis of the

u Alliance between Church and State*."

• See Vol. XII. " View of Lord Bolingbroke's Phi-

losophy," Letter IV.

This
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This work made a great impression on the best

judges. One* of them, to whom he had sent a

present of his book, expresses himself thus :

" I had formerly been very agreeably entertained

" with some emendations of your's on Shakespeare,

" and was extremely pleased to find this work was
" by the same hand. Good learning, great acute-

*• ness, an ingenious working head, and depth of

" thought, will always please in an author, though we
" are not entirely in the same ways of thinking."

—

And, in the close of it, he adds—" You have not, Sir,

" only my thanks for what you have done, but my
" sincere wishes, that what was intended for the

" service of the publick may prove also to be for

" your own, to which my endeavours, in any proper

" way, shall not be wanting."

This was candid and generous, considering that the

eminent person was not altogether in the author's sen-

timents on the subject of his book. But he was struck

with his great abilities, and became from this moment

his sincere friend.

The truth is, no sort of men, either within or with-

out the Church, was prepared, at that time, for an in-

different reception of this new theory, which respected

none of their prejudices. It was neither calculated

to please the High-Church Divines, nor the Low

;

and the Layity had taken their side with the one or

the other of those parties.

However, though few at that time were convinced,

all were struck by this essay of an original writer, and

could not dissemble their admiration of the ability,

which appeared in the construction of it. There

was indeed a reach of thought in this system of

* Bishop Hare.

Church-
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Church-policy, which would prevent its making its

way all at once. It required time and attention, even

in the most capable of its readers, to apprehend the

force of the argumentation ; and a more than common
share of candour to adopt the conclusion, when they

did. The author had therefore reason to be satisfied

with the reception of his theory, such as it was : and

having thoroughly persuaded himself of its truth, as

well as importance, he continued to enlarge and im-

prove it in several subsequent editions ; and in the last,

by the opportunity, which some elaborate attempts of

his adversaries to overturn it, had afforded him, he

exerted his whole strength upon it, and has left it

in a condition to brave the utmost efforts of future

criticism *.

Some indeed, have taken offence at the idea of an

Alliance ; but without cause : for the meaning is this,

That our Church-Establishment is such as in equity

it must have been, had the terms of it been settled by

mutual agreement between the two parties. Which,

in other words, is only saying, That those terms are

just and reasonable.

The idea of an Alliance was conceived, in pre-

ference to any other mode of conducting the argument,

because the theory of civil government had been

* An eminent writer has delivered his opinion of it in

these terms: "BishopWARB irton, in his Alliance between
" Church and State, hath shewn the general good policy of
" an establishment, and the necessity of a Test for its se-

" curity, upon principles which Republicans themselves
" cannot easily deny.—His work is one of the finest speck
" mens, that are to be found perhaps in any language, of
u scientific reasoning applied to a political subject." Dr.

Horsley's Review ofthe Case of the Protestant Dissenters.

Pref. London, 1787.

formed
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formed on the like notion of a contract between

Prince and People. This way of reasoning, there-

fore, without being less conclusive, had the advan-

tage of being more popular £han any other, and as

such, was very properly adopted by our author.

Notwithstanding this management, the Alliance, as

I observed, was not generally understood. But he did

not wait for the reward of publick favour, to encourage

him in the resolution he had taken of dedicating his

great talents to the service of religion. In the close

of this first edition of The Alliance, he announced

his next and greatest work, The Divine Legation
of Moses ; which he had now planned, and in part

composed. For, w hen such a writer as this, has by a

long course of study laid in the proper materials for

invention to operate upon, and has, by one vigorous

essay, assured himself of his own strength, his pro-

gress to perfection is rapid, and almoot instantaneous
;

like the pace of Homer's gods, whose first step reaches

to Olympus, and the second, to the ends of the earth.

It had been pretended by those who called them-

selves Deists, and, in the modesty of free-thinking

which then prevailed, had, or affected to have, a re-

spect for the natural doctrine of a future state, That

the omission of this doctrine in the Mosaic Law was

a clear decisive proof of its imposture, as no insti-

tute of religion, coming from God, could be without

that principle.

The author of the Alliance saw the omission in an-

other light ; and was so far from admitting the Deist's

conclusion, that he thought himself able to prove, in the

clearest manner, and with the evidence of what is

called Moral demonstration, the divinity of the Mosaic

Law from that very circumstance.

Such
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Such then was the subject and scope of Mr. War-

burton's capital work, The Divine Legation of Moses

demonstrated on the principles of a religious Deist.

But in the conduct of this new and paradoxical argu-

ment, so manv prejudices and objections, both of be:

lievers and unbelievers, were to be removed; and so

many collateral lights to be let in upon it ; that the

discourse extended itself far and wide, and took in all

that was most curious in Gentile, Jewish, and Christian

antiquity.

In the beginning of the year 1738, the first volume

of this work appeared, and immediately drew all eyes

upon it. Some were too weak, and some, too much

dimmed or distorted by prejudices, to take a full and

distinct view of its contents. No wonder then if

such readers misconceived of the writer's purpose, and

misrepresented it. Yet few were so blind, as not to

admire the execution. " I hear nobody speak of your

" book," says the Bishop of Chichester, " who do
" not express themselves highly entertained with it

;

" though they think the principal point which remains

" to be proved, a paradox *." And what the Bishop

himself thought of it, before publication, v, hen the

sheets were sent to him from the press, he tells the

author in these words—" I can say, without any com-
" pliment, that your papers have given me high de-

" light. So many beautiful tiioughts, such ingenious

" illustrations of them, such a clear connection, such

" a deduction of notions, and so much good learning

" upon so useful a subject, all expressed in proper

" and fine language, cannot but give an intelligent

" reader the greatest satisfaction^."

* MS. Letters, Feb. 31, 1737-8. f Oct. 18, 1737.

Vol. I. C And
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And to much the same purpose another learned

friend, the Bishop of Salisbury *—" Last night I re-

" ceived some sheets of vour book, aud ran them ovor

" with great pleasure, though not with the attention

" which the subject and your way of treating it

" demand f." And in another letter, when he had

taken time to consider the contents of this volume—
" The learning and ability of the author of the D. L.

" are not called in question ; and the first part

" has raised a great desire and expectation of the

" second;};."

I quote these passages so particularly, because the-

Bishops, Hare and Sherlock, were, without doubt,

among the ablest of his judges, and because their tem-

per was far enough from inclining towards an officious

and lavish civility to their friends.

After authorities of so much weight, I should not

think it worth.while to take notice of what was objected

to him by ordinary writers, but that he thought fit to

answer one § of them, in a style so soft and elegant,

that they who have a taste for the gentler polemics will

read it with great pleasure.

The real ground of the abuse cast upon him, though-

other causes were pretended, was the handsome manner

in which he had spoken of Dr. Middleton, in his pre-

face to the first volume. This ingenious man (of

whom more w ill be said, as we go along) had written

some things, which gave occasion to suspect him of a

leaning towards infidelity. Mr. Warburton was per-

sonally acquainted with him, and had a real esteem

lor him. He wished therefore, if possible, to draw

* Dr. Sherlock. f MS. Letters, Oct. 18, 1737.

t March 2, 1737-8. § Dr. Webster. See Vol. XL
his
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his friend off from that bias, w hich his passions, rather

than his judgement, he conceived, had impressed

upon him, by putting the fairest constructions on his

writings, and by affecting to understand them in the

most favourable sense. But, instead of clearing his

friend, by this means, from the guilt of heterodoxy, the

effect was to involve himself in the suspicion of it

:

And it was thought proper that he should disclaim and

repel so groundless an imputation. This it was not

difficult for him to do, so far as respected his own

character ; but that of his friend required managing,

and he would not justify himself at his ex pence.

In these delicate circumstances, he acquitted him-

self with dexterity, yet with perfect good faith, and to

the singular satisfaction of his friends. " I received

" yesterday," says Bishop Hare, " your Vindication,

" which I read twice over with great satisfaction

—

" The part that relates to Dr. Middleton, we think

" extremely well done. It was the only difficult part,

" and it cannot but please every candid reader to see

" you do justice to yourself, and yet not do it at his

" expence, nor say a word, that either he or his friends

" can be offended at, or that is in the least giving up
" a man, with whom you live in friendship. Here
" is courage and integrity very agreeably joined*."

The Bishop here gives a very just account of the

Vindication, and indeed of Mr. Warburton's general

conduct towards Dr. Middleton ; as appears from the

whole of his intercourse with him, which besan in

1736, and was carried on, by a frequent exchange of

friendly and affectionate letters, from that time to 1 741,

when it seems to have ceased, or to have been inter-

* March 23, 1737-8.

C 2 rupted
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rupted at least, for reasons which will be mentioned

hereafter.

In the whole course of these letters, which I have

In my hands, every sort of polite insinuation is em-

ployed to soften and remove his prejudices against

revealed religion; by joining with him, sometimes,

in his graver complaints of bigoted divines, and,

sometimes, in his ridicule of their pretended orthodoxy;

but in taking for granted, every where, his respect for

revelation, and his real belief of it, and in seeming to

think that, if other opinions were entertained of him.

they had proceeded from an ignorance of his true

character.

v
But the friendliness of his views will best appear

from his own words.

He had taken occasion to acquaint Dr. Middleton

with the manner in which he meant to address the

Free-thinkers, in his dedication to them, prefixed to the

first volume of the D. L. and with his purpose of

making respectful mention of him in it. To this

information Dr. Middleton replies, Sept. 22, 1737,
" I am pleased with the manner of your address to

" the Free-thinkers, and obliged to you for your
u

friendly intentions with regard to myself; and

" though I should be as proud to have the testimony

" of your judgement and good opinion, as of any

man, yet I would have you consider, how far such a
'* declaration of it may expose you to a share of that

f envy, which has lain, and still lies very heavy upon

" inc.''

This was handsome on his part, but was not likely

to divert his friend from the measures he had taken.

Accordingly in a letter, dated Dec. 23, 1737, after

telling him that hit book was coming out, and that he
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had ordered a copy of it to be sent him, lie proceeds

thus, with a manifest allusion, in the concluding sen-

tence, to Dr. Middleton's letter
—" I have your pardon

" to ask for the liberty 1 have taken of designing you,

" by your character, in one place of the body of the

" book, as well as in the dedication to the Free-

" thinkers. For I would fain contribute to abate

" an unjust prejudice, that might lie in the way of

" those honours which wait for you, and are so much
tk your due. And I shall reckon it for 'nothing, in so

" honest an attempt, to run the risk of sharing thai

" prejudice with you."

And again, writing to him March 18, 1737-8, on

the subject of his answ er to the author of the Weekly

Miscellany, he says, " I am to thank him for the

" agreeable necessity of vindicating you (by a quotation

" in one of the defences that pass for yours) from his

" false accusation of denying the inspiration of scrip-

" ture ; and from his imagination (which is the ground
" of this clamour) that you defend Revelation, not as

" true, but only useful ; and that, as to other points,

" you and 1 can differ without breach of common hu-

" inanity, friendship, and Christian charity."

I have put these things together, because I would

not interrupt the recital of what concerns the first ap-

pearance of those two capital works, The Alliance,

and Divine Legation (so closely connected with each

other that the former, in the original design, was but a

chapter of the latter) ; the reception they met with,

from the publick ; and the occasion they gave him of

justifying an obnoxious friend, as well as explaining his

own sentiments.

I must now go back a little, to mention a circum-

stance in his life, which does the parties concerned too

c 3 - much
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much honour to be omitted by me, and which happen-

ed in the latter end of the year 1737. The Alliance

had now made the author much talked of at Court;

and the Bishop of Chichester, on whom that work had

impressed, as we have seem the highest ideas of his

merit, was willing to take that favourable opportunity

of introducing him to the Queen. Her Majesty, it is

well known, took a pleasure in the discourse of men of

learning and genius ; and chancing one day to ask the

Bishop, if he could recommend a person of that

description to be about her, and to entertain her, some-

times, with his conversation, the Bishop said, he could,

and mentioned the author of the Alliance between

Church and State. The recommendation Aras grar

ciously received, and the matter put in so good a train,

that the Bishop expected every day the conclusion of it,

when the Queen was seized with a sudden illness, which

put an end to her life the 20th of November, 1 737.

I find this transaction alluded to in a letter from the

Bishop, dated Nov. 1
1 , that is, nine days before that

unhappy event. His Lordship thanks Mr. Warburton

for some sheets of the first volume of the Legation,

which were just then sent him from the press, and, after

making some remarks upon them, takes notice of a

stroke of pleasantry, which, it seems, had escaped him,

on Mr. Wollaston's famous book on The Religion of

Nature, and which he advises him to strike out, as it

would give great offence to the admirers of that book.

I have besides, continues his Lordship, a particular

reasonfor advising you to alter that passage, which

you shall know at a proper time.

And, afterwards, in the same letter

—

Iwould advise,

not only the cancelling that leaf but the doing it

Immediately, that it may not get into many hands.

When
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When I see you, I am persuaded, you will allow this is

righ t advice
y
/ ;w« a friend.

The secret was, that he was then endeavouring to

serve his friend with the Queen, and was apprehensive

that the freedom he had taken with that work, which

she much admired, might hurt him in her Majesty's

opinion, and defeat his design.

This disappointment, when he came to know it, did

not abate his ardour in prosecuting his studies at

Brand-Broughton. After publishing the Vindication,

before mentioned, early in the year 1738, he applied

himself with great industry to compose the second

volume of his work, notwithstanding the clamours,

which had been raised, and now grew louder, against

the first. " I go steadily on," says he in a letter to

Dr. Middleton, Nov. 12, 1738, " amidst much ill

(t
treatment. If you ask, what it is that supports me,

" I will tell you, my excellent friend : It is the love

" of truth, and a clear conviction of the reality of the

•" Jewish and Christian Revelations."

Animated with these principles, he went on with His

great design, and seems to have spent the two or three

succeeding years upon it. Only, in 1 739, he drew up

and published a short defence of Mr. Popes Essay 01;

Man, against M. de Crousaz, who had written a book

to shew that it was constructed on the principles of

Spinosa, and contained a dangerous system of irre-

ligion. But though this was a slight thing, and took

up little of his time, yet as it respected so eminent a

person, and had great consequences with regard Iq

himself, it will be proper to enlarge upon it.

It has been objected to. Mr. Warburton, that, in his

earlier days, he had himself entertained a prejudice

against Mr, Pope, and had even expressed jt in very

c 4 strong
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strong terras. The offence taken had probably been

occasioned by a severe reflexion, in one of his satires,

on Mr. "Warburton's friend and patron, Sir Robert

Sntton. And, in that case, it is likely that he might

express himself of the poet, with too much warmth.

For I will not conceal or disguise the infirmity of my
f iend. When his moral feelings were touched, he was

apt to be transported into some intemperance of ex-

pression, and was not always guarded, or even just, in

his censures or commendations. But a mind, naturally

great, does not long retain this fervour, and, when

cooled by reflection, is in haste to make amends for its

former excesses. It is impossible, indeed, that, under

any provocation, he should be blind to so much merit,

as our great poet possessed ; and what he saw of this

sort in any man, he was not backward to declare to

others. In his Vindication of himself, last year, he

had shewn how much he admired Mr. Pope, by

quoting a fine passage from him, and applying it to him-

self in a way, that shewed an esteem of his morals, as

well as poetry. Since that time, he had suffered so

much abuse himself from angry zealots, and felt so

strongly, in his own case, what it was for a well-meaning

man to have his religious sentiments misrepresented,

that this attack of M. de Crousaz would naturally find

him in a disposition to resent it.

Add to all this, that he saw with concern the ill use

which some were ready to make of the supposed fatal-

i-m of Mr. Pope, and how hurtful it was to religion to

have it imagined, that so great a genius was ill-inclined

towards it.

These reasons, working together, seem to have de-

termined him to take the part of the injured poet; as

Ldeed he explains the matter himself in a letter of

Ju y
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July 16, 1739, to Dr. Middleton :— A certain great

" man is very angry with mc for speaking of you in the

" manner I did. I make no question but anot ser sort

H of those they call great men will hold themselves

" outraged by me in my vindication of Mr. Pope
" against M. de Crousaz in some letters which are

" going to be collected together and published. But
" I cannot forbear shewing my esteem of merit, and

*• my contempt of their calumniators, or thinking that

" it is of use to Religion to prove so noble a genius is a

" friend to it."

These letters* were much read, and gave a new lustre

to Mr. Warburtons reputation. They shewed the

elegance of his taste in polite literature, as well as his

penetration into moral subjects. Mr. Pope was su-

premely struck with them f, and might now exult, as his

predecessor Eoileau had done, when he cried out, in

the face of his enemies

—

" Arnauld, le grand Arnauld, fait mon apologie."

From this time there was an intimate acquaintance

formed between the poet and his commentator. The

effects of this union vi ill be taken notice of presently.

I now only add, that it was strongly cemented by a

mutual profession of esteem, and a constant interchange

of letters.

Among these I find one which Mr. Warburton ad-

dressed to his friend, in vindication of Sir Robert

Sutton
;

written, as appears, with the view of prevail-

ing with him to strike that gentleman's name out of his

satires. As it sets the author in an amiable light, and

seems to confirm my conjecture, that his former dissatis-

* See Vol, XI.

f See his Letter in his Works, April 11, 1739*

faction
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faction with Mr. Pope had arisen from this circum-

stance, I shall give it in the Appendix [A].

Towards the end of this year [1739] ^e published a

new and improved edition of the first volume of tlie

D. L. and sent it to his friend Bishop Hare
;
who, in

a kind letter of Dec. 1, 1739, returns his thanks for it,

and adds— " I hope not only posterity, but the present

" age, will do justice to so much merit, and do assure

" you, it shall not be my fault if it do not." Which I

mention to shew that the envy which was then rising

very fast against the author of the D. L. and which was

supposed to have the countenance of some conside-

rable Churchmen, had made no alteration in tlie sen-

timents of that great prelate, or lessened his esteem of

him. Indeed on all occasions he expressed his regard

for Mr. Warhurton in tlie friendliest manner, of which

the following instance must not be omitted.

Sir Thomas Hanmer, who was a man of business,

and had been Speaker of the House of Commons in

Queen Anne's time, grew ambitious, in the latter part

of his life, to be taken notice of as a critic k on Shake-

speare. He had seen some notes on his favourite poet

by Mr. Warburton in Air. Theobald s edition : and as

he was now preparing one of his own, which he after-

wards printed at the Clarendon press, he very justly

conceived that the assistance of Mr. Theobald's co-

adjutor might be of service to him in the execution of

that project.

With this view he got himself introduced to Mr.

Warburton by the Bishop of Salisbury, Dr. Sherlock,

and managed so well as to draw from his new acquaint-

ance a large collection of notes and emendations, which

were, in confidence, communicated to him in a series of

private letters.

What
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What followed upon this, and what use he made of

those friendly communications, 1 need not repeat, as

the account is given by Mr. Warburton himself in the

lively preface to his and Mr. Pope's edition of Shake-

speare, of which something more will be said in its

place. It is enough to say here, that he very reasonably

resented this usage, and complained of it to his two

friends, the Bishops of Salisbury and Chichester. The

former expresses his concern at this ill-treatment, and

the more so, he says, as he had in some measure been, the

occasion of it ; i.e. by bringing Mr. Warburton and

Sir Thomas Hanmer together.

The latter tells him, in a letter of May 9, 1739

—

" Sir Thomas Hanmers proceeding with respect to

" Shakespeare is very extraordinary.— I think you do
" very well to get your o wn papers out of his hands :

" 'tis pity they have been so long in them, since 'tis

" probable he has squeezed what he could out of them;

" which is most ungenerous treatment." He concludes

with saying
—

" I hope you will find leisure to give the

" world a Shakespeare, yourself, which the sooner 'tis

" made known the better."

And thus ended this trifling affair, which I should

scarcely have mentioned but to do justice to the

friendly temper of Bishop Hare, who interested him-

self so kindly in all his concerns ; and to shew that

Mr. Warburton's conduct was not directed by caprice

or petulance, but was that of a man of sense and

honour, and as such was approved by his mostjudicious

friends.

Mr. Warburton was so taken up with his studies,

and found so much delight in them, that lie rarely stir-

red from home ; which he would often say there was

no good reason for doing, except necessary business,

and
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and the satisfaction of seeing a friend. What the

world calls amusement from a change of the scene,

pissed for nothing w ith him, who was too well employ-

ed to be tired of his situation, or to have a thought of

running away from himself
;
which, after all, they, who

are ifltessantly making the experiment, find impossible

to be done. Yet he sometimes found himself obligedo
to go to London ; as he did in the spring of the year

1 740 ; and he took that opportunity of making his

first visit to Mr. Pope, of which he immediately * gave

Dr. Mkldieton the following account

:

" I passed about a week at Twickenham in the most
iC agreeable manner. Mr. Pope is as good a com-
" panion, as a poet ; and what is more, appears to be

* as good a man."

The last was indeed the consideration, that so much
indcared Mr. Pope to him. He found him an honest

and well-principled man ; zealous to promote the in-

terests of virtue, and impressed with an awful sense of

religion, natural and revealed. In short, he found an

image of himself in his new acquaintance : no wonder

then, their esteem and affection grew so fast as to give

umbrage, in no long time, to a certain Nobleman, who.

had taken to himself the honour of being the guide and

philosopher of Mr. Pope.

The acquisition of this new friend came very season-

abi v to support Mr. V.'arburton under the loss of ano-

ther, the excellent Bishop I fare, who died, altera short

illness, the 6th of April this year.

How he felt that loss, the publick has been informed

by himself in the preface to the second volume of the

1). L. and with a flow of sentiment and expression,

which only the truest friendship, operating on a mind

* May 6, 1740. •

like
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like his, could inspire. But we are better pleased to

hear him express his sense of it in a private letter to

a friend. Speaking of the Bishop's death to Dr. Mid-

dleton, in the letter above mentioned of May 6, 1 740,

he says—" He has not left his fellow behind him for

" the love and encouragement of learning. I have

" had a great loss in his death. He honoured me with

" his esteem and friendship. Ttiis I esteemed a great

" obligation. I never sought to increase it by any

other dependance upon him ; and by the terms on
" which we kept up a correspondence, he did me the

" justice to believe, I expected no other."

This freedom of correspondence does honour to both

parties ; and was observed, with address, in this letter

to Dr. Middleton, who had conceived Bishop Hare to

have taken a prejudice against himself, for his liberty

in professing some sentiments, not conformable to his

Lordships, He therefore insinuates there was no

ground for such a suspicion, for that he himself, so

much and so long in the Bishop's favour, had lived with

him on the same free terms. He knew very well, that

nothing could recommend his patron or himself to his

friends good opinion more, than such liberality on the

one part, and so manly a conduct on the other.

But the truth is, though Mr. Warburton very pro»

perly sought not to increase his obligation to Bishop
Hare, he would certainly have received the highest, had .

it been in the Bishop's power ; which very probably -

ended with the Queen's death.

In May, 1741, was published the second volume
m

of the D. L. which completed the argument, although

not the entire plan of that work. A work ! in all views,

of the most transcendant merit, whether we consider

the invention, or the execution.

A plain
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A plain simple argument, yet perfectly new, proving

the divinity of the Mosaic Law, and laying a sure

foundation for the support of Christianity, is there

drawn out to a great length by a chain of reasoning,

so elegantly connected, that the reader is carried along

it with ease and pleasure ; while the matter presented

to him is so striking for its own importance, so embel-

lished by a lively fancy, and illustrated, from all

quarters, by exquisite learning and the most ingenious

disquisition, that, in the whole compass of modern or

antient theology, there is nothing equal or similar to

this extraordinary performance.

Such is the <ieneral idea of the Divine Legation of

Moses. But for a more distinct conception of its frame

;

to see at once
—" the bearings and the ties,

" The strong connections, just dependencies ;"

the reader is referred to the recapitulation at the end

of the Vlth Book *, where the author himself has

drawn up a brief comprehensive view of his whole

scheme, with great spirit.

This year, but something earlier, came out Dr. Mid-

dleton's famous History of the Life of Cicero ; which

was received by the publick, as it deserved to be, with

great applause. Mr.Warburton took the first occasion

to compliment his friend upon it; and, as in the con-

cluding part of that work Dr. Middleton had contro-

verted the account given of Cicero's philosophical

opinions in the first volume of the D.L. he takes notice,

that he had a more particular pleasure in the last

section, as he was more particularly interested in it
•

and then proceeds to moralize in the following manner l

* See Vol. VI.
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" We perhaps shall neither of us be esteemed ortho-

" dox writers. But this we shall do, we shall give an

" example to the world, which orthodox writers rarely

" do, and perhaps of more use to mankind, than most

" of the refined subjects they engage in, that we can

" differ in many important points, and publicly avow

" our difference, without the least interruption of the

ff declared friendship and esteem, we bear to each

" other. And the Life of Tully, and the D. L., will be

" a rule, which few have set us and perhaps few will

tl
follow, how men, who esteem and Iovg each other,

" should comport themselves when they differ in opi-

" nion- So that whichever is right or wrong in opinion,

" the honest part of the world will judge both of us

" to be right in .sentiment *."

To whom Dr. Middleton replies, with great compla-

cency, in the same strain—" As to the circumstance,

" from which you draw so just and useful a lesson, of

" our differing from each other in some particular

" opinions, as I was always persuaded that it could

" not have any other effect upon you, so I have the

" comfort to assure you, that I never felt the least im-

" pression from it disadvantageous to our friendship.

" It is the necessary consequence of that privilege of

" our nature on which all men of sense set the highest

" value, the liberty of judging for ourselves
;
yet since

*'
it would be a great satisfaction to me in all cases to

" find my judgement confirmed by yours, so, when
" you are at full leisure, I should be glad to know the
u

particular reasons which force you to differ from me
** on the subject of Cicero's opinions ; to w hich alone
*' our difference in the present case is to be referred^

* April 20, 1741

" that
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" that as far as is possible we may come still nearer to

" each other *."

Thus these two ingenious men ; and the same spirit

breathes through the rest of their leiters : so that their

whole temper seems to have resolved itse lf into a prin-

ciple of general candour. Yet, within a month or two,

a fresh difference of opinion taking place (though on a

subject of no more importance than the other about

Cicero, respecting only the origin of popish cere-

monies) and neither side giving way, our two candid

friends coded insensibly towards each other, and seem,

thenceforward, to have discontinued their correspond-

ence ; for I find no letters, that passed between them,

of a later date than those of this year, which touch

upon that difference. A memorable instance of our

common weakness ! which shews how little stress is to

be laid on those professions of candour, with which

our letters and conversations overflow ; and how im-

possible it is for any lasting friendship to subsist

between men of opposite principles and persuasions',

however their feelings may for a time be dissembled,

or disguised even to themselves, by a shew of good

breeding.

For a contrary reason, the conformity of their sen-

timents, the friendship between Mr. Warburton and

Mr. Pope became every day closer and more confi-

dential. In the beginning of this summer, when the

business that had called him to London, on the publi-

cation of his book, was over, he went down again to

Tw ickenham, and passed some weeks with Mr. Pope

there, and in a country-ramble, which led them at last

to Oxford. The university was naturally pleased at the

* Cambridge, April 5, 1741. I suppose a misdate for

May 5th, or Mr. Waiburton's letter is misdated.

arrival
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arrival of two such strangers, and seemed desirous of

inrollirig their names among their graduates. The

decree of Doctor of Divinity was intended for the

Divine, and that of Doctor of Law for the Poet, as a

testimony of their great respect for each. But intrigue

and envy defeated this scheme ; and the university lost

the opportunity of decorating with its honours the two

greatest geniuses of the age, by the fault of one or

two of its members *. Mr. Pope retired with some

chagrin to Twickenham, but consoled himself and

his friend with this sarcastic reflexion
—

" We shall

" take our degree together in Fame, whatever we do at

" the university f."

The time they spent together this summer gave oc-

casion to some interesting conversations. Mr.War-

burton suggested many alterations and improvements

of Mr. Pope s moral writings, and particularly advised

him to strike out every thing in them that might be

suspected of having the least glance towardsfate or

naturalism ; which he consented to, we are told, with

extreme pleasure J. It was also at this time, that he

concerted with him the plan of the I-Vth Book of the

Dunciad §.

Mr. Pope lost no time in carrying it into execution.

In November following he presses his friend to meet

him at Prior-Park, on the invitation of Mr. Allen, with

whom he then was, and tells him it was there that he

.should find most leisure to profit by the advice he had

given him " to resume the studies, which he had almost

laid aside by perpetual avocations and dissipations."

* Pope's Works, Vol. IX. Lond. 1 753. Letter CV1I.

f Sept. 20, 1741. + p lt; f. to his Works.

§ Pope's Works, Vol, IX. Letter CX. note.

Vol. I. +- D Here
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HerG accordingly they met .' a great part of the ne^

poem was read and highly approved : the rest Mas

finished in the course of the year 1 742, and a project

formed for making Mr.Warburton the Editor of the

IV books complete ; which was executed very early id

1 743 ; and so much to the author's satisfaction, that he

afterwards engaged him to sustain the like office with

regard to the rest of his Works *.

I shall find a fitter place, in the course of these re-

flexions, to speak my own sentiments of the edition of

Mr. Pope's works. All I have now to add on this in-

teresting part of Mr.Warburton's life, is, that the most

unreserved confidence continued between the two

friends till Mr. Pope's death, in May 1 744 : and with

what warmth of affection on both sides, appears from

the last will and testament of the latter, and from

the zeal of the former to fulfil his intention, and to do

all possible honour to his memory.

It must, indeed, be regretted that this memorable

friendship commenced so late, and ended so soon. We
might otherwise have seen the most valuable fruits of it.

Their hearts and heads were exactly attuned to each

other
;
and, had the life and health of Mf. Pope per-

mitted, this harmonious agreement in the powers and

purposes of two such men could not have failed to

produce many a noble design in favour of virtue and

religion.

The death of our great poet, was an event that could

not fail of putting the spirits of the ingenious in motion,

and of exciting an emulation, among the lovers of

polite literature, to adorn his memory and virtues. It

accordingly produced Mr. Brown's Essay on Satire,

which was addressed to Mr.Wr
arburton, and so far

* Letters 112, 113, 114, 115.

approved
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approved by him, as to be prefixed to his edition

of Mr. Pope's works. It also brought on the dawn of

Mr. Mason's genius, in The Monody, entitled Musaeus
;

which gave so sure a presage of his future eminence

in poetry, and so advantageous a picture of his mind,

that Mr. Warburton, on the sight of it,

" With open arms received one poet more."

Soon after Mr. Pope's death, Mr. Warburton re-

ceived a letter from a learned anu ingenious lady, Mrs.

Cockburne, lamenting that event, and making some

enquiry after Mr. Pop. s works ; but the real purpose

of the letter-wriUr was to draw Mr. Warburton into

an explanation of his system concerning Moral Obli~

gat/on, as delivered in the first volume of the D. L. it

being different from one espoused by herself, which

was that of Dr. Samuel Clarke.

His answer to this Lady is written with great civility

and politeness, and was so well received, that, when, a

year or two afterwards, she drew up her confutation

of Dr. Rutherfoith's Essay on Virtue, she sent the

manuscript to Mr. Warburton ; who was extremely

pleased with it, and wrote a short preface in recom-

mendation of that work. His Letter may be seen in

the Appendix [B.]

But to return to what I was saying of Mr. Pope's

friendship for Mr. Warburton.

Next to the enjoyment itself of such a friendship,

the chief benefit Mr. Warburton derived from it, was

the being introduced by his means to his principal

friends
;

particularly Mr. Murray, and Mr. Allen
;

two of the greatest and best men of the age. As I

had myself the honour of being well acquainted with

these excellent persons, and very much obliged to them,

r> 2 I may
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I may the rather be allowed to indulge myself in the

recollection of their virtues.

Mr. Murray, afterwards Earl of Mansfield and

Lord Chief Justice of England, was so extraordinary

a person, and made so great a figure in the world, that

his name must go down to posterity, with distinguished

honour, in the public records of the nation. For hi*

shining talents displayed themselves in every depart-

ment of the State, as well as in the supreme Court

of Justice, his peculiar province ; which he filled

with a lustre of reputation, not equalled perhaps,

certainly not exceeded, by that of any of his pre-

decessors.

Of his conduct in the House of Lords, I can speak

with the more confidence, because I speak from my
own observation. Too good to be the leader, and too

able to be the dupe, of any party, he was believed to

speak his own sense of public measures ; and the

authority of his judgement was so high that, in regular

times, the House was usually determined by it. He
was no forward, or frequent speaker ; but reserved

himself, as was fit, for occasions worthy of him. In

debate, he was eloquent as well as wise ; or rather, he

became eloquent by his wisdom. His countenance and

tone of voice imprinted the ideas of penetration,

probity, and candour ; but what secured your attention

and assent to all he said, was his constant good sense,

flowing in apt terms and the clearest method. He
affected no sallies of the imagination, or bursts of

passion ; much less would he condescend to personal

abuse or petulant altercation. All was clear, candid

reason, letting itself so easily into the minds of his

hearers as to carry information and conviction with it.

In a word, his public senatorial character resembled

very
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Very milch that of Messala, of whom Cicero says,

addressing himself to Brutus—
" Do not imagine, Brutus, that, for worth, honour,

and a warm love of his country, any one is com-
" parable to Messala : So that his eloquence, in which

" he wonderfully excels, is almost eclipsed by those

" virtues. And even in his display of that faculty,

" his superior good sense shews itself most: with so
u much Care and skill hath he formed himself to the

" truest manner of speaking ! His powers of genius
<c and invention are confessedly of the first size; yet

" he almost owes less to them, than to the diligent and
l<

studious cultivation of his judgement *."'

In the commerce of private life, he was easy, friendly,

and agreeable
;
extremely sensible of merit in other

men, and ready on all occasions to countenance and

produce it. From his early youth, he had attracted

the notice, and obtained the friendship and applause,

of our great poet.

Mr. Allen was a mart of plain good senses aiid

the most benevolent temper. He rose to great con-

sideration by farming the cross-posts ; which he put

into the admirable order in which we now find them
;

very much to the public advantage, as well as his own.

He was of that generous composition, that his mind

enlarged with his fortune ; and the wealth he so

* " Cave putes probitatej constantili, cura, studio retpub-

" licac, quidquam i 11 i simile esse; ut eloqnentia, qua mi-
u

rabiliter excellit, vix in eo locum ad luudandum habere
** videatur. Quanquam in bac ipsa sapientia plus apparet

:

* ita gravi judicio multaque arte ce exercuit in verissimo

" gene re dicendi. Tanta autcm industria est, tantumque
" cvioilat in studio, ut non maxime ingenio, quod in eo sura-
w mum est, gratia babenda videatur." Cic. ad Brutum, 1. 1 §t

4- d 3 honourably
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honourably acquired, he spent in a splendid hospitality

and the most extensive charities. His house, in so

public a scene as that of Bath, was open to all men
of rank and worth, and especially to men of distin-

guished parts and learning; whom he honoured and

encouraged; and whose respective merits he was en-,

ab'od to appreciate, by a natural discernment and su-

perior good sense, rather than any acquired use and

knowledge of letters. His domestic virtues were

above all praise. With these qualities he drew to him-

self an universal respect ; and possessed, in a high

degree, the esteem of Mr. Pope, who, in one of his

moral essays, has done justice to his modest and

amiable character.

To these two incomparable persons Mr, Pope was

especially anxious to introduce his friend; and it was

not long before he experienced the most substantial

benefits from this recommendation.

In the mean time, his attention was turned towards

that numerous host of answerers, which the D. L. of

Moses had brought down upon him. The extensive

argument, and miscellaneous nature of that work, had

led him to declare his sentiments on a multitude of

questions, on which he thought differently from other

writers, and of course to censure or confute their

opinions. Whole bodies of men, as well as indivi-

duals of the highest reputation, were attacked by him
;

and his manner was to speak his sense of all with

freedom and force. So that most writers, and even

readers, had some ground of complaint against him.

Not only the free-thinkers and unbelievers, against

whom the tenour of his book was directed, but the

heterodox of every denomination were treated without

much ceremony; and of those, reputed orthodox, some

tenet
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tenet or other, which till then they had held sacred,

was discussed and reprobated by him. Straggling

heresies, or embodied systems, made no difference

with him ; as they came in his way, no quarter was

given to either :
" his end and manner of writing," as

Dr. Middleton truly observed, " being to pursue

" truth, wherever he found it, and, from the midst

" of smoke and darkness, to spread light and day

" around him *."

Such a writer (independently of the envy, which

ever attends superior genius) must needs have innume-

rable enemies. And as all could not receive, nor the

greater part deserve, his notice, he determined to select

a few of the more respectable, out of the gross body

of assailants, and to quit his hands of them at once,

in a general comprehensive answer. This was done

by Remarks on several occasional Reflections, in two

parts ; the former published in 1 744, and the second

(which he styles the last) in 1 745 ; and both, executed

in such a manner as w as not likely to invite any fresh

attacks upon him f

.

Yet the rage of his answerers was not presently sub-

dued. Writing to a confidential friend from Prior-

iPark the year following [July 15, 1746] he tells

him—" I have a deluge of writers against me. But
two great men have made me promise to answer none
of them. They said

—
' You imagine the world takes

as much notice of your answerers, as you yourself do.

You are mistaken. The names of none of them
were ever heard of in good company. And the world
wonders you should so misemploy your time.' To

* Letter VII. in Dr. Middleton's Works, Vol. II.

t See Vol. XI. of this Edit.

d 4 this
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this I said, ' It was true. But that there was another

body to which some regard should be had, the interior

Clergy.' They said, it such writers misled them, it

was in vain for me to think of them. And indeed I

begin to think Aristotle mistaken when he defined

man to be a rational animal. Not but I know the

source ot all this opposition is rather to be attributed

to a bad heart, than a bau head. And you would be

surprized at the instances of envy I could give you.

Had I the complaisance to die to-morrow, it would all

be over, before the end of the v\eek. I am in this

condition of a dead man, already, with regard to the

Indies, there being, at this immense distance, no room

for envy, as you. will see by the following extract

of a letter I received from one of the Governors of

Virginia
:"

" I never had so much profit from any book, except
" the Bible, as from your's. The flood of infidelity

" has reached us.
r

lhe blessing of God upon your
" excellent pen will, I hope, preserve us from the

" evil influence. Pennsylvania seems to be over-run

" with Deism. The Quakers are generally infected,

" and it being their constitution to have no established

" religion, their too-universal toleration receives all

" without distinction. And they who worship God,
" and they who do not, are in the same esteem.

" Your first and second volumes of the Divine

" Legation came over to their public library. I

" recommended it strongly. It soon became the

" subject of all conversation Never were such

" struggles about any book, who should first read it.

" The reasonable were convinced ; the obstinate were

" astonished. A friend ofmine, of learning and station

" there, spoke of it with the warmest praise : he said,

" it
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" it had made him ten times more a Christian, than he

" had ever been."

—

'ihe>e reflexions were consolatory to him, and made

him bear w itti more temper the petulance of his adver-

saries ; whom he seems to have neglected, till one of

high ame and confident pretensions iorced him again

into the field 01 controversy. But this was not till

some years afterwards. 1 now go on with my nar-

rative from 1 74').

Mr. Pope had very early introduced his friend to

the notice of Lor J Chesterfield; who going this year

Lord Lieutenant to Ireland, was desirous of taking

Mr IVarburton with him, as his first Chaplain. He
had his reasons i^r declining this offer; but he had a

proper sense of the civility, and made his public

acknowledgement.-! for it in a dedication of the Alliance,

reprinted v\ith many corrections and improvements in

1748. The style of compliment in this piece will

perhaps be censured as too high. But the truth is,

that specious Nobleman had the fortune to be better

thought of, in his lifetime, than he has been since.

The general opinion therefore (which came confirmed

to him by Mr. Pope) very naturally inflamed the

expression of his gratitude, in that panegyrical epistle.

After an acquaintance of some years, Mr. Allen

had, now, seen so much of his friend, that he wished

to unite him still more closely to himself by an alliance

of marriage with an accomplished Lady of his own
family *.

1 his event took place in the beginning of the year

1 746 ; and soon alter, the preachership of Lincolns-

Jnn happening to become vacant, Mr. Murray, then

* Miss Gertrude Tucker, Mr. Allen's favourite niece.

Solicitor
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Solicitor General, easily prevailed with the learnecf

Bench to invite so eminent a person, as Mr. Warbur-
ton, to accept that Office.

II.

From the time of his marriage, Mr. Warburton

resided chiefly at Prior- Park. In so agreeable, or,

rather, splendid a retreat, he enjoyed health, affluence,

and leisure ; the best company, when he chose to

partake of it ; and every other accommodation, which

could be acceptable to a man of letters. His ambition

was, also, gratified with the highest personal reputa-

tion ;
and, in due time, he succeeded to the chief

honours of his profession. All this he could not but

be sensible of. Yet, I have heard him say, that tHe

most delicious season of his life was that which he had

spent at Newark and Brand-Broughton. So delight-

ful are the springing hopes of youth ! and so enchant-

ing the scenes which open to a great genius, when he

comes first to know himself, and to make trial of his

powers ! The impression, these left upon him, is very

agreeably described in a letter to Mr. C. Yorke, so late

as the year 1758. Mr. Yorke had acquainted him with

an excursion he had been making into Nottingham-

shire. In his answer from P. P. Oct. 2, 1758, he

says—" I am glad to understand you have amused
" yourself agreeably with a ramble into Nottingham-

" shire. It would have been the greatest pleasure to

" have chopped upon you at Newark : And I would

" have done so, on the least intimation. I could have

" led you through delicious walks, and picked off, for

" your amusement in our rambles, a thousand notions

" which I hung upon every thorn, as I passed, thirty

" years ago."

But
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Hut to return from this reflexion.

4%

The Preachership of Lincoln's-Inn had been off 'red

him in so handsome a manner, that it could not be

refused. Otherwise, the thing was not agreeable to

him.

In a letter to Dr. Taylor * from Prior-Park, May 22,

1746, he says
—

" I think I told you in my last, that

- the Society of Lincoln's- Inn had made me an
" unanimous offer of the Preachership ] which there-

" fore I could not refuse, though I would gladly have
u done it. For it will require five or six months
" attendance. And the advantage of the thing itself

* you may judge of, by this: Mr.' Allen would have
" me take a house, for which I pay as much rent, as

" the whole Preachership is worth. This only to you..

" And don't think I speak with any affectation when
" I tell you in your car, that nothing can be mere
" disagreeable to me, than this way of life. Put I

" hope and determine that it shall not continue long.

" Don't you pity me? I shall be forced to write

" sermons : and God knows what will become of

" the D. L. Put if I can do any good in this new
" station, I shall know how to bear the disagreements

" of it, and that's all. How capricious is the fate of

" mortals ! Any other clergyman would think himself

" happy in such an honour as the Society has done

* me. I believe it is the first f that has been done to

" their Preacher. Yet I have no joy in it."

* The Physician—first of Newark, afterwards of London,
very eminent in his profession, and from his early youth a
friend of Mr. Warburton's.

f He means, by the unanimous offer of their preachership..

+- P 6 The
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The truth is, the attendance on the term broke irt

upon his leisure
;
and, what was Avorse, the necessity

he was under of composing sermons, with which he

was but slenderly provided, diverted him from other

things, for which he judged himself better qualified,

and which he had more at heart.

The fruits of his industry in this new office there

will be occasion to speak of, and to appreciate here-

after. For the present, it is true, his greater designs

received some interruption, and particularly, as he

intimates, that of the D. L.
;
although other reasons

concurred to make him defer (indeed muh too long)

the prosecution of that noble work.

In the year 1 747 appeared his edition of Shake»

kpeare s works, v» hich he had undertaken at the instance

of Mr. Pope. " He was desirous"—the editor speaks hi

his own person-1—" I should give a new edition of this

" poet ; and that his edition should be melted douri
54

into mine. In memory of our friendship, I have

" therefore made it our joint edition *.'

As the public envy was now at its height, from the

rising fortune, as well as fame, of the author, this

edition awakened a spirit of criticism, which haunted

him in every shape of dull ridicule, and solemn coi>

futation. Happening to speak of this, in a letter"

v ritten to him 1749 (for by that time I had the honour

of being personally acquainted with him) he replies to

me in the following lively manner—" 1 have, as you.

" say, raised a spirit without designing it. And, while

" 1 thought I was only conjecturing, it seems I was

" conjuring. So that I had no sooner evoked the

*' name of Shakespeare from the rotten monument

* Preface to Shakespeare.
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"? of his former editions, than a crew of strange devils,

" and more grotesque than any he laughs at in the

" old farces, came chattering, mewing, and grinning

(f round about me *."

The outcry against him was, indeed, pretty much

what is here so pleasantly described. His illustrations

of the poet's sense were frequently not taken ; and his

corrections of the faulty text, not allowed. And, to

speak candidly, it could scarce be otherwise. For,

though all pretend to be judges of poetry, few have

any idea of poetical criticism. And, as to what con-

cerns the emendation of the text, the abler the critic,

the more liable he is to some extravagance of con-

jecture (as we see in the case of Bentley himself) ; it

being dulness, and not judgement, that best secures

him from this sort of imputation j\

For
* Prior-Park, Sept. 28, 1749.

i* The apology, which an eminent French writer mak^s

for Joseph Scaliger, may serve for all Commentators of his

size :

" Je ne seay si on ne pourroit pas dire que Scaligei

* avoit trop d'esprit, et trop de science, pour f'aire un boo
* commentaire ; car a force d'avoir de Fesprit, il trouvoit

* ans les auteurs qu'il commentoit, plus de finesse et plus

* de genie, qu 'ils n'en avoient effectivement ; et sa profonnV
** literature etoit cause qu'il voyoit mille rapports entre les

* pensees d'un auteur, et quelqne point rare d'antiquite.

" De sorte qu'il s'imaginoit que son auteur avoit fait

" quelque allusion a ce point d'antiquite, et sur ce pied-la

*' il corrigeoitun passage. Si on n'aimemieux s.'imaginer

" quel'envie d'eclaircir un mistere d'erudition inconnu aux
" autres critiques, 1'engageoit a supposer qu'il se trouvoit

" dans un tel ou tel passage. Quoiqu'il en soit, les com-
" mentaircs qui viennent. de lui, sont pleins de conjectures
" hardies, ingenieuses, et fort scavantes, mais il n'est guer^s

" apparent
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For the rest, such is the felicity of his genius in

restoring numberless passages to their integrity, and in

explaining others which the authors sublime concep-

tions, or his licentious expression, had kept out of

sight, that this fine edition of Shakespeare must ever

be highly valued by men of sense and taste ; a spirit,

congenial to that of the author, breathing throughout,

and easily atoning, with such, for the little mistakes

and inadvertencies, discoverable in it.

Mr. Warburton very properly neglected all attacks

on his own critical fame. But of one, that was made
soon after on the moral character of his friend, he

took more notice. In 1 749 an insignificant pamphlet,

under the name of A Patriot King, was published by

Lord Bolingbroke, or by his direction, with a preface

to it, reflecting highly on Mr. Pope s honour. The

provocation w-as simply this. The manuscript of that

trivial declamation had been intrusted to the care of

Mr. Pope, with the charge (as it was pretended) that

only a certain number of copies should be printed.

Mr. Pope, in his excessive admiration of his Lordship

(which w;is the chief foible of his character) took that

opportunity, for fear so invaluable a treasure of patriot-

eloquence should be lost to the public, to exceed his

commission, and to run off more copies, which were

found, after his death, in the printer's warehouse ; but

with so little secresy that several of his friends, and

in particular Mr. Alien (as he toid me) was apprized

of it at the time, and by Mr. Pope himself. This

charge, however frivolous, was aggravated beyond

measure

;

" apparent que les auteurs ayent songe a tout ce qu'il leur

" fait dire. On s'eloigne de ieur sens aussi bien quand oa
" a beaucoup d'esprit, que quand on n'en a pas," &c—
Nouve/les de La RcpuOlique dts Lettres, Juin 1684.
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measure; and, notwithstanding the proofs Lord Boling-

broke had received of Mr. Pope's devotion to him,

envenomed with the utmost malignity. Mr.Warburtoti

thought it became him to vindicate his deceased friend ;

and he did it so effectually, as not only to silence his

accuser, but to cover him with confusion.

And here let me have leave to pause a little, whilCj

in emulation of this generous conduct of my friend

towards one great man, I endeavour to perform the

same office towards another ; the most amiable of his

time : who has suffered, in the public opinion, by a

charge of immoral meanness brought against him by

Mr. Pope himself, and, as I am persuaded, without,

the least foundation. The person I mean is Mr*

Addison, in whose good name, as in that of Mr. Pope,

Virtue herself has an interest. He and Mr. Pojxj

were, likewise, friends; and this relation between them

brings the two cases into a still nearer resemblance

with each other.

The charge, I allude to, is briefly this—Mr. Addison

had unifornily * adyised and encouraged Mr. Pope"*

translation of the Iliad, from the year 1713, when

the design of that work was first communicated to him.

He had even been zealous to promote the subscription

to it ; and in May 1716, when a considerable progress

had been made in the translation, and some parts of it

published, he speaks of it in the Freeholder, N°40, in

the following manner:
" When I consider myself as a British freeholder,

" I am in a particular manner pleased with the labours

" of those who have improved our language with the

" translation of old Latin and Greek authors ; and by

* See Letters to and from Mr. Addison, in Mr. Pope's

Works.

k d 8 " that
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* " that means let us into the knowledge of what passed

" in the famous governments of Greece and Rome.
" We have already most of their historians in our own
" tongue : and what is still more for the honour of our
" language, it has been taught to express with elegance'

" the greatest of their poets in each nation. The
'* illiterate among our countrymen may learn to judge
" from Drydens Virgil, of the most perfect Epic per-

" formance : and those parts of Homer which have

" already been published by Mr. Pope, give us rea-

" son to think the Iliad w ill appear in English with as

" little disadvantage to that immortal poem."

Notwithstanding all this, Mr. Pope believed, and

his friends, as was natural, believed with him, that in

1715 Mr. Addison either translated himself, or em-

ployed Mr. Tickell to translate, the first book of the

Iliad, in opposition to him.

If we ask on what grounds this extraordinary charge

is brought against such a man as Mr. Addison, we are

only told of some slight and vague suspicions, without

any tiling that looks like a proof, either external or

internal. What there is of the latter tends to confute

the charge. For whoever is acquainted with Mr.

Addison's style and manner, must be certain that the

translation was not his own, though Steele, in a peevish

letter written against Tickell *, has, it seems, insinuated

some such thing. And for external proof, we have

absolutely nothing but a report from hearsay evidence,

that Mr. Addison had expressed himself civilly of

Tickelfs performance ; whence it is concluded thai this

translation was, at least, undertaken by Mr. Addison's

advice and authority, if not made by himself.

* Dedication of the Drummer to Mr. Congreve.

Still,
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Still-, it will be owned, that so generous a man as

Mr. Pope must believe he had some proof of this

charge against his friend : and I think, I have, at

length discovered what it was.

I have seen a printed copy * of Tickell's translation,

in which are entered many criticisms and remarks in

Mr. Pope's own hand. And from two of these, com-

pared together, I seem to collect the true ground of

the suspicion. But the reader shall judge for himself.

To the translatipn, are prefixed a Dedication,

and Advertisement. The latter is in these words—" I must inform the reader, that when I began
" this first book, I had some thoughts of translating

" the w hole Iliad : but had the pleasure of being di-

" verted from that design, by finding the work was
" fallen into a much abler hand. I would not there-

V fore be thought to have any other view in publishing

" this small specimen of Homer's Iliad, than to

" bespeak, if possible, the favour of the Public to a
" translation of Homer's Odysseis, wherein I have
" already made some progress."

To the words in this advertisement

—

when I began

this first book—Mr. Pope affixes this note

—

See the

jirst line of the Dedication.

Turning to the dedication, we find it begin thus

—

" When I first entered upon this translation I was
" ambitious of dedicating it to the late Lord Halifax."

* It was then in Mr. Warburton's hands. It was after-

wards sold, by mistake, among the other books which he had
at his house in town, to Mr. T. Payne, and came at length

into the possession of Isaac Reed, Esq. of Staple-Inn ; who
was so obliging as to make me a present of it, to be kept in

the library at 1! rtl< bury (in which that of Mr. Pope is

included), wUer? it now remains.

Vol. L E Over
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—Over against which words is, likewise, entered, in

Mr. Pope's hand, the following note. The translator

was first knorcn to him [Lord Halifax] four months

before his death. He died in May 1715.

Now, from comparing these two notes together, one

sees clearly how Mr. Pope reasoned on the matter. He
concluded from Tickell's saying

—

zchen hefrst entered

on this translation, that is, began this frst book, he

thought of dedicating his uork to Lord Halifax—
that he could not have entertained this thought, if he

had not at that time been known to Lord Halifax. But

it was certain, it seems, that Mr. Tickell was first

known to that Lord only four months before his-

death, in May 171.5. Whence it seemed to follow,

that this frst book had been written within, or since,

that time.

Admitting this conclusion to be rightly made by

Mr. Pope, it must indeed be allowed that he had much

reason for his charge of insincerity on Mr. Addison,

v> ho. as a friend that had great influence with the trans-

lator, would not have advised, or even permitted, such

a design to be entered upon and prosecuted by him at

this juncture. But there seems not the least ground

for such a conclusion. Lord Halifax was the great

patron of wits and poets : and if Tickell had formed his

design of translating the Iliad long before Mr. Pope

was known to have engaged in that work, he might very

well be supposed to think of dedicating to this Maece-

nas, as much a stranger as he then was to him. Nothing

is more common than such intentions in literary men

;

although Mr. Pope might be disposed to conduct him-

self, in such a case, with more delicacy or dignity.

I see, then, no reason to infer from the premises,

that Mr. Tickell began his fi'st book but four months

12 before
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before Lord Halifax's death. For any thing that

appears to the contrary, he might have begun, or even

finished it, four years before that event, and have only

relinquished the thoughts of prosecuting his translation

from the time that hefound this work hadfallen, as he

says, into an abler, that is, Mr. Pope's hand

.

These passages, however, of the Advertisement and

Dedication, reflected upon and compared together,

furnished Mr. Pope, as I suppose, with the chief of

those odd concurring circumstances, which, us we are

told *, convinced him that this translation of the first

book of the Iliad was published with Mr. Addison's

participation, if not composed by hira. If the work

had been begun butfour months before its appearance,

it must have been at least by his allowance and parti-

cipation : if before that time (Mr. Tickell's acquaint-

ance with Lord Halifax not being of so early a date)

it was, most probably, his own composition. And
to this latter opinion, it seems, Mr. Pope inclined.

How inconclusive these reasonings are, we have now
seen. All that remains therefore is to account for t\.2

publication at such a time. And for this, I see not why

Mr. Tickell's own reason may not be accepted as the

true one

—

that he had no other riew in publishing this

specimen, than to bespeak the Javour of the public to

a translation of the Odysseis, in which he had made

some progi^ess.

The time, it must be owned, was an unlucky one.

But if Mr. Addison had reason to believe his friend's

motive to be that which he professed, he might think

it not fit to divert him from a work which was likely

to serve his interest (poetical translation being at that

time the most lucrative employment of a man of

* lathe notes on Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot.

e 2 letters).
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letters), and though it had less merit than Mr. Pope's*

to do him some credit. And for the civility of speaking

well of his translation afterw ards, or even of assisting

him in the revisal of it, this was certainly no more than

Mr. Addison's friendship for the translator required.

That Mr. Addison had, in fact, no unfriendly inten-

tion in the part he had taken in this affair, is certain

from the passage before cited from the Freeholder,

where he speaks so honourably, in May 1716, of

Mr. Pope's translation, after all the noise that had been

made about Mr. Tickell's first book in the summer of

1715. We may indeed impute this conduct to fear,

or dissimulation : but a charge of this nature ought

surely not to be made, but on the clearest and best

grounds.

I have the rather introduced these observations

into the account of my friend's life, as he himself had

been led by Mr. Pope's authority to credit the impu-

tation on Mr. Addison
;

and, on more occasions than

one, had given a countenance to it. And it is but

justice to him, to assure the reader that when, some

years before his death, I shewed him this Vindication,

he professed himself so much satisfied with it, as to

say, if he lived to see another edition of Mr. Pope's

works, he would strike out the offensive reflexions on

Mr. Addison's character.

To return now to our subject.—We left Mr. War-

burton illustrating the works of one of our great poets,

and vindicating the moral character of another. But

whatever amusements, or friendly offices, might employ

his pen, he never lost sight of what he had most at

heart, the defence of Religion. And a controversy

then carrying on, concerning the miraculous powers

t)f the Christian Church, between Dr. Middleton and

his
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his opponents, and so managed, on both sides, as to

hurt the cause of Christianity itself, gave him occasion

to explain his own sentiments on the subject in an

admirable book, entitled Julian
;

or, A Discourse

concerning the earthquake and fiery eruption which

defeated that emperors attempt to rebuild the temple at

Jerusalem. This work was published in 1750, and is

written throughout in the genuine spirit of its author*.

It is introduced by an exquisite preface on the

literary character of the Fathers, and on the condition

of moral science before, and after, the appearance of

Christianity.

This excellent book had the fate of the author's

other writings, to be censured at home. In a letter

from Prior-Park to Dr. Balguy, Jan. 17, 1751 2,

—

\

" They tell me," says he, " there are some remarks

" published against my Julian. I don't know the

" nature of them, nor ever shall. That matter inte-

" rests every clergyman, that is to say, every Christian,

" in England, as much as myself. Besides, I have
" long since bid adieu to controversy. I give
:
' my sentiments to the publick, and there's an end.

" If any body will oppose them, he has my leave. If

" any body will defend them, he has my thanks. I pro-

" pound them freely : I explain them as clearly and
" enforce them as strongly, as I can. I think I owe
" no more either to myself or truth. I am sure I owe
" no more to the publick. Besides, I know a little

" (as you will see by the new edition of the first and
" second volumes of D. L.) how to correct myself

;

" so have less need of this assistance from others :

" which you will better understand, when you see

" that I hayk not received the least assistance from

# See Vol. VIII. of this Edit,

£ 3 " the
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" the united endeavours of that numerous band of
fl answerers, who have spared no freedoms in telling

" me of my faults."

Again, some months afterwards, writing to the same

friend—Bedford Row, May 12, 1752, he observes,

—" I think you judge rightly of the effects of

" Lord Bolingbroke's writings, as well as of their

u character. As to his discourse on the Canon of

" Scripture, I think it below all criticism, though it

" had mine. He mentions (and I believe, with good

" faith) that foolish rabbinical fable of Esdras' re*

" storing the whole lost canon by Inspiration ; and

" argues from it. However, the redoubtable pen of

" Sykes, though now worn to the stump, is drawn
" upon him ; or. at least, threatened to be drawn. He
u threatened, too. to draw it upon poor Julian ; but he

" left the execution to another. And who do you

" think that other proves ? Somebody or other, by
" far more curious than myself, would unearth this

" vermin : And he is found to be one Nichols, which

" your university some time ago prosecuted for stealing

" their books, or rather should have prosecuted.

w Have I not reason to blame you for your ill-timed

" clemency ? Had they hanged him, as Justice called

" upon them to do, my book had been safe. It is

" true, he has not fulfilled the old proverb, but rather

" contributed to a new one, " Save a rogue from the

" gallows, and he will endeavour to save his fellow.

" I had gibbeted up Julian, and he comes by night to

" cut him down."—The pleasantry of these reflexions

has drawn me into a citation of them. Otherwise,

it was scarce worth while to tell the reader what

some of our own prejudiced countrymen thought of

Julian. For the learned abroad were generally much

takea
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taken with this work. Among others, the4 president

Montesquieu ?, who, it seems, was then meditating a

visit to his friends in England, writes thus to Mr.

Charies York from Paris, June 6, 1 753 :
" When you

" see Dr. Warbuiton, pray let him know the satistac-

" tion I propose to myself in making a further ac-

" quaintance with him, and in taking a nearer view of

" his great talents. His Julian charms me
;
although

" 1 have but indifferent English readers, and have,

" myself, forgotten a great deal of what I once knew
" of that language.

"

And speaking of this work some years afterwards,

in a letter to me, Mr. Warburton says, " My Julian

" has had a great effect in France, where Free-thinking

" holds its head as high as in England. This is acon-
" solation to me, as rny sole aim is to repress that in*

" fernal spirit." And again,
—

" It has procured me
" the good will of the best and greatest man y in

" France; while there is hardly a nobleman in England

" knows I have written such a book

This

* " Quand vous verrez Mr. le Doctcur Warburton,
" je vous prie de lui dire l'idee agreable que je me fais de
" faire plus ample connoissance avec lui ; d'aller trouver la

" source du scavoir, et de voir la lumierc de l'esprit : son

" ouvrage sur Julien m'a. enchante, quoique je n'aie quede
" tres mauvais lecteurs anglois, et que j'ai presque oublic
u tout ce que j'en scavois."

f Due de Noailles—The intelligence was communicated

to the author by bis friend, M. de Silhouette : who admired

bis writings, and has translated some of them. See Preface

to Alliance.

% In planning bis treatise on Julian, be bad proposed, as

the title-page sets forth, to enquire into the nature of that

evidencej which will demand the assent of every reasonable man
-J— E 4 to
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This admirable work, as I observed, took its rise

from Dr. Mi dleton's Inquiry concerning the miracu-

lous powers in the Christian Church. That ingenious

man died towards the end of this year ; and although

some difference had arisen between them in 174.1,

and seems to have kept them asunder for the rest of

Dr. Middleton's life, yet no change appears to have

been made, by this misadventure, in Mr.Warburton's

opinion or even esteem of him, (so constant was he in

his friendships !) as the reader will see in the following

extract from a letter, which he wrote to me just before

the Doctor's death: " Prior-Park, July 11, 1750.

—

" I hear Dr. Middleton has been at London (I sup-

" pose to consult Dr. Heberden * about his health)

" and is returned in an extreme bad condition.—I am
" much concerned for the poor man, and wish he may
" recover, with all my heart. Had he had, I will

<£ not say, piety, but greatness of mind enough, not to

f
- suffer the pretended injuries of some Churchmen to

*' prejudice him against Religion, I should love him

" living,

to a miraculousfact. But this part of his plan he reserved

for another discourse. The subject was, in fact, resumed,

and has been sufficiently explained in the Discourse on the

Resurrection, Vol. X. Discourse XXIX.

* Dr. Middleton had been well acquainted -with Dr.

Heberden at Cambridge, where he flourished in great repu-

tation, for several years, before he removed to London, fie

has now [1794], Ibr some time past, declined all business;

but, through the whole course of it, was the most esteemed,

of any physician I have known, not only for his skill, but

generosity, in the exercise of his profession.—My own
personal obligations to him must be my excuse for the

liberty I take in paying this small tribute of respect to his

merit and character.
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" living, and honour his memory when dead. But,

" good God, that man, for the discourtesies done him
" by his miserable fellow-creatures, should be content

" to divest himself of the true viaticum, the comfort,

" the solace, the asylum from all the evils of human
" life, is perfectly astonishing ! I believe no one (all

" things considered) has suffered more from the low

" and vile passions of the high and low amongst our

<f brethren, than myself. Yet God forbid, it should

" ever suffer me to be cold in the Gospel-interests

!

" which are indeed so much my own, that without it

" I should be disposed to consider humanity, as the

most forlorn part of the creation,"

What this letter tenderly hints at, w'as the exact

truth. Dr. Middleton was an elegant scholar, and

very fine w riter : but, his vanity having engaged him

early in religious controversy on a subject which he

did not understand, he had given just offence to some

considerable Churchmen
; and yet would not con-

descend to recover their good opinion by retracting

what he had hastily and unwarily advanced. Hence,

the obstruction to his views of preferment ; which by

degrees soured his temper so much, that his best

friends (as Mr.Warburton found by experience) could

not calm his resentments, or keep them from breaking

out into some unhappy prejudices against Religion

itself. This misadventure was the effect of his passion,

not judgement ; for his knowledge of theology was but

slight, and his talents not those which qualified him to

excel in that science. The bent of his genius and studies

lay another way, and had raised him to great eminence

in polite literature ; of which his Letterfrom Rome,

and his Lift of Cicero, arc shining instances. Hi*

+- E5 other
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other works are of much less value, and will soon be

forgotten.

Nothing shews the extent of Mr. Warburton'a

genius, and the command he had of it, more, than his

being able to mix the lightest with the most serious

studies, and to pass, as his friend speaks,

" From grave to gay, from lively to severe,"

with so much grace and facility : a striking instance

of which power we have, here, in rinding Julian

between our two poets. For in the very next year

[17.51] he appeared again, as a critic and commen-

tator, in the noble edition he gave of Mr. Pope's

works. And, as here there was no room for emenda-

tory criticism, of all others the easiest to be misapplied

or misconstrued, so the public found very little to cen-

sure on this occasion. Indeed the main object of the

edition being to do justice to his friend, it was natural

for him to exert his whole force upon it ; and as none

can divine so happily of a poet's meaning, as the wcll-

e-xerciscd critic, if he be at the same time of a congenial

spirit with his author, it is no wonder that he made

this (what I formerly said of it, and still think it to be)

the best edition that zcas ever given of any classic.

But, admirable as Mr. Vv'arburton was in this elegant

species of literature, we are now to take our leave of

him nr. jer that character; his editions of Shakespeare

and Pope being, as he himself expressed it to me,

femusements, -which his fondness for the works of one

poet, andjor the person ofanother, had engaged him in.

"We are, henceforth, to see him only in his proper

office of Divine ; which he resumed w hen Mr. Pope's

volumes were out of his hands, and ennobled by a set
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of Sermons, preached by him at Lincoln's-Inn, and

entitled Principles of Natural and Revealed Religion,

in two volumes; the former published in 1752, and

the other in 1 754 ; to which he added a third in 1767,

consisting chiefly of occasional discourses *.

I bring his works of this sort together under one

view, that I may consider them at once, and give the

reader an idea of their true character.

He had used himself very little to write sermons, till

he came to Lincoln's-Inn. His instructions to his

parish had either been delivered without notes, or

extracted from the plainest discourses of our best

preachers. In his present situation, he found it ne-

cessary to compose his sermons, and with care ; his

audience consisting wholly of men of education, and

those accustomed to reasoning and inquiry. Here

was then a scene, in which his learning and knowledge

might be produced with good effect ; and it was in this

kind of discourse, that his taste and studies had qualified

him to excel. His sermons are accordingly, all of

them, of this cast ; not slight harangues on ordinary

subjects, but close, weighty, methodical discourses, on

the most momentous doctrines of natural and revealed

religion
;
opening the grounds of them, and supporting

them against objections
;

expressed in that style of

nervous eloquence, which was natural to him, and

brightened occasionally, but without affectation, by

the liveliest strokes of imagination. In short, they

were written for the use of men of parts and learning,

and will only be relished by such. They are masterly

in their way ; but fitter for the closet, than the Church
;

I mean, those mixt auditories, that are usually to be

expected in that place.

* See Vols. IX. & X. of this Edit.

There
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There had been a friendshipoflong standing between

Mr. Warburton and Mr. Charles Yorke ; cultivated

with great affection and esteem on both sides ; the

fruit of which appeared in 1753, in the offer of a pre-

bend in the Church of Gloucester, by the Lord Chan-

cellor Hardwicke. In acknowledgement of this favour,

Mr. "Warburton addressed the first volume of the

D. L. to his Lordship, when he gave the next edition

of that work. Some, who were curious in observing

coincidencies, and meant to do honour both to the

patron and client, took notice that the stall, to which

Mr. VV
r
arburton was preferred, was the same in which

the Lord Chancellor Nottingham, that great patron

Gf all the learned Churchmen in his time, had placed

Dr. Cudworth : Such a similitude was there appre-

hended to be between the two Magistrates
;
and, still

more strikingly, between the two Divines, authors of

The Intellectual System, and The Divine Legation!

But what idea of Dignity soever might be annexed

to this prebend, he exchanged it, a year or two after,

for one of more value in the Church of Durham,

which Bishop Trevor (who did himself honour by the

disposal ol" his preferments) very obligingly gave him,

at the request of Mr. Murray (now Attorney Genera])

i" 1 755-

lie had been made Chaplain to the "King, the year

before ; and that promotion, as well as the present,

making it decent for him to take his Doctor s degree,

the Archbishop of Canterbury, Dr. Herring, very

wisely took to himself the honour (which the Univer-

sity of Oxford had unhappily declined) of conferring

that distinction upon him.

But while his friends were vying with each other

in their good oiBces aud attempts to serve him, a

matter
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matter far more interesting to him, than any prefer-

ment, engaged his attention during the course of these

two years.

Lord Bolingbroke died in 1751, and his philosophi-

cal works were published in 1753. Every one knows

the principles and presumption of that unhappy noble-

man. He was of that sect, which, to avoid a more

odious name, chuses to distinguish itself by that of

Naturalism; and had boasted in private, what feats

he should be able to perform, in the attack, he had

long threatened, on all our metaphysics and theology ;

in other words, on natural and revealed religion.

Some had the simplicity to believe him on his word
;

and others, it may be, wished hiin success. All serious

men stood aghast at the loud vaunts of this Goliah of

the infidel party; and, prepossest with the ideas of

consequence, which the fond applauses of his friends,

and (what must ever be lamented) of his tuneful friend,

had thrown about him, waited with anxiety for the

event.

In the mean time, as that friend said divinely well

(for surely, in this instance, he prophesied, as well as

sang)

" Heaven with loud laughter the vain toil surveys,

" And buries madmen in the heaps they raise."

Dr. Warburton had very early penetrated the views

of Lord Bolingbroke; and, observing some tincture of

his principles (but without the knowledge of the author,

who could not be trusted with the secret) artfully

instilled into the Essay on Man, Had incurred his

immortal hatred by making the discovery, and, in con-

sequence of it, by reasoning Air. Pope out of his

hands.
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ha?ids*. It was easy to foresee what would follow

from this vigilant and able Divine, when his Lord-

ship's godless volumes should come forth ; and the

dread of it seems to have kept them back, for the

remainder of his life. The interval, however, was

made good use of, in seasoning them with poignant

invectives against the Alliance and Divine Legation,

and with whole pages of the grossest personal abuse.

So that, when they appeared, Dr. Warburton was

provoked, as well as prepared, to give them a strict

examination, and was animated to the undertaking by

a just resentment, as well as religious zeal.

And these two principles (the most operative in our

nature) were never exerted to better purpose, or w ith

greater effect. He planned the View of his Philoso-

phy in Four Letters to a Friend f, and in writing it

has surpassed himself ; the reasoning and the wit being

alike irresistible, the strongest and keenest that can

be conceived. He himself was not a little pleased

with this work, and says in confidence to a friend +
,

" I have given to it all the finishing in my power ; and
u reckon, if any thing of mine should stumble down
" to posterity, it will have as good a chance as any.
M And now

—

Castus artemque repono."

Some of Dr. Warburton s friends (such of them, I

mean, as had been the friends of Mr. Pope) had, of

course, been acquainted with Lord Eolingbroke ; and

were very naturally in the common opinion of his

parts and abilities, w ithout knowing much, or perhaps

* See Vol. XII. of this Edit. " View of Lord Boling-

broke's Philosophy," Letter IV,

t Mr. Allen of Prior-Park. % Dr. Balguy.

any
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any thing, of his religious sentiments. These were likely

to take offence at the freedom of the Juerr, whichWas to

shew him in a light very different from that in which the

world had hitherto seen him. The consequence to him-

self was clearly foreseen, and with no small concern.

Writing from P. P. to Mr. C. Yorke, Aug. 24, 1 754,

while these letters were drawing up, he says
—

" I am
" busy with my second volume of Sermons, which I
** propose to publish early in the winter. I amuse
" myself too with another thing, which, were you here,

" you would be plagued with : because I never like

M my things so well as while you are reading them.

" I have a better reason for yonr reading them. 13ut,

" to tell you the truth, this flatters me most.—The
" thing will be without my name, and a secret. I wish
u

it may in no degree displease one I have so much
" reason to value, as our friend

;
nay, I would not

" have it displease any of his friends, on his account.

" You will ask me then why I venture upon it r I

" will tell you sincerely. I think it my duty; for I
*' am a Christian. I think I was designed to be the

" declared enemy of Infidelity ; for I am a little

** fanatical."

In a letter also to me, Sept. 7, J 754, he says—" As
** to my View of Bolingbrokc, I tell it you in con-
* fidence, I am apprehensive of displeasing some by
" it whom I most honour, and at a critical time. So
" that I solemnly assure you, nothing but the sense
44

of indispensable d (ty, as a Chribtian and a Citrgy-

* man, could have induced me to run the hazard of
* doing myself so much injury. But jaeta est aim.
H All other considerations are now past with me

;

" and I let Providence take its course without any
* solicitude on my part."

And
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And again, Dec. 10, 1754, some time after the two

first letters were published, and while he was prepar-

ing the two last
—

" I go on pushing this grand enemy
" of God and Godliness. But what I predicted to

" you, I am sorry to tell you, I have experienced to

" be true ; that I tread per cineres dolosos. How-
" ever, my duty tells me, this is a capital case, and
" I must on."

What he alludes to, is an anonymous letter, sent

him by the post, and expostulating with him, but in

the friendliest terms, on the manner in which he had

treated the subject of the View, in the parts already

printed. He guessed at the writer*, and had the

highest respect for him. He resolved, therefore, to

make his apology to him, and (as he was denied the

opportunity of a private explanation) in a public

answer to his letter. Accordingly, in 1 735, he printed

the two concluding letters ofthe View, with an Apology

for the two first f ; which now stands in this edition,

as it did in the subsequent ones of the View in the-

author's lifetime, as a prefatory discourse in vindica-

tion of the whole work. The occasion of the subject

fired the writer. I lis very soul came out in every

sentence, and is no where seen to more advantage than

in this Apology ; which is written throughout w ith a

peculiar glow of sentiment and expression, and is, at

once, the most interesting, and the most masterly of

all his works.

It had the effect, which was natural, on the so

much respected letter-writer ; who thought fit to pre-

serve an inviolable silence in regard to this apology,

* Mr. Murray.

t See Vol. XII. of this Edit.

but,
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but, by a signal act of friendship, done to the author

very soon after*, shewed how entirely satisfied he

was with him.

As to the " View " itself, it was universally read and

admired. The followers of Lord Bolingbroke and his

philosophy hung their heads: the friends of religion

took heart: and these big volumes of impiety sunk

immediately into utter contempt.

After this complete triumph over the great Chieftain

of his party, it would scarce be worth while to cele-

brate his successes against inferior adventurers, if one

of them had not published his own shame ; and if

v. hat I owe to Dr. Warburton's memory did not require

me to explain a trifling matter, in which I happened

to be concerned.

Mr. Hume had given an early specimen of his free-

thinking philosophy in some super-subtile lucubrations

of the metaphysical kind : which however did no great

mischief to religion
;
and, what chagrined him almost

as much, contributed but little to his own fame, being

too sublime, or too dark, for the apprehensions of his

readers. For so good a purpose as that of assisting

in the common cause of impiety, he thought fit to

come out of the clouds, and to attempt a popular vein

of writing, as the more likely to get himself read and

talked of in the world. In 1749 he therefore gave the

public a hash of his stale notions, served up in the taking

form and name of Essays, and with a stronger, at least

a more undisguised, mixture of Atheism than before.

Dr. Warburton, who was then sending his Julian

to the press, saw these Essays, and had thoughts of

closing that work with some strictures upon them.

In a letter of Sept. 28, of that year, to a friend at Cam-

* See page 60.

Vol. I. -t— F bridge,
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bridge, he says,

—" I am tempted to have a stroke at

" Hume in parting. He is the author of a little book
" called Philosophical Essays: In one part of which
" he argues against the being of a God; and in another

" .(very needlessly, you will say) against the possibility

" of miracles. He has crowned the liberty of the

" press. And yet he has a considerable post under
" the government. I have a great mind to do justice

" on his arguments against miracles, which I think

" might be done in few words. But does he deserve

" this notice? Is he known amongst you? Pray,

" answer me these questions. For if his own weight

" keeps him down, I should be sorry to contribute to

** his advancement to any place, but the pillory."

No encouraging answer, I suppose, was returned to

this letter ; and so the author of the Essays escaped,

for this time. His next effort was to discredit Religion

by what he calls, its Natural History. This book

came out early in 1757, and falling into the hands of

Dr. Warburton, provoked him, by its uncommon li-

centiousness, to enter on the margin, as he went along,

such remarks as occurred to him. And when that was

too narrow to contain them all, he put down the rest

on loose scraps of paper, which he stuck between the

leaves. In this state the book was shewn to me (as

I chanced at that time to be in London with the

author) merely as matter of curiosity, and to give me
an idea of the contents, how mischievous and ex-

travagant they were. He had then written remarks

on about two thirds of the volume : And I liked them

so well, that I advised him, by all means, to carry them

on through the remaining parts of it, and then to fit

them up, in what way he thought best, lor public use,

which I told liim they very well deserved. He put by

4 thi*
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this proposal slightly
;

but, when I pressed him again

on this head, some time after, in a letter from Cam-

bridge, he wrote me the following answer.

" As to Hume, I had laid it aside ever since you
" were here. I will now, however, finish my skeleton.

" It will be hardly that. If then you think any thing

" can be made of it, and will give yourself the trouble,

" we may perhaps between us do a little good, which

" I dare say we shall both think will be worth a little

" pains. If I have any force in the first rude beating

" out the mass, you are best able to give it the elegance

" of form and splendour of polish. This will answer

" my purpose, to labour together in a joint work to do
" a little good. I will tell you fairly, it is no more the

" thing it should be, than the Dantzick iron at the

" forge is the gilt and painted ware at Birmingham.
" It will make no more than a pamphlet ; but you
" shall take your own time, and make it your summer's

" amusement, if you will. I propose it bear some-

" thing like this title
—

' Remarks on Mr. Hume's late

" Essay, called, The Natural History of Religion, by
" a Gentleman of Cambridge, in a Letter to the Rev.

" Dr. Warburton.'—I propose the address should be

" with the dryness and reserve of a stranger, who likes

" the method of the Letters on Bolingbroke's philo-

" sophy, and follows it here, against the same sort of

" writer, inculcating the same impiety, Naturalism,

" and employing the same kind of arguments. The
" address will remove it from me ; the author, a

" gentleman of Cambridge, from you ; and the secrecy

" of printing, from us both."

I saw by this letter, he was not disposed to take

much trouble about the thing. Accordingly his papers

were soon after sent down to me at Cambridge, pretty

f 2 much
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much in the state I had seen them in at London, so

far as they then went, only with additional entries in

the latter part of the book. However, in this careless

detached form, I thought his observations too good to

be lost. And the hint of the Address suggested the

means of preserving them, without any injury to his

reputation, and indeed without much labour to myself.

Having, therefore, transcribed the Remarks,* with

little alteration, I only wrote a short introduction and

conclusion, merely to colour the proposed fiction ; and

in this form, sent them to the press.

When Dr. Warburton saw the pamphlet, he said,

I should have done much more, and worked up his

hasty remarks in my own way. He doubted, also,

whether the contrivance, as I had managed it, would

not be seen through. But in this he was mistaken;

for the disguise, as thin as it was, answered its purpose

in keeping the real author out of sight.

Mr. Hume in particular (understanding, I suppose,

from his bookseller, who was also mine, that the manu-

script came from me) was the first to fall into the trap.

He was much hurt, and no wonder, by so lively an -

attack upon him, and could not help confessing it in

what he calls his own Life ; in which he has thought

fit to honour me with greater marks of his resentment,

than any other of the writers against him : nay the

spiteful man goes so far as to upbraid me with being a

follower (indeed, a closer, in this instance, than he

apprehended) of the JVarburtonian school.

This idle story would not have been worth the

telling, but for the reason already given, That I could

* They are given in Vol. XII. of this edition, in their

original form.

not,
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not, in justice to the author, take the merit of so fine

a work to myself. And yet in disclaiming it, the

reader sees, I make but an awkward figure, as being

obliged to open the secret of our little stratagem, in

which the grace of it mainly consists.

Dr. Warburton had now, for some time, been pre-

paring, and in 1758 he printed, a correct and improved

edition of the first volume of the D. L. The notes to

this edition are numerous and large ; some of which

are answers to objections made to him by Archbishop

Seeker. " Where you find me, says he in a letter to

" one of his friends [P. P. April 19, 1758], speaking,

in the notes, of objections that have been made,
" understand them of the present Archbishop's, who
" formerly gave me some sheets of them, which I have
u

still by me, and have in this edition considered all

" I thought worth observing."

Dr. Seeker was a wise man, an edifying preacher,

and an exemplary Bishop. But the course of his life

and studies had not qualified him to decide on such a

work, as that of the D. L. Even in the narrow walk

of literature he most affected, that of criticising the

Hebrew text, it does not appear that he attained to

any great distinction. His chief merit (and surely it

was a very great one) lay in explaining clearly and

popularly, in his sermons, the principles delivered by

his friend, Bishop Butler, in his famous Book of The

Analogy, and in shewing the important use of them

to Religion.

Of this last admirable prelate, what Dr. Warburton's

sentiments were, appears from a letter he wrote to

Dr. Balguy on his death, which happened in 1752

—

" You have heard of the death of the poor Bishop of

" Durham. The Church could have spared some other

r 3 " prelates
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w prelates much better ; and, in its present condition,

" could but ill spare him. For his morals and serious

" sense of religion (to say nothing of his intellectual

" endoAvments) did honour to his station. His death

" is particularly unhappy for his chaplain, Dr. Forster.

" He is my friend, whom I much value, as one of

" great worth, and whose ill luck I much lament. He
" has not only seen his hopes drop through, when he was

" every thing but in the very possession of them, but

" has lost a patron, who deserved the name offriend,

" which goes much harder in the separation than the

" other." [P. P. June 21, 1752.]

In the memoirs of such a life, as I am now writing,

nothing, I am sensible, interests the reader less than the

chapter of preferments. Yet these must not be wholly

overlooked. Towards the end of the year 1757, Dr.

Warburton had been promoted to the Deanery of

Bristol. And in the beginning of the year 1760, by

Mr. Allen's interest with the minister, Mr. Pitt, he was

advanced to the Bishoprick of Gloucester.

HI.

IN the common estimation, this last was a prefer^

ment suitable to his merit. Mr. Pitt himself gloried

in it, as what did honour to bis administration. I re-

member to have seen a letter of his, in which he said

—

that nothing of a private nature, since he had been in

office, had given him so much pleasure, as his bringing

Dr. Warburton upon the Bench. This virtuous self-

gratulation became the minister ; and others may be

of his mind. But I have sometimes doubted with

myself, whether the proper scene of abilities, like his,

be not a private station, where only great writers have

the leisure to do great things.

Here,
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Here, at least, it was that The Alliance and

Divine Legation were written: And here, too,

was composed the immortal work of Ecclesiastical

Polity, which, in the end, proved so fatal to our

English Disciplinarians; now rising again in the

shape of Levellers and Socinians ; but to fall again,

in good time, by one or other of our learned clergy,

going forth against them, in the spirit of order and ortho-

doxy, from the cool invigorating sh/ide of private life *,

But let me not be misunderstood. When I say that

great men should not be taken from their privacy, I

6peak of great men indeed. The Church is, no doubt,

much benefited and adorned by a learned prelacy.

The pastoral functions cannot well be discharged by

any other. But a genius of the high order, here men-

tioned, is given by a gracious Providence, now and

then, in a course of ages
s
to correct, as Dr. Middleton

observed, the sentiments and manners of mankind.

Such a man as this, is lessened by elevation : he

is, in himself, methinks, too great to be advanced.

But be this, as it may ; it must be allowed that

religion and learning suffered somewhat by his promo-

tion, as it interrupted those designs which, he had

formed for the service of both, and would have exe-

cuted, if his whole time had been at his command.

Jle himself lamented this inconvenience of his public

* Soon after I had hazarded this prediction, I had the

pleasure to see one half of it completely fulfilled. See

J)r. Horsley's Charge to the Clergy of the Archdeaconry of
St. yl/ban's, and his unanswerable Letters, in vindication of

it.—This able Divine was deservedly advanced to the see

of St David's in 1788 ; and has since [1793] been

translated to that of Rochester ;—and this year [1802]

to that of St. Asaph.

*- f 4 station

;
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station

;
and, after all, was not able (such was the root

his former habits of study had taken in him) to be so

active in it as he wished.

He performed the ordinary duties of his office with

regularity ; but further than this he could not prevail

with himself to go. And perhaps, on the whole, it

was better that he did not ; as the leisure he thus pro-

cured to himself, was spent to more advantage in

defending Religion, than it could have been in a vain

endeavour to support that discipline, which the spirit

of the times has utterly overthrown.

Tljey who stood at a distance from him, and knew

him only by the report of such as had no kindness for

him, concluded, at least, that he would take an active

part in the House of Lords. I have- heard of a

certain minister, w ho dreaded his promotion on this

account, and thought he saw a second Atterbury in

the new Bishop of Gloucester. But all such were

egregiously mistaken. Alas, he had neither talents

nor inclination for parliamentary intrigue or parlia-

mentary eloquence. He had other instruments of

fame and consideration in his hands, and was iuhnitely

above the vanity of being caught

" With the fine notion of a busy man,"

as one of our poets * w ell expresses it.

On the 30th of January 1760, ten days after his

consecration, he preached the customary sermon beture

the Lords. I mention this only, because his sermon,

which ot course was printed, is one of the best he ever

wrote, and the best, without question, that ever was

preached on that dav. It could not be any other,

since, besides nis grtat abilities, as a writer, he pos-

* Dryden.

sessed
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sesscd a perfect knowledge of our history, and of that

period of it in particular. I have heard him say,

there was scarce a pamphlet or memoir, published

between 1640 and 1660, which he had not read.

This predilection for the history of the rebellion,

seems to have been occasioned by a circumstance

just touched by me in the entrance of this discourse.

I observed that his grandfather had been active in that

scene. His grandmother, a woman of sense and

spirit, lived to a great age, and would often (as I

have heard him say) take a pleasure to relate to hirn,

when a boy, such passages of those times as she

remembered and was well acquainted with. This

taste of those transactions, made interesting to him by

the part which his family had taken in them, raised an

eager curiosity 'in him, as he grew up, to know more of

the subject. And thus, he not only acquired an early

insight into that part of our history, but continued

through life to be so fond of it, that he had thoughts,

at one time, of writing the history of the civil wars

;

and would without doubt have done it with supreme

ability, and, as the tenour of his sermon shews,

with equal candour, if the studies of his own pro-

fession had left him at leisure to engage in so great

a work.

Lord Clarendon was one of his favourite characters,

as well as writers ; he honoured the man, and admired

his history of the Grand Rebellion in the highest

degree. Yet there is a copy of that work, now
extant and in the hands of his family, in which he

has entered marginal notes containing so minute a

censure of all that is blameable in it, that a stranger

who had heard nothing of his predilection for Lord

Clarendon, would be apt to think him an enemy to

4— f 5 the
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the noble person's writings and reputation. With
£uch wonderful impartiality is the censure made *

!

Another instance of his skill in the story of those

times, and of his fairness in representing it, may be

mentioned. When he was one summer in residence at

Durham, he found Neals History of the Puritans in

their library, and for his amusement took it with him

to his own house, and scribbled enough upon the mar-

gins of the several volumes (I use his own words in a

letter to me), to expose and confute the mistakes and

misrepresentations of the writer. By the favour of a

friend, I have obtained a correct copy of those notes,

and believe the reader will agree with me, that they

deserve a place in this complete collection of his.

works \.

To put things of a sort together, I will here men-

tion another book, which he has rendered valuable

by some manuscript animadversions. Writing to me
from Weymouth, where Mr. Allen had a house, and

where he generally passed some part of the year with

his family, he tells me how his hours of leisure were

employed at that place. The letter; is dated Sept. 3,

1 758. " If you were here, you would see how I have

'* scribbled over the margins of Tjndal's Christianity

*' as Old as the Creation. I think I have him as sure

" as I had Collins. That is, I overturn the pillars,

" of this famous edifice of impiety : which all the
<e

writers against him hitherto have left standing *

" busying themselves only to untile his roof. This

* Since I wrote this paragraph, the valuable copy,

alluded to, of Lord Clarendon's History, has been very

obligingly put into my hands, to be preserved in Hartley

bury Library.

t See Vol. XII.
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" is my present amusement for a fortnight at Wey-
" mouth*."

The Bishoprick of Gloucester was the more agree-

able to him (as the Deanery of Bristol had been for the

same reason) on account of its situation, being in the

neighbourhood of Prior-Park. At so small a distance

from his diocese, he could perform the duties of it

without much trouble, or loss of time in journeys,

which were always irksome to him. Yet some months

in the summer he usually passed at Gloucester, and

resided there altogether after Mrs. Allen's death.

Wherever he was, he chiefly employed himself in re-

vising his printed works, with the view of making them

as complete and useful as he could.

Among others, he spent some time on his Sermons ;

and in 1761 he reprinted one of them, which he took

to be of importance, in a small size, that it might be

more known, than it was likely to be in the larger

volume. This was a well-considered and elaborate

discourse on The Lord's Supper f I a subject, which

had been so embroiled by two eminent writers of op-

posite principles, that it became necessary to take it

out of their hands, and to guard the public from being

bewildered and misled, either by a Popish or Soci-

nian comment. In a moderate compass (for he never

dealt in the verbiage of ordinary vi riters) he has re-

futed the system of either party, and explained his

own notion of the sacrament (which was, also, that of

the great Cudworth) in so clear a manner, that few

men of sense and judgement will now question where

the truth lies.

* This book is also in my possession, and will be found in

the Library at Hartlebury.

t See Vol. IX. of this Edit.

But
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But the good Bishop was always meditating some-

thing for the benefit of religion. What is called Metho-
dism, had now spread among the people. It was a

new species of Puritanism, or rather the old one re-

vived under a new name. This sect first appeared

at Oxford, where two fellows of colleges, Mr. George

Whitefield and Mr. John "Wesley, were its chief pro-

moters aud supports. They were both of them, it may
be, frank enthusiasts at setting out. The former is

said to have been a weak, the latter was unquestionably

a shrewd, man.

Mr. Wesley had rambled through a part of Germany
and North America, as well as Great Britain and

Ireland, pretending every where to a sort of Apostolic

mission : and, at a convenient distance of time from

these peregrinations, his manner was to print journals

of them, for the edification of his followers. The
Bishop of Gloucester had watched his motions with

care for some years ; and now thought he had gained

such an insight into his views and character from his

journals, which he constantly read, as to be able to

give a fair and full account of him to the public.

It seems to have been principally for this reason that

he altered and enlarged what he had written on the

influence of the Holy Spirit, in the second volume of

his Sermons : or rather, he composed that discourse

anew, and with many improvements moulded it into

a regular treatise on the subject; which he published

in 1762, under the name of The Doctrine of Grace:

o\ The Office and Operations of the Holy Spirit vindi-

catedfrom the insults of Infdelity, and the abuses of

Fanaticism; in two small volumes
3
i2mo*.

* See Vol. VIII. of this Edition,

lie
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He designed this work, as the title shews, for a vin-

dication of that most important Christian doctrine

from the abuses of libertine as well as fanatical writers.

The former he confuted with his usual energy and pre-

cision. The latter, as not being accessible on the side

of reason, he attacked with ridicule, in holding up to

view and exposing their leader and archetype, John

Wesley, out of the materials, largely furnished to hina

in that adventurer's own journals. This discourse,

like Pascal's Letters, and for the same reason, the sin-

gular merit of the composition, will be read, when the

sect, that gave occasion to it, is forgotten ; or rather the

sect will find a sort of immortality in this discourse.

As to the grave and reasoning part of this work,

that also, as I said, is written with great weight and

authority. But I think I see a degree of labour, in

the expression of some parts, which shews his pen had

now lost something of its wonted freedom and facility,

though it retained its force.

From this time, he seems to have planned no new

work of difficulty and length, but to have confined

himself very properly to the single purpose of giving

the last finishing * to his former writings.

Accordingly in 1 765 he published a new edition of

the Second Part of the D. L. in three volumes
;

and,

* The Bishop grew very exact and critical in giving the

later editions of his works ; so that he would review die

same sheet several times, and, of course, gave the compo-

sitor no small trouble. Which made his learned printer,

Mr. Bowyer, whom he much esteemed for his friendly qua-

lities, as well as merit in his profession, say pleasantly to him

on a certain occasion—' Those were fine times, when you

never blotted a line, but allowed me to print your copy as

fast as it came to hand, and without interruption.'

as
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as it had now received his last hand, he presented it to

his great friend, Lord Mansfield ; as he had done the

former part, when finished to his mind, to Lord Ilard-

wicke. But there was this difference in the character

of the two Dedications. That to the Lord Chan-

cellor, was respectful and ceremonious, being little

more than a letter of thanks to his patron : this other

to the Chief Justice, was sublime and pathetic, in

short, the overflowing of an affectionate heart to a

generous and much-esteemed friend.

The subject, too, of the latter is of that high im-

portance which a great writer chuses, when he would

consult his own and his friend's dignity, and transmit

them both, with advantage, to succeeding times. It

sets before him the state of religion in England for

half a century past, and, with a confidential freedom,

deduces the causes of that alarming neglect, into which

it had fallen, and by which indeed the author had been

induced to project this defence of it, and to put it

into his Lordship's hands. The information is inte-

resting; and the manner in which it is conveyed,

solemn and awful. It will be read hereafter with no

small attention ; and the time will come, when this

discourse will be reckoned among the chief honours of

the noble person addressed.

This edition of 1765, besides many other improve-

ments, with which it was enriched, is further distin-

guished by a remarkable discourse, printed at the close

of the last volume, and entitled An appendix con-

cerning the book of Job * In this short piece (which

is exquisitely written) he repels an attack made upon

him by Dr. Lowth. The dispute was managed, on

both sides, with too much heat
;

but, on the part of

* See Vol. VI. of this Edit.

thft
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the Bishop, with that superiority of wit and argument,

which, to say the truth, in all his controversial writings,

he could not well help. Tor it may, I believe, be as

truly said of him, as it was of Carncades,

—

That he

never defended an opinion which he did not prove, nor

opposed any, which he did not confute *.

Dr. Lowth, afterwards Bishop of London, was a

man of learning, and ingenuity, and of many virtues

:

but his friends did his character no service, by affecting

to bring his merits, whatever they were, into compe-

tition with those of the Bishop of Gloucester. His

reputation as a writer, was raised chiefly on his Hebrew

literature, as displayed in those two works t

—

his Latin

Lectures on Hebrew Poetry—and his English Version

of the Prophet Isaiah. The former is well and ele-

gantly composed, but in a vein of criticism not above

the common : The latter, I think, is chiefly valuable,

as it shews how little is to be expected from Dr. Ken-

nicott's work, (which yet the learned Bishop pronounces

to be the greatest and most important, that has been

undertaken and accomplished since the revival of

* Qui nullam unquam, in illis suis disputationibus, rem

defendit, quam non probarit ; nullam oppugnavit quam non

everterit. Cic. dc Or. 1. ii. c. 38.

f In saying this, I speak the sense of those who rate his

talents at the highest, and would be thought to do most

honour to his literary character. For myself, I confess I

have always considered a juvenile essay of the excellent

person, I mean a poem published by him under the name
of The Judgment of Hercules, as the best specimen

of his taste and genius, and one that gave the promise of

greater things, than he ever performed afterwards.

+- F 8 letters)
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letters *), and from a new translation of the Bible, for

public use.

On the subject of his quarrel with the Bishop of

Gloucester, I could say a great deal ; for I was well

acquainted with the grounds and the grogress of it.

But, besides that I purposely avoid entering into de-

tails of this sort, I know of no good end that is likely

to be answered by exposing to public censure the

weaknesses of such men.

In the next year, 1706, he gave a new and much-

improved edition of The Alliance
;
meaning to leave

these two great works, now wrought up to all the

perfection he could bestow upon them, as legacies to

the public ; or rather as monuments to posterity of his

unwearied love of the Christian religion, and (for the

sake of so dear an interest) of the Church of England.

Vv'iih a third volume of Sermons, already alluded to,

and printed in 176ft he closed his literary course:

except that he made an effort towards publishing the

IXth and last book of the Divine Legation ; on a

subject, he had much at heart; which he had long

and diligently considered ; and which now, for some

years, he had been labouring to digest and explain

in the best manner he could. But of this matter it

will be expected that I give the reader a more par-

ticular account.

The argument of the D. L. properly so called, was

completed in six books : but the plan of it required

three more; in which the author proposed, as he tells us,

To remove all conceivable objections against the

" conclusion, and to throw in every collateral light

" upon the premises."

* Prel. Diss. p. 62,

But
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But the argument itself was so ill received and so

violently opposed by many of the clergy, that he grew

disgusted at the treatment he met with, and could not

be prevailed upon to finish his design in support of it

His letters are full of complaints on this head. In 1 741,

some time before he published the second volume, he

says to one of his friends—" I am still condemned to

" drudge in the mines of antiquity. I may well give

"
it that slavish appellation, while I am so used by my

" masters, the clergy, for whose ease and profit I am
" working." And writing to another in 1 754, when

the two first letters of the View were coming out, he

observes with indignation
— " You will see there is a

" continued apology for the clergy: yet they will

*' neither love me the more, nor forgive me the sooner,

u
for all I can say in their behalf *."

And so on a hundred other occasions. The truth

is, his resentment at the established clergy for their

long and fierce opposition to his favourite work, was

the greatest weakness I ever observed in him. The

number of books and pamphlets, that appeared against

him for twenty years together, was, indeed, very great.

But, the nature of his work considered, and his own

freedom in dissenting from all others, as occasion

offered, what less could be expected? And when he

had given two or three of his principal adversaries, as

he did, a complete answer, he should not have suf-

fered the clamour of the rest to divert him from the

great design he had projected. But his conduct in

this instance was not that which might have been ex-

pected from his usual magnanimity. When I some-

times expostulated with him upon it, his answer was

—

* MS. Letters in my hands.

Vol. I. G " I surely
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" I surely have reason to think myself very ill used.

" The enemies of Revealed Religion and of the

" Church of England I have treated as they deserved,

" and am neither surprized nor hurt at their resent-

" ments against me. To their censures or com-
" niendations I can be equally indifferent. But that

" my brethren the established clergy, the friends of
u religion, and fellow-members of that society whose
" cause I am pleading, that these should set ttiem-
u

selves against me with so much rancour, is what I
' ; cannot so well bear. If indeed the publi>hed volumes
<; of the D. L. be so weak or so mischievous, as they

" suppose, I will not add to the offence given them
" by adding any more."

One sees what was at the bottom of the good man s

mind. He loved the Church of England and its

ministers, and had shewn his zeal for the ; n on all occa-

sions. He was therefore hurt at not receiving that

return of good-will from them, which his life and con-

science told him, he might expect, and had deserved.

Yet, as much as he felt the injury, and complained of

it, he was never moved by it (as many others, with less

provocation, and of less irritability, have been) to

retract his good opinion of them, or to alter his con-

duct towards them in any respect.

He only withheld the sequel of his capital work

from them; and unhappily he persisted in this resolu-

tion till time had softened their passions, and, of

course, his own.

At length, the orthodoxy of his sentiments seemed

gradually to be acknowledged; his own resentments

proportionally abated; and, from the time he had

given
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riven the corrected edition of his D.L. in 1765, he

was in earnest about resuming so much at least of

his long-neglected work, as he had meant to comprize

in the last or IXth book. The Vllth and Vllllh

(though the materials for them, too, were at hand) he

had long since despaired of composing : but this last,

being an attempt to give a Rationale of Christianity, he

anxiously wished; for the importance of the subject, to

leave behind him complete.

But the time was now past. Not only the business

of his station broke in upon his leisure : The infirmities

of age came insensibly upon him. His faculties,

hitherto so bright and vigorous, suffered some eclipse

and diminution of their force, from his growing indis-

positions. " I read still," he would often say to me,

" with the usual pleasure. But I compose with less

" ease, and with less spirit." In a letter to me from

Gloucester, Sept. 4, 1 769, he writes in the following

manner

:

" I have received your kind letter of advice *.

" You know, by experience, how difficult it is, when
" we have once got into a wicked habit of thinking,

" to leave it off. All I can promise is, if that will

" satisfy you, to flunk to no parpose : And this I

" know, by experience, I can do
;
having done so

" for many a good day.

" I think you have heard me say, that my delicious

" season is the autumn j the season, which gives most
"life and \igour to my mental faculties. The light

" mists, or, as Milton calls them, the .steams, that rise

" from the fields in one of these mornings, give the

* Not to pursue his studios too clyielv.

G 2. " same
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" same relief to the views, that the blue of the plum
" (to take my ideas from the season) gives to the ap-

" petite. But I now enjoy little of this pleasure,

" compared to what I formerly had in an autumn-
" morning, when I used, with a book in my hand, to

" traverse the delightful lawns and hedgerows round

" about the town of Newark, the unthinking place of

" my nativity."

And again, July nth, 1770:—" Hunter sent me
" his View of Lord Bolingbroke's character. He is

,

" a good man : but in this book, I think, he has

" shewn himself very absurd and indiscreet: absurd,

" in a florid declamation ; and indiscreet, as well

" as very injudicious, in the most extravagant en-

" coinium of Bolingbroke's parts, that ever was,

" even to say

—

he reasoned with the pride of a

" superior spirit, and I had almost said with the

" faculties of an angel.

" This disposed me to look again into the reasoning

" of this superior spirit, this angelic man, as I have

" collected together the best he has, in my View of his

" Philosophy. I have done it justice. But this re-

" trospect is accompanied with a mortifying conviction,

" that the time is now past when I was able to write

" with that force. Expect to find in my future

" writings the marks of intellectual decay. But so

" much for that matter."

In my answer to this letter from Thurcaston, July

the 23d, to sooth the mind of my friend under this

unwelcome discovery, and to prevail upon him, if I

could, to relax those efforts in composition, which, not

being so easy to him as they had been, might affect

his health and spirits, I wrote as follows :
—" As to

10 " what
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" what you say of your not writing with the Jcrce,

" you formerly did, it may very well be, and yet

" be no subject of mortification. For, besides that

" you can afford to abate something of your antient.

" force and yet have enough left,force itself has not, in

" all periods of life, the same grace. The close of one

" of these long and bright days has not the flame

" and heat of noon, and would be less pleasing if it

" had. And I know not why it may not be true,

" in the critical as well as moral sense of the poet's

" words,

" Lenior et mellor fis accedente senecta."

" But what I would chiefly say, on the subject, is

" this, That, whether with force, or without it, I would
" only wish your future writings to be an amuse-
" ment to you, and not a labour ; and this I think is

" the proper use to be made of your observation, if

" it be ever so well founded."

In short, I continued to express myself in this way

to him and his family with so little reserve, that he

saw my intention was to draw him off, by degrees,

from writing at all ; which he takes notice of in a

letter of the next year, June 2, 1771, though with

some little chagrin, as was but too natural, at this

plain dealing.

" I never believed I should feel so tenderly for

" as I now do. A suffering friend's good qualities,

" in such a condition, separate themselves, and rise

" superior to his uxilings, which we are insensibly dis-

" posed to forget. If this be the case of common
" acquaintance, in certain seasons, what -must be our

" constant sentiments of a real friend, at all seasons

;

g 3 " who
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" who loses no occasion of expressing every mode
" of tenderness towards those he loves! I fell into this

" train of thinking by what nay wife told me, with
'• much pleasure, a little before I left London. She
" said that Dr. JJurd assured her, that I would write

" no more. I received this news, which gave her so

" much satisfaction, with an approving smile. I was
" charmed with the tenderness of friendship which
" conveyed, in so inoffensive a manner, that fatal

" secret which Gil Bias was incapable of doing,

" as he ought, to his patron the Archbishop of

" Granada."

I insert these extracts, chiefly in reference to the

IX th book of the D. L. which twenty years before

would have been finished in a few weeks, and with

that flame of genius which irradiates the former books,

but which now lay under his hands many years, was

written by snatches and with difficulty, and left incom-

plete by him at last *; An unwelcome part this

of the little history I am writing ! yet not unuseful,

if it may admonish superior writers to place a just con-

fidence in themselves, and little ones to treat them with

something more respect. Cudworth and Warburton

are memorable and instructive instances, to either

purpose.

* Yet it may be concluded from the subject, which is a

general view of God's moral dispensations from Adam to

Christ [See Vol, VI. Div. Leg. Book VI. Sect. vi. at the

end, and Book IX. at the beginning] that very little is

wanting to complete the author's design
;
only, what he had

proposed to say on the apocalyptic prophecies, and which

may be supplied from the Discourse oa Antichrist [See

Vol. X. Discourse XXVIII.]

The
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The misfortune, in the case of the latter, was. that

although he nad digested in his own mind, long a^o,

the substance of the IXth book, and M as perpetually

meditating upon it, yet he had committed very little

of it to paper; his way being to put down in writing

only short notes of what he intended to enlarge upon,

and to work them up only when he was preparing to

send his copy to the press. This, in his best days,

was so easy to him, that, in printing some of his ela-

borate works, he had not in his hands two sheets

together, but sent the copy to his printer as fast as it

was composed.

I know indeed that many persons, from the compass

and variety of his learning, imagined that he drew the

materials of it from a voluminous common-place.

The fact was just otherwise. His memory was so

tenacious, that he trusted every thing to it : or, if he

may be said to have kept a common- place, it was

nothing more than a small interleaved pocket-almanack,

of about three inches square ; in w hich he inserted

now and then a reference to a curious fact or passage,

that he met w ith in his reading, but chiefly short hints

of sentiments and reflexions, w hich occasionally struck

him, and might some time or other be put to use. At

the end of every year, he tore out of his almanack

such leaves as contained any of those reflexions, arid

put them together under general heads, that he might

recur to them, on occasion, the more readily. Of
these papers, or rather collections of papers, I have

many in my hands, relative to the subjects of the three

last books of the D. L. ; and from these the IXth
book, such as he left it, was composed.

Another inconvenience, attending the late compo-

g 4 I
sition
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sition of this book, was, That he had occasionally

delivered, in his sermons, and other printed works,

some of the leading principles contained in it. Thus,

he had, in effect, anticipated a good part of his subject.

Xor was this all. Finding the labour of composing

troublesome to him, he quoted from himself very

freely ; and such passages, as had found a place else-

where, when the purpose of completing the last book

was suspended or laid aside, were now inserted in it,

without much alteration, in order to cany on the thread

and order of his discourse.

From both these causes therefore (his not having

reduced to form the materials he had provided for the

IXth book, and his having already worked up some

part of them) it is easy to see the disadvantage with

which he came, in the close of his long life, to the

composition of this work. His memory and invention

were not what they had been ; his facility and variety

of expression was not the same ;
and, what was worst

of ail, the grace of novelty in the subject was in some

measure gone off.

It was therefore matter of deliberation with me, for

some time, whether I should insert the IXth book

(though printed, so far as it goes, by himself) entire

and in its own form, or only some fragments of it. Bat,

on further consideration, I judged it right to give that

work exactly as the author left it : especially, as the

subject is highly interesting, and even new, unless

where anticipated by himself; the method, clear and

exact ; and the whole cast of composition, masterly

;

his reasonings being carried on, if not with the splendid

ease and perspicuity of his best manner, yet with a

force and spirit, both in the sentiment and expression,

winch
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wliich may well excite our admiration, when the cir-

cumstances, under which he wrote, are considered.

In a word, this IXth book of the D L. under all

the disadvantages with which it appears, is the noblest

effort that has hitherto been made to give a Rationale

of Christianity. How far- it may satisfy those who have

so long and so loudly called for it, will be now seen :

without doubt, no farther, than as it may agree (if, in

any respects, it should agree) with their reason. In

the mean time, the investigation is made with the best

design

—

" To justify the ways of God to man

and, let me add, in a Avay that entities it to another sort

of regard, than is due to theories, constructed, as they

usually are, on fanciful suppositions, and arbitrary

assumptions : since every thing, here, is advanced 011

the sure grounds of natural and revealed religion : the

one, estimated by the purest reason ; the other, inter-

preted with an awful reverence of the written word,

and according to the rules of the soundest and soberest

criticism.

While the good Bishop was thus exerting his last

strength in the cause of religion, he projected a method

by which he hoped to render it effectual service after

his death. This was by the institution of a Lecture

on Prophecy ; a subject, which he conceived had not

been considered with the care it ought ; and from a

thorough discussion of which, he assured himself, much
additional force would arise to the proof of the Chris-

tian religion. He had himself opened a way to the

successful investigation of the general subject, in some

principles delivered in the D. L. , and in his confutation

of
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of Collins's book by means of those principles. But
some particular prophecies had struck his attention,

as furnishing the most decisive argument for the truth

of Christianity. In the preface to his Remarks, Part II.

printed so long ago as i 745, he says—" I have ever

" thought, the prophecies relating to Antichrist, inter-

" spersed np and down the New and Old Testament,

" the most convincing proof of the truth of the

" Christian religion, that any moral matter is capable

" of receiving." And again—" This question (namely,

" what individual power is meant in the prophecies)

" is one, on the right determination of which alone,

" I am fully persuaded, one might rest the whole truth

" of the Christian religion *
"

Under this persuasion then in 1 7G8 he gave £. 500.

in trust to Lord Mansfield, Sir Eardley Wilmot, and

Mr. Charles Yorke, for the purpose of founding a

Lecture at Lincoln's-Inn, in the form of a sermon,

* To prove the truth of revealed religion in general,

and of the Christian in particular, from the comple-

tion of the prophecies in the Old and New Testament,

which relate to the Christian Church, especially to the

apostacy of Papal Rome.'

The subject is infinitely curious, and of vast extent

:

for those who have taken it to be too much narrowed

by specifying the prophecies concerning Antichrist,

seem not to have understood the compass of the con-

troversy, nor the terms of the institution itself. The

truth is, there is more danger that Lecturers will be

wanting to the institution, than that it will not afford

matter and scope enough for their discussion. He

* Sec Vol. XI. of this edit. " Remarks on several occa-

sional Reflections," &c. Part II. Pref.

was
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tvas anxious to leave this important trust in the best

hands. And while it continues in such as have had

the management of it, there is no doubt that the best

supply, which the age furnishes, will be provided for

this lecture. And, if I had not myself preached the

first course of these sermons, I should add that,

hitherto, their choice of lecturers has afforded no

signal cause of complaint.

It was aftenvards in the Bishop's contemplation to

double the original endowment. But he was diverted

from this design (though with some difficulty) by those

who represented to him, that the sum given was suf-

ficient to answer his purpose of engaging men of

ability to read his lecture if they were influenced by

such motives as became them, a regard for their own

honour and a zeal for the service of religion ; and that

more could answer no good purpose, nay might easily

be abused to bad ones, if they were not.

The last years of the Bishop's life were clouded

with misfortune, as well as indisposition. He had for

some time been so sensible of his declining health, that

he read little, and wrote less. But, in the course of

the year 1775, the loss of a favourite son and only

child *, who died of a consumption in his 20th year,

m hen

* He had been placed, much to his father's satisfaction,

under the care of Dr. Halifax; then an eminent tutor

of Trinity Hall at Cambridge, and the King's professor

of law in that university; who in 1782 was advanced to

the see of Gloucester, and translated in 1789 to that of

St. Asaph. He died March 4, 1790.—His distinguished

worth nnd ability deservedly raised him to the high rank

he held in the Church.—But his character is given more

at
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* hen ever}r hope was springing up in the breast of a

fond parent, to make amends, as it were, for his want

of actual enjoyment—this sudden affliction, I say,

oppressed him to that degree, as to put an end to his

literary labours, and even amusements, at once. From
that disastrous moment, he lived on indeed for two or

three

at large in the following elegant inscription,, composed by

his father-in-law, the Reverend Dr. William Cooke, dean

of Ely, and provost ot King's College, Cambridge, and

engraved on his monument in the church of Warsop, in

Nottinghamshire ; of which church the bishop was rector,

and in which, for the reason assigned in the two first lines

of the inscription, he was buried.

Hie juxta filiolum dulcissimum acerbo olim fato

Pra?reptum paternas exuvias deponi voluit vir

reverendissimus Samuel Halifax ll.d. Sc s.t.p

Ex hac vicinia oriundus prunisque literis imbutus in

academia. protenus Cantabrigiensi floruit juris eivilis

pra?!ector publicus Sc professor regius in curia prserogativa

Cantuariensi facultatum registrarius in hac ecclesia

rector in ecclesia cathedrali Glocestriensi primo deinde

AsJiphensi episcopus qua? per omnia officia ingenio claruit

& eruditione & industria singulari summa in ecclesiam

Anglicanam fide concionum vi ac suavitate fiexanima

Scriptorum nitore & elegantia vita insuper id quod primarium

sibi semper habuit inculpabUi

Katus est apud Mansfield Jan lS, 3733, calculo oppressus

properata morte obiitMartii 4, 1790, aetatis eaeu 57.

Catharina conjux cum filio unico Sc. sex filiabus superstes

relicta in aliquod desiderii sui solamen mcerens P.
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three years
;

but, when he had settled his affairs, as

was proper, upon this great change in his family, he

took no concern in the ordinary occurrences of life,

and grew so indifferent to every thing, that even his

books and writings seemed, thenceforth, to he utterly

disregarded by him.

Not that his memory and faculties, though very

much impaired, were ever wholly disabled. I saw

him so late as October 1778, when I went into

his diocese to confirm for him. On our first meet-

ing, before his family, he expressed his concern that I

should take that journey, and put myself to so much
trouble, on his account. And afterwards, he took

occasion to say some pertinent and obliging things,

which shewed, not only his usual friendliness of

temper, but the command he had of his attention.

Nor was this ail. The evening, before I left him, he

desired the family to withdraw, and then entered into

a confidential discourse with me on some private

affairs which he had much at heart, with as much
pertinence and good sense, as he could have done in

any former part of his life. Such was the power he

had over his mind, when roused to exert himself by

some interesting occasion ! But this was an effort,

which could not be sustained very long. In less than

half an hour, the family returned, and he relapsed into

his usual forgetfulness and inattention.

In this melancholy state he languished till the sum-

mer following, when he expired at the Palace in

Gloucester, on the 7th of June 1779, ar>d was buried

in his cathedral, at no great distance from the West
door, and near to the grave of one of his predecessors^

Bishop Benson.

A neat.
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A neat mural monument has been put up. there t&

his memory, with the following inscription :.

TO THE MEMORY OF

WILLIAM WARBURTON, D.D*

FOR MORE THAN ly YEARS

BISHOP OF THIS SEE :

A PR EL ATI;

OF THE

MOST SUBLIME GENIUS, AND EXQUISITE LEARNING;

BOTH WHICH TALENTS

HE EMPLOYED, THROUGH A LONG LIFE,

IN TIIE SUPPORT

OF WHAT HE FIRMLY BELIEVED,

THE CHRISTL\N RELIGION,

AND OF WHAT HE ESTEEMF»

THE BEST ESTABLISHMENT OF IT,

THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND.

17, IT
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IV.

IT only remains for me to draw together the several

parts of the Bishop's character, and to present them to

the reader in one view ; which I shall now attempt,

with the affection of a friend, no doubt, yet on the

whole, with as much severity as I ought. For I re-

member the wise and humane reflexion of the great

biographer, who in his life of Cimon expresseth him-

self to this purpose :
" When a painter undertakes to

" give us the portrait of a beautiful person, if there be

" any smaller blemishes in his subject, we do not
il exprct him to omit them altogether ; for then the

** picture would be unlike : nor to express them with

*' too much care : for then it becomes disgusting.

" In like manner, it being difficult, or rather im-
u

possible, to find a faultless character, the writer of a
* £

great man's life will lav himself out in delineating

" his good qualities, and not dwell with pleasure,

" or an anxious diligence, on his foibles; out of a
" respectful tenderness to human nature, which un-

" happily is not capable of attaining absolute per-

" fection * "

And with this little apology for myself, I proceed to

give the outline of my friend's character.

HE possessed those virtues, which are so important

in society, Truth, Probity, and Honour, in the highest

degree ; with a frankness of temper very uncommon

;

and a friendliness to those he loved and esteemed,

which knew no bounds: not suspicious .or captious,

-'• Plutarch. Cimon. sub init.

in
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in the least ;

quick, indeed, in his resentment of real

manifest injuries ; but then again (as is natural to such

tempers) of the utmost placability.

He had an ardent love of Virtue, and the most

sincere zeal for Religion ; and that, the freest from all

bigotry and all fanaticism, that I have ever known,

He venerated the civil constitution of his country, and

was warmly attached to the Church of England. Yet

he was no party-man, and was the sincerest advocate

for toleration. It was not his manner to court the

good opinion of our Dissenters. But he had nothing

of prejudice or ill-will towards them : he conversed

familiarly with such of them as came in his way ; and

had even a friendship with some of their more noted

ministers * ; who did not then glory in Socinian im-

pieties, or indulge themselves in rancorous invectives

against the Established Church.

I know, indeed, that he spoke his sense of men and

things, occasionally, with force, which in the language

of some persons will be termed bigotry. And the truth

Is, he never indulged his candour so far as to treat all

opinions and all characters alike. On the contrary, he

held prophane and licentious writers to be fit objects

of public reproof ; and though civil penalties should

not be applied to the coercion of mistaken, or even, to

a certain degree, of hurtful opinions, yet literary chas-

tisement, he thought, should ; an equal acceptance of

ttU being the ready way to introduce Scepticism, under

the specious name of Liberality, or rather irreiigion

itself, under the mask of charity. And if this zeal

* See a Collection of Letters to andfrom Dr. Doddridge,

f>fScrthampton ;
published by T. Stedman, M.A. vicar of

St. Chad's, Shrewsbury, 1790.
niay
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may be abused, as without doubt every thing may, at

most, he had only to answer for that abuse : The use

itself being surely unquestionable, if there be truth

or meaning in the Apostle's aphorism, " That it is

"- always good to be zealously affected in a good

" matter." But the reader, if he thinks fit, may see

his own vindication of himself in the Apology for his

View of Lord Bolingbrokes Philosophy.

Indeed his conduct had been always uniform, in this

respect. Even in the year 1738, when the first volume

of the D. L. was published, he makes a full and frank

declaration of his character. For, in his Dedication

to the Free-Thinkers, speaking of the advantage he

should have, in that address, of not being called upon

to disgrace himself, or them, by a style of adulation,

he goes on thus
—" Not but I must own you have been

" managed, even by some of our Order, with very

" singular complaisance. Whether it was that they

" affected the fame of moderation, or had a higher

" ambition for the honour of your good word, I know
" not; but I, who neither love your cause, nor fear

" the abilities that support it, while I preserve for your

" persons that justice and charity which my profession

" teaches to be due to all, can never be brought to

" think otherwise of your character, than as the de-

" spisers of the Master, whom I serve, and as the
u implacable enemies of that Order, to which 1 have

" the honour to belong. And as such, I should be

" tempted to glory in your censures; but would
" certainly refuse your commendations."

Such were his early, as well as late notions, of can-

dour. They who affect to push them still farther, may
do well to reflect, whether they be their own dupes, or

the dupes of others : I mean, whether they have indeed

Vol. I. H any
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any principle themselves ; or can be content to serve

the views of those, whose interest it is, that men of

principle speak and act, as if they had not any.

His love of letters was extreme, and his disposition

to countenance all those in whom he perceived anv

land or degree of literary merit, the most prompt and

generous ; as appeared by his incessant recommen-

dation of them to his great friends, when his own
scant3' patronage (as he would oft and vehemently

complain) denied him the means of rendering them

any service himself.

If we consider him as a Writer, and a Divine, it is

not easy to find terms that will do justice to his merit.

His reading was various and extensive; and his

discernment exquisite. He saw and seized what was

just and useful in every science which he cultivated,

and in every book he read. The lumber and the

refuse he shook off, and left to others. Perhaps, no

learned writer ever dealt less in ordinary quotation.

Even the more familiar passages, unless when cited by

him as direct authorities, take an air and turn in his

application of them, which makes them in a manner

new. The same observation may be extended to his

reasonings ; which are either purely his own, or ap-

pear to be so, by his management of them. So that

it seems a natural question which one * of his friends

put to him, on the receipt of a volume of his sermons
—how do you manage akcays to say something new

upon old subjects, and always In an original manner ?

To say all in a word, he possessed, in an eminent

degree, those two qualities of a great writer, sapere

et fart; I mean, superior sense, and the power

of doing justice to it by a sound and manly eloquence.

* Mr. C. Yorke, in one of his letters, Feb. 2, 1767.

It
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It was an ignorant cavil, that charged him with a want

of taste. The objection arose from the originality of

his manner ; but he wrote, when he thought fit, with

the greatest purity and even elegance, notwithstanding

his strength and energy, which frequently exclude those

qualities *.

The character of his style, is freedom and force

united. As that of the style, now in vogue, is effort

without either. Nobody understood the philosophy of

grammar better
;
yet in the construction of his tu rns he

M as not nice, rather he was somewhat negligent. But

this negligence has no il! effect in works of reasonings

and of length : where the writer's mind is intent on

the matter, and where a certain degree of irregularity

gives the appearance of ease and spirit.

In his use of the terms themselves, especially of

what are called mixt modes^ and in the nice adjustment

of the predicate to the .subject (in which the accuracy

of style chiefly consists) he was of all writers the most

scrupulously exact. It was by this secret in his ex-

pression (so far as it depended on art and design) that

he is never stiff or languid in his style, but every where

free and nervous. It never flattens upon you, not

being over-laboured in the phrase, or too general in

the terms. There is the appearance of freedom, with

the utmost energy and precision.

For the rest, the higher excellencies of his style

were owing to the strength of his imagination, and a

clear conception of his subject ; in other words, to his

sublime genius.

* Mr. Pope gives the true character of him, as a writer,

where he says, that " he hud a genius equal to his pains, and
U taste equal to his learning." Works, Vol. X. p. 291.

Ed. i2mo. 1754. L. CXIII.

H 2 Thu?
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Thus his style was properly his own, and what we

call, original. Vet he did not disdain to draw what

assistance he might from the best critics
;
among whom

Quinctilian was his favourite.

By this union of art and nature, he succeeded,

of course, in all sorts of composition. Jiut in one,

especially, the Controversial, he was so much

superior to himself, that barely to say he excelled in it,

would be a poor and scanty praise.

From his first entrance on theological studies, he

had applied himself with care to the reading of our

best writers in controversy, such as Hooker, Chilling-

worth, and Locke ; of whom he was so fond, that he

had their works bound up in small detached pieces,

for the convenience of carrvmg them with him in his

hand or pocket, when he travelled, or walked abroad

by himself. Of these, I have several in my possession,

which appear to have been much used. It is no

wonder, he should have this taste
;

for, besides that

controversy was then in vogue, he disdained to oppose

the enemies of religion in any other way, than that

of logical confutation ; and against those, to use his

own words in a letter to me, he had denounced eternal

•war, like Hannibal agahist Rome, at the altar.

Thus disciplined, he came with advantage to the use

of his arms, when he found himself obliged, as he soon

was, to take them up. Use and habit did the rest.

So that he became consummate in this mode of writing,

and at the same time original. lor to the authority

of Hooker, the acuteness of Chiliingworth, and the

perspicuity of Locke, he added more than all their

learning ;
together v. itli a force of style, and poignancy

of wit, of which we had hitherto seen no example in

theological controversy.

1 With
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With these talents and qualifications, he was the

terror of the infidel world, while he lived, and w ill be

their disgrace to future ages. His sublime reason,

aided by his irresistible wit, drove them from their old

fastnesses of logick and philosophy, and has forced

them to take shelter in the thin cover of history and

romance ; whence we now see them shoot their arrows,

dipt in irony and badinage ; to the annoyance indeed

of some w itles9 passengers ; but to the wary and well-

appointed, who take a fancy to ramble into those paths,

perfectly harmless and insignificant.

But, w hen I mentioned his making war on our free-

thinking philosophers, let me be understood to mean,

not the minute, and plebeian, but the more consider-

able, and, as one may say, sizeable men of that party
;

such as pretended to erudition ; and reasoned at least,

though weakly or perversely. For, as to those insect-

blasphemers, of whatever condition, which the fashion,

rather than the philosophy of the age has generated,

and sent forth in swarms over a great part of modern

Europe, he regarded them but as the summer flies,

which tease a little by their murmurings (for stings, he

would say, they have none) and are easily brushed

away by any hand, or vanish of themselves.

Next to inficlels professed, there was no set of w ri-

ters he treated w ith less ceremony, than the Socinian ;

in whom he saw an immoderate presumption, and

suspected not a little ill faith. For, prolessiug to

believe the divine authority of the Scriptures, they take

a licence in explaining them, which could hardly, he

thought, consist with that belief. To these tree inter-

preters of the word, he was ready to say, as St. Austin

did to their precursors, the Manichasans—" Tell us

plainly, that ye do not at all believe the Gospel of

h 3 Christ:
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Christ : for ye u ho believe what ye will in the Gospel,

and disbelieve what ye will, assuredly believe not the

Gospel itself] but yourselves only*."

1 1 is true, he himself would reason on revealed truths

farther than to some may seem necessary ; but he

never reasoned against them. It was his principle,

and his practice, to follow the Apostolic rule of casting

down all imaginations, that exalt themselves against

the kiwi/pledge, of God] :
' which, when clearly revealed,

he held it an extreme impiety in any Christian, not only

to question directly, but to elude by any forced inter-

pretatiop. In short, he regarded Socinianjsm (the idol

of our self-admiring age) as a sort of infidelity in dis-

guise, and as such he gave it no quarter.

Other religionists he would confute, as occasion

offered, with his usual vivacity : but he made allow-

ance for their prejudices, and, when no malevolence

intervened, treated their persons with respect. But

enough, you say, of his controversial merits : let us

hear something of his defects.

" He was arrogant, and impatient of contradiction."

It is true, he knew his own strength, and confided

enough in it. But then, as that quality made him

incapable of envying his opponents, it should have

made him careless of being censured by them. Still,

it must be owned, that he had the common infirmity

of being better satisfied with such as adopted his

opinions, than with those who rejected them. I say

the common infirmity: for, I doubt, it adheres to our

* " Apertti dicite non vos credere Christi Evangelio

:

w nam qui in Evangelio quod vultis creditis, quod vultis non

f* creditis, vobis potius quain Evangelio creditis." Contr.

Faust. L. 17. c. 3.

f 2 Cor. x. 5. very
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very nature, and that we shall in rain seek for a man

dispassionate enough to be indifferent to contradiction

;

especially, when direct, and public ; and urged, too,

with some degree of eagerness, or rather sharpness,

which is scarcely separable from controversy.

" But he was violent in his resentments, and

excessively severe in his expression of them."—As to

this charge, hear, first, his own apology for himself.

—

" The paper I send you *, is the introductory note

" to . I need not explain it to you. You will

" understand every word. What I want to know is,

" whether some parts of it be not too severe. What-
'f ever there is of this kind, I shall gladly strike out.

" For though I have had provocation enough, I can

" assure you, I have no resentments. I perhaps may
" not be thought the best judge of my own temper in

" this matter, and reasonably. But why I say I have

" so little resentment, I collect from hence, that there

" is not one word in this volume against them [his

" adversaries], which I could not with the greatest

" indifference strike out, either with reason or without.

" I do not expect the world should do me this justice,

" because they are to judge by appearances ; and
" appearances are against ine ; for there are caustic

" strokes enough against the ignorance and ill faith

" of my adversaries. But, if this be resentment, it

" is the resentment I should shew in the case of any
" other honest man."

His resentment then was impartial : and that it was

so, he shewed in his vindication of Mr. Pope, and in

other instances. But I take upon me to go farther,

and to assert, that the severity objected to him, was the

In a Letter to me, Jan. 18, 1757,

11 4 effect
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effect of mYgenius, and of no vindictive spirit. For

the difference between him, and ordinary writers, who
seem to be at their ease in disputing, whether on

religion or any other subject, is merely this—He felt

strongly and wrote forcibly : They are incapable of

doing either. This is the simple truth, if it may be

told ; and hence it is, that the same complaint has

been made of every great genius in controversy, from

Jerom down to our author.

Not but another consideration may be worth attend-

ing to. The end of controversy is either to convince

the person you dispute with, or simply to confute his

opinions. When the former is the object, without

doubt the softest words are the best. But, the other

is best done by vigorous expression ; because it shews

the disputant to be in earnest, and sets the error, con-

tended against, in the strongest light ; the likeliest

means, to prevent others from being infected with it

:

And such was the Bishop's view in most of the con-

troversies, in which he engaged. The same observation

mav be extended to what has been called his dogmatic

manner of writing; which is only the firm tone of one

who believes what he says, and is indeed very different

from the careless unconcerned air of the Sceptick.

But, lastly, I must observe, that the charges of impa-

tience, and severity, in the sense intended by those

that urge them, are not true. When no unfriendliness

appeared in those who differed from him, he heard

their reasons as patiently, confuted them as calmly, or

gave way to them as readily, as other men. Which

I may the rather affirm, having had the experience

of it on many occasions. Our sentiments, no doubt,

agreed in the main: there could not, otherwise, have

been so entire a friendship between us, as there was.

But
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But I never took greater liberties with any man, than

with him, nor with less offence ; and that, in matters

of no small delicacy ; as the reader will see from the

following example, among many others which I could

easily give him.

Voltaire had spent a great part of his miserable life

in railing against the Jewish law and its Divine Author.

His complete ignorance of the subject disposed men

of learning, very generally, to treat his censures with

neglect. But the Bishop of Gloucester, observing

the impression they made on a licentious public,

thought it might be of use to shew this fashionable

blasphemer in his true light ; to strip his sophistical

reasonings of the little plausibility they had
;
and, for

the rest, to turn his favourite weapon of ridicule

against himself.

With this view, he had been at .the pains to plan

a work of some length, in three Dissertations, which

would take in the whole of that subject, and give him

occasion to expose, with much force, Voltaire's libertine

glosses upon it. When he had sketched out the con-

tents of this discourse, he sent it to me, and desired

to know what I thought of it, and whether he should

proceed in the design, or no. I told him very frankly,

That, although I thought his plan an excellent one,

and could trust him with the execution of it, yet, upon

the whole, I wished him to prosecute his design no

farther. I said, there was no end of confuting every

shallow, though fashionable scribbler against religion
;

that he had done enough already in exposing so many
others of that family, and, very lately, the noble

writer that was at the head of it in England, to the

just scorn of thinking men ; that to go on in this

agonistic course, was not only needless, but would

bring
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bring a storm of envy upon him from all quarters

;

and that even his friends would, many of them, con-

sider him as too fond of controversy, and as induksns

himself too freely in the talent he had for it.— I added

other considerations, and particularly this, That I

thought it beneath him to commit himself with a

person so little acquainted, as Voltaire confessedly

was, with the matter in question ; and that for him

to answer such a writer in form, M ould b^ like breaking

a butterfly upon a wheel, according to his friend Pope's

ingenious illustration of such atchievements.

In conclusion, I pressed him earnestly to leave this

man of merriment to his own serious reflections, if he

ever had any ; and to reserve his force for some better

occasion, than that of repelling the slight cavils of

ignorant and ill-informed men.

This free remonstrance was not ill taken. He
answered me without hesitation, and in one word

—

" In the matter of Voltaire, your advice will have its

" usual weight with me."—The plan was accordingly

laid aside, and forgotten.

After such an example of facility in taking advice,

the Bishop of Gloucester will not be thought that

impracticable man, he has been sometimes represented

to be. Many perhaps will think, with more reason,

that his easiness went too far in this instance ; for

that his Three Dissertations on the Jewish law and

history would have been highly entertaining, at least

;

and perhaps as useful in repressing the petulance

of the French poet, as the Four Letters had been in

dismounting the arrogance of the English philosopher.

And upon these grounds, I might indeed have repented

me of the free advice I gave him, but for the pleasure

1 have since had in seeing the same design undertaken,

and
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and executed with great elegance and ability, by

another hand*.

But perhaps I have misemployed my pains in setting

the controversial character of my friend in a just light.

There are those, I know, who will regard this praise,

whatever it be, as injurious to the learned prelate,

rather than honourable to him ; who will be ready to

tell us that controversial janglings are out of date ; that

they never did any good, and are now at length fallen

into general and just contempt.

To these wise men I should have much to say, if I

could find means to do it without disgracing myself, and

disgusting them, by an air of controversy. And would

to God that religious controversy were now of no use

in this manly age of the world ! I should then be for

laying it aside with other childish things. But is this

the fact ? and when all quarters, besides, resound with

controversy, is there no demand for it in the schools

of religion ? After all, the reader sees what is aimed

at by this affected contempt of theological altercation.

A hint, in passing, is more than enough on a subject,

which the Bishop himself has treated at some length,

and with his usual force f.

I apprehend therefore no discredit to my friend or

myself, in having dwelt so long on the virtues of the

Controversial writer. They were eminently con-

spicuous in him ; and exerted for a just purpose, that

of confuting error, and repressing calumny. Not that

I am concerned to deny all mixture of frailty in my
friend's exercise of his polemic talents. It will be

* See Lettres de quelques Juifs, &c. in 3 torn. 1 2°, Par. 1 776.

f See Vol. VIII. " Doctrine of Grace," Book III. Ch. ii.

near the end.

found
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found in our best performance of the best things.

And it is credible enough, that the abundance of his

wit, the vivacity of his temperament, and the petulance

of his adversaries, may have sharpened his style too

much in some instances. Yet, on the whole, he might

apologize for himself, as Erasmus has done in a fine

letter to his friend Sadolet—" Some of my opponents,
u says he, because they deserved no better of me, I have
" exposed, perhaps, rather than confuted: yet with
" more temper, as I think, myself, than they attacked

" me. Although I am sensible, that passion may have

" biassed my judgement. For I must confess that I
" am easily warmed by ill usage ; but so, as not to re-

" tain the resentment of it long, and toforget injuries

" as soon as any man*."

As a Divine, properly so called, he filled and

adorned that character with the highest ability.

Strength of reason, exquisite learning, a critical

knowledge of antiquity, an enlarged view of the scheme

of Revelation, a wonderful sagacity in discovering the

sense of Scripture, and in opening the probable grounds

of its clearly revealed doctrines, with the profoundest

submission of his understanding to them, whether

those grounds of reason were apparent to him or not

—

These rare and admirable qualifications shone out in

him with greater lustre, than in any other ornament

* " Quosdam, quia sic merebantur, irki^i verius quam
** confutavi, nusquam non temperatior his a. quibus laces-

" sebar, ut mea quidem fert opinio ; nam fieri ct potest et

" solet, utmeo judicioimponat affectus; atque is sum fateor,

u qui possem lacessitus incandescere, sed nec ira? pertinacis,

" et injuriarum obliviosus, ut si quis alius." Ep.MXClV.
Ed. Cler. L. B. 1703.

Of
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of our church, Stillingfleet, and Barrow, and Taylor

himself not excepted. To which I must add that first

and noblest quality, of all, A perfect honesty of mind,

and sincere love of truth, which governed his pen in all

his religious inquiries
*

After

* Considering him in this view, I mean as a consummate
DivinE, one cannot but lament the fate of a work he had

projected, but never executed, at least in the manner in-

tended by him, On theological studies, for the use of young

people: a plan of which he had digested in his own mind,

ind communicated to me, by letter, so early as the year 1750.

The principal heads were,

1 . The right state and disposition of mind to make proper

improvements—in this were to be considered the

natiues of scepticism, dogmaticalness, euthusiasm,

superstition, &c.

1. The previous studies of morality and natural religion

from their first principles and foundations ; and of

antiquity, critical, historical, and philosophical.

3. The study of the Scriptures.

4. Fathers and modern Divines.

5. Ecclesiastical history.

6. Sermonizing, or the art of preaching.

This work he reserved for the amusement of his declining

years. But, as what is deferred so long, is rarely executed

at all, and never so well as at an earlier season, so this noble

design, which required the exertion of his best faculties in

their full vigour, was not wholly neglected indeed, but

slightly attempted by him, a few years before his death : as

I find from a brief sketch of it among his papers, which ap-

pears to have been drawn up hastily for the use of a friend,

and was afterwards made to serve by way of charge to his

clergy.

Such
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After mentioning to me, in one of his letters *, sOmS

interesting meditations, he was then engaged in, he

stops short, and asks—" But what is man ! A fit of the

" spleen, a fit of illness, and lastly death, may wipe

" ont all these glorious visions,, with which my brain

" at present is painted over : as Lam- said, it once

" was with hieroglyphics. But I hope the best

;

" because I only aim at the honour of God and cood

" of men. When I say this I nee ! not perhaps add
" (as I do with the utmost seriousness) that I shall

<£
newer wittingly advance oneJalschocd, nor conceal or

" disguise one truth."

So that those, if any such there were, who thought

he wrote for a party, with the views of interest, tor the

sake of reputation, or, in short, from any other cause

than conviction, and the purest zeal for the advance-

ment of truth, knew nothing of his character, and did

him «;reat wrong.

But to take him out of his study, and to consider

him in the common walks of life.

He was of a cheartul temper
;
yet subject, at times,

to fits of absence, and, if we may believe himself, even

of melancholy. For so lie paints his own complexional

habit

Such as it is, I have judged it worth preserving. The
reader will be pleased to see the thoughts of so great a man
on this subject ; and will, without doubt, make the proper

allowances for their being laid before him in this imperfect

state ; without the detail, which was intended, and without

those embellishments of style and composition, which in

his best time, he could so easily have bestowed upon them.

This discourse, under the name of Directionsfor the Study

of Theology, will be found in the Xth Volume.

* Jan. 12. 17^7.
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habit in two remarkable letters, addressed to a friend,

and lately made public *.

In one of these, dated Feb. 14, 1742-3, he writes

thus :
—" We have all something to make us think less

" complacently of the world. Religion will do great

41
things. It will always make the bitter waters of

'* Marah wholesome and palatable. But we must not

" think it will usually turn water to wine, because it

" once did so. Nor is it fit it should, unless this were

" our place of rest, where we were to expect the

" Bridegroom. I do the best I can, and should, I

" think, do the same, if I were a mere Pagan, to make
" life passable. To be always lamenting the miseries,

f* or always seeking after the pleasures of it, equally

" takes us off from the work of our Salvation. And
u though I be extremely cautious what sect I follow

" in religion, yet any in philosophy will serve my turn,

" and honest Sancho Panca s is as good as any ; who
" on his return from an important commission, wiien

M asked by his master, whether they should mark the

" day with a black or a white stone
;

replied, ' Faith,

" Sir, if you will be ruled by me, with neither, but

" with good brown ochre' What this philosopher

" thought of his commission, I think of human life in

*' general, good brazen ochre is the complexion of it."

The other letter, I hinted at, is dated Feb. 2, 1740,

and is of a still darker cast. For, speaking of what

had made him delav so \o\w the second volume of his

D. h., he proceeds in the following manner— " I

" would not have you think that natural indolence

" alone makes me thus play the fool. Distractions of
" various kinds, inseparable from human life, joined

In the collection before mentioned.
4 with
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" with a naturally melancholy habit, contribute greatly
44

to increase my indolence, and force me often to seek

" in letters, nothing but mere amusement. This

" makes my reading wild and desultory: and I seek

" refuge from the uneasiness of thought from any

" bo*ok, let it be what it will, that can engage my at-

" tention. There is no one whose good opinion I

" more value than yours. And the marks you give

" me of it make me so vain, that I was resolved to

" humble myself in making you this confession. By
" my manner of writing upon subjects, you would

" naturally imagine they afford me pleasure, and attach

" me thoroughly. I will assure you, No. I have

" amus \i myself much in human learning, to wear

" away the tedious lioui^s inseparable from a melan-

" choiy habit. But no earthly thing gives me pleasure,

" but the ties of natural relation, and the friendship

" of good men. And for all views of happiness, I

" have no notion of such a thing, but in the prospects

" which revealed religion affords us."

These letters appear to have been written, the latter

of them especially, in a splenetic moment. But w hat

is said of a melancholy habit means no more (for there

was no gloom of melancholy in the tenoul of his life

or conversation) than that, being of an inventive turn,

or, in the language of his friend Bishop Hare, having

an ingenious working head *, the driving of his thoughts

sometimes wore his mind too much, and forced him to

relieve it by changing the object of his attention.

Hence the desultory reading
;
which, however, stored

his memory with images of all sorts, and, as I before

observed f, wrhile it repaired the vigour of his mind,

* Page 14. f Pages io, u.

threw
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threw a richness and variety of colouring over all his

writings.

But to go on with what I proposed to say of his

companionable qualities.

In mixed companies he was extremely entertaining;

but less guarded than men of the world usually are

;

and disposed to take to himself a somewhat larger

share of the conversation, than very exact breeding is

thought to allow. Yet few, I believe, wished him to

be more reserved, or less communicative, than he was.

So abundant was the information, or entertainment,

which his ready wit and extensive knowledge afforded

them ! In private with his friends, he was natural,

easy, unpretending; at once the most agreeable and

most useful companion in the world. You saw to the

very bottom of his mind on any subject of discourse

;

and his various literature, penetrating judgement, and

quick recollection, made him say the liveliest, or the

justest things upon it. In short, I was in those mo-

ments affected by his conversation, pretty much as

Cato was by that of Maximus Fabius, and may say,

as he does in the dialogue on Old Age—" / was so

" fond of his discourse^ and listened to it so eagerly,

" as if I hadforeseen, what indeed came to pass, that

" when I lost him, I should never again meet with

" so instructive a companion *."

I spoke of his privatefriendships. They were with

men of learning and genius; chiefly, with clergymen

of the Established Church ; and those, the most con-

siderable of the time. It would be invidious to give

* iC Ejus sermone ita turn cupide fruebar, quasi jam divi-

" narem id, quod evenit, illo < ;tincto, fore, und£ discerem,

" neminem." Cic. de Senectute. C. IV.

Vol. I. I a lis^
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a list of these. I shall only mention, by way of spe-

cimen, the learned Archdeacons of Stow and Win-
chester.

The former of these, Mr. Towne, was of his early

acquaintance, when he lived in Lincolnshire, and

much respected by him to his death. He was an in-

genious and learned man, and so conversant in the

Bishops writings, that he used to say of him, " He
understood them better than himself." He pub-

lished some defences of the Divine Legation, in which,

with a glow of zeal for his friend, he shewed much
logical precision and acuteness *.

The latter, Dr. Baiguy, was a person of extraor-

dinary parts, and extensive learning • indeed of uni-

versal knowledge
;
and, what is so precious in a man

of letters, of the most exact judgement : as appears

from some valuable discourses f, which, having been

written occasionally on important subjects, and pub-

* The following is, I believe, an exact list of them :

1 . Critical Inquiry into the Practice and Opinions of the

antient Philosophers concerning the Soul, 8cc.

Loud. 1748.

2. Exposition of the Orthodox System of Civil Rights,

and Church Power ; addressed to Dr. Stebbing.

3. Argument of the D. L. fairly stated. Lond. 1751.

4. Free and Candid Examination of Bishop Sherlock's

Sermons, and Discourses on Prophecy. Lond. 1756.

5. Dissertation on the antient Mysteries. Lond. 1766.

6. Remarks on Dr. Lowth's Letter to Bishop Warburton.

Lond. 1766.

+ These discourses, with some others, were afterwards

collected into one volume in 1785, and presented, with a

handsome Dedication, to His Majesty.—This excellent per-

son died Jan. 19. 1795, while the concluding sheets of this

Discourse were yet in the press.

• lished
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lished separately by him, had raised his reputation so

high, that his Majesty, out of his singular love of

merit, and without any other recommendation, was

pleased in 1781 to make him the offer of the Bishop-

rick of Gloucester. Dr. Balguy had a just sense of

this flattering distinction ; but w as unhappily pre-

vented by an infirm state of health from accepting it.

With these, and such as these, the Bishop was happy

to spend his leisure hours. A general conversation

he never affected, or rather took much pains to avoid,

as what he justly thought a waste of time in one of

his temper, talents, and profession.

But to draw to an end of this long, and, as it may
seem to those who knew little of Him, too fond a cha-

racter of my Friend.

He had his foibles, no doubt ; but such as we readily

excuse, or overlook, in a great character. With more

reserve in his writings and conversation, he had passed

through the world with fewer enemies (though no pru-

dence could have kept a genius, like his, from having

many)
;
and, with a temper less irritable, her' would

have secured a more perfect enjoyment of himself.

But these were the imperfections of his nature, or

rather the excrescences of his ruling virtues, an un*

common frankness of mind, and sensibility of

heart. These qualities appear in all his writings,

especially in his private letters; in which a warm
affection for his friends, and concern for their interests,

is every where expressed. But his tenderness for his

family, and, above all, his filijaj piety *, strikes us with

peculiar force.

In

* A leading feature in the character of great men. See

Plutarch's Coriolanus, Ed. Xyland. p. 315. Marcius, says

I 2 hi?
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In a letter to me from Durham, July 12, 1757, he

writes thus
—

" I am now got (through much hot

" weather and fatigue) to this place. I hurried from

" the heat of London at a time, and under circum-

" stances, when a true Court Chaplain would never
41 have forgiven himself the folly of preferring the

' ; company of his friends and relations, to attendance

" on the Minister. But every one to his taste. I had

" the pleasure of finding you well at Cambridge ; I

" had the pleasure of finding a Sister and a Niece

" well at Broughton, with whom I spent a few days

" with much satisfaction. For, you must know, I

have a numerous family : perhaps, the more en-

" deared to me, by their sole dependance on me.
" It pleased Providence that two of my sisters

" should marry unhappily : and that a third, on the

" point of venturing, should escape the hazard, and
*~ so engage my care only for herself.—I reckon this a
e

" lucky year : For I have married a niece to a re-

" putable grocer at York, and have got a commission

" for a nephew in the regiment of artillery. These
" are pleasures," Sec.

What his filial piety was, w ill be seen from the fol-

lowing extracts.

" I am extremely obliged to you * (says he to a

confidential friend *) " for your remembrance of mv
" dearest, my incomparable Mother, whom I do more

" than

his biographer, i* ipsvipnfctk ouoivuvlm ttyfotvuv
«J

Ti/uiv

—

When 1 complimented my friend on his promotion to die-

see of Gloucester,—" It comes, said he, too late: If my
" mother had been living, it might have given me some
" satisfaction."—Seneca says to his mother, of his brother

Novatus, ' In hoc dignitatem excolit, ut tibi ornamento

sit.' De consol. ad Helviam, c. xvi. H.
* Dr. Taylor. May 22, 1746.
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" than love, whom I adore. No mortal can ever

" merit more of me, than she has done.— Her decline

" of life possesses me with anxiety; and I have no
u support for this but in the thoughts of that last

" meeting, which excludes all farther chance of se-

" paration. But I must break off. You have had
" long experience what pain it is to me to speak of
kt

subjects that affect me most."

And, again, to the same person, on occasion of her

death in 1748— " You should have heard from me
" sooner, but that the afflictive news of my dear

" Mother's death, which met me at this place *, made
" me incapable of writing, or indeed of doing any

" thing but grieve for the loss of the most admirable

" woman that ever was. She was the last of her

" family ; and had in herself alone more virtues than

" are generally possessed by whole families throughout

" the whole course of their existence. My extreme

" sorrow for her death can only give place to my
" incessant meditation on her virtues and adoration

" of her memory. This is one of those losses that

" nothing can repair, and only time can alleviate.

" For I shall never enjoy that happiness as in the

" days when you and I were conversing together, while

" she was giving us our coffee. At present, I can

" think of nothing," &c.

But I grow prolix again (for the reader's sake I will

not say, tedious) while I indulge myself in extracting

these tender passages from his letters.

To conclude at length, in one word.

How differently soever men might think of him in

his lifetime, all are, or will be, agreed in their opinions

of him, now he is dead. For, as a Divine of his own

* Prior Park.

I 3
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size, and one after his own heart, said excellently well

-—" "When great prelates are living, their authority is

" depressed by their personal defaillances, and the

contrary interests of their contemporaries; which

" disband, when they are dead, and leave their credit

" entire upon the reputation of those excellent books

v and monuments of learning and piety, which are

« left behind them **

What that credit of our great prelate is, this collec-

tion of his works will shew ; and will, if I mistake

not, deliver him down to posterity as the ablest Divine,

the greatest Writer, and the first Genius of his age.

They are faithfully printed from the last editions of

the author, and those in many places corrected by his

own hand. In one respect only, I have some apology •

to make to the reader. Several of his friends had ob-

served to him (and he was, himself, convinced of it)

that he had filled the margin of the Alliance and

Divine Legation with too many notes ; and had swelled

those volumes, in the latter editions, y ith too many

extracts, under the name of Postscripts, or Appendices,

from his controversial tracts. The longer notes

occupy the reader too much, and divert him from the

main argument, which, as it lies in the text of the Divine

Legation especially, is drawn out to a sufficient length :

other-vise, they are infinitely curious and learned, and

deserve to be read with great care. They are now,

therefore, printed together at the enl of each book,

and referred to in the text. By this disposition, the

reader's convenience is consulted, and the dignity of

those capital works is preserved. As for such of the

Postscripts, as are extracted from his controversial

works, {hpse I ought, perhaps, to have withdrawn : but,

* Bishop Taylor, L. P. p. 210. 8 vo. LomL'1709.

asMm t. *
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us hereafter they may have ffieir use in separate

editions of the Alliance and Divine Legation, I have

permitted them to keep their place. I did this the

rather, because these discourses arc not merely repe-

titions, but have received many corrections and altera-

tions from the author; while the controversial treatises,

from which they are taken, were never retouched by

him, but left in their original state.

Those controversial pieces themselves could

by no means be suppressed, or altered in the least, as

they present the liveliest image of the writer's character

and genius, and derive a peculiar grace from being

seen in that connexion of thought, and glow of colour-

ing, which they took, in the heat of Composition, from

his careless and rapid band;

Some of his private letters (such as had hem printed

in his lifetime by himself, or others) conclude the last

volume ; and shew how much he excelled in this sort

of composition, for which he was indeed singularly

qualified by the characteristic virtues both of his head

and heart. The reader will therefore wish for a larger

collection of them ; and he may, in due time, be gra-

tified with it, out of the Editor's long correspondence

with him.

It may be proper to add, that this elegant edition*

of his works is given at the sole expence of his widow,

now Mrs. Stafford Smith
f, of Prior-Park : who also

erected the monument, before spoken of, to his memory
in the church of Gloucester.

* 4'°. 1788.

t She survived the Bishop somewhat more than seven-

teen years ; and died at Fladbury near Evesham (a living

of good value, which I had given to Ivir. Stafford Smith)

September, the 1st, 1796. R.W.

I 4 I have
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I have now, as I found myself able, and in the man-

ner Ijudged most fit, discharged my duty to this incom-

parable man : a duty, which he seemed to expect

would be paid to him by one or other of his surviving

friends, when, in the close of his preface to Mr. Pope's

works, he has these affecting words—" And I, when
" envy and calumny take the same advantage of my
" absence (for, while I live, I will trust it to my life to

" confute them) may I find a friend as careful of my
" honest fame, as I have been of his."— I have, I say,

endeavoured to do justice to his memory ; but in so

doing I have taken, the reader sees, the best method to

preserve my own, For, in placing myself so near to

him in this edition of his immortal works, I have the

fairest, perhaps the only chance of being- known to

posterity myself. Envy and Prejudice have had their

day : And when his name comes, as it will do, into all

mouths, it may then be remembered, that the writer

of this life was honoured with some share of his esteem;

and had the pleasure of living in the most entire and

unreserved friendship with him, for near thirty

years.

Hajptfclmiy-Castle, R WORCESTER.
Aug. 13, 1704.

I PECUS, I, NOSTRUM ; MELIOE1BCS

VTERE FATIS.

r»r». JEn. VI. 546.
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APPENDIX

TO

THE LIFE.

LETTER [A] p. 26.

—"I HAVE known this Gentleman about twenty

years. I have been greatly and in the most generous

manner obliged to him. So I am very capable, and

you will readily believe, very much disposed to apolo-

gize for him. Yet for all that, if I did not really believe

him to be an honest man, I would not venture to

excuse him to you. Nothing is more notorious than

the great character he had acquired in the faithful and

able discharge of a long embassy at Constantinople,

both in the public part, and the private one of the

merchants affairs. The first reflexion on his character

was that unhappy affair of the Charitable-corporation.

I read carefully all the reports of the committee con-

cerning it : And as I knew Sir Rober Sutton's temper

and character so well, I M as better able than most to

judge of the nature of his conduct in it. And I do in

my conscience believe that he had no more suspicion

of any fraud, carrying on by some in the direction,

than
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than I had. That he was guilty of neglect and

negligence, as a Director, is certain : but it was only

the natural effect of his temper (where he has no sus-

picion) which is exceedingly indolent. And he suffered

sufficiently for it, not on' v in his censure, but by the

loss of near /. 20,000. And at this very juncture he

lost a considerable sum of money (through his negli-

gence) by the viilany of a land-steward, who broke and

run away. Dr. Arbuthnot knew him well; and I am
fully persuaded, though I never heard so, that he had

the same opinion of hina in this affair that I have. But

parties ran high, end this became a party matter.

And the violence of parlies no one knows more of

than yourself. And his virtue and integrity have been

since fully manifested. Another prejudice against

him. with those who did not know him personally,

was tfo character of his brother, the General, as

worthless a man, without question, as ever was created.

But vcu wiii ask, why should a man in his station be

engaged in any affair with such dirty people ? Tis

a reasonable question; but you, who know human

nature so weil, will think this a sufficient answer. He
was born to no fortune, but advanced to that station

in the Levant by the interest of his cousin Lord

Lexington ; besides the straitness of his circumstances,

the usual and constant business of that embassy gave

hi.;;, oi course, a mercantile torn. He had seen in

almost every country; where he had been, societies

of this kind, subsisting profitably to themselves, and

benefki il'y to the public. For not to think he came

amongst them with a view to his own profit principally,

we'd indeed be absnrd. Yet I am sure with a view

of an honest profit. or he is very far from an avari-*

dous man. He lives up to his fortune, without being

1 2 guuty
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guilty of any vice or luxury. He is an extreme

good and faithful husband, and with reason indeed,

for it is to one of the finest women in England. He
is a tender and indulgent father to very hopeful

children ; a kind master, and one of the best landlords

to his tenants. I speak all this of my own knowledge.

He has a good estate in this place. My parishioners

are good people. The times (till very lately) for this

last fifteen years have been extreme bad for the

graziers ; I got of him, for them, two abatements, in

their rents, at two several times. I will only beg leave

to give you one more instance that relates to myself,

and is not equivocal in his character. I chanced to

know him, when I was very young, by means of my
neighbourhood to Lord Lexington (whom I never

knew) where lie oft came. And, without any considera-

tion to party or election interest, he seemed to have

entertained an early esteem for me. He had two good

livings, on estates he had lately bought : and without

the least intimation or solicitation he told me I should

have the first that fell. He was as good as his word.

But this was not all. As soon as I became possessed

of the living, he told me, that (from what he had been

informed by my predecessor, who at his death was

going to commence a suit for his just dues) the living

was much injured by a low and illegal composition.

That he thought I ought to right myself, and he would

join widi me against the other freeholders (for hig

estate is something more than one half of the parish).

I replied, that as he paid all the tithes for his tenants,

the greatest loss, in my breaking the composition,

would fall upon himself, who must pay me half as much

more as he then did. He said, he did not regard

that ; I was his friend, and it was my due. I answered,

that,
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that, however, I could not do it yet, for that the world

would never conceive it to be done with his consent,

but would say that I had no sooner got his living, than

I had quarrel'd with him. But, when I came to my
parish, I found them so good a sort of people, that

I had as little an inclination to fall out with them.

So (though to my great injury) I have deferred the

matter to this day. Though the thing in the opinion

of Sir R. Raymond, who gave it on the case, as draun

up by the parishioners themselves, is clear and indis-

putable
;
yet they won't give it up without a law-suit.

In a word, there is nothing I am more convinced of

than the innocence of Sir R. S. in the case of the Cha-

ritable Corporation, as to any fraud, or connivance at

fraud. You, who always follow your judgment, free

from prejudice, will do so here. I have discharged my
duty of friendship both to you and him."—

LETTER [B] p. 35-

Newark, Jan. 26, 1744-5.

GOOD MADAM,
I HAD the honour of your obliging letter of the

25th of last August, sent me to Bath, where I then

was. After some stay there, where my time was

taken up more than I could have wished, I went to

London, where I was still less in my own power. I

am just now returned home ; and the first thing I

thought of was to make my acknowledgements for that

favour.

I do not wonder that the goodness of your heart,

and your love of letters, should make you speak with

so
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so much tenderness of poor Mr. Pope s death ; for it

was a great loss both to the literary and moral world.

In answer to your obliging question, what works of

Mr. Pope have been published with my commentaries

and notes ? I am to inform you, they are the Dunciad

in quarto, and the Essay on Man and on Criticism, in

the same size. Which affords me an opportunity to

beg the favour of you to let me know into whose

hands in London I can consign a small parcel for you

:

For I have done myself the honour of ordering these

two volumes to be sent to you, as I believed you

would with difficulty get them of your booksellers so far

North ; and I hope you will forgive this liberty.

Towards the conclusion of your letter, you have

sent me one of the politest cartels imaginable. I

think, his answer was generally commended, who told

the Emperor, when he pressed him, that he never

would dispute with a man who had twenty legions at

his beck. And do you think I will enter the lists with

a lady, whose writings have twenty thousand charms

in them? If I confided in myself, and aimed at

honour, I could not indeed do better : for the case is

there, as in the works of the Italian poets ; who have,

with great decorum, when they introduced female

warriors, made the overcoming one of them the highest

point of valour and address in their heroes. Besides,

to speak out of a figure, we differ in what is the true

foundation of morality. I have said all I have to say

on tlie subject. And though it be hard to guess when

a writer so much the mistress of her subject has said

all, yet if I believed what you have said was all, I

might perhaps be in some measure cxcuseable; as I see

you say so much more than any writer of your side

the question had done before you.

One
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One thing, and only one, you will give me leave,

Madam, to observe : that I am a little surprized at the

consequence drawn from my position
—" that, as with-

out a God there could be no obligation, therefore the

Atheist who believes there is none (and might deduce

that truth concerning obligation from the principles

of right reason) would have no tyc upon him.
5 '

Hence I concluded, and I thought rightly, that

Atheism was highly injurious to society. But how
any one could conclude from this (for this is the

amount of what I said on that subject) that, on my
principles (for as to my opinion, I believe no one

would question that) an atheist is not accountable in a

future statefor any enormities he may commit here, I

do not see. And my reason for saying so is this. It

is a principle, I suppose, agreed on, " That crimes

" committed upon xcrong principles are equally punish-

" able with those committed against right; for that

" the falling into this wrong principle M as occasioned

" by some punishable fault in the conduct." Now
I have not said one single word, throughout the dis-

course, that tends to invalidate this principle : Con-

sequently all I have said cannot affect that truth, That

an Atheist is accountable. I ask your pardon, Madam,

for this trouble. It is what I have not given to any

ether; though several have made the same objection.

They deserved nothing at my hands; and you deserve

every thing.

You enquire with great civility concerning the third

volume of the Divine Legation. Several offices of

friendship, several offices of domestic piety and duty,

weariness with contradiction of sinners both against

sense and grammar (for such have been my adversaries)

have prevented me doing any thing at the last, volume,

since
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since the publication of the second. But now being

just upon the point of, not washing, but drying, my
hands of controversy, I am about to sit down in earnest

to the conclusion of the work.

I beg, Madam, not only my best respects and ser-

vices to Mr. Cockburn, who, I presume, is your spouse,

but, in that case, my congratulations with him, for his

honour and happiness in such a consort.

I am, Madam,

With the greatest regard and esteem,

Your very obliged and

Obedient humble Servant,

W. WARBURTON.
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k 4 that
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invention of statesmen, and therefore false, clearly con-

futed, and shewn to be both impertinent and false. For

that, was the Atheist's account of religion right, it would

not follow that religion was false, but the contrary. But

the pretence false and groundless, religion having existed

before the civil magistrate was in being.

Appendix and Notes to the Third Book.



DEDICATION

TO A NEW EDITION OF

Books I. II. III. of the

DIVINE LEGATION OF MOSES;

TO

THE RIGHT HONOURABLE

PHILIP EARL OF H ARDWICKE,
10RD HIGlt CHANCELLOR OF GREAT BRITAIN.

MY LORD,

Your Lordship having so far approved of

the good intentions of my endeavours for above

twenty years past, in the cause of Religion,

as to conter upon me a distinguishing mark of

your favour, 1 am proud to lay hold of the first

public opportunity which I have had, of de-

siring leave to make my most grateful acknow-

ledgments.

I take
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I take the liberty to inscribe to your Lordship

a new Edition of a work tending to shew and

illustrate, by a new argument, The Divine

Legation of Moses; which in our own, as well

as former times, the most celebrated Champions

of Infidelity have cunningly, for their own pur-

poses, laboured with all their might, to over-

throw.

If I have succeeded, t>r as far as I have suc-

ceeded, or may hereafter succeed, in the further

prosecution of this attempt, I shall strengthen

one foundation of Christianity.

As an author, I am not solicitous i'or the re-

putation of any literary performance. A work

given to the world, every reader has a right to

censure. If it has merit, it will go down to

posterity : if it has none, the sooner it dies and

is forgot the better.

But 1 am extremely anxious that no good

man should mistake the view with which I

write ; and therefore cannot help feeling, per-

haps too sensibly, when it is misrepresented.

So
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So far as any censure can shew that my poor

labours are not calculated to promote ijctiers

or Learning, to advance Tniih, or, above all, to

serve the cause of Heligion, which J profess as

a Christian and a Member of the Church of

England, I own, [ have missed my end ; and

will be the first to join with the censure which

condemns them.

In the mean time, the first book of tins work,

such as it is, is here humbly commended to your

Lordship's protection. For to whom dots it so

properly belong to patronize an argument shew-

ing the Utility of Religion to Society, as to

that great Magistrate, Legislator, and States-

man, who is best able to recommend and apply

the subject, by his being convinced of the

Truth of Religion ; and by his giving the

most exemplary proof of his belief, in a steddv

resjard to it's dictates in his life and actions ?

It is this which makes me presume on your

Lordship's protection, not any thing extraordi-

nary in the work itself. It is enough for your

Lordship to find in those you favour a real zeal

for the interests of Virtue and Religion. The

effectual
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tllectual service of'those interests depends on so

many accidents, re jecting both the ability of

the Writer pad the disposition of the Reader*

that your Lordship's humanity and candour,

inlargfd,and not (as it often happens) diminished

by your great knowledge of. mankind, will

always dispose you to estimate merit by a

better rule than the success.

I am,

MY LOUD,

With the utmost Gratitude,

Your Lordship's

Most obliged and devoted Servant r

Lo,dc»r, w . wARBU RTON.
Nev> 5. 1 754-
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DEDICATION

TO THE FIRST EDITION OF

Books I. II. III. of the

DIVINE LEGATION OF MOSES;

1 738.

TO

THE FREE-THINKERS. .

GENTLEMEN.
AS the following discourse was written for your use,

you have the best right to this address. I could

never approve the custom of dedicating books to men,

whose professions made them strangers to the subject.

A discourse on the Ten Predicaments, to a leader of

armies, or a system of casuistry to a minister of state,

always appeared to me a high absurdity.

Another advantage I have in this address, is that I

shall not lie under any temptations of flattery
;
which,

at this time of day, when every topic of adulation

has been exhausted, will be of equal ease and advan-

tage to us both.

Not
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Not but I must own vou have been managed, even

by some of onr Order, with very singular complai-

sance. Whether it was that they affected the fame of

moderation, or had a higher ambition for the honour

of your good word, I know not ; but I, who neither

love your cause, nor fear the abilities that support it,

tdulc I preserve for your persons that justice and

charity which my profession teaches to be due to all,

can never be brought to think otherwise of your cha-

racter, than as the despisers of the Master whom I

serve, and as the implacable enemies of that Order,

to which I have the honour to belong. And as such, I

should be tempted to glory in your censures; but

would certainly refuse your commendations.

Indeed, were it my design, in the manner of mo-

dern dedicators, to look out for powerful protectors, I

do not know where I could sooner find them, than

amongst the' gentlemen of vour denomination : for

nothing; I believe, strikes the serious observer with

more surprize, in this age of novelties, than that

strange propensity to inndelitv, so visible in men of

almost even; condition
;
amongst whom the advocates

of Deism are received with all the applauses due to

the inventors of the arts of lite, or the deliverers of

oppressed and injured nations. The glorious liberty

tof the Gospel is forgotten amidst our clamours against

ch'irch-tvrannv; and we slight the fruits of tire re-

stored Tree of Knowledge, for the sake of gathering

a ft \\ barren leaves of Free-thinking, misgrafted on the

<-"'•! oralitic stock of Deism.

Hut let me not be misunderstood; here are no insi-

' nuationi
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nuations intended against liberty : for, surely, what-'

ever be the cause of this epidemic folly, it would be

unjust to ascribe it to the- freedom of the Press, which

vise men have ever held one of the most precious

branches of national Liberty. What, though it mid-

wifes. us it were, these brain-sick births; yet, at the

same time that it facilitates the delivery, it lends a

forming hand to the mishapen issue: for, as in natural

bodies, become distorted by suffering in the conception,

or by too strait imprisonment in the worn!), a free un-

restrained exposition of the parts may, in time, re-

duce them nearer to their natural rectitude; so crude

and rickety notions, enfeebled by restraint, when per-

mitted to be drawn out and examined, may, by the

reform of their obliquities, and the correction of their

virulency, at length acquire health and proportion.

Nor less friendly is this liberty to the generous ad-

vocate of religion: for how could such a one, when

in earnest convinced by the evidence of his cause, de-

sire an adversary whom the laws had before disarmed;

or value a victory, where the Magistrate must triumph

with him : Even I, the meanest in this controversy,

should have been ashamed of projecting the defence of

the great Jewish Lawgiver, did not I know that the

same liberty of thinking was impartially indulged to

all. And if my dissenting in the course of this defence

from some received opinions need an apology, I de-

sire it may be thought, that I ventured into this track

the less unwillingly, to shew, by my not intrenching

in authorized speculations, that I put myself upon the

same footing with you, and would claim no privilege

that was not in common.

This
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This liberty then may you long possess; may you

know how to use; may you gratefully acknowledge 1

!

I say this, because one cannot, without indignation,

observe, that amidst the full possession of it, you still

continue, with the meanest affectation, to till your

prefaces with repeated clamours against the difficul-

ties and discouragements attending the exercise of

Free-thinking: and, in a peculiar strain of modesty

and reasoning, employ this very liberty to persuade

the world you still want it. In extolling liberty, we

'can join with you ; in the vanity of pretending to have

contributed most to its establishment, we can bear with

you ; but in the low cunning of pretending still to

groan under the want of it, we can neither join nor

bear with you. There was indeed a time, and that

within our own memories, when such complaints were

seasonable and even useful ;
but, happy for you,

Xientlcmen, vou have out-lived it: all the rest is

merclv Sir Martin* ; it is continuing to fumble on the

lute, though the music has been long over. For it is

not a thing to be disguised, that what we hear from you,

on this head, is but an aukward, though envenomed

imitation of an original work of one, whoever he was,

who appears to have been amongst the greatest, and

most successful of your adversaries. It was published

at an important juncture, under the title of The

'difficulties and discouragements which attend the study

of the Scripture. But with all the merit of this beau-

tiful satire, it has been its fortune not only to be

abused by your bad imitations, but to be censured by

tiiose in whose cause it was composed
;

I mean the

• In a comedy of Drydeii's.

friends
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friends of religion and liberty. An author of note

thus expresses himself*: "Nor was this the worst:

" men were not only discouraged from studying and
" revering the Scriptures by—but also by being told

" that this study was difficult, fruitless, and dangerous

;

" and a public, an elaborate, an earnest dissuasive

" from this study, for the very reasons now mentioned,

" enforced by two well-known examples, and believed

" from a person of great eminence in the church, hath

" already passed often enough through the press, to

*' reach the hands of all the clergymen in Great
" Britain and Ireland : God in his great mercy for-

" give the author f." Seriously it is a sad case ! that

one well-meaning man should so widely mistake the

end and design of another, as not to see by the

turn and cast of the Difficulties and discouragements,

that it is a thorough irony, addressed to some hot

bigots then in power, to shew them what dismal effects

that inquisitional spirit, with which they were possessed,

would have on literature in general, at a time when

public liberty looked with a very sickly face ! Not, I

say, to see this, but to believe, on the contrary, that it

was really intended as a public, an elaborate, an ear-

nest dissuasivefrom the study of the Scriptures! But

I have so charitable an opinion of the great author, for a

great author withoutdoubt he was, as to believe that had

he foreseen that the liberty, which animates this fine-

turned piece of raillery, would have given scandal to

any good man, he would, for the consolation of such,

* Revelation Examined with Candour, in the preface.

f The author was the excellent Dr. Hare, late Bishop of

Chichester.

Vol. i. L have
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have made any reasonable abatement in the vigour of

his -wit and argument.

But you, Gentlemen, have a different quarrel with

him: you pretend he hath since written on the other

side the question. Now though the word of his ac-

cusers is rot apt to go very far with me, yet, I must

own, I could be easily enough brought to believe, that

an author of such talents of literature, love of truth,

and of his country, as this appears to have been,

would as freely expose the extreme of folly at one end,

as at the other; without regarding what party he

opposed oi" favoured by it. And it is well known, that,

at the time this is pretended to have been done, an-

other interest being become uppermost, strange prin-

ciples of licence, which tended to subvert all order,

and destroy the very essence of a Church, ran now in

the popular stream. What then should hinder a

writer, who was of no party but that of truth, to

oppose this extravagance, as he had done its opposite ?

And if lie pleased neither bigot nor libertine by his

uniformity of conduct, it was for his honour.

Mow public a blessing is such a virtue ! which,

unawed by that j'alal enemy of seme, as the poet calls

it. the danger of offending, dares equally oppose itself

to the different follies of Party in extremes.

But to return to our subject : The poor thread-bare

cant of want of liberty, 1 should hope then you would

be, at length, persuaded to iay abide ; but that I know

euch cant is amongst your arts of controversy ; and

that something is to be allowed to a weak cause, and

to
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to a reputation that requires managing. We know

what to understand by it, when after a successless

insult on religion, the reader is intreated to believe

that you have a strong reserve : but till the door of

liberty be set a little wider, you have not room to dis-

play it.

Thus, at the very entrance of your works you teach

us what we are to expect But I must beg your

patience, now I am got thus far, to lay before you

your principal abuses of that liberty indulged to

you for better purposes; or, to give them the softest

name I can, in an address of this nature, your arts

OF CONTROVERSY.

By this I shall at once practise the charity I profess,

and justify the opinion I have passed upon you.

Your writers, I speak it, Gentlemen, to your

honour, offer your considerations to the world, cither

under the character of petitioners for oppressed and

injured truth; or of teachers to ignorant and erring

men. These sure are characters that, if any, require

seriousness and gravity to support them. But so great

strangers are we to decorum, on our entry on the stage

of life, that, for the most part, like Bayes's actor in

the Rehearsal, who was at a loss to know whether he

was to be serious or merry, melancholy or in love,

we run giddily on, in a mixt and jumbled character;

but have most an end, a strong inclination to make

a farce of it, and mingie burlbonry with the most

serious scenes. Hence, even in religious controversy,

while the great cause of eternal happiness is trying;

l 2 and
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and men and angels, as it were, attending tb.e issue

of the conflict, we can rind room for a merrv story;

and receive the advocate of infidelity with much wel-

come*, if he comes with but a disposition to make

us laugh : though he brings the tidings of death, and

scatters round him the poison of our hopes, yet, like

the dying assassin j, we can laugh along with the mob,

though our own despair and agonies conclude the

entertainment.

This quaiitv making a writer so well received, vours

have been tempted to dispense with the solemnity of

their character ; as thinking it of much importance to

get the laugh on their side. Hence ridicule is

become their favourite f.gure of speech ; and thev have

composed sad treatises to justify its use, and very

merrv ones to evince its utility. But to be fair with

you, it must be owned, that this strange disposition

towards unseasonable mirth, drives all parties upon

being wittv where thev can, as being conscious of its

powerful operation in controversy: ridicule having,

from the hands of a skilful disputant, the same effect

in barbarous minds, with the new invented darts of

Marius %, which though so weak as to break in the

* Hence Anthony UrceasT surnamed Codrus, as vain and im-

pious as any Free-thinker alive, being asked the reason (as we are

told by Blanchini, the writer of his life) why he mixed so much
bunVoBrv in his works, replied, " That nature had formed man-
" kind in such a manner, as to be most taken with burloons and

" story-tellers.'"

t Bd'tli.'.zar Gerard, who murthered the Prince of Orange.

See his story.

; See Plut. Vit. Mar. torn. II. p. 760, 767. Edit. Cruserii, 8vo.

throw,
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throw, and pierce no farther than the surface, yet

sticking there, they more intangle and incommode the

combatant, than those arms, which fly stronger, and

strike deeper. However, an abuse it is, and one of

the most pernicious too, of the liberty of the Press.

For what greater affront to the severity of reason, the

sublimity of truth, and the sanctity of religion, than

to subject them to the impure touch of every empty

scurrilous Buffoon ? The politenesss of Athens, which

you pretend so much to admire, should be here a

lesson to you; which committed all questions of this

nature, when they were to be examined, to their

gravest and severest court, the Areopagus: whose

judges would not suffer the advocates tor either party

to apply to the passions, so much as by the common
rules of the chastest rhetoric*. But a preposterous

love of mirth hath turned you all into Wits, quite

down from the sanguine writer of The Independent

IVhig, to the atrabilaire blasphemer of the miracles f

.

Though it would be but charity to tell you a plain

truth, which Cicero told your illustrious predecessors

long ago, when infected with the same distemper:

*' Ita salem istum, quo caret vestra natio in

*' irridendis nobis, noiitote consumere. Et mehercule,

" si me audiatis, ne experiamini quidem : non decet

;

" non datum est; non potestis." However, if you

will needs be witty, take once more your example

from the fine author of The difficulties und discourage-

* Exemplo legis Atticae, Martiique judicii causa? Patronis

denuntiat Praeco neque principia dicere, neque oiiserationem com-

movere. Apul. Lib. X. Asia. Aur. p. 827. Lu^d. 1587. 8vo.

f Woolston.

l 3 mcnts,
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and learn from him the difference between Attic

irony and elegance of wit, and your intemperate

scurrility and iiiioerai banter.

What a noise, you will say, for a little harmless

mirth. Ah. Gentlemen ! if that were all, you had my
leave to laugh on : I would say with the old comic,

Utinam male qui mihi volunt, sic rideant.

But low and mean as your buffoonry is, it is yet to

the level of the people; who are as little solicitous, as

capable, of the point of argument, so they can but

catch the point of wit. Amongst such, and to such,

yon write; and it is inconceivable what havoc false

wit makes in a foolish head :
" The rabble of man-

f£ kind," as an excellent writer well observes, " being

" very apt to think, that every thing which is laughed

" at, with any mixture of nit, is ridiculous in itself*."

Few reflec t on what a great witf has so ingenuously

owned, That u it is generally false reasoning. But

one, in whom your party most glories, hath written in

deience of this abusive way of zcit and raillery, on

serious sjojeets. Let us hear him then J : "Nothing
" is ridiculous, except what is deformed ; nor is any

" tiling proof against raillery, except what is hand-

" some and just; and therefore it is the hardest

" thing in the world to denv fair honesty the use of this

" weapon ; whien can never bear an edge against her-

* Mr. Addison's Works, vol. i:i. p. Q03. Quarto.

t Mr. Wycberley to Mr. Pope, Letter XVI.

J Characteristics, Vol. I. Essay cn the freedom of wit and

humour.
" self
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" self. One may defy the world to turn bravery or

** generosity into ridicule: a man must be soundly

" ridiculous, who, with all the wit imaginable, would

'} go about to ridicule wisdom, or laugh at honesty or

" good manners." Yes, ridiculous, indeed, to laugh

at bravery, generosity, wisdom, honesty, or good

manners, as such : and I hardly think, Gentlemen, as

/ licentious as some of you are, you will be ever brought

to accept of his defiance. And why need you, w hen

it is but shewing them, with overcharged and dis-

torted features, to laugh at your ease ? Call them but

temerity, prodigality, gravity, simplicity, foppery, and

as you have often experienced, the business is done,

and the ridicule is compleat. And what security will

the noble writer giye us, that they shall not be so

called? I am persuaded, if you are never to be thought

ridiculous till you become so, in the way this gen-

tleman marks out, you may go safely on in the free-

dom of wit and humour, till there be never a

virtue left, to laugh out of countenance.

But he will say, he means such clear virtue as hath

no equivocal mark about her, which a prevaricator can

lay hold on. Admit this : the man of wit will then

try to make her ridiculous in her equipage, if he

cannot make her so in her person.

However, will he say, it shews at least, that nothing

can be done against her, till she be disguised. A mighty

consolation this to expiring Virtue, that she cannot be

destroyed till you have put her on a fool's coat. As if

it were as hard to get that on, as Hercules's offI

The comparison holds better in the converse, that

l 4 when
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when once tm, it sticks as close as the envenomed one

cf old, and oiten lasts her to her funeral.

But it this noble writer means that truth cannot be

obscured, however disguised ; nor consequently, be

made ridiculous, however represented ; the two cele-

brated examples, which foilow, seem to shew he was

mistaken. Where, in the first, it is seen, that no-

thing was stronger than the ridicule, nor, at the same

time more open and transparent than the disguise

;

in the latter, nothing more clouded and obscured

than the beauty of the truth ridiculed, nor more out

of sight than the fallacy in the representation. Which

together may teach us, that any kind of disguise will

serve the turn
;

and, that witty men will never be at

a loss for one.

Of all the virtues that were so much in this noble

writer's heart, and in his writings, there was not one

he more revered than love of public liberty: or which

he would less suspect should become liable to the im-

pressions of buffoonry. Methinks I hear him say.

" One mav defy the world to turn the love of public

f liberty into ridicule : a man must be soundly ridi-

" culous. who. with all the wit imaginable, would go

about it."

However, once on a time, a great Wit set upon

this task ; he undertook to laugh at this very virtue ;

and that too, so successfully, that he set the whole

nation a bushing with him. What nighty, ens^ine, you

will ask, was employed, to put in motion so large a

body, and for so extraordinary a cause ? In truth, a

very
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very simple one : a discourse, of which all the wit con-

sists in the title; and that too sculking, as you will see,

under one unlucky word. Jllrs. Bull's vindication of
the indispensable duty of cuckoldom, incumbent

upon wives, in case of the tyranny, infidelity, or insuffi-

ciency of husbands*. Now had the merry reader

been but wise enough to reflect, that reason was the

test of ridicule, and not ridicule the test of truth, he

would have seen to rectify the proposition, and to state

it fairly thus: The 'mdispensable duty of divorce, etc.

And then the joke had been over, before the laugh

could have begun.

And now let this noble writer tell us, as he does, that

fair honesty can never bear an edge against herself

for that nothing is ridiculous but what is deformed;

and a great deal to the same purpose, which his Platonic

manners supplied.

But very often the change put upon us is not so

easily discernible. Sulpicius tells Cicero, that return-

ing by sea from Asia, and seeing in his course iEgina,

Megara, the Pirceus, and Corinth in ruins, he fell into

this very natural, and humane reflexion :
" And shall

" we, short-lived creatures as we are, bear with im-
" patience the death of our fellows, when in one
" single view we behold the carcases of so many
" lately flourishing cities f?" What could be juster

or wiser than the piety of this reflexion? And yet it

could

* History of Johu Bull, Part f. chap. xiii.

1 Ex Asia rediens, cum ab TEgina Megaram versus navigarem,

ecepi regiones circumcirca prospicere. Post me erat iEgina;

ante
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could not escape the ridicule of a celebrated French

buffoon. " If neither (says he*) the Pyramids of
" Egypt, nor the Colosseum at Rome, could with-

" stand the injury of time; why should I think much
" that my black waistcoat is out at elbows?" Here,

indeed, the first thing to be observed is the superior

resistance of truth.

The buffoon, before he could throw an air of

ridicule on this admirable sentiment, was forced to

change the image ; and in the place of jEgina, Megara,

etc. to substitute the Pyramids and Colosseum, monu-

ments of human pride, and folly; which, on that ac-

count, readily submitted to the rude touch of buffoonry

:

while those free cities, the noblest effort of human
wisdom, the nurseries of arts and commerce, could

not easily be set in a ridiculous or an idle light.

But then, how few of his readers were able to detect

the change put upon them, when it is very probable

the author himself did not see it ? who, perplexed at

the

ante Megara; dextra Piraeeus ; sinistra Corinthus : quse oppida

quodam tempore florentissima fuerunt, nunc prostrata, & diruta.

ante oculos jacent. Coepi egomet mecum sic cogitare: Hem!
noshomunculi indignamur, si quia nostrum interiit, autoccisus est,

quorum vita brevior esse debet, cum uno loco tot oppidum cadavera

projecta jaceant ? Sulpicius M. T Ciceroni, lib. iv. ep. 5.

* Superbes monumens de V orgueil de$ humains,

Piramides, Tombeaux, dont la vaine structure

A temoigne que l'art, par l'adresse des mains

Et l'assidu travail, peut vaincre la nature!

Vieux palais ruinez, chef d'oeuvres des Romains,

Et les derniers efforts de lcur architecture,

Collisee,
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the obstinate resistance of truth, in the various arrange-

ment of his ideas turned the edge of his raillery, be-

fore he was aware, against the phantasm, and was the

first that fell into his own deceit.

Hence may be seen what the noble writer seems

to have spoken at random, at least, not at all to the

purpose of the question he was upon, that such in-

deed is the inflexible nature of truth, that all the wit

in the world can never render it ridiculous, till it be

so distorted as to look like error, or so disguised as to

appear like folly. A circumstance which, though it

greatly recommends the majesty of virtue, yet, as

it cannot secure it from insult, doth not at all shew

the innocence of ridicule ; which was the point lie

had to prove.

But to see what little good is to be expected in this

way of wit and humour, one may go further; and ob-

serve, that even the ridicule offalse virtue, which

surely deserves no quarter, hath been sometimes at-

tended with very mischievous effects. The Spaniards

have lamented, and I believe truly, that Cervantes's

just and inimitable ridicule of hiight-errantry rooted

up, with that folly, a great deal of their real honour.

And

Collisee, ou souvent ces peuples inhumains,

De s'aitr' assassincr se donnoit-nt tablature,

Par l'injure des ans vous estes abolis,

Ou du moins la plus part vous estes demolis :

Jl n'est point de ciment que le temps ne dissoi de>

Si vos marbrcs si (fares ont sentis son pouvoir,

Dois-je trouver mauvais, qu'uu meschant pourptiint noir,

Qui m'a dure dtux ans, soit perce par le coude?

Scauron,
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And it was apparent, that Butler's fine satire on fana*

ticism contributed not a little, during the licentious

times of Charles II. to bring sober piety into disre-

pute. The reason is evident : there are many lines of

resemblance between Truth and its Counterfeits; and

it is the province of wit only to find out the liJcenesses

in things ; and not the talent of the common admiral

of it to discover the differences.

But you will say, perhaps, Let Truth, "when thus

attacked, defend itself with the same arms; for why,

as your master asks, shouldfair honesty be denied the,

use of this xveapon ? Be it so : come on then, and let

us impartially attend the issue. We have, upon re-

cord, the most illustrious example of this contention

that ever was. The dispute I mean, was between

Socrates and Aristophanes. Here truth had all the

advantage of place, of weapons, and of judges

:

Socrates employed his whole life in the cause of virtue :

Aristophanes, only a few comic scene* against it. But,

heavens! against-what virtue ! against the purest and

brightest portion of it that ever enlightened the gentile

world. The wit of the comic writer is well known :

that of the philosopher was in a supreme degree, just,

delicate and forceable ; and so habitual, that it pro-

cured him the title of the Attic buffoon. The place

was the politest state in the politest time, Athens in

its glory ; and the judges the grave senators of

Areopagus. For all this, the comic poet triumphed :

and with the coarsest kind of buiroonry, little fitted,

one would think, to take so polite a people, had the art

to tarnish all this virtue
;
and, what was more, to make

the owner resemble his direct opposite, that character

13 he
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he was most unlike, that character he most hated, that

very character he had employed all his wit to detect,

Jay open, and confound ; in one word, the sophist.

The consequences are well known.

Thus will raillery, in defence of vice and error, be

still an overmatch for that employed on the side of

truth and virtue. Because fair honesty uses, though a

sharp, yet an untainted weapon ; while knaverv strikes

with one empoisoned, though much duller. The ho-

nest man employs his wit as correctly as his logic;

whereas the very definition of a knave's raillery is a

sophism.

But, indeed, when a licentious buffoonry is once

appealed to, and encouraged ; its effects have no de-

pendance on the fit choice of its object. All characters

fall alike before it. In the dissolute times of Charles II.

this weapon, with the same ease, and indeed in the

same hands, completed the ruin of the best, and, of

the very worst Minister of that age. The historians

tell us, that Chancellor Hyde was brought into his

masters contempt, by this court-argument. They

mimicked his walk and gesture, with a fire-shovel and

bellows, for the mace and purse. The same ingenious

stroke of humour was repeated on Secretary Bennet,

and, by the happy addition of his black patch, with just

the same success. Thus, it being the representation,

and not the object represented, which strikes the fancy,

Vice and Virtue must fall indifferently before it*.

I hope

• The author of a late book called Elements of Criticism,

3peaking of men's various opinions concerning the use of ridicule,

proceeds against what is here said, in the following manner

—

" This
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I hope then, Gentlemen, you wiH in time be brought

to own, that this method is the most unfair in itself,

and

" This dispute has produced a celebrated question, Whether
u Ridicule be, or be not, a test of Truth ? Which vsays he) stated

" in accurate terms, is, Whether the sense of Ridicule be the

" proper testfor distinguishing ridiculous objects from those that

u are not so? To answer the question with precision, I must
" premise that Ridicule is not a subject of reasoning but of sense
" or taste." Vol. ii. p. 55. The Critic having thus changed

the question, which he calls stating it in. accurate terms ; and

obscured the answer, which he calls, giving it with precision,

he concludes, that Ridicule is not only the best, but the only,

test of Truth. 0

But what is all this to the purpose? Is the Dealer in Ridicule

no%v debarred the liberty of doing what he has so often done,

putting his object in a false light ; and, by that means, making

Truth appear like Error? As he is not, I inferred, against Lord

Shaftesbury, That Ridicule is not a test of Truth. How does our

Critic address himself to prove the contrary ? Not by shewing,

that ridicule is such a test : but that the taste of ridicule is the

test of what is ridiculous. Who doubts that ? It is the very tiling

complained of. For when our taste for ridicule gives us a sensible

pleasure in a ridiculous representation of any object, we do not

stay to examine whether that representation be a true one, but

conclude it to be so, from the pleasure it affords us.

His second change of the question is a new substitution, viz.

Whether Ridicule be a talent to be used or employed at all ? Of
which he supposes me to hold the negative. What else is the

meaning of these words? " To condemn a talent for
" ridicule, because it may be converted to wrong purposes, is

" not a little ridiculous. Could one forbear to smile if a talent
" tor reasoning was condemned, because it also may be

" perverted?" p. 57. He has no reason to smile sure, at his own
misrepresentation. I never condemned a talent for ridicule be-

cause it may be abused; nor for any other reason. Though
others, perhaps, may be disposed to smile at his absurd infe-

rence, that we may as well condemn a talent for reasoning. As

if
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and most pernicious in its consequences : that its n&-

tural effect is to mislead the judgment, and to make

the heart dissolute.

It is a small matter, that the State requires of you,

sobriety, decency, and good manners, to qualify you

for the noble employment of thinking freely, and at

your ease. We have been told this, you will say, be-

fore : But, when it came to be explained
;

By, sober

writing was meant, writing in the language of the

Magistrate. It may be so ; but then, remember, it

was not till you yourselves had led the way to the

abuse of words; and had called calumny, plain dealing;

and a scurril licence, urbanity. Happy for you, that

you are in times when liberty is so well understood.

Had you lived in the boasted days of classic freedom,

he amongst you who had escaped best, had been

branded

if reason and ridicule were of equal importance for the conduct

of human life.

He may then perhaps ask, " If I do not condemn the use of

" Ridicule, on what employment I would put it, when I have ex-

" eluded it from being a test of truth ?" Let him not be uneasy

about th.it. There is no danger that the talent for ridicule should

lie idle, for want of proper business. When reason, the only test

of truth I know of, has performed its office, and unmasked

hypocrisy and formal error, then ridicule, I think, may be fairly

culled in, to quicken the operation. Thus, when Dr. S. Clarke

had, by superior reasoning, exposed the wretched sophistry which

Mr. Collins had employed to prove the Soul to be only a quality of

Body ; Dr. Arbuthnot, who very rarely misemployed his inimi-

table talent for ridicule, followed the blow, and gave that foolish and

impious opinion up to the contempt and laughter it deserved, in a
chapter of the Memoirs of Scjiblerus. But to set Kidicule or*

work before, would be as unfair, indeed as scandalous, as to bestow

the language due to convicted Vice, on a character but barely

suspected.
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branded with a character, the ancient Sages esteemed

most infamous, of all, an enemy to the religion

of his country. A very candid and respectable

author, speaking of the ancient restraints on free-

thinking, says, " These were the maxims, these the

" principles, which the light of nature suggested,

" which reason dictated *." Nor has this fine writer

any cause to be ashamed of his acknowledgment

;

nor his adversaries any pretence that he must needs

esteem it the measure for the present times. For, as

a great Ancient well observes, "It is one thing to

" speak of truth, and another to hear truth speak

* of herself f." It was christian truth and

charity, the truth and charity you so much insult,

which only could take off those restraints ; and re-

quire no more of you than to be as free, but not

using your libertyfor a cloak of maliciousness^.

I have now done with your buffoonry
;

which, like

chewed bullets, is against the law of arms ; and come

next to your scurrilities, those stink-pots of your offen-

sive war.

As the clergy of the established church have been

more particularly watchful in what is yet the common

cause of all, the interests of Christianity, and most

successful in repelling the insults of its enemies, they

have fallen under the heaviest load of your calumny

* Letter to Dr. Waterland, p. 52, 8? seq.

t i Pet. it. 16.

and
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and slander. With unparalleled licence, you have

gone on, representing them as debauched, avaricious,

proud, vindictive, ambitious, deceitful, irreligious,

and incorrigible. " An order of men profligate and

abandoned to wickedness, inconsistent with the good

of society, irreconcileable enemies to reason, and

conspirators against the liberty and property of man-

kind*." .

To fill up your common-place of slander, the most

inconsistent qualities have been raked together to de-

form them : qualities that could never stan ! together

but in idea; I mean, in the mishapen ideas of a

Free-thinker.

The Order is now represented as most contemptible

for their politics ; ever in the wrong, and under a

fatality of continued blunders, attending them as a

curse: But anon, we are told of their deep-laid

schemes of a separate interest, so wisely conducted, as

to elude the policy of Courts, and baffle all the wisdom

of Legislatures.

Now they are a set of superstitious bigots, and

fiery zealots, prompt to sacrifice the rights of huma-

nity to the interests of Mother-Church : but now

again, they are Tartlifts without religion; Atheists

and Apostates withoutfaith or law.

This moment, so united in one common confederacy

as to make their own Church-policy the cause of God:

• Kights of the Christian Church, and Christianity as old as

the Creation, passim.

Vol. L M But,
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But, the next, so divided, that every mans band »
against his brother, tearing and worrying one another,

to the great scandal of the charitable author of the

Discourse of Free-thinking.

But it is to be hoped, as the evidence is so ill laid

together, the accusation may be groundless.

But why do I talk of the Clergy, when there is not

one, however otherwise esteemed by, or related to you,

that can escape your slander, if he happen to discover

the least inclination for that cause, against which you

are so virulently bent? Mr. Locke, the honour of this

age, and the instructor of the future, shews us, in the

treatment he received from his friend and from his

pupil, what a believer is to expect from you. It was

enough to provoke their resentment, that he had

shewn the reasonableness of Christianity, and had

placed all his hopes of happiness in another life.

The intimacy between him and Mr. Collins is well

known. Mr. Collins seemed to idolize Mr. Locke

while living; and Mr. Locke was confident Mr. Collins

would preserve his memory when dead*. But he

chanced to be mistaken : For no sooner was he gone,

than Mr. Collins publickly)" insults a notion of his

honoured friend concerning the possibility of conceiv-

ing how matter miglit first be made and begin to be:

* " I know you loved me living, and will preserve my memory
" now I an) dead," says he in his letter to be delivered to Mr.
Collins at his death.

t Answer to Dr. Clarke's third Defence of nis Letter to

Mr. Dodwell, at the end.

And
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Arid goes affectedly out of the way to shew his good

will to his memory.

The noble author of the Characteristics had re-

ceived* part of his education from that great philoso-

pher: And it must be owned, that this Lord had

many excellent qualities, both as a man and a writer.

He was temperate, chaste, honest, and a lover of his

country. In his writings he hath shewn how largely

he had imbibed the deep sense, and how naturally he

could copy the gracious manner of Plato. How far

Mr. Locke contributed to the cultivating these qualities*

I will not enquire : But that inveterate rancour which

he indulged against Christianity, it is certain, he had

not from his master. It was Mr. Locke's lore of it

that seems principally to have exposed him to his

pupils bitterest insults. One of the most precious

remains of the piety of that excellent man, are his

last words to Mr. Collins: " May you live long and
" happy, all the use to be made of it is, that this

" world is a scene of vanity, that ston passes away,
" and affords no solid satisfaction, but the conscious-

" ness of well doing, and the hopes of axother
" life. This is what I can say by experience, and
" what you will find when you come to make up your
" account^." One would think, that if ever the parting

breath of pious men, or the last precepts of dying

philosophers, could claim reverence of their survivors,

this noble monument of friendship, and religion, had

been secure from outrage. Yet hear, in how unworthy,

* See Bibl. Choisie, torn. vi. p. 343.

| Amount his letters published by Desmaizeaux.

m a how
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how cruel a manner, his noble disci pie apostrophizes

hi.n on this occasion :
" Philosopher! let me hear

" concerning life, w hat the right notion is, and what I

" am to stand to upon occasion; that I may not,

" when life seems retiring, or has run itself out to the

" very dregs*, cry vanity! condemn the world,
" and at the same time complain that life is short
" and passing. For why so short indeed, if not
u found szceet? Why do 1 complain both ways?
<k

Is 'coii'ty, mere vanity, a happiness; or can misery

" pass <kvay too soonf ?" Here the polite author had

the noble pleas' ire of ridicu ling the philosopher and

the Psah7USt% together. But I will leave the strange

rcrlexions, that naturally arise from hence, to the

reader j w ho, I am sure, will be beforehand w ith me
in judging, that Mn Locke had reason to condemn d

world that cast him upon such afriend and pupil\\.

But
* Mr. Locke was then in his 73d year,

f Characteristics vol. i. p. 302. 3d ed.

I Man is like to vanity; His days arc as a sliadoic that passeth

away. Psal. cxliv. 4.

||
The noble writer did not disdain to take up with those vulgar

calumnies which Mr. Locke had again and again confuted.

" Some even (says he, Charact. vol. i p. So. 3d ed.) of oi.r most

" admired modejrn philosophers had fairly told us, that virtue

" and vice had, after all, no other law or measure than mere

" fashion and vogue." The case was this: When Mr. Locke

reasoned against innate idea:;, he brought it as one argument

against them, tb t a; ; iie ar.d vice, in many places, were not re-

gulated by the nature 01 things, which they must have been, were

there such innate ideas; but by mere fashion a:;.i vogue. Is this

then fairly told 01 out admired modem philosopher f Hut it was

critfne.-enough that he laboured to overthrew innate ideas; things

that the noble
5

author understood to be the foundation of his

7 moral
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Bat to go on, and consider the nature of this abuse

of the Clergy : It is not only an affront to Religion,

which, by your practice, you seem to regard as one

of the essential branches of literary liberty ; but like-

wise, an insult on civil Society, For while there is

such a thing as a Church established by law, its

Ministers must needs bear a sacred, that is, a public

character even on your own principles *. To abuse

them, therefore, as a body, is insulting the State which

protects them. It is highly injurious likewise, because

a Body-politic cannot preserve the reverence neces-

sary for the support of government, longer than its

public officers, whether civil or religious, are treated

with the regard due to their respective stations )'.

And
moral sense. (See vol. in. p. 214) In vain- did Mr. Locke inces-

santly repent, that " the divine law is the only true touchstone of

*' moral rectitude." This did but increase bis pupil's . esentnunt,

why had all his faculties pesf.essed with the MORAL sense, as

" the only true tjuchstone of moral rectitude." But the whole

Essay itself, one of the noblest, and most original bocks in the

world, could not escape his ridicule: '• In reality (says he, vol. i.

" p. 299.) how specious a study, how solemn an amusement, is

" raised from what we call philosophical speculations! The
" formation of ideas! their compositions, comparisons, agreement

" and disagreement !—Why do I concern myself in speculations

w about my ideas ? What is it to me, for instance, to know what
" kind of idea I can form of space? Divide a solid body, $tc."

and so he goes on in Mr. Locke's own words : And lest the

reader should not take the satire, a note at the bottom of the page

informs us, that " these are the words of the particular author

" cited." But the invidious Remark on this quotation surpasses

all credit. Thus the atomisf, or Epicurean.

* " They also that have authority to teach, etc. are public

ministers." Leviathan, p. 1-24. London. 1651.410.

vrofouq, kou J»«r»>p£5i. Ant. Scrip, apud Stob. de rep. Serm. 41.

p. 270. Tigun, 1559, fol. circa finem.

»3
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And here, your apology, when accused of using holy

Writ irreverently, is out of doors. You pretend that

the Charge is disingenuous, because it takes for granted

the thing in dispute. But in the case before us, it is

agreed, that the Ministers of the established worship

have a sacred, that is, a public character.

Out ofyour own mouths likewise, are you condemned.

A few instances there are in the first ajjes of Christi-

anity, of something resembling this misconduct; where

the intemperance of private zeal now and then gave

the affront to the national religion. But who are they

that so severely censure this disorder*? that raise such

tragic outcries against the factious spirit of primitive

Christianity? Who, Gentlemen, but Yourselves!

The very men who, out of spite and wantonness, daily

persist in doing what a misguided devotion, now and

then, though rarely, hetrayed a martyr to commit f.

But would you read Christian antiquity with equal

minds, you would not want examples of a better con-

duct. For in general the Apologists for the Christian

faith observed a decency and moderation becoming

the truth and importance of the cause they had to sup-

* " The list of Martyrs consisted, I believe, of those who
" suffered for breaking the Peace. The primitive clergy were,

•* under pretence of Religion, a very Lawless Tribe." L. Boling-

broke, vol. iv. p. 434.

f In the LXth canon of the council of Eliberis, held abont

twenty years before the council of Nice, it is decreed, that they

\fho were slain by the Gentiles for breaking down their idols,

should not be received by the church into the number of Martyrs,

since neither the precepts of the Gospel nor the practice of the

.Apostles gave any countenance to such licentious behaviour.

port.
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port. We need only look into Laciantius for the

modesty of their conduct in this respect.

This eloquent Apologist, who wrote in an age

which would have indulged greater liberties, giving in

his divine institutions, the last stroke to expiring

paganism; where he confutes the national Religion,

spares as much as possible the Priests; but in expos-

ing their Philosophy, is not so tender of their Sophists:

For these last having no public character, the State

was not concerned to have them managed. Such, I

say, was the general behaviour of the first Chris-

tians,

Korean you plead, in your excuse, any other neces-

sity, than that inseparable from a weak cause, of com-

mitting this violence. The discovery of truth is so

far from being advanced by it, that, on the contrary,

it carries all the marks of design to retard the search,

when you so industriously draw off the reader's atten-

tion from the Cause, by diverting him at the expencc

of the Advocate,

It is true, that at what time the Clergy so far forgot

the nature of their office, and of the cause they were

appointed to defend, as to call in the secular arm to

support their arguments against wrong opinions, we
taw, without much surprise or resentment, You,

Gentlemen, in like delusion, that any means were law-

ful in support of truth, falling without scruple to

affront the Public (then iittle disposed to give you art

equal hearing) by the abuse of a Body, whose private

interests the State had indiscreetly espoused. For

m 4 where
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•where was the wonder, when Government had assumed

too much, for those who were oppressed by it, to allow

it too little ? You thought this a fair return ; and

your candid enemies confessed, that some indulgence

was to be given to the passions of men, raised and

enflamed by so unequal a treatment. But now, that

the State hath withdrawn its power, and confined the

Administration within its proper office ; and that this

learned Body hath publicly disclaimed its assistance;

it will surely be expected, that You, likewise, should

return to a better mind, and forsake a practice inso-

lently continued, without any reasonable pretence of

fresh provocation.

Your last abuse, Gentlemen, of the liberty of the

"press, is a certain dissolute habit of mind, regardless

both of truth and falsehood, which you betray in all

your attacks on Revelation. Who that had not

heard of your solemn professions of the love of

liberty, of truth, of virtue, of your aim at the

honour of God, and good (f men, could ever believe

you had any thing of this at heart, when they see

that spirit of levity and dissipation which runs through

all your writings ?

That you may not say I slander you, I will produce

those marks in your works, on which I have formed

my accusation of this illiberal temper.

1. The first is an unlimited buffoonry; which

suffers no test or criterion to your ridicule, to shew us,

when you are in jest, and when in earnest.

2. An
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2. An industrious affectation in keeping your true

character out of sight; and in constantly assuming

some new and fictitious personage.

3. To support your chicane, an unnatural mixture

of the Sceptic and Dogmatist.

And here, Gentlemen, in illustrating these three

circumstances of your guilt, one might detect all your

arts of controversy, and easily reveal the whole

mystery of modern Free-thinking. But the limits

of this address will only permit me in few words to

describe the general nature of each; in order to shew,

how certain an indication they are of the turn of mind

of which I accuse you.

r. The illimited, undistingutshable irony,

which affords no insight into the authors meaning,

or so much room as to guess what he would be at, is

our first note. This, which is your favourite figure of

speech, your noble Apologist owns to be " a dull

" sort of wit which amuses all alike*." Nay, he even

ventures to pronounce it " a gross, immoral, and
" illiberal way of abuse, foreign to the character of a
" good writer, a gentleman, or man of worth f." What
pity, if he should chance to fall under his own cen-

sure! Yet this is certain, he hath so managed his

good humour, that his admirers may always find a

handle either to charge us with credulity, or want of

charity, determine as we will of his true and real

* Charact. vol.i. tract ii. part i. § 2.

t Vol.iii. Miscel. iv. c. i.

sentiments.
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sentiments. However, the noble writer hath not ac^ra-

vated this folly, in the character he hath gi /-en of it

:

For, here forgetful of your own precepts, (your com-

mon-place topic against public instructors) while you

prescribe ridicule to be so managed, as to sheu- it tends

to a serious issue
;
you practise it so indiscriminately, as

to make one believe you were all the time in jest. While

you direct it to unmask formal hypocrisy, you sutler

it to put sober truth out of countenance ; and -while

you claim its aid, tofind out what is to be laughed at

in every thing, you employ it to bring in every thing

to be laughed at,

That a restraint on free inquiry, will force

writers into this vicious manner, we readily allow.

Under these circumstances, such a key to ridicule as

just writing demands being unsafe ; and the only way

men have to escape persecution being to cover and

intrench themselves in obscurity; it is no wonder that

ridicule should degenerate into the bujj'oonry which

amuses all alike ; As in Italy, which gave birth to this

degenerate species of writing, it is the only way in

•which the poor crampt thinking xrretches can discharge

a free thought. But in Great Britain, happily for

Truth, and You, philosophy is at her ease; and

you may lead her safely back to Paganism, through

all the ancient modes of doubting, objecting, and

refuting.

It is difficult, therefore, to assign any other likely

cause of this extravagance, than that vicious levity of

spirit, I have charged upon you. For as Man is

formed by nature with an incredible appetite for

Truth;
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Truth ; so his strongest pleasure, in the enjoyment;

(arises from the actual communication of it to others.

Without this, it would be a cold purchase, would ab-

stract, ideal, solitary Truth; and poorly repay the

labour and fatigue of the pursuit. Amongst the

Ancients, who, you will allow, had high notions of

this social sexse, it was a saying recorded by

Cicero with approbation, " that even heaven would

" be no happiness, to him who had not some com-

" panion or social Spirit to share with him in the

" pleasure of contemplating the great truths of nature

ft there revealed unto him." " Si quis in ccelum

" ascendisset, naturamque mundi, et pulchritudinem

" siderum perspexisset, insuavem illam admirationem

" ei fore
;

qua? jucundissima fuissct, si aliquem, cui

" narraret, habuisset*." Seneca goes yet further:

" Nec me ulla res delcctabit, licet eximia sit et salu-

" taris, quam mihi uni sciturus sim. Si cum hac

" exceptione detur sapientia, ut illam inclusam teneam,

fi nec cnunciem, rejiciam : nullius boni, sine socio,

" jucunda possessio estf\" It was this passion which

gave birth to writing, and brought literary composition

to an art; whereby the Public was made a sharer in

those important truths, which particulars had with so

much toil excogitated for its use and entertainment.

The principal object therefore of an author, while his

passions are in their right state., must needs be to deliver

his sentiments and opinions with all possible clearness;

so that no particular cast of composition, or turn of

expression, which he held conducive to the embellish-

* De Arnicitia. Edit. O.\on. 4IQ, T. III. p. 349 et 50.

-J-
Ep. vi,

ment
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Befit of his work, be suffered to throw an ambiguity

on his propositions, which might mislead the reader in

judging of his real sentiments. To such a one,

nothing can be a greater mortification than to find

that .this his principal purpose was defeated.

But when, on the contrary, we see a writer, so far

from discovering any thing of this care, that an air

of negligence appears in every tiling he- delivers ; a

visible contempt of his reader's satisfaction ; to "hieh

he prefers a dull malicious pleasure of misguiding him

in the obscurity of an illimited ridicule ; we cannot

possibly avoid concluding that such a one is far gone

in this wretched depravity of heart

2. Another mark, is your perpetually assuming

some personated character, a- the exigence pf

chicane requires. For the dispute is to he kej t on

fuot ; and therefore, when in danger of co ning to an

issue, a new personage is to bj assumed, that the

trial of skill may be fought oyer again with different

weapon-. So that the modern Free-thinker, is a perfect

jPrciteus. lie is now a Dissenter, or a Papist; now

again a Jew or a Mahometan; and, when closely pressed

and hunted through all the shapes, he at length starts

up in his genuine form, an Infidel confessed*.

Indeed where the Magistrate hath confined the

liberty of free debate, to one or two Professions of

belief, there an unlicensed writer hath no way of

publishing his speculations, but under the cover of

• Mr, Collins.

one
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one of these authorized Sects, But to affect this

practice when tiie necessity is over; is licentious and

immoral. For the personated character, only arguing

ad kbminem, embroils, rather than directs us, in the

search of truth ; has a natural tendency to promote

scepticism; and if not this, yet it keeps the dispute

from ever coming to an issue; which is attended with

great public inconveniencies. For though the dis-

covery of speculative truth be of much importance

to the perfection of man's nature, yet the studious

lengthening out literary debates is pernicious to Society,

as Societies are generally formed. Therefore, though

the good of mankind would set an honest man upon

publishing what he supposes to be discoveries in

truth
;
yet the same motive would oblige him to take

the fairest, and most direct road to their reception.

But I would not have it thought, by this, that I

condemn the assuming a personated character on all

occasions whatsoever. There are seasons when it is

fair and expedient. When the dispute is about the

practical application of some truth to the good of

a particular society; there it is prudent to take up a

suitable character, and to argue ad homintm. For

there, the end is a benefit to be gained for that society;

and it is not of so great moment on what principles

the majority is prevailed upon to' make the society

happy, as it is, that it should speedily become so. But

in the discovery of abstract speculative truth,

the affair goes quite otherwise. The business here is'

demonstration, not persuasion. And it is of the essence

of truth, to be made appear and shine out only by its

own lustre.

A familiar
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A familiar example will support this observation

Our great British philosopher, writing for religious

liberty, combats his intolerant adversary, all the way^

with his own Principles; well knowing that, in such a

time of prejudices, arguments built on received opinions

would have greatest weight, and make quickest im-

pression on the body of the People, whom it was his

business to gain. But the method he employed in

defending mere speculative truth was very different.

A Prelate of great name, was pleased to attack his

Essay concerning Human Understanding
; who, though

consummate in the learning of the Schools, yet

happened at that time to apply his principles so very

aukwardly, as gave our Philosopher the most inviting

opportunity of turning them against him. An advan-

tage most to the taste of him who contends only for

victory : but he contended for truth ; and was too

wise to think of establishing it on falsehood ; and tod

honest to affect triumphing over Error by any thing

but by its Opposite.

You see then, Gentlemen, you are not likely to

escape by this distinction ; the dispute with you is

about speculative truth : Yourselves take care to

give the world repeated information of it, as often as

you think fit to feign an apprehension of the Magis-

trates resentment.

But of as little Use as this method, of the personated

character, is, in itself, to the just end of controversy,^

you generally add a double share of disingenuity in

conducting it. Common sense, as well as Common
honesty, requires that he who assumes a pcrsonatea

character
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character should fairly stick to it, for that turn, at

least. Rut we shall be greatly deceived, if we pre-

sume on so much condescension : the late famous

author of The Grounds and Reasons of the Christian

Religion, took it into his head to personate a Jew, in

the interpretation of some prophecies which he would

persuade us are not applicable to Jesus. The learned

Prelate, who undertook to answer him, having shewn

that those prophecies had no completion under the

Jewish dispensation, concludes very pertinently, that

if they did not belong to Jesus, they belong to no one.

What says our impostor Jew to this? One would be

astonished at his reply : Suppose they do not, says he,

/ am not answerable for their completion. What!

not as a Jew ? whose person he assumes, and whose

argument he borrows : which argument is not founded

on this, That the characters of completion, according

to the Christian scheme, do not coincide and quadrate;

to which, indeed, the above answer would be pertinent;

but on this, that there are complete characters of the

completion of the prophecies, under the Jerwish

ceconomy ; and therefore, says the Jew, you are not

to look for those marks under the Christian. The

only reasonable way then of replying to this argument,

is to deny, that there are such marks under the Jewish

ceconomy ; which if the Jew cannot prove, his objec-

tion, founded on a prior completion, is iutirely over-

thrown. Instead of this, we are put off with the cold

buffoonry of, / am not obliged to jind a meaning for
your prophecies.

3. The third mark of this abandoned spirit, is that

unnatural mixture of the Sceptic and Dogma-
tist,
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tist, which so monstrously variegates your mishapen

works. I do not mean by it, that unreasonable temper

of mind, which distinguishes the whole class of Free-

thinkers ; and suffers you, at the same time that you

affect much scepticism in rejecting Revelation, to

dogmatize very positively on some favourite points of

civil tradition. The noble author, your Apologist,

could not forbear to ridicule his party for this foible

" It must certainly, says he, be something else than

" incredulity which fashions the taste and judgment
" of many Gentlemen, whom we hear censured as

" Atheists. Who, if they want a true Israelitish

" faith, can make amends by a Chinese or Indian

" one.—Though Christian miracles may not so well

" satisfy them, they dwell with the highest content-

" ment on the prodigies of Moorish and Pagan
" countries.

1 '

This is ill enough ; but the perversity, I speak of, is

much worse : and that is, when the same writer, on

different occasions, assumes the Dogmatist and Sceptic

on the same question ; and so abuses both Characters,

in all the perversity of self-contradiction.

For instance, how common is it for one of Your
writers, when he brings Pagan antiquity to contradict

and discredit the Jewish, to cry up a Greek historian

as an evidence, to which nothing can be objected?

An imperfect hint from Herodotus, or Diodorus,

though one lived a thousand, and the other fifteen

hundred years after the case in question, picked up

• Characteristics, vol. i. p. 34.5. edit. 3.

from
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from any lying traveller the on? met with in his rambles,

or the other found in his collections, shall now out-

weigh the circumstantial History of Moses, who wrote

of his own people, and lived in the times he wrote

of. But now turn the tables, and apply the testimony

of these Writers, and of others of the best credit of the

same nation, to the confirmation of the Jewish history,

and then nothing is more uncertain and fallacious than

classical Antiquity. All is darkness and confusion

:

then we are sure to hear of,

- - - Quicquid Groecia mendax

Audet in historia. — -

Then Herodotus is a lying traveller, and Diodorus

Siculus a tasteless collector.

Again, when the choice and separation of the Israel'

ites for God's peculiar People, is to be brought in ques-

tion, and made ridiculous, they are represented as the

vilest, the most profligate, and perverse race of men :

then every indiscreet passage of a declama\ , ry Divine

is raked up with care to make them odious ; and even

the hard fate of the great historian Josephus pitied,

that-he had " no better a subject than such an illiterate,

" barbarous, and ridiculous people*."

But when the Scripture-account of the treatment,

which the Holy Jesus met with from them, is thought

fit to be disputed ; these Jews are become an humane

and wise Nation ; which never interfered with the

teachings of sects, or the propagation of opinions, but

* Discourse of Free-thinking, p. j 57.

Vol. I. N where
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where the public safety was thought to be in dange?

by seditious doctrines.

But so it is, even with the Bible itself, and its best

interpreter, human reason. It is generally allowed

that the Author of the Discourse of Free-th'mlcing,

and of the Grounds and Reasons of the Christian

Religion, was one and the same person. Now it being

lo this man's purpose in the first pamphlet, to blast

the credit of the book in general, as a rule offaith.

Hie Bible is represented as a most obscure, dark,

incomprehensible collection of multifarious tracts. But

in his discourse of The Grounds, etc. where * he is to

obviate the reason of the difficulty in explaining ancient

Prophecies, drawn from the genius of the Eastern

style, sentiment, and manners ; this very book is, on a

sudden, become so easy, plain, and intelligible, that no

one can possibly mistake its meaning.

Again, the same Writer, where, in his Essay con"

cerning the Use of Reason, he thinks fit to discredit

the doctrine of the ever blessed Trinity, and other

mysteries of the Christian Faith, represents human
reason as omniscient, and the full measure of all

things : but when the proof of the immateriality of the

soul, from the qualities of matter and spirit, is

to be obstinately opposed, the scene is shifted, and we

are presented with a new face of things : then Reason

becomes weak, staggering, and impotent : then w$

know not but one quality may be another quality ; one

* Discourse of Free-thinking, p. 68. and of the Grounds and

Reasons of the Christian Religion, p. 8 J, 82.

mode,
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mode, another mode ; Motion may be consciousness
;

and Matter sentient *

These, Gentlemen, are the several ways in which

you have abused the liberty of the press. One
might defy you, with all your good will or invention,

to contrive a new one, or to go further in the old ; You
have done your worst. It is time to think of growing

better. This is the only inference I would draw from

your bad conduct. For I am not one of those who
say you should be disfranchised of the Rights you

have so wantonly and wickedly abused. Natural

rights were less precariously bestowed : the Civil,

indeed, are frequently given on the condition of the

Receiver's good behaviour. And this difference, in

the security of the possession, is founded in the plainest

reason. Natural rights are so necessary to our Being,

that, without them, Life becomes miserable ; but the

Civil only contributing to our easier accommodation,

in some circumstances of it, may be forfeited without

injury to our common Nature.

In a word then, all that we desire is your amend-

ment ; without any sinister aim of calling upon the

Magistrate to quicken your pace. So I leave you, as

I dare say will He, to yourselves. Nor let any good

man be above measure scandalized at your faults ; or

more impatient for your reformation, than mere charity

demands. I do not know what panic the present

growth of Infidelity may have thrown some of us into :

I, for my part, confide so much in the goodness of our

Cause, that I too could be tempted to laugh in my turn,

• See his Answers to Dr. Clarke.

N 2 while
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ivbile I think of an old story told us by, Hercdotus *

of your favourite Egyptian's ; of whom you are like

to hear a great deal in the following work. With this

tale I shall beg leave to conclude my long address

unto you.

lie tells us then, that at whsX time their Deity, the-

Nile, returns into his ancient channel; and the

husbandman hath committed the goed seed to the

opening glebe, it was their custom to turn in whole

droves of Swine ; to range, to trample, root up, and

destroy at pleasure. And now nothing appeared but

desolation, while the ravages of the obscene herd had

killed every chearful hope of future plenty. When orr

the issue, it was seen, that all their perversity and dirty

taste, had effected, was only this; that the seed took

better root, incorporated more kindly with the soil,

and at length shot up in a more luxuriant and abundant

harvest.

I airr,

Gentlemen, etc.

* Lib. ii. c. 1$, Vid. Plutarch. Syrup. 1. iv. Prov. 5. The

learned Gale cannot be reconciled to this kind of husbandry. He
is therefore for having the word T

Y;, used by Herodotus, not to

signify twine, but cams or heifers. His authority for this use of the

word is Hesychius. But Plutarch is a much better for the other

signification, who in his Symp. quoted above, speaking to the

question IIoTcgo* oi 'IoviWoj ctQiptvot tr,» Zv, etc. mentions this very-

circumstance of tillage from Herodotus, and understands by

vq swine. The truth of the matter seems to be this, Hesychius

found that 5?, in some obscure province or other, meant a Heijcr,

as xaw§©* amongst the Tyrrhenians, we are told, meant a goat,

and so put it down to mrich his dictionary with an uuusuai

Signification.
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IV THE EDITION OF

1766.

A Poet, and a Critic *, of equal eminence, have

concurred, though they did not start together, to censure

what was occasionally said in this Dedication (as if it

had been addressed to them) of the use and abuse of

Ridicule. The Poet was a follo.vcr of Lord Shaftes-

bury's fancies; the Critic a follower of his own.

Both Men of Taste, and equally anxious for the well-

doing of Ridicule. I have given some account

of the latter in a note of the Dedication j\ The other

was too full of the subject, and of himself, to be dis-

patched with so little ceremony ; he must therefore,

undergo an examination apart.

Since it is (say he) beyond all contradiction evident,

that zee have a natural sense or feeling ofthe ridiculous,

and since so good a Reason may be assigned tojustify

the Supreme Being for bestowing it ; one cannot

without astonishment reflect on the conduct of
those J fen who imagine it for the service of trite

Religion to vilify and blacken it without distinct

• See Pleasures of Imagination, and Elements of Criticism,

t Page 157, <^ c-

$ 3 TIO>T,
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tion, and endeavour to persuade us, that it is never

applied but in a bad cause *. The Reason here given,

to shew, that Ridicule and Buffoonry may be properly

employed on serious and even sacred subjects, is

admirable : it is because we have a natural sense or

feeling of the ridiculous, and because no sensation was

given us in vain; which would serve just as well to

excuse Adultery or Incest. For have we not as

natural a sense or feeling of the voluptuous ? Yes,

he will say, but this sense has its proper object, vir-

tuous love, not adulterous or incestuous : And does he

think, I will not sav the same of his sense of the

ridiculous ? Its proper objects are, not weighty and

Sacred matters, but the civil customs and common

occurrences of life. For he stretched a point when

he told the Reader, I vilified and blackened it without

distinction. The thing I there opposed, was the

abusive way of art and raillery on religious Subjects.

With as little regard to Truth did he say, that/e«-

dcavoured to persuade the Public, that it is never

applied but in a bad cause : For, in that very place,

I apologized for an eminent writer who had applied it

in a good one.

Ridicule (says he) is not [ i. e. ought not to be]

concerned with mere speculative Truth and Falsehood.

Certainly. And, for that very reason I would explude

it from those Subjects. What need ? he will say, for

when was it so employed ? When, does he ask ?—
When his Master ridiculed the Subject ofMr. Locke's

Essay of Human Understanding, in the man-

ner there mentioned. When the same noble person

f Pleasures of Imagination, p. 105, 106.

ridiculed
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ridiculed Revelation, in the merry Story of the

travelling Gentlemen, who put a wrong bias on their

Reason in order to believe right *.

He goes on, It is not in abstract Propositions on

Theorems, but in Actions and Passions, Good and Evil,

Beauty and Deformity, that wefind Materialsfor it ;

and all these Terms arc relative, implying Approbation

or Blame. The reason here given, why, not abstract

Propositions, &c. but Actions and Passions, &c. are the

subject of ridicule is, because these latter are relative

Terms implying Approbation and Blame. £Sut are not

the former as much relative Terms, implying Assent

and Denial? And does not an absurd Proposition as

frequently afford materials for Ridicule as an absurd

Action ? Let the Reader determine by what he rinds

before him.

—

To ash then, (says he) whether Ridicule

be a Test of truth, is, in other words, to ask whether

that which is ridiculojis can be morally true ; can be

just and becoming : or whether that which isjust and

becoming can be ridiculous. A question that does not

deserve a serious answer. However, in civility to his

Master, or rather indeed to his Masters Masters, the

ancient Sophists, who, we are told ~\ in tlx) Charac-

teristics, sajd something very like it, I shall give it a

serious answer. For how, I pray, comes it to pass,

that to ask, whether ridicule be a test (if truth, is the.

same thing as to ask whether that which is ridiculous

can be morally true ? As if, whatever thing the test

if Ridicule was applied to, must needs be ridiculous.

• Charact Vol. III. Mis«. 2. C, 3. p. 99,

t Tt was a saying of an ancient sage, " that humour was the

w)y test of ridicule." Vol. I. p. 74.

. N 4 Might
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Might not one ask, Whether the Copel* be a test of

gold, without incurring any absurdity in questioning,

Whether the matter to which the Copel is applied be

standard gold. But he takes a test of truth and a

detection of error to be one and the same thing; and

that nothing is brought to this test but what was known

beforehand, whether it was true oxfalse. His Master

seems much better versed in the use of things |. Now,

what rule or measure (says he) is there in the world,

except in considering the real temper of things, tofind,

which are truly serious, and which ridiculous % And
how can this be done, unless by applying the ridicule

TO SEE WHETHER IT WILL BEAR?

But if the Reader be curious to see to the bottom

of this affair, he must go a little deeper. Lord

Shaftesbury, we find, was willing to know, as every

honest man would, Whether those things, which had

the appearance of seriousness and sanctity, were

indeed what they appeared. The way of coming to

this knowledge had been hitherto by the test of reason.

But this was too dull and tedious a road for this lively

genius. He would go a shorter and a pleasanter way

to work, and do the business by ridicule
;
given us,

as his Disciple tells us, to aid the tardy steps of reason.

This the noble Author would needs apply, to' see

whether the appearances would bear the Touch. Now
jt was this ingenious expedient, to which I thought

I had cause to object. Tor when he had applied this

Touch, and that that, to winch it was applied, was

found to endure it, what reparation could he make to

* 'Copclla, It. in English, a test.

t Charact. Vol. I. p. \ i<

Truth,
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Truth, for thus placing her in a ridiculous and idle

light, in order only, as he pretended, to judge rightly

of her ? Oh, for that, said his Lordship, she has the

amends in her own hands : Let her rally again; for

why should fair Honesty be denied the use of his

Weapon*? To this so wanton a liberty with sacred

Truth, I thought I had many good reasons to oppose

;

and so, it seems, thought our Poet likewise : Or why

did he endeavour to excuse his Master, by putting

another sense on the application of ridicule as a Test
i

which implies that tne Truth or Falsehood of the

thing tried, is already known. But the shift is un-

lucky ; for while it covers his Master, it exposes

himself. For now it mav be asked, what need of

ridicule at all, after the Truth is known ; since the sole

use of a test, according to his Master, consists in

enabling ns to discover the true state of things?

But now he comes to the Philosophy of his Criti-

cism on my absurdity. Foii it is most evident (says he)

that as in a metaphysical Proposition offered to the

Understanding for its assent, the faculty of Reason

examines the terms of the Proposition ; and finding

one Idea, which was supposed equal to another, to be in

fact unequal, of consequence rejects the Proposition

as afalsehood: So in Objects offered to the Mindfor
its esteem or applause, thefaculty of ridicule feeling

an incongruity in the claim, urges the Mind to reject

it with laughter and contempt. And now, how does

fhjs sublime account, of Reason and Ridicule, prove

the foregoing Proposition to be absurd ? Just as much,
I suppose, as the height of St Pauis proves Gbant-
IIam Steeple to stand awry,

* Charact. Vol. I. p, 128,

However,
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However, if it cannot prove what precedes, he will

try to make it infer what follows: When therefore

(says he) we observe such a claim obtruded upon

Mankind, and the inconsistent circumstances carefully

concealed from the eye of the Public, it is our business,

if the matter be of importance to Society, to drag out

those latent circumstances, and, by setting them full

in viezv, convince the World how ridiculous the Claim

is ; and thus a double advantage is gained
; for we

both detect the moral Falsehood sooner than in the

way of speculative enquiry, and impress the minds

of Men with a stronger sense of the vanity and error

of its Authors. And this, and no more, is meant by

the application of Ridicule. A little more, if we may

believe his Master : who says, it is not only to detect

Error, but to try Truth, that is, in his own expression,

to see whether it will bear. But why all this ado?

for now, we see, nobody mistook what was meant by

the application of Ridicule, but himself.—As to what

he said before, that when Objects are offered to the

Mind for its esteem and applause, the faculty of
Ridicule, feeling an incongruity in the Claim, urges

the Mind to reject it with laughter and contempt
;

it is so expressed, as if he intended it not for the de-

scription of the Use, but the essence of Ridicule. But

the dealers in this Trash frequently urge the Mind to

reject many things with laughter and contempt, without

feeling any other incongruity, than in their own pre-

tensions to Truth and Honesty. And this ouf Poet

seems to be no stranger to.

For now he comes to the point.

—

But it is said the

practice is dangerous, and may be inconsistent with

the regard we owe to Objects of real dignity and ex-

\ ! cellence.
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cellence. I answer, the practice, fairly managed,

can never be dangerous. Who ever thought any

thins fairly managed to be dangerous ! The

danger is in the abase or unfair management. The

use of Stilletos and Poisons, fairly managed,

can never be dungerous. And yet this has not

hindered all wise States, whenever they have found a

violent propensity to the handling of these things

to forbid their promiscuous use, under the severest

penalties, to prevent abuse and unfair management.

However, he allows at length, that Jlfen may be

dishonest in obtruding circumstances foreign to the

Object ; and we may be inadvertent in allowing those

circumstances to impose upon us; but but what?

Why, the sense of Ridicule always judges

right. And lie had told us before, that this is a

natural sense, and bestowed upon us by the supreme

Being, to aid our tardy steps in pursuit of Reason.

Why, as lie says, who can withstand this? Nothing

can be clearer ! Writers may be dishonest ; Readers

may be misled; and, the Public judge wrong. But

what then, the sense of ridicule always judges right.

And while we can support our Platonic Republic of

Ideas, it signifies little what becomes of the People,

the Faces Hamuli. And so again it is in the use of

Poisons: Men may be dishonest in obtruding them;

and we inadvertent enough to be imposed upon. But
what then ? The Virtue of Poison always does its

kind. It is a natural power, and bestowed upon it

by the supreme Being, to aid our tardy steps in pur-

suit of Vermin.—In truth, one would imagine, by this

extraordinary argument, that the question was not (f
the
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the injury to Society by the abuse of Ridicule, but of
the injury to Ridicule itself.

But let us hear him out : The Socrates of Aristo?

phanes is (it will be said) as truly a ridiculous cha-

racter as ever was draxen. True ; but it is not the

character of Socrates, the divine Moralist, and Father

of ancient Wisdom. Indeed !—But then, if, like the

true Spsia, in the other Comedy, he must bear the

blows of his fictitious Brother, what reparation is

there to injured Virtue, to tell us, that he did not de-

serve them ?

Again,

—

What then? Did the ridicule of the

Poet hinder the Philosopher from detecting and dis-

claiming these foreign circumstances which he had

falsely introduced into his character, and thus render-

ing the Satirist doubly ridiculous in his turn ? See

here again ! all his concern, we find, is, lest good

Raillery should be beat at its own weapons. No,"

indeed, I cannot see how it could possibly hinder the

Philosopher from detecting and disclaiming. Buf

this it did, which surely deserves a little consideration,

it hindered the People from seeing what he had

detected and disclaimed A mighty consolation,

truly, to the illustrious Sufferer, that he disclaimed the

Fools Coat they had put upon him !

But what is the Sacrifice of a Socrates now and

then to secure to us the free use of that inestimable

blessing, Buffoon rv ? So thinks our Poet; when all

the Answer he gives to so natural, so compassionate

an objection as this,

—

it nevertheless had an ill

influence on the minds rf the People,— is telling us a

story of the Atheist Spinoza ; while the godlike

Socrates is left deserted, in the hands of his Judges;

whither
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whither Ridicule, this noble guide of Truth, had

safely brought him.

But let us hear the concluding answer which the

respectable Spinoza is employed to illustrate. And
so (says he) has the reasoning of Spinoza made many

Atheists; he has founded it indeed on Suppositions

utterlyfalse ; but allow him these, and his conclusions

are unavoidably true. And'ifwe must reject the use

of Ridicule because, by the imposition offalse circum-

stances, things may be made to seem ridiculous, which

are not so in themselves, Wliy we ought not in the same

manner to reject the use of Reason, because, by pro-

ceeding on false Principles, conclusions will appear

true which are impossible in Nature, let the vehe-

ment and obstinate Declaimers against Ridicule,

determine.

Nay, we dare trust it with any one ; whose common
sense is not all run to Taste. What ! because

Reason, the guide of Life, the support of Religion,

the investigator of Truth, must be still used though

it be continually subject to abuse; therefore Ridicule,

the paltry buffoon Mimic of Reason, must have the

same indulgence ! because a King must be intrusted

with Government, though he may misuse his power;

therefore the King's Fool shall be suffered to play

the Madman! Rut upon what footing standeth this

extraordinary Claim? Why, we have a natural sense

of the Ridiculous; and the Ridiculous has a natural

feeling of the Incongruous; and then who can

forbear laughing? If to this you add Taste, Beauty,

Deformity, Moral-sense, Moral-rectitude, Moral*

falsehoo
;
you have then, 1 think, the whole Theory

of lie Ridiculous. Lut who would have imagined,

that
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that while he was defending Ridicule from the charge

of abuse, he should be adding fresh exceptions to

his own Plea ? Not indeed, that the comment dis-

graced the Text ; or that there was much Incongruity

in pleading for a fault he was just then committing.

But so it is, that, where he is poetically marshalling the

follies of human Life, he places the whole body of

the Christian Clergy in the foremost rank. Amongst

such, who, he tells us, assume some desirable quality or

possession which evidently does not belong to them*.

" Others, of graver Mien, behold ; adorn'd

" With holy Ensigns, how sublime they move,

" And, bending oft their sanctimonious Eyes,

" Take homage of the Simple-minded Throngs

** Ambassadors of IIeav'n'|~."

But let it go for what it is ; A poor joke of his

Master's £, and spoil'd too in the telling. The dulness

of the Ridicule will sufficiently atone for the abuse of it.

•Page 49 + Page 96. : Churaa. Vol. III. p. 336.



PREFACE
TO THE FIRST EDITION OF

BOOKS
I. II. III.

OF THE DIVINE LEGATION OF MOSES;

1 738.

THE following sheets make the first 'volume of a

work, designed to prove the Divin e origin of the

Jewish religion. As the Author was neither in-

debted, nor engaged to the Public, he hath done his

Readers no injury in not giving them more ; and had

they not had this, neither he nor they, perhaps, had

esteemed themselves losers. For writing for no Party,

it is likely he will please none ; and begging no

Protection, it is more likely he will find none : and

lie must have more of the confidence of a modern

Writer than falls to his share, to think of making much

way with the feeble effort of his own reason.

Writers, indeed, have been oft betrayed into strange

absurd conclusions, from I can t tell what obsolete

claim, which Letters have to the patronage of the

Great : a relation, if indeed there ever were any.

long
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long since worn out and forgotten; the Great now
seeming reasonably well convinced, that it had never

any better foundation than the rhetorical importunity

of Beggars.

Hut however this claim of Patronage may be under-

stood, there is another of a more important nature

;

which is the Patronage of Religion. The Author

begs leave to assure Those who have no time to spare

from their attention on the Public, that the Protection

of Religion is indispensably necessary to all Govern-

ments ; and for his warrant he offers them the follow-

ing volume ; which endeavours to shew the necessity

of Religion in general, and of the doctrine of a

future state in particular, to civil Society, from

the nature of things and the universal consent of

Mankind. The proving this, I make no question,

many Politicians will e.-teem sufficient: But those who

are solicitous to have Religion true as well as useful,

the Author will endeavour to satisfy in the following

volumes.



THE

DIVINE LEGATION OF MOSES

DEMONSTRATED.

BOOK I.

SECT. L

THE Writers, in defence of revealed Religion,

distinguish their arguments into two sorts : the

one they call the internal, and the other the

external Evidence. Of these, the first is, in its

nature, more simple and perfect ; and even capable of

demonstration : while the other, made up of very dissi-

milar materials, and borrowing aid from without, must

needs have some parts of unequal strength with the

rest ; and, consequently, lie open to the attacks of a

willing adversary. Besides, the internal evidence is,

by its nature, perpetuated ; and so fitted for all ages

and occasions : while the external, by length of time,

weakens and deeays. For the nature and genius of

the religion defended affording the proofs of the first

kind, these materials of defence are inseparable from

its existence ; and so throughout all ages the same.

Vol. I. O But
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But Time may, and doth, efface memorials independent

of that existence ; out of which the external evidence

is composed : which evidence must therefore become

more and more imperfect, without being affected by

that whimsical and partial calculation, to which a

certain Scotclnnan* would subject it f. Nay, of such

use is the internal evidence, that, even the very best

of the external cannot support itself without it : for

when, for instance, the supernatural facts done by the

founders of our holy faith, are unquestionably verified

by human testimony, the evidence of their divinity

will not follow till the nature of that doctrine be exa-

mined, for whose establishment they were performed.

Indeed, in the instance here given, they must be in-

* Craig, Theologiaj Christ. Principia Mathematica,

London, 1690, 410.

"t This gradual weakening of the external evidence hath

in fact actually happened ; and was occasioned by the loss

of several ancient testimonies, both Pagan and Christian,

lor the truth of Revelation; which learned men, on several

occasions, have frequently lamented. This is the only way,

I suppose, the citeintfl evidence can weaken.—As it is of

the nature of true Religion to suffer by time, so it is of the

nature of the false to gain by it. " L'Antiquite convient

" a la Religion (says the learned President de Montesquieu)

" parce que souvent nous croyons phis les choses a inesure

" qu'tiles sont plus reeuiees ; ear nous n'avons pas dans la

" tete des idees aceessoircs tirees de ces temps-la, qui puis-

" sent les contradire." UEsprit des Loix, lib. xxvi. c. 2.

Tor whatever Religion, thus circumstanced, the Writer had

then in his thoughts, he must needs suppose it to be a

false one; it being nonsense to suppose the true should

ever be attended with any external evidence which argued

it of falsehood.

forced
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forced in conjunction before any conclusion can be

drawn for the truth of the Revelation in question. But

were there no other benefit arising from the cultivation

of the internal evidence than the ' gaining, by it, a

more perfect knowledge of Gods word
;

this, sure,

would be enough to engage us in a vigorous prosecu-

tion of it. That this is one of its fruits I need not

tell such as are acquainted with its nature. And it is

not without occasion I take notice of this advantage

:

for who, in this long controversy between us and the

Deists, hath not applied to certain advocates of Reve-

lation, what was formerly said of Arndbius and

Lactantius, that they undertook the defence oj Chris-

tianity before they understood it ? A misfortune which

probably, the more careful study of the internal

evidence would have prevented ; because no one,

well versed in that, could have continued ignorant of

so important a principle, as that the doctrine of

REDEMPTION IS OF THE VERY ESSENCE OF CHRIS-

TIANITY. Notwithstanding these superior advan-

tages, it hath so happened, that the internal evidence

hath been hitherto used as an introduction only to the

external: and while by the latter, men have proved

our Religion actually divine, they have gone no further

with the former, than to shew it worthy indeed of such

original.

What may have occasioned this neglect, is not so

easy to say. Perhaps it was because Writers have, in

general, imagined that the difficulties of prosecuting

the internal method to effect, are not so easily sur-

mounted as those which attend the other ; as supposing

that the Writer on the external evidence hath only

need of the usual provision of church-history, common
O 2 • diligence,
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diligence, snd judgment, to become master of his sub-

ject ; while the reasoner oil the internal proof, must,

besides these, have a thorough knowledge of human
Nature, civil Policy, the universal history of Mankind,

an exact idea of the Mosaic and Christian Dispen-

sations cleared from the froth and grounds of school^

subtilties, and church-systems j and, above all, should

be blessed with a certain sagacity, to investigate the

relations of human actions, through all the combina-

tions of natural, civil, and moral complexities. What;

may suggest this conclusion is-, their reflecting, that, in

Ihe external evidence, each circumstance, that makes

for the truth of revealed Religion, is seen to do so, as-

soon as known r so that the chief labour, here, is to

search and pick out such, ami to place them in their

proper light and situation ; but that, m prosecuting

the internal evidence, the ease is widely different : a

eircumstance in the frame and composition of this

Religion', which perhaps, some time or other, may be

discovered1 to be a Demonstration of its- divinity, shall

be so far from being generally thought assistant in its
'

proof, that it shall be esteemed, by most, a prejudice

against it: of which, I suppose, the subject of the fol-

lowing discourse will afford
:

a remarkable example.

And no wonder, that a Religion- of divine original,

constituted to serve many admirable ends of Provi-

dence, should be full of such complicated mysteries, as

filled the learned Apostle with astonishment. On the

other hand, this Religion being for the use of man, we

need not despair, w hen- we have attained a proper

knowledge of man s nature, and the dependencies

thereon, of making still growing discoveries, on the

internal evidence, of the divinity ©f its original.

1 1 Now,
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Now, though all this may be true; and that, conse-

quently, it would appear a childish arrogance in an

ordinary writer, after having seen the difficulties attend-

ing this method, to hope to overcome them, by the

qualities here said to be required; yet no modest

searcher alter truth need be discouraged. For there

are in revealed Religion, besides those interior marks

of truth, above described, which require the delicate

/operation of a great Genius aud master--workman to

bring out and polish, others also, no \csi illustrious, but

more univoeal marks of truth, which God hath been

pleased to impress upon his Dispensations; which re-

quire no great qualities, but humility, and love of truth,

in him, who would from thence attempt /

To vindicate the xcaj/s of God to Man.

flie Subject of this Discourse is one of those

illustrious marks: from which, the discoverer claims

\\o merit from any long, learned, or laborious search.

It is honour enough for him that he is the first who,

brings it out to observation ; if he be indeed the first.

For the demonstration is so strong and beautiful,

and at the same time appears to be so easy and simple,

that one cannot tell whether the pleasure of the dis-

covery, or the wonder that it is now to m^ke, be the

greater.

The Mediurn, I employ, is the Omission of the

doctrine of a future state of rewards and punishments,

in the laws and religion Moses delivered to the Jewish

people. By this, I pretend to carry the internal evidence

much further than usual; even to the height of which

it is capabje, moral demonstration.

0 3 Why
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Why I chuse to begin with the defence of Moses,

is from observing a notion to have spread very much
of late, even amongst many who would be thought

Christians, that the truth of Christianity is indepen-

dent of theJewish Dispensation: a notion, which was,

till now, peculiar to the Socinians; who go so far as to

maintain*, that the knowledge of
' the Old Testament is

not absolutely necessary for Christians : and, those

who profess to think more soberly, are generally gone

into an opinion that the truth of theJewish Religion \s

impossible to be proved but upon the truth, of the

Christian. As to the first sort of people, if they

really imagine Christianity hath no dependance on

Judaism, they deserve our compassion, as being

plainly ignorant of the very elements of tne Religion

they profess; however suitable the opinion may be to

a modern fashionable notion, not. borrowed from, but

the same with, the Socinian, that Christianity is only

the republication of the religion of Nature. As for the

more sober, it is reasonable to think, that tuey fell

into the mistake from a view of difficulties, in the

Jewish Dispensation, which they judged too stubborn

to be removed. I may pretend then to their thanks,

if I succeed, by coming so seasonably to their relief;

and freeing their reasonings from a vicious circle,

which would first prove the christian by the Jewish •

and then theJewish, by the christian Religion,

Why I chuse this medium, namely, the omission of

a future state in theJewish Dispensation, to prove its

divine original is,

* Cuper, advers. Tractc Theol. Polit. lib. i.

:

First)
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First, for the sake of the Deists : being enabled

hereby to shew them, 1. That this very circumstance

of Omission, which they pretend to be such an imper-

fection, as makes the Dispensation unworthy the

Author to whom we ascribe it, is, in truth, a Demon-

stration that God only could give it. 2. That those

several important passages of Scripture, which they

charge with obscurity, injustice and contradiction, are,

indeed, full of light, equity, and concord. 3. That

their high notions of the antiquity of the Religion and

Learning of the ^Egyptians, which they incessantly

produce, as their palmary argument, to confront and

overturn the history of Moses, do, in an invincible

manner, confirm and support it.

Secondly, For the sake of the Jews; who will, at

the same time, be shewn, that the nature of the

Theocracy here delivered, and the omission of the

doctrine of a future state in that Dispensation, evidently

obliges them to look for a more perfect revelation of

Qod's Wjll.

Thirdly, For the sake of the Socinians ; who av ill

find, that Christianity agrees neither with itself, nor

with Judaism ; neither with the Dispensations of God,

nor the declared purpose of his Sons Mission, on

their principle, of its being only a republication of the

religion of Nature,

|n this Demonstration, therefore,- which, we sup-*

ppse very little short of mathematical certainty, and to

which nothing but a mere physical possibility of the

contrary can be opposed, we demand only this single

O 4 Postulating
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Postulatum, that hath all the clearness of self-evidence

;

namely,

" That a skilful Lawgiver, establishing a Religion,

* and civil Policy, acts with certain views, and for

u certain ends ; and not capriciously, or without

" purpose or design."

This being granted, we erect our Demonstration on

these three very clear and simple propositions

:

1. " That to inculcate the doctrine of a
" future state of rewards axd ponish-
" ments, is necessary to the well-being
" of civil society.

2. " That all mankind, especially the most
" wise and learned nations of antiquity,
" have concurred in believing and
" teaching, that this doctrine was of

" such use to civil society.

3. " That the doctrine of a future state
" of rewards and punishments is not to
" be found in, nor did make part of,

" the mosaic dispensation."

Propositions so clear and evident, that, one would

think, we might directly proceed to our Conclusion,

THAT THEREFORE THE LAW OF MOSES IS OF

DIVINE ORIGINAL.

"Which, one or both of the two following syllogisms

will evince.

J, Whatsoever
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'

I. Whatsoever Religion and Society have no future

state for their support, must be supported by an

extraordinary Providence.

The Jewish Religion and Society had no future

state for their support

:

Therefore, the Jewish Religion and Society were

supported by an extraordinary Providence.

And again,
*

II. The ancient Lawgivers universally believed that

such a Religion could be supported only by an ex-

traordinary Providence.

Moses, an ancient Lawgiver, versed in all the

wisdom of Egypt, purposely instituted such a

Religion.

Therefore, Moses believed his Religion was sup-

ported by an extraordinary Providence.

But, so capricious are men's passions, now for

paradox, and now for system, that these, with ail

their evidence, have need of a very particular defence

;

Libertines and Unbelievers denying the major pro-

positions of both these Syllogisms ; and many Bigots

amongst Believers, the minor of the first. These

passions, however different with regard to the objects

that excite them, and to the subjects in which the}' are

found, have this in common, that they never rise but

on the ruins of Reason. The business of the Reli-

gionist being to establish, if his Understanding be too

much narrowed, he contracts himself into System:

and that of the Infidel, to overturn ; if his will be.

depraved,
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depraved, he, as naturally, runs out into Paradoxes.

Slavish, or licentious thinking, the two extremes of free

enquiry, shuts them up from all instructive views, or

makes them fly out beyond all reasonable limits.

And as extremes fall easily into one another, we some-

times see the opposite writers change hands : the

Infidel, to shew something like coherence in his pa-

radoxes, represents them as the several parts of a

system ; and the Religionist, to give a relish to his sys-

tem, powders it with paradoxes : in which arts, two

late Hibernians*, the heroes of their several parties,

were very notably practised and distinguished.

It was not long then before I found, that the dis-

covery of this important truth would engage me in a

full dilucidation of the Premisses ofthe two Syllogisms s

the Major of both requiring a severe search into the

civil Policy, Religion, and Philosophy of ancient

times ; and the Minor, a detailed account of the nature

and genius of the jezcish Dispensation. The present

volume f is destined to the first part of this labour ; and

the following;};, to the second. Where, in removing the

objections which lie in our way, on both sides, we

shall be obliged to stretch the inquiry high and

wide. But this, always, with an eye to the direction

of our great master of reason to endeavour, through-

* See the discourse called Nazarenus—An Epistolary

Discourse concerning the Immortality of the Soul.

Dissertationes Cyprianicae, 8cc.

f Books I II. IK. $ Books
;

IV. V. VI.

§ Hooker.

out
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out the body of this discourse, that every former part

may give strength Unto fill that follow, and every

titter bring some light unto all before,

SECT. II.

THE first proposition, that to inculcate the

DOCTRIXE OF A FUTURE STATE OF REWARDS

AND PUNISHMENTS IS NECESSARY TO THE WEIL-

BEING of civtl society, I shall endeavour to

prove, from the nature of man, and the genius of civil

society.

The general appetite of self-preservation being most

indispensable to every animal, nature hath made it the

strongest of all. And though, in the rational, this

faculty alone might be supposed sufficient to answer

|he end, for which that appetite is bestowed on the

others, yet, the better to secure that end, nature hath

given man, likewise, a very considerable share of the

same instinct, with which she hath endowed brutes

so admirably to provide for their preservation. Now
whether it was come plastic Nature that was here in

fault, which Bacon says, knows not how to keep a

mean *, or, that it was ail owing to the perverse use

of human liberty, certain it is, that, borne away Avith

lac lust of gratifying this appetite, man, in a state

of nature, soon ran into very violent excesses ; and

never thought he had sufficiently provided for his own
bains;, till he had deprived his fellows of the free

enjoyment of theirs. Hence, all those evils of mutual

* Moduin tcuere nescia est. Atigm. Scient.

violence,
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violence, rapine, and slaughter, which, in a state of

nature, where all are equal, must needs be abundant.

Because, though man, in this state, was not without a

law, which exacted punishment on evil doers, yet, the

administration of that law not beinii in common hands,

but either in the person offended, who being a party

would be apt to enforce the punishment to eicess ; or

else in the hands of every one, as the offence was

against all, and affected the good of each not imme-
diately or directly, would be executed remissly. And
very often, where both these executors of the law of

nature were disposed, the one to be impartial, and the

other not remiss in the administration of justice, they

would yet want sufficient power to enforce it. Which
together would so much inflame the evils above men-

tioned, that they would soon become as general, and

as intolerable, as the Ilobbeist represents them in that

state to be, were it not for the restraining principle of

religion, which kept men from running into the

confusion necessarily consequent on the principle of

inordinate self-love. But yet Religion could not

operate with sufficient efficacy, for want, as we ob-

served before, of a common Arbiter, who had impar-

tiality fairly to apply the rule of right, and power to

enforce its operations. So that these two principles

were in endless jar ; in which, Justice generally came

by the worst. It was therefore found necessary to call

in tin civil magistrate as the Ally of Rcligion
l

to turn the balance.

Jura inventa metu uijusti,fatearc necesse cstx

Tempora sifaatosque velis evolvere mundi.

Thus
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Thus was Society invented for a remedy against

injustice; and a Magistrate, by mutual consent,

appointed, to give a sanction " to that common mea-

" sure, to which, reason teaches us, that creature*

'* of the same rank and species, promiscuously born

" to the same advantages of nature and to the use

" of the same faculties, have all an equal right*."

Where it is to be observed, that though society pro-

vides for all those conveniences and accommodations

of a more elegant life, which man must have been

content to have lived without, in a state of nature
;

yet it is more than probable that these were never

thought of when Society was first established f ; but

that they were the mutual violences and injustices, at

length become intolerable, which set men upon con-

triving this generous remedy : because Evil felt hath a

much stronger influence on the mind than Good
imagined ; and the means ofremoving the one is much

easier discovered, than the way to procure the other.

And this, by the wise disposition of the Creator ; the

avoiding pain being necessary to our nature ; not so,

the procuring pleasure. Besides, the idea of those

unexperienced conveniencies would be, at best, very

* Locke.

f Though the judicious Hooker thinks those advantages

were principally intended, when man first entered into so-

ciety : this was the cause, says he, ofmen's uniting themselves

atfirst into politique societies. Eccl. Pol.l. i. § 10. p. 25. l.i.

His master Aristotle, though extremely concise, seems to

hint,, that this was but the secondary end of civil society,

and that That was the first, which we make to be so. His

words are : yivcfjLtwi piv lv tS §jv hexw, iscrcc l\ ts th £nv. Pol.

lib.i. cap. 2. p. 396. B. Tom. HI. Paris, 1639. fob

obscure

:
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obscure : and how unable men would be, before trial,

to judge that Society would bestow them, we may
guess by observing, how little, even now, the generality

of men, who enjoy these blessings, know or reflect

that they are owing to society, or how it procures

them ; because it doth it neither immediately nor

directly. But they would have a very lively sense

of evils felt ; and could see that Society was the

remedy, because the very definition of the word would

teach them how it becomes so. Yet because civil

Society so greatly improves human life, this improve-

ment may be called, and not unaptly, the secondary

end of that Convention. Thus, as Aristotle accurately

observes in the words below, that which was at first

constituted for the sake of living, is carried on for the

sake of nappy living.

This is further seen from fact. For we find those

savage nations*, which happen to live peaceably out

of society, have never once entertained a thought of

eoming into it, though they perceive all the advantages

of that improved condition, in their civilized neigh-

bours, round about them.

Civil Society thus established, from this time, as the

poet sings,

- absisterc hello

Oppida cceperunt murtire, 8$ ponere leges,

Ne quisfur esset, neu latro, neu quis adulter.

* See§ V. iv. 1. where it is shewn, how it might happen

that men, in a state of nature, might live together in peace ;

though we have there given the reasons why they very

iaiely do.
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But as before bare religion was no preservative

against moral disorders; so now, society-

alone,

would be equally unable to prevent them.

1. 1. Yovfirst, its laws can have no further efficacy

than to restrain men from open transgression ; while

what is done amiss in private, though equally tending

to the public hurt, escapes their animadversion ; and

man, since his entering into Society, would have

greatly improved his practice in this secret way of

mischief. For now an effectual security being pro-

vided against open violence, and the inordinate principle

of self-love being still the same, secret craft was the

art to be improved ; and the guards of Society invit-

ing men to a careless security, what advantages .this

would afford to those hidden mischiefs which civil laws

could not censure, is easy to conceive.

2. But, secondly, the influence of civil Laws cannot,

in all cases, be extended even thus far, namely, to

restrain open transgression. It cannot then, when the

severe prohibition of one irregularity threatens the

bringing on a greater : and this will always be the case

when the irregularity is owing to the violence of the

sensual appetites. Hence it hath come to pass, that

no great and opulent Community could ever punish

fornication, in such a sort as its ill influence on Society

was confessed to deserve : because it was always

found, that a severe restraint of this, opened the way

to more flagitious lusts.

3. The very attention of civil Laws to their prin-

cipal object occasions a further inefficacy in their

operations. To understand this we must consider, that

the care of the State is for the whole, under which

individuals
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individuals are considered but in the second place, as

accessories only to that whole ; the consequence of

which is, that, for the sake of the Aggregate, individuals

are sometimes left neglected ; which happens when

general, rather than particular views ingross the

public attention. Now the care of Religion is for

particulars ; and a JVhole has but the second place

in its concern. But this is only touched upon to

shew, in passing, the natural remedy for the defects

here explained.

4. But this was not all, there was a further inefficacy

in human Laws : the Legislature, in enquiring into

the mutual duties of Citizens, arising from their

equality of condition, found those duties to be of two

kinds : the first, they entitled, the duties of perfect

obligation ; because civil Laws gpuld readily, and

commodiously, and were, of necessity, required to

enforce their observance. The other they called the

duties of imperfect obligation; not, that mo-

rality does not as strongly exact them, but because,

civil Laws could not conveniently take notice of them

;

and, that they were supposed not so immediately and

vitally to affect the being of Society. Of this latter

kind are gratitude, hospitality, charity, &c. Con-

cerning such, civil Laws, for these reasons, are gene-

rally silent. And yet, though it may be true, that these

duties, which human Laws thus overlook, may not so

directly affect Society, it is very certain, that their

violation biings on as fatal, though not so swift

destruction, as that of the duties of perfect obligation.

A very competent judge, and who also speaks the

sentiment of Antiquity in this matter, hath not scrupled

to say :
" Ut scias per se expetendam esse grati

" animi
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** animi adfectionem, per se fugienda res est ingratum

" esse: quoniam nihil aeque concordiam humani generis

" dissociat ac distrahit quam hoc vitium*."

5. But still further, besides these duties both of

perfect and imperfect obligation, for the encouraging

and enforcing of which civil Society was invented
;

Society itself begot and produced a new set of duties,

which ^re, to speak in the mode of the Legislature,

of hnperfect obligation: the first and principal of

which is that antiquated forgotten virtue called the

LOVE OF OUR COUNTRY.

C. But lastly, Society not only introduced a new

set of duties, but likewise increased and inflamed, to

an infinite degree, those inordinate appetites, for whose

correction it was invented and introduced : like some

kind of powerful medicines, which* at the very time

they are working a cure, heighten the malignity of the

disease. For our wants increase, in proportion as

the arts of life advance; But in proportion to our

wants, so is our uneasiness ;—to our uneasiness, so

our endeavours to remove it—to our endeavours, so

the weakness of human restraint. Hence it is evident,

that in a state of nature, where little is consulted

but the support of our being, our wants must be few,

and our appetites, in proportion, weak ; and that in

civil society, where the arts of life are cultivated,

our wants must be many, and our appetites, in pro-

portion, strong.

II. Thus far Concerning the imperfection of civil

Society, with regard to the administration of that

* Seneca de Benef. lib. iv. cap. 18,

Vol. I. P power
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power which it hath, namely of punishing Trans-

gressors. \Yc shall next consider its much greater
1

imperfection with regard to that power which it

wantcth
;
namely of re-warding the Obedient.

The two great sanctions of all Law and Command
are reward and pux isii:.ien r. These are generally

called the two hinges, on which all kinds of Govern-

ment turn. And so far is certain, and apparent to the

common sense of mankind, that whatever laws are not

enforced by both these sanctions, will never'be observed

in any degree sufficient to carry on the ends of civil

Society.

Yet, I shall now shew, from the original constitu-

tion and nature of this Society, that it neither had,

nor could enforce, the sanction* of reward.

But, to avoid mistakes, I desire it may be observed,

that by rezcard, must needs here be meant, such as is

conferred cn every one for obeying the lazes of his

zcuntry; not such as is bestowed on particulars, for

any eminent service : as by punishment we understand

that which is inflicted on every one for transgressing

the lares ; not that which is imposed on particulars,

for neglecting to do all the service in tlwir power.

I make no doubt but this will be called a paradox ;

nothing being more common in the mouths of politi-

cians *, than that the sanctions of re-card and punish.'

ment are the Wo pillars Of civil government ; and all

the modern Utopias and ancient systems of speculative

politics derive the whole vigour of their laws from

* Neque solum ut Solonis dictum usurpem, qui St sapien-

tissimus fuitex septem, Sclegum scriptor solus ex septem.

Is rempnbiuam daabm rebus con'iiicri dixit, pramio & pcend.

Cic. ad Brutum, Ep. 15. Edit, Oxoii. 410. T. IX. p. 85,86.

.11 - - these
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these two sources. In support then of my assertion,

permit me to inforce the two following propositions :

I. That, by the original constitution of civil Govern-

ment, the sanction of rewards was not established by it.

II. That by the very nature of civil Government

they could not be established.

I. The truth of the first proposition appears from

hence. On entering into Society, it was stipulated,

between the Magistrate and People, that protection

and obedience should be the reciprocal conditions of

each other. When, therefore, a citizen obeys the laws,

that debt on Society is discharged by the protection

it affordeth him. But in respect to disobedience, the

proceeding is not analogous; (though protection, as

the condition of obedience, implies the withdrawing

of it, for disobedience ;) and for these reasons : The

effect of withdrawing protection must be either expul-

sion from the Society, or the exposing the offender to

all kind of licence, from others, in it. Society could

not practise the first, without bringing the body politic

into a consumption ; nor the latter, without throwing

it into convulsions. Besides, the first is no punish-

ment at all, but by accident ; it being only the leaving

one Society to enter into another : and the second is a

very inadequate punishment ; for though all obedience

be the same, and so, uniform protection a proper

return for it
;
yet disobedience being of various kinds

and degrees, the withdrawing protection, in this latter

sense, would be too great a punishment for some

crimes, and too small for others.

This being the case, it was stipulated that the trans-

gressor should be subject to pecuniary mulcts, corporal

p 2 infliction.
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infliction, mutilation of members, and capital severi-

ties. Ilence arose the Sanction, and the only sanction

of civil Laws: for, that protection is no reward, in

the sense w hich these are punishments, is plain from

hence, that the one is of the essence of Society itself;

the other an occasional adjunct. But this will further

appear by considering the opposite to protection, which

is expulsion, or banishment; for this is the natural con-

bequence of withdrawing protection. Now this, as

we said, is no punishment but by accident : and so the

State understood it ; as we may collect, even from

their manner of employing it as a punishment on

offenders : for banishment is of universal use, with

other punishments, in all societies. Now where with-

drawing protection is inflicted as a punishment, the

practice of all States hath been to retain their right

to obedience from the banished member; though,

according to the nature of the thing, considered alone,

that right be really discharged ; obedience and pro-

tection, as we observed, being reciprocal. But it was

necessary all States should act in this manner when

they inflicted exile as a punishment, it being no punish-

ment but by accident, when the claim to subjection

was remitted with it. They had a rtght to act thus;

because it was inflicted on an offender ; who by his

very offence had forfeited all claim of advantage from

that reciprocal condition.

II, The second proposition is, that by the nature

of civil government, the sanction of rewards could not

be enforced by it : my reason is, because Society could

neither distinguish the objects of its favour; nor

reward them, though they were distinguished.

l. First;
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1. First, Society could not distinguish the objects

of itsfavour. To inflict punishment, there is no need

of knowing the motives of the offender ; but judicially

to confer reward on the obedient, there is.

All that civil judicatures do in punishing is to find

whether ihe act was wilfully committed. They enquire

not into the intention or motives any further, or other-

wise, than as they arc the marks of a voluntary act: and

having found it so, they concern themselves no more

with the man's motives or principles of acting ; but

punish, without scruple, in confidence of the offender's

demerit. And this with very good reason ; because

no one of a sound mind, can be ignorant of the prin-

cipal offences against right, or of the malignity of those

offences, but by some sottish negligence w hich hath

hindered his information ; or some brutal passion

which hath prejudiced his judgment ; both which are

highly faulty, and deserve civil punishment.

It is otherwise in rewarding abstinence from trans-

gression. Here the motive must be considered : be-

cause as merely doing ill, i.e. without any particular

bad motive, deserves punishment, a crime in the case

of wrong judgment being ever necessarily inferred
;

so merely abstaining from ill, i.e. without any parti-

cular good motive, cannot, for that very reason, have

any merit.

In judicially rewarding, therefore, the motives must

be known, but human judicatures cannot know them but

by accident : it is only that tribunal, which searches

the heart, that can penetrate thus far. We conclude,

therefore, thai reward cannot, properly, be the sanction

of human laws.

* 3 If
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If it should be said, that though rewards cannot

be equitably administered, as punishments may, yet,

nothing hinders but that, for the good of Society, all

who observe the laws should be rewarded, as all who

transgress the laws are punished ;—The answer will

lead us to the proof of the second part of this

proposition.

2. That Society could not reward, though it should

discover the objects of its favour ; the reason' is,

because no Society can ever rind a fund sufficient for

that purpose, without raising it on the people as a tax,

to pay it back to them as a reward.

But the universal practice of Society confirms this

reasoning, and is explained by it; the sanction of

'punishments only having, in all ages and places, been

employed to secure the observance of civil laws. This

was so remarkable a fact, that it could not escape the

notice of a certain admirable Wit and studious observer

of men and manners ; who speaks of it as an universal

detect: Although ice usually (says he) call reward and

punishment' the two hinges, upon which all government

turns, yet I could never observe this maxim to be put

in p. actice by any nation except that of Lilliput *

Thus he introduceth an account of the laws and customs

of an Utopian Constitution of his own framing
;
and,

for that matter, as good, perhaps, as any of the rest

:

and, had he intended it as a satire against such chime-

rical Commonwealths, nothing could have been more

just. For all these political romancers, from Plato

to this Author, make civil rewards and punishments

the two hinges rf government^

* Gulliver's Travels, Vol. i. p. 97.

I have
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I have often wondered what it was, that could lead

them from fact, and universal practice, in so funda-

mental a point. But without doubt it was.this ; The

design of such sort of writings is to give a perfect

pattern of civil Government; and to supply the

fancied defects in real Societies. The end of govern-

ment coming first under consideration ; and the general

practice of Society seeming to declare this end to be

only, what in truth it is, secimty to our tenrporal

liberty and property ; the simplicity of it displeased,

and the plan appeared defective. They imagined,

that, by enlarging the bottom, they should ennoble the

structure
;
and, therefore, formed a romantic project

of making civil Society serve for all the good purposes

it was even accidentally capable of producing. And
thus, instead of giving us a true picture of civil Govern-

ment, they jumbled together all sorts of Societies into

one ; and confounded the religious, the literary, the

mercantile, the convivial, with the civil. Whoever

reads them carefully, if indeed they be worth reading

carefully, will find that the errors they abound in are all

of this nature ; and that they arise from the losing,

or never having had
}
a true idea of the simple plan of

civil Government : a circumstance which, as we .have

shewn elsewhere*, hath occasioned many wrong

judgments concerning it. No wonder, then, tltat this

mistake concerning the end of civil Society, drew after it

others, concerning the means; and this, amongst the rest,

that reicard torn one ofthe sanctions of human lazes.

On the -whole then, it appears, that civil Society hath

not, in itself, die Sanction of rczvards, to secure the

* See The Alliance between Church and State, VoL VII,

p 4 . observance
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observance of ils laws. So true, in this sense likewise,

is the observation of St Paul, that the law was not

MADE FOE THE RIGHTEOUS, BUT FOR THE UNRULY
AND DISOBEDIENT.

But it being evident, that the joint sanctions of

rewards and punishments are but just sufficient to

secure the tolerable observance of Right (the mistaken

opinion, that these are the two hinges of government,

arising from that evidence) it follows, that, as rell»

GION ONLY CAN SUPPLY THE SANCTION OF RE-.

WARDS, WHICH SOCIETY NEEDS, AND HATH NOT;
RELIGION IS ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY TO CIVIL

GOVERNMENT.
Thus, on the whole we see,

I. That Society, by its own proper power, cannot

provide for the observance of above one third part

of moral duties ; and of that third, but imperfectly.

We see likewise, how, by the peculiar influence of

its nature, it enlarges the duty of the Citizen, at

the same time that it lessens his natural ability to

perform it.

II. We see, which is a thing of far greater con?

sequence, that Society totally wants one of those two

sanctions which are owned by all to be the necessary

hinges on which government turns, and without which

it cannot be supported.

To supply these wants and imperfections, some

other coactive power must be added, (which hath its

influence on the mind of man) to keep society from

running back into confusion. But there is no other

than the power of relig ion ; which, teaching an over*

ruling Providence, the Rewarder of good men, and

the Punisher of ill, can oblige to the duties of imper-*.

fa}
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Ject obligation, which human laws overlook : and

teaching also, that this Providence is omniscient, that

it sees the most secret actions and intentions of men,

and hath given laws for the perfecting their nature,

will oblige to those duties of perfect obligation, which

human laws cannot reach, or sufficiently enforce.

Thus have we explained in general the mutual aid,

religion and civil policy lend to one another: not

unlike that which two Allies, in the same quarrel, may

reciprocally receive against a common enemy : while

one party is closely pressed, the other comes up to its

relief
;
disengages the first

;
gives it time to rally and

repair its force : by this time the assisting party is

pushed in its turn, and needs the aid of that which it

relieved ; which is now at hand to repay the obligation.

From henceforth the tw o parties act in conjunction,

and, by that means, keep ttie common enemy at a

stand.

Having thus proved the service of Religion in

general to Society ; and shewn alter what manner

it is performed, we are enabled to proceed to the

proof of the proposition in question : For by what

hath been said, it appears that Religion doth this

service solely, as it teacheth a Providence, the rcwarder

of'good men, anrl the punislier of evil : so that although

jt were possible, as I think it is not*, that there

could be such a thing as a Religion not founded on

the doctrine of a Providence
;

yet, it is evident, such a

* St. Paul supposes there can no more be a Religion

without a Providence, than without a God : He that

cometh to God, must believe that he is, and that he is a rc-

warder of them that diligently seek him. Ilcbr. xi. 6.

Religion
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Religion would be of no manner of use to Society.

Whatsoever therefore is necessary for the support of

this doctrine is immediately necessary for the well-

being of Society. Now the doctrine of a future

state of rewards and punishments is absolutely

and indispensably necessary for the support of the

general doctrine of providence, under its present dis-

pensations in this life; as we shall now shew.

Ileligion establishing a Providence, the rewarder

of virtue, and the punisher of vice, men naturally

expect to find the constant and univocal marks of

such an administration. But the history of mankind,

nay even of every one's own neighbourhood, would

scon inform the most indiligent observer, that the

affairs of men wear a face of great irregularity: the

scene, that ever and anon presents itself, being of

distressed virtue, and prosperous wickedness; which

unavoidably brings the embarrassed Religionist to

the necessity of giving up his belief, or finding out

the solution of these untoward appearances. His

first reflexion might perhaps be with the poet* ;

_ — - -- -- -- - omnia rebar

Consilio firmata Dei; qui lege moveri

Sidera, qui fruges diverso tempore nasci,

—

Sed cum res hominum tanta caliginc volvi

Adspicerem, lastosque diu florere nocentes,

Vexarique pios, rursus labefacta cadebat
Eeligio. — - -

But, on second thoughts, Reason, that, from the ad^

mirable frame and harmony of the material universe,

* Claud,

taught
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taught him that there must needs be a superintending

Providence, to influence that order which all its part*

preserve, for the sake of the Whole, in their continued

revolutions, would soon instruct Lim in the absurdity

of supposing, that the same care did not exteild to

Alan, a creature of a far nobler nature than the most

considerable of inanimate beings. And therefore

human affairs not being dispensed, at present, agree-

ably to that superintendence, he must conclude, that

Man shall exist after death, and be brought to a future

reckoning in another life, where all accounts will be

set even, and all the present obscurities and perplexities

in the ways of Providence unfolded and explained.

From hence Religion acquires resistless force and

splendor; and rises on a solid and unshaken basis*.

Now this doctrine of a future state beins the

only support of Religion under the present and

ordinary dispensations of Providence, we conclude

(which was what we had to prove) that the inculcating

* Hear an unexceptionable evidence to this whole matter:

Et quidem (says the free-thinking Lord Herbert) prccmiuin

bonis, & supplicium malis, vel hac invita, vel post banc

vitam dari, statuebant Gentiles.—Nihil mage congruum

naturae divinse esse docuerant, turn philosophorum, turn

theologorum Gentilium praecipuonun scholee, quam ut

bona bonis, mala malis remetiretur Deus. Caeterum quuirt

id quoque cernerent, quemadmodum viri boni calamitatibus

miseriisque oppressi heic jacerent; mali iinprobique e con-

tra lautitiis omnibus affluerent; certissimis ex justitia

bonitatequc divina argumentis deductis, bonis post hanc
vitam praemiutn condignum, malis peenain dari credebant:

SECUS EN I M SI ESS ET, NULLA 31 NEOUE JUSTITl/E

NEQUE BONITATIS D1VIN-E RATION EM CON STAR E

ppssE. De rehgitme Gentilium, cap. Prurniion velpane

this
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this doctrine is necessary to the zccU-bc'mg of
Society.

That it was the general sentiment of mankind, we

shall see hereafter; where it will be shewn, that there

never was, in any time or place, a civilized People

(the Jewish only excepted) who did not found their

^Religion on this doctrine, as being conscious it could

not be sustained without it. And as for the necessity

of Religion itself to Society, the very enemies of all

Religion are the loudest to confess it : for, from this

apparent truth, the Atheist of old formed his famous

argument against the divine origin of Religion

;

which makes so great a figure in the common systems

of infidelity. Here then, even on our adversary's

confession, we might rest our cause; but that we find

(so inconstant and perverse is irreligion) some

modern Apologists for Atheism have abandoned the

system of their predecessors, and chosen rather to

give up an argument against the divine original of re-

ligion, than acknowledge the civil use of it ; which

with much frankness and confidence they have ad-

ventured to deny.

These therefore having endeavoured to cut aivay

the very ground we stand upon, in proof of our pro*

position, it will be proper to examine their pre*

tensions.

SECT. III.

THE three great Advocates for this paradox are

commonly reckoned Pomponatius, Cardan, and

Bayle; who are put together, without distinction

:

whereas nothing is more certain than that, although

Cardan
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Cardan and Bayle indeed defended it, Pomponatins

was of a very different opinion: but Bayle had

entered him into this service ; and so great is Bayle's

authority, that nobody perceived the delusion. It will

be but justice then to give Pomponatius a fair hearing,

and let him speak for himself.

This learneJ Italian, a famous Peripatetic of the

fifteenth century, wrote a treatise* to prove that, on

the principles of Aristotle, it could not be proved

that the soul was immortal : but the doctrine of the

mortality of the soul being generally thought to have

very pernicious consequences, he conceived it lay

upon him to say something to that objection. In

his xiiith chapter, therefore, he enumerates those con-

sequences ; and in the xivth, gives distinct answers to

each of them. That which supposeth his doctrine to

affect society, is expressed in these words :
" Ob}. 2.

" in the second place, a man persuaded of the mor-
11

tality of the soul ought in no case, even in the most
" urgent, to prefer death to life : And so, fortitude,

" which teaches us to despise death, and, when our
" country, or the public good requires, even to chuse

* De Immovtalitate Animse, printed in i2mo, An. 1534.

It is of him chiefly that the celebrated Melehior Canus
6eems to speak, in the following words: " Audivicius
" Italos quosdam, qui suis & Aristotcli Sc Averro'i tantuni

" temporis dant, quantum sacris Uteris ii, qui maxime sacra

" doctrina delectautur ; tantum vero fidei, quantum Apps-
" tolis & Evangehstis ii qui maxime sunt in Christi doctri-

** nam religiosi. Ex quo nata sunt in Italia pestifera ilia

u dogmata de mortalitate animi, 2c divina circa res humanas
" improvidentia, si verum est quod dicitur." Opera,

L x, c. 5. p. 446". Colon. 1605, 8vo.
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" it, would be no more. Nor on such principles

" should we hazard life for a friend : on the contrary,

" we should commit any wickedness rather than
'

' undergo the loss of it : which is contrary to what
" Aristotle teacheth in his Ethics*." His reply to

this, in the following chapter, is that virtue requires

nee should die for cur country or our friends ; end

that virtue is never so perfect as when it brings no

dower with it: But then he subjoins, ''Philosophers,

" and the learned, only know what pleasures the

" practice of virtue can procure; and what misery

f attends ignorance and vice:—but men not under-

" standing the excellence of virtue, and deformity of

" vice, would commit any wickedness rather than sub-

" mit to death : to bridle therefore their unruly appe-

" tites, they were taught to be influenced by hope of
<£ reward, and fear of punishmentf."—This is enough

to shew what Pomponatius thought of the necessity

of Religion to the State. He gives up so much of

* Secundo, quia stante animi humani mortalitate, '..arno

in nullo casu, quantmncunque urgeiitissimo, deberet eligere

mortem: Sc sic removcretur fortitude, quae prsecipit con-

temnere mortem, & quod pro patria Sc bono publico debe-

mus mortem eligere: neque pro amico debcremus exponere

animam nostram; imo quodemrque scelus & nefas perpe-

trare magis quam mortem subire : quod est contra Arist.

3 Ethic. & 9 ejusdem. P. qq.

f Soli enim philosophi Sc studiosi, ut dicit—.Arist.

6 Ethic, sciunt quautam delcctationem generent virtutes, St

quantam mistriam ignorantia Sc vitia.—Sed quod homines

non cognoscentes excellentiam virtutis & fceditatem vitii,

cmne scelus perpetrarent, priusquam mori: quare ad re-

fiamandum divas hominum cupiditates, data est spes prainii

&, timor punitionis. P. l J 9.

the
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the objection as urges the ill consequence of the doc-

trine of the mortality to mankind in general ; but in so

doing hath not betrayed the cause he undertook; which

was to prove that the belief of the mortality of the

soul would have no ill influence on the practice of a

learned Peripatetic : he pretends not that it would

have no evil influence on the gross body of mankind

to the prejudice of Society. This appears from the

nature and design of the treatise ; written entirely on

peripatetic principles, to explain a point in that philo-

sophy: by the force of winch explanation, whoever

was persuaded of the mortality of the soul, must give

his assent on those principles; principles only fitted to

influence learned men. It was his business therefore

to examine, what effects this belief would have on

such, and on such only. And this, it must be owned,

he hath done with dexterity enough. But that this

belief would be most pernicious to the body of man-

kind in general, he confesses with all ingenuity. And
as his own words are the fullest proof that he thought

w ith the rest of the world, concerning the influence of

Religion, and particularly of the doctrine of a future

state of rewards and punishments, on Society, ! shall

beg leave to transcribe them at large. " There are
" some men of so ingenuous and well framed a
" nature, that they are brought to the practice of
" virtue from the sole consideration of its dignity

;

" and are kept from vice on the bare prospect of its

" baseness : but such excellent persons are very rare.

" Others there are of a somen hat less heroic turn
H of mind ; and these, besides the dignity of virtue,

" and the baseness of vice, are worked upon by fame
" and honours, by infamy and disgrace, to shun evil

" and
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u and persevere in good: these are of the second
" class of men. Others again are kept in order by
" the hope of some real benefit, or the dread of corporal

" punishment; therefore that such may follow virtue,

" the Politician hath contrived to allure them by
" dignities, possessions, and things of the like nature;

" inflicting mulcts, degradations, mutilations, and
u capital punishments, to deter them from wickedness.

" There are yet others of so intractable and perverse

H a spirit, that nothing even of this can move them,

" as daily experience shews; for these, therefore, it

" was, that the Politician invented the doctrine of a
1 future state ; where eternal reg ards are reserved for

' the virtuous, and eternal punishments, which have

" the more powerful influence of the two, for the
4 wicked. For the greater part of those who live

1
well, do so, rather for fear of the punishment, than

( out of appetite to the reward: for misery is better

' known to man, than that immeasurable good w hich

1 Religion promised) : And therefore as this last con-

' trivance may be directed to promote the welfare of

' men of all conditions and degrees, the Legislator,

' intent on public scod, and seeing a general propea-

' sitv to evil, established the doctrine of the immor-
' tality of the soul. Little solicitous for

1 truth, in all this, but intent only on utility, that he

' rnisht draw mankind to virtue. Nor is he to be

' blamed ; for as the physician deceives his patient in

' order to restore his heaith, so the lawgiver invents

$ apologues to form the maimers of his people*

* Indeed were all of that noble turn of mind with

' those enumerated under the first class, then would

' they all, even on tiie supposition of the soul's mar-

tality,
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" tality, exactly perform their mutual duties to one

" another. But as there are, upon the matter, none

" of this disposition, he must, of necessity, have re*

" course to arts*, more fitted to the general dispo-

" sition."

* Aliqui sunt homines ingenui, & bene institutae naturas,

adeo quod ad virtutem inducuntur ex sola virtuus nobili-

tate, & a vitio retrahuntur ex sola ejus fceditatej & hi

optirne dispositi sunt, licet perpauci sunt. Aliqui vero

sunt minus bene dispositi; 8c hi praetev nobilitatem virtutis,

8c foeditatem vitii, ex praemiis, laudibus, 8c honoribus;. ex

pcenis, vituperiis, & infamia, studiosa operantur, 8c vitia

fugiunt : 8c hi in secundo gradu sunt. Aliqui vero propter

spem alicujus boni, 8c timore poena) coiporalis studiosi

efficiuntur: quare, ut tales virtutem consequantur, statuunt

politici vel aurum, vel dignitatem, vel aliquid tale; ut vitia

vero fugiant, statuunt vel in pecunia, vel in honore, vel

in corpore, seu mutilando membrum, seuoccidendo puniri,

Quidam vero ex ferocitate 8c perversitate naturae, nullo

horura moventur, ut quotidiani docet experientia; ideo

posuerunt virtuosis in alia [vita praemia aeterna, vitiosis

vero aeterna damna, qua? maxime terrerent: majorque pars

hominum, si bonum operatur, magis ex metu seterni damni

quam spe seterni boni operatur bonum, cum damna sunt

magis nobis cognita, quam ilia bona aeterna: 8c quoniam

hoc ultimum ingenium omnibus hominibus potest prodesse,

cujuscunque gradus sint, respiciens legislator pronitatem

viarum ad malum, intendens communi bono, sanxit ani-

mam esse immortalem, non eurans de veritate, sed tanturn

de probitate, ut inducat homines ad virtutem. Neque ac-

cusandus est politicus; sicut namque medicus multa fingit,

ut aegro sanitatem restituat; sic politicus apologos format,

ut cives rectificet.—Si omnes homines essent in illo primo

gradu enumerato, stante etiam animorum mortalitate, stu-

diosi fierent ; sed quasi nulli sunt illius dispositionis
;
quare

aliis ingeniis incedere necesse fuit,—Pag. 123, 124, 125.

Vol. I, Q After
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After all this, it is surprizing that Mr. Bayle should

so far mistake this book, as to imagine the author

argues in it against the usefulness of religion to

society : especially, when we consider that Mr. Bayte

appears to have examined the book so nearly as to be

able to confute a common error concerning it, namely,

that it was wrote to prove the mortality of the soul

:

Whereas he shews, that it was wrote only to prove,

that, on the principles of Aristotle, neither that, nor

the contrary, could be demonstrated. But let us hear

him ;
" That which Pomponatius hath replied to the

M reasoning borrowed from hence, that the doctrine

" 6f the mortality of the soul would invite men to all

" sort of crimes, deserves to be considered And
then he produces those arguments of Pomponatius,

which we have given above, of the natural excellence

of virtue, and deformity of vice ; that happiness con-

sists in the practice of the one, and misery in that of the

other, 8$c. These he calls poor solutions: Indeed

poor enough, had it been, as Mr. Bayle supposes,

Pomponatius's design to prove that the doctrine of the

mortality of the soul did not invite the generality of

men to wickedness : for the account given by Pompo-

natius himself of the origin of the contrary doctrine,,

shews, that, but for this, they would have run head-

long into vice. But supposing the Peripatetics de-

sign to be, as indeed it was, to prove that the doctrine

of the mortality would have no ill influence on the

learned followers of Aristotle, then these arguments,,

* Ce que Pomponace a repondu a. la raison emprunt£e

de ce que le dogme de la mortalite de l'ame porteroit les

hommes a toutes sortes de crimes, est digne de consideration.

Diet. Hist.& Crit. Art. Pomponack Rem. (H.)

which
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which Mr. Bayle calls poor ones, will be found to have

their weight But he goes on, and tells us, that Pom-
ponatius brings a better argument from fact, where

he takes netice ofseveral, who denied the immortality of

the soul, and yet lived as well as their believing neigh-

bours. This is indeed a good argument to the pur-

pose, for which it is employed by Pomponatius ; but

whether it be so to that, for which, Mr. Bayle imagined,

he employed it, shall be considered hereafter, when we

come to meet with it again in this later writers apology

for atheism. But Mr. Bayle was so full of his own

favourite question, that he did not give due attention

to Pomponatius $ ; and having, as I observed above,

refuted a vulgar error with regard to this famous tract,

and imagining that the impiety, so generally charged

on it, was solely founded in that error, he goes on in-

sulting the enemies of Pomponatius in this manner

:

" If the charge of impiety, of which Pomponatius
" hath been accused, was only founded on his book
" of the immortality of the soul, we must needs say

" there was never any accusation more impertinent or
u a stronger instance of the iniquitous perversity of

" the persecutors of the philosophers*.'" But Pom-
ponatius will not be so easily set clear : For let him

think as he would concerning; the soul, vet the account

he gives of the origin of Religion, as the contrivance

of statesmen, here produced, from this very tract

De immortalitate anima?, is so highly impious, that his

* Si Ton n'a fonde les impietez, dont on l'accuse, que sur

son livre de I'im/norlalite de I'ame, il n'y eut jamais d'accu-

sation plus impertinente, que celle-la, ni qui soit une mar-

que plus expresse de l'entetement inique des peisecuteurs

des philosophes.

Q 2 enemies
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enemies will be hardly persuaded to give it a softer

name than downright atheism. Nor is it impiety in

general, of which, we endeavour to acquit him, but

only that species of it, which teaches that Religion is

useless to Society. And this we think we have done

;

although it be by shewing him to have run into the'

opposite extreme, which would insinuate it was the

creature of politics.

Cardan comes next to 1x3 considered: and him

nobody hath injured. He, too, is under Bayles delu-

sion, concerning Pomponatius: For, writing on the

same subject*, he borrows the Peripatetic's arguments

to prove that Religion was even pernicious to Society.

"

This was so bold a stroke, that Mr. Bayle, who gene-

rally follows him pretty closely, drops him here : Nor
do I know that he ever had a second, except it was

the unhappy philosopher of Malmsbury
;
who, scorning

to argue upon the matter, imperiously pronounced,

that he who presumed to propagate Religion in a

Society, without leave of the Magistrate, was guilty of

the crime of Lese Majesty, as introducing a power

superior to the Leviathan's. But it would be unpardon-

able to keep the reader much longer on this poor

lunatic Italian, in whom, as Mr. Bayle pleasantly ob-

serves, sense was, at best, but an appendix to hisJolly f.

Besides,

* De immortalitate animorum liber, Lugd. ap. Gryph.

154=;; et Opera omnia, fol. Lugduni, 1663, Tom. II.

p. 458

t The charming picture he draws of himself, and which

he excuses no otherwise than by laying the fault on his

stars, will hardly prejudice any one in favour of his opi-

nions. How far it resembles any other of the brotherhood

they best know, who have examined the genius of modern

12 infidelity.
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Besides, there is little in that tract, but what he stole

from Pompo)iatins; the strength of which, to support

Cardans paradox, hath been considered already; or

what Mr. Bayle hath borrowed from him ; the force of

which shall be considered hereafter : But that little is

so peculiarly his own, that as no other can claim the

property, so no one hath hitherto usurped the use.

Which yet, however, is remarkable; for there is no

trash so worthless, but what some time or other finds

a place in a Free-thinker's system. We will not de-

spair then but that this paltry rubbish may one day

or other have an honourable station in some of these

fashionable ' fabrics. And, not to hinder its speedy

preferment, I shall here give it the reader in its full

force, without answer or reply. He brings the follow-

ing argument to prove that the doctrine of the immor-

tality of the soul is even destructive to society;

—

" From this flattering notion of a future state, ill

" men get opportunity to compass their wicked de-
41

signs : and, on the same account, good men suffer

" themselves to be injuriously treated. Civil laws,

" relying

infidelity. However, thus he speaks of his own amiable

turn of niind :
" In diem viventem, nugacem, religionis

" contemptorem,injuriae illata; memorem, invidum, tristem,

f insidiatorern, proditorem, magurn, incantatorem, suorum
" osorem, turpi libidini dedituin, solitarium, inamoenum,
** austerum

;
sponte etiam divinantem, zelotypum, obscoe-

u num, lascivum, maledicum, varium, ancipitem, impurum,
" calumniatorem," &c. We have had many Free-thinkers,

but few such Free-speakers. But though these sort of

writers are not used to give us so direct a picture of them-

selves, yet it hath been observed, that they have unawares

copied from their own tempers, in the ungracious draw ings

thiy have made of Human Nature and Religion,

Q 4
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" relying on this fanciful assistance, relax their neces-

" sary seventy ; and thus is the opinion productive of

" much mischief to mankind *." And then, by

another argument as good, he shews the benefits

accruing to the state from the belief of the souls

mortality : " Those who maintain that the soul dies

" with the body, must needs be, by their principles,

" honester men than others, because they have a
'* peculiar interest in preserving their reputation

;

" this being the only future property they pretend to :

" And the Profession of the Soul's mortality being

*' generally esteemed as scandalous as that of usury,

** such men will be most exact and scrupulous in point

" of honour, as your usurer, to keep up the credit of

" his calling, is of all men the most religious observer

" of his wordf."

SECT. IV.

Mr. Bayle, the last supporter of this parodox, is

of a very different character from these Italian

Sophists : A writer, who, to the utmost strength and

clearness of reasoning, hath added all the liveliness,

and delicacy of wit : who, pervading human nature

at his ease, struck into the province of paradox,

as an exercise for the unwearied vigour of his mind :

who, with a soul superior to the sharpest attacks of

fortune, and a heart practised to the best philosophy,

had not yet enough of real greatness to overcome

* De immortalitate animorum, cap. ii.

t Cap. xxxiii. ejusd. tract.

that
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that last foible of superior minds, the temptation of

honour, which the academic exercise of wit

is conceived to bring to its professors.

A writer of this character will deserve a particular

regard : for paradoxes, which in the hands of a Toland

or a Tindal end in rank offensive impiety, will, under

the management of a Bayle, always afford some-

thing for use or curiosity : Thus, in the very work

we are about to examine*, the many admirable obser-

vations on the nature and genius of polytheism, happen

to be a full answer to all which the Author of Chris-

tianity as old as the Creation hath advanced against

the use of Revelation. For a skilful chemist, though

disappointed in his grand magisterium, yet often

discovers, by the way, some useful and noble medica-

ment ; while the ignorant pretender to the art, not

only loses his labour, but fills all about him with the

poisonous steams of sublimate.

The professed design of Mr. Bayle's work is to

enquire, which is least hurtful to mankind, ancient

idolatry, or modern atheism : And had he confined him-

self to that subject, we had had no concern with him,

but should have left him in the hands of Mess. Jacquelot

and Bernard. I freely own they are both stark

naught: A'l the difference is, that Atheism directly

excludes and destroys the true sense of moral right

and wrong; and Polytheism sets up a false species

of it.

* Pensees diverses, ecrites h un docteur de Sorbonne
al'occasion de la coraete qui parut au mois de Decem-
bre, 1680. &r-rContinuation des Pensees diverses, &c. ou
Reponse a plusieyrs difficultez, &c,

Q4 But
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But the more particular, though less avowed, pur-

pose of this elaborate treatise is to prove, that Atheism

is hot destructive of society ; and here he falls under

our notice ; no distinct answer, that I know of,

having been yet attempted to this part of his per-

formance.

His arguments in support of this Paradox, are

occasionally, and so without any method, interspersed

throughout that large work : But, to give them all the

advantage they are capable of, I have here collected

and disposed them in such order, that they mutually

support, and come in to the aid of one another.

It had been generally esteemed a proof of the

destructive nature of Atheism to Society, that this

principle excludes the knowledge of moral good and

evil; such knowledge being, as will be seen, pos-

terior to the knowledge of a God. His first argument

therefore for the innocence ofAtheism is,

I. " That an Atheist may have an idea of the moral

u difference between good and evil, because Atheists,

" as well as Theists, may comprehend the first prin-

w ciples of morals and metaphysics, from which this

*' difference may be deduced. And in fact (he says)

" both the Epicurean atheist, who denied the provi-

" dence of God, and the Stratofiic atheist, who denied

" his Being, had this idea #."

This often repeated argument is so loosely expressed,

that it is capable of many meanings ; in some of which

* Voiez les Pensees diverses, cap. clxxviii. & suiv. &
Paddition a tes Pensees cap. iv. Rcponse alaio&alai3
objections, & la Continuation des Pens, div.cap.cxliii.

the
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the assertion is true, but not to the purpose ; in others

to the purpose, but not true. Therefore before any

precise answer can be given to it, it will be necessary

to trace up moral duty to its first principles. And

though an enquiry of this sort should not prove the

most amusing either to myself or my reader, it may be

found however to deserve our pains. For a spirit of

dispute and refinement hath so entangled and con-

founded all our conclusions on a subject, in itself,

very clear and intelligible, that I am persuaded, were

morality herself, of which the ancients made a

Goddess, to appear in person amongst men, and be

questioned concerning her birth, she would be tempted

to answer as Homer does in Lucian, that her com-

mentators had so learnedly embarrassed the dispute,

that she was now as much at a loss as They to account

for her original.

To proceed therefore with all possible brevity : Each

animal hath its instinct implanted by nature to direct

it to its greatest good. Amongst these, Man hath

his; to which modern philosophers have given the

name of

1. The moral sense: whereby we conceive and

feel a pleasure in right, and a distaste and aversion to

wrong, prior to all reflexion on their natures, or their

consequences. This is the first inlet to the adequate

idea of morality ; and plainly, the most extensive of

all ; the Atheist as well as Theist having it.—When
instinct had gone thus far,

2. The reasoningfaculty improved upon its dictates:

For, men led by reflexion to examine the foundation

of this nwrgX sense
}
soon discovered that there were

real
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real essential differences in the qualities of human
actions, established by nature

; and, consequently,

that the love and hatred excited by the moral sense

vere not capricious in their operations
;

for, that in

the essential properties of their objects there was a

specific difference. Reason having gone thus

far (and thus far too it might conduct the Stratonic

atheist) it stopped ; and saw that something was still

wanting whereon to establish the morality, pro-

perly so called, of actions, that is, an obligation

on men to perform some, and to avoid others ; and

that, to find this something, there was need of calling

in other principles to its assistance : Because nothing

can thus oblige but,

5. A superior will : And such a trill could not be

found till the being and attributes of God were esta-

blished ; but was discovered with them.

Hence arose, and only from hence, a moral dif-

ference. From this time human actions became

the subject of obligation, and not till now : For

though instinct felt a difference in actions ; and

reason discovered that this difference was founded

m the nature of things; yet it was will only

which could make a compliance with that difference

a DUTY.

On these three Principles therefore, namely the

moral seme, the essential difference in human actions,

and the will of God, is built the whole edifice of

practical morality: Each of which hath its distinct

motive to enforce it
;
Compliance with the moral sense

exciting a pleasurable sensation
;
compliance w ith the

essential differences of things promoting the order and

harmony
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harmony of the universe ; and compliance wit'., the

will of God obtaining an abundant reward.

This, when attentively considered, can never fail

of affecting us with the most lively sense of Gods
goodness to Mankind, who, graciously respecting the

imbecility of Mans nature, the slowness of his reason,

"and the violence of his passions, hath been pleased to

afford three different excitements to the practice of

Virtue; that men of all ranks, constitutions, and

educations, might find their account in one or other

of them
;
something that would hit their palate, satisfy

their reason, or subdue their will. The first principle,

which is the moral seme, would strongly operate on

those, who, by the exact temperature and balance of

the passions, were disengaged enough to feel the

delicacy of its charms ; and have an elegance of mind

to respect the nobleness of its dictates. The second,

which is the essential difference, will have its weight

with the speculative, the abstract and profound rea-

soners, and on all those who excel in the knowledge

of human nature. And the third, which resolves

itself into the will of God, and takes in all the conse-

quences of obedience and disobedience, is principally

adapted to the great body of Mankind.

It may perhaps be objected, to what is here deli-

vered, that the true principle of morality should have

the worthiest motive to enforce it : Whereas the Will

of God is enforced by the view ofrewards and punish-

ments ; on which motive, virtue hath the smallest merit.

This character of the true principle of morality is

perfectly right ; and agrees, we say, with the principle

which we make to be the true : For the legitimate

motive to virtue, on that principle, is compliance with

the
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the Will of God ; a compliance which hath the highest

degree of merit, liut this not being found of sufficient

power to take in the Generality, the consequences of

compliance or non-compliance t'j this Will, as far as

relates to rewards and punishments, were first drawn

out to the peoples view. In which they were dealt

with as the teachers of mathematics treat their pupils

;

when, to engage them, in a sublime demonstration,

they explain to them the use and fertility of the

theorem.

To these great purposes serve the three prin-

ciples while in conjunction : But now, as in the civil

world and the affairs of men, our pleasure, in contem-

plating the wisdom and goodness of Providence, is

often disturbed and checked by the view of some

human perversity or folly which runs across that

Dispensation ; so it is here, in the intellectual. This

admirable provision for the support of virtue hath

been, in great measure, defeated by its pretended

advocates
;
who, in their their eternal squabbles about

the true foundation of morality, and the obligation to

its practice, have sacrilegiously untwisted this three-

fold cord; and each running away with the part

he esteemed the strongest, hath affixed that to the

throne of God, as the golden chain that is to unite and

draw all unto it.

This man proposes to illustrate the doctrine of the

moral sense; and then the morality of actions is

founded only in that sense: with him, metaphysics and

logic, by which the essential difference, in human actions,

is demonstrated, are nothing but 'words, ?wtiotis, visions
;

the empty regions and shadows of philosophy. The

professors of them are moon-blind wits ; and Locke

himself
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himself is treated as a school-man*. To talk of re-

ward and punishment, consequent on the will of a

superior, is to make the practice of virtue mercenary

and servile; from which, pure human nature is the

most abhorrent.

Another undertakes to demonstrate the essential
differences of thikgs, and their natural fitness

and unfitness to certain ends; and then morality is

solely founded on those differences ; and God and his

Will have nothing lo do in the matter. Then the

Will of God cannot make any thing morally good and

evil, just and unjust ; nor consequently be the cause

of any obligation on moral Agents : because the

essences and natures of things, which constitute

actions good and evil, are independent on that Will

;

which is forced to submit to their relations like weak

Man's. And therefore, if there were no natural jus-

tice ; that is, if the rational and intellectual nature

were, of itself, undetermined and unobliged to any

thing, and so destitute of morality properly so called,

it were not possible that any thing should be made

morally good or evil, obligatory or unlawful, or that

any moral obligation should be begotten by any Will

or positive command whatsoever.—And then our

knowledge of moral good and evil is solely acquired

by abstract reasoning : And to talk of its coming any

other way into the mind, is weak and superstitious,

as making God act unnecessarily and superfluously.

A third, who proposes to place morality on the will

of a superior, which is its true bottom, acts yet on the

same exterminating model. He takes the other two

• Characteristics, passim.

Principles
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Principles to be merely visionary : The moral se?tse is

nothing but the impression of education ; the love of

the species romantic ; and invented by crafty knaves,

to dupe the young, the vain, and the ambitious.

Nature, he saith, hath confined us to the narrow

sphere of self-love ; and our most pompous pretences

of pure disinterestedness, but the more artful disguise

of that very passion. He not only denies all moral

difference in actions, antecedent to the Will of God,

which (as we shall shew anon) he might well do ; but

likewise, all specific difference : will not so much

as allow it to be a rule to direct us to the perform-

ance of God's will ; for that the notions of fit and unfit

proceed notfrom that di[Terence, but from the arbitrary

impositions of Will only ; that God is the free cau.^e

of Truths as well as Beings ; and then, cousequentlv,

if he so wills, two and two would not make four. At

length his system shrinks into a viie and abject selfish-

ness ;
and, as he degrades and contracts his nature,

he slips, before he is aware, quite besides his foun-

dation, w hich he professes to be the Will of God.

Thus have men, borne away by a fondness to their

own idle systems, presumptuously broken in upon that

triple barrier*, w ith w hich God has beengraciously

pleased

* St. Paul might have taught them better
;
who, col-

lecting together and enforcing all the motives for the

practice or viri le, expresseth himself i n this manner:
" Finally, brethren, whatsoever things are true, whatsoever

" things are honest, a hatsoever things are just"—To *oi9rov,

ahtyoi, oo-a irlv AAH0H, wa SEMNA, "o<ra AIKA1A

—

kitfin

evidently relating to the essential difference of things; ct^k

(implying something of worth, splendour, dignity) to the

moral
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pleased to cover and secure Virtue ; and given advan-

tage to the cavils of Libertines and Infidels ; who oa

each of these three Principles, thus advanced on the

ruins of the other two, have reciprocally forged a

scheme of Religion independent on Morality * ; and

a scheme of Morality independent on Religion f ;
who,

how different soever their employments may appear,

are indeed but twisting the same rope at different

ends : the plain design of both being to overthrow

religiox. But as the Moralist s is the more plausible

scheme, it is now become most in fashion : So that

of late years a deluge of moral systems hath over-

flowed the learned world, in which either the moral

sense, or the essential difference, rides alone triumphant

;

which like the chorus of clouds in Aristophanes, the

AEyas*

moral sense which men have of this difference; and ilxcttx,

just, is relative to Will or Law. The Apostle proceeds—
" whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely,

" whatsoever things are of good report"

—

oaa ayva, o<rx

wfotrQri, ha tipnM. In these three latter characters marking

the nature of the three preceding : ayva pure, referring to

abstract truth
;

vsfoo-Qito lovely, amiable, to innate or instinc-

tive honesty; and evfntia of good report; reputable, to the

observation of Will or Law. He concludes, " If there be

any virtue, and if there be any praise, think of these things."

11 rt; «f £Tri, ^ a tig Ittuiv®-, Ttxura Xoyt{to£e. That is, If the

moral sense and the essential difference of things can make
the practice of morality, a virtue ; or obedience to a superior

Will, matter of praise, think of these things.

• See The Fable of the Bees, and confer the enquiry

into the original of Moral virtue, and the search into the

nature of society, with the body of the book.

f See the fourth Treatise of the Characteristics, intitled,

M An Enquiry concerning Virtue and Merit."
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A'wxQi NifciUu, "the eternal relatioxs. are intro-

duced into tne scene, witha^udy outside, to supplant

Jupiter, and to teach the arts of fraud and sophistry)

but in a little time be tray themselves to be empty, ob-

scure, noisy, impious Nothings.

In a word, with regard to the several sorts of

Separatists, those, I mean, who are indeed friends to

Religion, and who detest the Infidel's abuse of their

principles, I would recommend to their interpretation

the following oracle of an ancient sage. OT TAP

E2TIN ETPEIN THS AIKM02TNH2 AAAHN APXHN
OTAE AAAHN TENEIIN, H THN EK TOT AI02 KAI

THE KOINH2 fcTSEXiZ.

This noble truth, that the only truefoundation and

original of morality is the Jfill of God interpreted by

the moral sense and esse?itial difference of things, was

a random thought of Chrysippus the Stoic. I give it

this term, 1 . Because the ancient philosophy teaches

nothing certain concerning the true ground of moral

obligation. 2. Because Plutarch's quoting it amongst

the repugnances of the Stoics, shews it to he inconsist-

ent with their other doctrine. And indeed, the follow-

ing the ancient philosophers too servilely, hath occa-

sioned the errors of modern moralists, in unnaturally

separating the three principles of practical morality,

Plato being the patron of the moral sense ; Aristotle

of the essential differences; and Zeno vf'arbitrary•will..

And now, to come more directly to our Adversary's

argument: We say then,

i . That the Atheist can never come to the know-

ledge of the morality of actions properly so

called.

2. That
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2. That though he be capable of being affected

with the moral sense, and may arrive to the

knowledge of the real essential differences in the

qualities of human actions
;

yet this sense and

these differences make nothing for the purpose of

Mr. Bayle's argument : because these, even in

conjunction, are totally insufficient to influence

Society in the practice of virtue : which influence

is the thing in question.

Both these conclusions, I presume, have been clearly

proved Irom what hath been said above, of the origin

of Society; and, just before, of thefoundation of moral

virtue: But that nothing may be wanting to the argu-

ment, I shall crave leave to examine the matter with a

little more exactness.

1 . And first, that an Atheist, as such, can never

arrive to the knowledge oj the morality of actions

properly so called, shall be further made good against

the reasoning which Mr. Bayle brings to prove; that

the Morality of human actions m y be demonstrated

on the principles ofa Stratonicean^ or atheistic Fatalist;

whom he personates in this manner: " The * beauty,

" symmetry, regularity, and order, seen in the universe,

" are the effects of a blind unintelligent Nature ; and
" though this Nature, in her workmanship, hath copied

" after no ideas, she hath nevertheless produced an
" infinite number of species, with each its distinct

" essential attribute, it is not in consequence of our

* La benuttf, la syinetr'e, la resrularite, l'ordre que Ton

voit dans l'univers, soul l'ouvrage d'une nature qui n'a

poiat de connoissance, & qu'encore, &c. Conn, des Pen-

sees diverses, c. cli.

Vol. I. R '' opinion,
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" opinion, that fire and w ater differ in species, and
" that there is a like difference between love and
" hatred, affirmation and negation. Their specific

" difference is founded in the nature of the things

" themselves. But how do we know this ? Is it not

" by comparing the essential properties of one of

" these beings with the essential properties of another

" of them? But we know, by the same way, that

" there is a specific difference between truth and

" falsehood, between good faith and perfidiousness,

" between gratitude and ingratitude, S;c. We may then

" be assured, that vice and virtue differ specifically by

" their nature, independent of our opinion." This,

Mr. Bayle calls their being naturally separated from

each other : And thus much we allow. He goes on

:

" Let * us see now by w hat ways Stratonic atheists

" may come to the knowledge of vice and virtue's being

" morally as well as naturally separated. They
" ascribe to the same necessity of nature the esta-

" blishment of those relations which we find to be

" between things, and the establishment of those

" rules by which we distinguish those relations.

*< There are rules of reasoning independent of the

" will of man : It is not because men have been
i( pleased to fix the rules of syllogism, that therefore

u those rules are just and true: they are so in them-

" selves,* and all the endeavours of the wit of man
" against their essence and their attributes would be

" vain and ridiculous." This likewise we grant him.

He proceeds :
" If then there are certain and immu-

* Voions comment, ils pouvoient savoir qu'elles etoient

outre cela separees nioralement. Ik attiibuoient, &e.

Idem ibid.

" table
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" table rules for the operation of the understanding,

" there are also such for the determinations of the

" will." Hut this we deny. He would prove it thus:

" The * rules of these determinations are not altogether

" arbitrary; some of them proceed from the necessity

{£
of nature; and these impose an indispensable obli-

" gation. The most general of these rules is this,

" that man ought to xcill what is most conformable to

" right reason: for there is no truth more evident

" than this, that it is fit a reasonable creature should

" conform to right reason, and unfit that such a crea-

" ture should recede from it." This is his argument

To which I reply, that from thence, no moral differ-

ence can arise. He contends that things are both

naturally and morally separable. He speaks of these

ideas as very different (as indeed they are) and proves

the truth of them by different arguments. 71ie natural

essential difference of things then, if we mean any thing

by the terms, hath this apparent property ; that it

creates a Jitness in the agent to act agreeably thereto:

As the moral difference of things creates, besides this

Jitness, an obligation likewise ; when therefore there is an

obligation in the agent, there is a moral difference in

the things, and so on the contrary, for they are inse-

parable. If then we shew, that right reason alone

cannot properly oblige, it will folloyi that the knowledge

of what is agreeable to right reason doth not induce a

moral difference : or that a Stratonicean is not under

any obligation to act agreeably to right reason ; which

is the thing Mr. Boyle contends for.

* Les regies de ces actes-la ne sorit pas toutes arbitrages

:

il y en a qui emanent, &c. Idem ibid.

r 2 1. Obligation,
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1. Obligation, necessarily implies an Obliger : the

Obliger must be different from, and not one and the

same with, the obliged : to make a man at once

the Obliger and obliged, is the same thins as to make

him treat or enter into compact with himself, which is

the highest of absurdities. Tor it is an unquestioned

rule in law and reason, that whoever acquires a right

to any thing from the obligation of another towards

him, may relinquish that right. If therefore the

Obliger and obliged be one and the same person,

in that case all obligation must be void of course;

or rather no obligation would have commenced.

Yet the Stratonic atheist is guilty of this absurdity,

when he talks of actions being moral or obligatory.

Por what Being can be found whereon to place this

obligation? Will he say right reason? But that is

the very absurdity we complain of; because reason

is only an attribute of the person obliged, his assistant

to judge of his obligations, if be hath any from

another Being: To make this then the Obliger, is to

make a man oblige himself. If he say, he means

by reason not every man's particular reason, but

reason in general ; I reply, that this reason is a mere

abstract notion, which hath no real subsistence : and

how that which hath no real subsistence should oblige, is

still more difficult to apprehend.

2. But farther, moral obligation, that is, the obliga-

tion of a free agent, implies a Laic, which enjoins and

forbids; but a Law is the imposition of an intelligent

superior, who hath power to exact conformity there-

unto. But blind unintelligent Nature is no lawgiver,

nor can what proceeds necessarily from thence come

l 2 under
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under the notion of a Law: we say indeed, in com-

mon speech, the law of necessity, and the hew of

reason and nature; but these are merely popular ex-

pressions: By the first we mean- only to insinuate, that

necessity hath, as it were, one property of a law,

namely, that offorcing; and by the second, we mean

the rule which the supreme Lawgiver hath laid down

for the judging of his Will. And while this light

and direction of reason or nature is considered as a

rule only, given by the God of nature, the term may

be allowed: Those who so considered the term were

the first who so used it. After-writers retained the

name; but, by a strange absurdity, separated the Law-
giver from his Law ; on a fancy of its being of virtue

to oblige by its own intrinsic excellence, or by the

good of which it is productive But how any thing

except a Law, in the proper philosophic sense, can

oblige a dependent reasonable Being endued with will,

is utterly inconceivable. The fundamental error in

Mr. Bayle's argument seems to be this : He saw the

,
essential difference of things ; be found those differ-

ences the adequate object of the wulerstanding ; and

so too hastily concluded them to be the adequate ob-

ject of the will likewise. In this he was mistaken:

they are indeed the adequate object of the under-

standing ; because the understanding is passive in its

perceptions, and therefore under the sole direction of

these necessary differences. But the will is not pas-

sive in its determinations : for instance, that three are

less than five, the understanding is necessitated to

judge, but the will is not necessitated to chuse five

before three : therefore the essential differences of

£ 3 tilings
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things are not the adequate object of the will; the

Law of a Superior must be taken in, to constitute

obligation in choice, or morality in actions.

.Hobbes seems to have penetrated farther into this

matter, than the Stratonicean of Mr. Bai/le; he

appeared to have been sensible that morality implied

obligation, and obligation a law, and a law a Law-

giver: therefore, having (as they say) expelled the

Legislator of the universe, that morality of actions

might have some foundation, he thought fit to under-

prop t with his earthly God, the Leviathan ; and to

make him the creator and supporter of moral right

and wrong.

But a favourer of Mr. Baylcs paradox may perhaps

object, that as he was allowed a fitness, and unfitness

in actions, discoverable by the essential difference of

things ; and as this fitness and unfitness implies benefit

and damage to the actor, and others ; it being in fact

seen, that the practice of virtue promotes the happi-

ness of the Individual, or at least of the Species, and

that vice obstructs it; it may be said, that this will

be sufficient to make morality, or obligation, in the

Stratomc system ; if not in the strict sense of the

word, yet as to the nature of the thing. To this I

reply, that in that System, whatever advanced human

happiness, would be only a natural good ; and virtue

as merely such, as food and covering : and, that which

retarded it, a natural evil, whether it was vice, pesti-

lence, or unkindly seasons. Natural, I say, in contra-

distinction to moral, or such a good as any one would

be obliged to seek or promote. For 'till it be made

appear that Man hath received his being from the

•will
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mil of another; and so depending on that other, is

accountable to him fur it; he can be under no moral

obligation to prefer good to evil, or even life to

death. From the nature, of any action, morality

cannot arise ; nor from its effects: not from the first,

because, being only reasonable or unreasonable, no-

thing follows but a Jitncss in doing one, and an

absurdity in doing the other: not from the second,

because, did the good or evil produced make the

action moral, brutes, from whose actions proceed both

good and evil, would have morality.

If it be farther urged, that the observance of these

essential differences is promoting the perfection of a

particular system, which contributes, in its concen-

tration, to the perfection of the universe; and that

therefore a reasonable creature is obliged to con-

form thereto: I answer, first, that (on the principles

before laid down) to make a reasonable creature

obliged in this case, he muet first be enforced by the

Whole, of which he is part. This enforcement cannot

here be by intentional command, whose object is free

agency, because the Stratonic Whole, or universal

Nature, is blind and unintelligible. It must force

then by the necessity of its nature; and this will,

indeed, make men obliged as clocks are by weights,

but never as free agents are, by the command of an

intelligent Superior, which only can make actions

moral. But secondly, an uniform perfect Whole can

never be the effect of blind fate; but is the plain

image and impression of one intelligent self-existent

Mind. In a word, as it is of the nature of the

independent first Cause of all things to be obliged only

by his own wisdom; so it seems to be of the nature of

B 4 all
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all dependent intelligent beings to be obliged only by

the wilt of the first Cause.

" All things therelore (says the great Master of

" reason) do work, after a sort, according to Law :

" All other things according to a l^w, whereof,

" some Superior, to whom they are subject, is.

" Author; only the works and operations of God
" have him both for their worker, and for the Law
" whereby they are wrought. The Being of God is

- a kind of Law to his working; for that perfec-

" tion which God is, giveth perfection to that he
" DOTH*."

Nor does this contradict what we have asserted, and

riot on'y asserted, but proved, in speaking of moral

obligation, that nothing, but Will, can oblige: Because

our whole reasoning is confined to mans oblio-ation.

And if there be any thins certain, in the first principles

of la - or reason, this must be confessed to be of the

number, that a man can neither oblige himself, nor be

obliged hy names ana notions; so that; to create an

obligation, the Will of some other being must be

found out. A principle, w hich the common concep-

tions of man, and the universal practice of human

life confirms. But, as in our discourse of God, the

w eakness of ow intellects constrains us to explain our

conceptions of his nature by human ideas, therefore

when we speak of the morality of his actions, finding

them to be founded in no other, or superior W ill, we

say, he is obliged only by his ami wisdom : obligation

when applied iu God, meaning no more than direction:

for, that an tikiependent being can be subject to ob-

* Hooker's £ccl. Pol. B. I. Sect. 2. .p. 3 circa finem.

ligation
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ligation in the sense that a dependent being is subject,

is, by the very teims, an high absurdity. Obligation,

therefore, when applied to man, being one thing ; when

applied to God another; the strictest rules of logic

will allow different attributes to be predicated of each.

It is confessed, we have a clear and adequate idea of

obligation, as it relates to man; of this obligation we

have affirmed something plain and evident: It is like-

wise confessed we have a very obscure and inadequate

idea of obligation, as it relates to God: of this obli-

gation, too, we have affirmed something, whose evidence

must needs partake of the imperfection of its subject.

Yet there have been found Objectors so perverse,

who would not only have clear conceptions regulated

on obscure ; but what is simply predicated of God, to

destroy what hath been proved of man.

But to set this matter in a fuller light, I will

just mention two objections (not peculiar to the

Stratoniceans) against morality's being founded in

will.

Ob). 1 . It is said,
(< That, as every creature ncces-

" sarily pursues happiness, it is that which obliges to

(' moral observance, and not the W ill of God; be-

" cause it is to procure happiness that we obey

* command, and do every other act : and because,

" if that Will commanded us to do what would

" make us unhappy, we should be forced to disobey it."

To this I answer, that when it is said morality is

founded on Will, it is not meant that every Will obliges,

but that nothing but Will can oblige. It is plain

the Will of an inferior or equal cannot be meant by

it:
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it* : it is not simply Will then, but Will so and so

circumstanced: And why it is not as much Will

which obliges, when it is the Will of a superior seek-

ing our good, as the Will of a superior simply, I am
y t to learn. To say then that happiness and not

WiU makes the obligation, seems like saying, that

when in mechanics a weight is raised by an engine, the

%t hceic and pullits are not the cause, but that universal

affection of matter called attraction, Obj. 2. If it

be still urged, " that one can no more be called the

" obliger than the other; because though happiness

" could not oblige without Will, on the other hand,

" Will could not oblige without happiness ;" I reply,

this is a mistake. Will could not indeed oblige to

unhappiness; but it would oblige to what should pro-

duce neither one nor the other, though all consider-

ations of the consequence of obeying or disobeying

were aw ay.

Obj. 3. It is said, " That if, according to the modern
" notions of philosophy, the will of God be deter-

" mined by the eternal relations of things, they are

" properly those relations (as Dr. Clarice would

" have it) which oblige, and not the will of God.
" For if A impel B ; and B, C, and C, D ; it is A
:
' and not C that properly impels D." But here I

* " Whence comes the restraint [of the Law of Nature]?

" From a higher Power; nothing else can bind. I cannot

" bind my selfe, for I may untie my selfe again; nor an

" equal cannot bind me, for we may untie one another.

" it must be a superior power, even God Almighty."—-

Seli>±.n's Table Talk, art. Law of Nature.

suspect
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suspect the objection confounds natural cause and

effect with moral agent and patient ; which are two

distinct things, as appears, as on many other accounts,

so from their effects; the one implying natural neces-

sity, the other, only moral fitness. Thus, in the case

before us, the - ternal relations arc, if you will, the

natural cause, but the w ill of God is the moral agency:

and our question is, not of natural necessity that results

from the former, but, of moral fitness that results

from the latter. Thus that which is not properly the

natural cause of my acting, is the moral cause of it.

And so on the contrary.

On the whole, then, it appears, that Will, and Will

only, can constitute obligation; and, consequently,

make actions moral, i. e. such as deserve reward and

punishment. Yet when men reflect on the affections

of their own minds, and find there a sense of right and

wrong so strongly impressed as to be attended with a

consciousness that the one deserves reward and the

other punishment, even though there were no God;

this so perplexes matters, as to dispose them, in oppo-

sition to all those plain deductions, to place morality

in the essential difference of things. But would they

consider that that very sensation, which so much mis-

leads us in judging of the true foundation of morality,

is the plainest indication of will, which, for the

better support of virtue*, so framed and constituted

the

# We have explained above the admirable disposition

of things, by the God of nature, for the support of virtue.

And it was from tl.is view that an able writer, who is for

moderating in the dispute about moral obligation, cahs the

essential
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the human mind ; a constitution utterly inconceivable

on the supposition of no God ; would they, I say, but

consider this, the difficulty would intirely vanish.

But so it hath happened, this evident truth, that

morality isfounded in wilt, hath been long controverted

even among Tktists. "What hath perplexed their dis-

putes is, that the contenders for this truth have gene-

rally thought themselves obliged to deny the natural

essential differences of things, antecedent to a Law

;

supposing, that the morality of actions would follow

the concession. But this is a mistake, which the

rightly distinguishing between things naturally and

morally separable (as explained above) will rectify.

That

essential difference of things, discoverable by reason, the

internal obligation, and the Wftt of God, the external.

J'entends (dit-il) par obligation interne celle qui est unique-

ment produite par notre propre raison, consideree comme
la regie primitive de notre conduite, et en consequence de

ce qu'une action a, en elle-meme, de bon ou de mauvaii.

Pour Vobligatiou externe ce sera celle qui yient de la

volonte de quelque etre, dont on se reconnoit dependant, et

qui commande ou defend certaines choses, sous la menace

de quelque peine. Burlamaqui, Principes du droit nature/,

pag. 76.

If he had called the first, the improper obligation, and the

other the proper, his terms had been a great deal more

exact For it being of the essence of the relative term,

obligation, to have an outward respect, or external relation,

internal obligation must be a very figurative, that is to say,

a ve/y absurd expression, when applied to man. Perhaps,

indeed, that ruling Nature which draws all machines,

whether brutal or rational (if there be any of the latter

kind) to pursue happiness, may, in a philosophic sense, bo

called the internal obligation ;
but, surely, when applied to

man, supposed a fjfee-agent, the terms are mere jargon.
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That the distinction hath not been made or observed, is

owing to the unheeded appetite and aversion of the

moral seme: And their adversaries being in the same

delusion, that the one inferred the other, never gave

themselves any farther trouble, but when they had

clearly demonstrated the natural essential difference,

delivered that as a proof of the moral difference,

though they be, in reality, two distinct things, and

independent of each other. More than one of our

ablest writers have not escaped this delusion. Dr. S.

Clarke going 011 the Principle, that Obligation was

founded in the nature of things, to support it, M as per-

petually forced to confound moral and natural fitnesses

with one another; which makes him, contrary to his

character, very inaccurate and confused*: And Mr.

Wollaston
f",

dissatisfied with all the principles, from

which the preceding writers of his party had deduced

the morality of actions, when he had demonstrated,

with greater clearness than any before him, the natural

essential difference of things, unluckily mistook it for

the moral difference, and thence made the 'formal

ratio of moral good and evil, to consist in a conformity

of mens actions to the truth oj the case, or otherwise.

For it is a principle with him, that things may be

denied or affirmed to be what they are, by deeds as

well as words. Hut had botli parties been pleased to

consider this natural essential difference, of things, as,

what it must be confessed by both to be, the direc-

tion which God hath given' his creatures
to bring til em to the knowledge of his

* Evidence of Nat. and Rev. Relig. 6th ed. p. 5—27.

*r The Religion of Nature delineated.

will;
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will; a\d the rule of that will; the dispute

Lad been at an end: and they had employed this

difference, not as the atheist does, for the foundation

of morality
;

but, as all true theists should do, for

the medium to bring us to that only sound foundation,

the will and command of God. Those who ima-

gine, as the author of the Principles of Natural Law
seems to do, that this is only a dispute about words*,

are much, deceived. The man who regards the essen-

tial difference of things as a command or a Law pro-

perly so called, bath a very different idea of it, from

him who regards it only as a Rule or a Law im-

properly so called. And the reason is plain, because

these relative terms have an essential difference; a Rule,

referring singly to those directed by it ; but a Laic

has a double reference; to those governed by it, and to

the Lawgiver who gave it He therefore who regards

it as a Rule, stops short, and rests obligation there

where no obligation can abide : but he who regards it

as a Laic properly so called (for those who consider it

as a mere rule give it the name of law, because they

make obligation to arise from it) rests obligation in a

Lawgi.er. «nd pursues it to its true source, the throne

of God. The dispute, therefore, is not about words,

but things: Or if we wiil needs have it to be about

w ords, it is of the proper and improper use of them,

* Je couclus— que les differences qui se trouvent cntre

les principaux systeihes sur la nature &, l'originc de l'obli-

"ition. ne sont pas aus*i grandes qu'elles le paroissent

d'abord. Si Ton examine de pres ces sentimens, Fon

vefra que des diflerentes idees, reduites a leur juste valeur,

loin de se trouver en opposition, peuvent se rapprocher

—

JHurltttnaoui, p. 75, 76.

which
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which intimately concerns things; indeed Tuuth
itself and common sense. We say a sound is sweet*

or a colour hot ; and as nobody is misled by these

expressions, we hold it foolish to divest them of their

figure, and formally to contend that (strictly and

philosophically speaking) inconsistent properties are

ascribed to them. But should it once be assumed

that a sound may be the subject of taste, and a colour

the subject of touch, it would be time, I suppose, to

rectify an absurdity which tends to confound all our

ideas of sensation : Just so it is, in the expressions of

truth or happiness, obliging : while these were con-

sidered as the rule or reward of actions, given and

imposed by a Master on his servants, by a Creator on

his creature, the figure was neither forced nor inelegant;

and did not deserve to be quarrelled with. But when

the question was of real obligation, in a metaphysic

sense, then, seriously to contend, that it arises from

truth or happiness, or from any thing but will, is the

very philosophy of tasting sound and feeling colour
;

and equally tends to the confusion of all our ideas of
reflexion.

On the whole then we see, that an Atheist, as such,

cannot arrive to the knowledge of morality*.

* One would not have imagined any body could be so

wild to assert, that, on these principles, it could not be

proved, that a vicious Atheist deserved punishment at the

hand of God. To such shrewd discerners, I would recom-

mend the following case. Your servant gets drunk
;
and,

in that condition, neglects your orders, forgets yout relation

to him, and treats it as an imposture. Docs he, or docs he

not, deserve punishment ? When this is resolved, the point

m question will be so too.
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2 We now come to our second conclusion against

Mr. Baijle's argument, " that the idea of the moral
" sense, and the knowledge of the natural essential

" difference oj things, are, even in conjunction, in-

" sufficient to influence Communities in the practice

" of virtue :"' But we must previously observe, that

the arguments, which we allow to be conclusive for the

Stratonic atheist s comprehension of the natural essen-

tial difference of things, take in only that species of

atheism : the other, which derive all from chance and

hazard, are incapable of this knowledge ; and must be

content, with only the moral sense for their guide. Let

us therefore first enquire what this moral ?e?ise is able

to do alone, towards influencing virtuous practice ; and

secondly, what new force it acquires in conjunction

with the knowledge of the natural essential difference

cj' things.

1. Men are misled bv the name of instinct (which

•we allow the moral sense to be) to imagine that its

impressions operate very strongly, by observing their

force in brute animals. But the cases are widely

different : in Beasts, the instinct is invincibly strong, 1

as it is the sole spring of action : in Man, k is only a

friendly monitor of the judgment ; and a conciliator,

as it were, between Reason and the sensual appetites

;

all which have their turn in the determinations of the

A\ ill. It must consequently be much weaker, as but

sha; rag the power of putting upon action with many

other principles. Nor could it have been otherwise,

without destroying human liberty. It is indeed of so

delicate a nature, so nicely interwoven into the human

frame and constitution, and so easily lost or effaced,

that
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that some have even denied the existence of a quality,

which, in most of its common subjects, they have

hardly been able to observe. Insomuch that one

would be tempted to liken it to that candid appearance,

which, as the modern philosophy has discovered to us,

is the result of a mixture of all kinds of primitive

colours : where, if the several sorts be not found in fit

proportions, no whiteness will emerge from the com-

position. So, unless the original passions and appetites

be rightly tempered and balanced, the moral sense can

never shew itself in any strong or sensible effect.

This being the state of moral instinct, it must evidently,

when alone, be too weak to influence human practice.

When the moral sense is made the rule, and especially

when it is the only rule, it is necessary that its recti-

tude, as a rule, should be known and ascertained

:

But this it cannot be by an Atheist : For till it ba

allowed there was design in our production, it can

never be shewn that one appetite is lighter than

another, though they be contrarious and inconsistent

The appetite therefore, which, at present, is most im-

portunate to be gratified, will be judged to be the right,

how adverse soever to the moral sense. But, supposing

this moral setise not to be so easily confounded with

the other appetites ; but that it may be kept distinct,

as having this peculiar quality so different from the

rest, that it is objective to a whole, or entire species
;

whereas the others terminate in self', or in the private

system (though as to whole and parts, an Atheist must

have very slender and confused ideas)
;
granting this,

I say, yet national Manners, the issue of those appe-

tites, would, in time, effectually, though insensibly,

efface the idea of the moral seme, in the generality

Vol. I. S of
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of men. Almost infinite are the papular Customs,

in the several nations and ages of mankind, which owe
their birth to the more violent passions of fear, lust,

and anger. The most whimsical and capricious, as-

well as the most inhuman and unnatural, have arisen

from thence. It must needs therefore be, that custom*

of this original should be as opposite to the moral

sense, as those appetites are, from whence they were

derived. And of how great power, Custom is to erase

the strongest impressions of Nature, much stronger

than those of the moral sense, we may learn from that

general practice, which prevailed in the most learned

and polite countries of the world, of exposing tmeir

children * whereby the strong instinctive affection

* Of all the moral painters, Terence is the man who
seems to have copied human nature with most exactness.

Yet, his Citizen of universal benevolence, wlrom he draws

with so much life, in that masterly stroke, homo sum, human*

nihil a me aliemun pitta, is the same person who commands

his wife to expose her new-born daughter, and falls into a

passion with her for having committed that hard task to

another, by which means the infant escaped death,—

•

52 mcum imperium exequi voluisses, interemptam oportuit.

Hence even the divine Plato reckons the exposing of

infants, if not amongst the.dictates of nature, yet amongst

the prescripts of light reason : For in his book of iawst

which he composed for the reformation of popular pre-

judices and abuses in human Policies, he decrees, that

if the parentshad children, after a certain age, they should

expose them ; and that so effectually, he says, that they

should not escape dying by famine. Chremes therefore

speaks both the dictates of Philosophy and Custom, when

he characterises such who had any dregs of this natural

instinct remaining, as persons—qui nequejus, neque bonvm

utque equum txiuni.
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of Parents for their offspring was violated without

remorse.

This would lead one into a very beaten common-

place. It suffices that the fact is too notorious to be

disputed. And what makes more particularly for my
argument is, that Custom is a power which opposes

the moral sense not partially, or at certain times and

places, but universally. If therefore Custom in the

politest States, where a Providence was taught and

acknowledged, made such havock of Virtue ; into

what confusion must things run where there is no

other barrier than the feeble idea of the moral sense f

Nor can it be replied, that the customs here spoken

of, as so destructive to the moral sense, are the product

of false Religions ; which spring and fountain-head

of evil, Atheism at once dries up : For the instance

here given is of a Custom, merely civil ; with which

Religion had no manner of concern. And so are a

vast number of others that are carefully collected

by Sextos Empiricus and Montaigne.

2. But now, secondly, for our Stratonic Atheist ; in

whom, we suppose, the moral sense, and the knowledge

of the essential difference of things act in conjunction

to promote virtuous practice. And in conjunction,

they impart mutual strength to one another : For as

soon as the essential difference is established and

applied, it becomes a mark to distinguish the moral

sense from the other appetites, which are irregular and

wrong. And, the moral sense being thus carefully

kept up and supported, the mind, in its metaphysical

reasonings on the essential difference, is guarded from

running into visionary refinements.

s 2 The
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The question then is, " Whether a clear conviction

" of right and wrong, abstracted from all Will and

" Command, and consequently, from the expectation

" of reward and punishment, be sufficient to influence

" the generality of Men in any tolerable degree ?"

That it is not, will, I suppose, be clearly seen by the

following consideration. All, who have considered

human nature attentively, have found * that it is not

enough to make men follow Virtue, that it be owned

to be the greatest good J which, the beauty, benefit, or

reasonableness of it may evince. Before it can raise

any desire in them, it must first be brought home to

them ; and considered by them as a good that makes

a necessary part of th'eir happiness. For it is not

conceived needful, that a mans happiness should

depend on the attainment of the greatest possible

good ; and he daily forms schemes of complete happi-

ness without iL. But the gratification of craving

appetites, moved strongly by self-love, being thought to

contribute much to human happiness, and being at the

same time so opposite to, and inconsistent with Virtue,

the generality will never be brought to think, that the

uniform practice of it makes a necessary part of human

happiness. To balance these appetites, something,

then, more interesting must be laid in the scale of

Virtue ; and this can be only rewards and punish-

ments, which Religion proposes by a moralityfounded

in JVill.

But this rimy be farther understood by what hath

been observed above, concerning the nature and

original of civil Society. Self-hit eldest, as we there

shew, spurring to action by hopes and fears, caused

* S«e Locke's Essav, Chap. Of Power, § 71.

all
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nil those disorders amongst men, which required the

remedy of civil Society. And self-interest, again,

operating by hopes and fears in Society, afforded

means for the redress of those first disorders ; so far

forth as Society could carry those hopes and fears.

For to combat this universal passion of self-love,

another, at least as strong, was to be opposed to it

;

•but such a one i being to be found in human nature,

all that could be done was to turn this very Passion

in an opposite direction, and to a contrary purpose.

Therefore, because Society failed (from the natural

deficiency of its plan) in remedying the disorders it was

instituted to correct, and consequently was obliged to

call in the aid of Religion, as is aboye explained ; it is

evident it must proceed still on the same principles

.of hopes and fears. But, of all the three grounds of

Morality, the third only thus operating, and an Atheist

not having the third, Religion, which only can give it,

must be unavoidably necessary for Society. Or in

other words, the moral sejise, and the knowledge of

?the natural essential difference of th'nigs in conjunc-

tion, will be altogether insufficient to influence the

generality in virtuous practice.

SECT. V.

BUT Mr. Bai/le, who well understood the force of

.this Argument, is unwilling to rest the matter here;

and so casts about for a motive of more general

influence. This, he thinks, ho finds in that strong

appetite for glory, praise, and .reputation, which an

Atheist must needs have as well as .other men. And

jiiis makes £is second Argument.

4 3 n. " it
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II. " It is most certain * (says he) that a man
" devoid of all Religion may be very sensible of

" worldly honour, and very covetous of praise and

' gl°rv- 1^ sucn a 011(3 fiud himself in a country

" where ingratitude and knavery expose men to con-

** tempt, and generosity and virtue are, admired, we
" need not doubt but he will affect the character of

" a man of honour ; and be capable of restoring a
" trust, even where the Laws could lay no hold upon
" him. The fear of passing for a knave would

" prevail over his avarice. And as there are men,

" who expose themselves to a thousand inconveni-
<c

encies, and a thousand dangers, to revenge an

" affront, which perhaps they have received before

" very few witnesses, and which they would readily

" pardon, were it not for fear of incurring infamy

" amongst those with whom they had to do ; so
u I believe the same here; that this person, whom
" we suppose devoid of Religion, would, notwith-

" standing all the opposition of his avarice, be capa-

" ble of restoring a trust, which it could not be legally

" proved he had withheld ; when he sees that his good
" faith will be attended with the applauses of the

" whole place where he resides ; while his perfidy

" might, some time or other, be objected to him, or
u at least so strongly suspected, thalt he could not

" pass in the worlds opinion for an honest man:
** For it is that inward esteem in \hk minds of others,

" which we aspire at, above all things. The words

* U est—fbrt certain, qu'un hoitiiiife destitute" de foi,

peut etre fojt 1bfc«bje a l'hondeut flu fclbnde, tfc. Pens,

div. c. j 79,

p and
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4* and actions, which mark this esteem, please us on
u no other account, than as we imagine them to be

the signs of what passes in the mind : A machine
4i so ordered as to make the most respectful gestieula-

u tions, and to pronounce the clearest articulate sounds,

** in all the detours of flattery, would never contribute

*' to give us a better opinion of ourselves, because we
*' should know they were not signs of esteem in the

" mind of another. On these accounts therefore, he,

of whom I speak, might sacrifice his avarice to his

** vanity, if he only thought he should be suspected

** of having violated a trust. And though he might

* even believe himself secure from all suspicion, yet,

* {

still, he could easily resolve to prefer the honour-

able part to the lucrative, for fear of falling into the

" inconvenience, which has happened to -some, of ptib-

*l
lishing their crimes themselves, while they slept, or

<(
in the transports of a fever. Lucretius uses this

" motive to draw men, without Religion, to virtue."

To this, I Teply, 1. That it is indeed true, that

commendation and disgrace are strong motives to men
to accommodate themselves to the opinions and rules

of those, with whom they converse; and tliat those

rules and opinions, in a good measure, correspond, in

most civilized countries, with the unchangeable rule

of right, whatever Septus Empiricus and Montaigne

have been pleased to .say to the contrary. For virtue

evidently advancing, and vice as visibly obstructing

the general good, it is no wonder, that that action

-should be encouraged with esteem and reputation,

wherein every one rinds his account; and that, dis-

countenanced, by reproach and infamy, which hatji

a contrary tendency. But then we say, that seeing

M ibis
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this good opinion of the world may be almost as surely

gained, certainly with more ease and speed, by a well

acted hypocrisy than by a sincere practice of virtue, the

Atheist, who lies under no restrainsts with regard to

the moral qualities of his actions, \\ ill rather chus* to

jpursue that road to reputatioa, which is consistent

w ith an indulgence of all his other passions ; than that

whereby they will be at constant war with one another

;

and where he will be always finding himself under the

bard necessity of sacrificing, as Mr. Bayle well ex-

presses k, his avarice to his vanity. Now this incon-

venience he may avoid by resolving to be honest only

before company, which will procure him enough of

reputation ; and to play the^ rogue in secret, where

he may fully indulge his avarice, or what other passion

he is most disposed to gratify. That this will be his

system, who has no motive, but popular reputation,

to act virtuously, is so plain, that Mr. Bayle was.

reduced to the hardest shifts imaginable to invent a

reason why an Atheist, thus actuated by the love of

glory, might possibly behave himself honestly, when

he could do the contrary without suspicion.— " And
" though he might believe himself secure from all

" suspicion, yet still he could easily resolve to prefer

* the honourable part to the lucrative, for fear of

" falling into the inconvenience which hath happened
" to some, of publishing their crimes themselves,

" while they slept, or in the transports of a fever."

Zucretius, says he, uses this motixe to draw mt}iy

without religion, to virtue. It had been to the pur-

pose to have told us, what man, from the time of

Lucretius to his own, had been ever so drawn. But

tliey must know little of human nature, who can sup-

10 '-** * *' pose,
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pose, that the consideration of these remote, possible

indeed, but very unlikely accidents, hath ever any

share in the determination of the Will, when men are

deliberating on actions of importance, and distracted

by the shifting uncertain views of complicated Good
and Evil. But granting it to be likely, or common

;

the man, Mr. Baylt describes, could never get clear

of the danger of that contingency, which way soever

he resolved to act. Let U3 suppose him to take the

honourable part, even then, sleep or a fever might as

easily deprive him of the reputation he affects : For

I believe there is no man, of this turn, but would be

as ashamed to have it known, that all his virtuous

actions proceeded from a selfish vanity, as to be dis-

covered to have stretched a point of justice, of which

civil laws could not take cognizance. It is certain,

the first makes a man as contemptible, and much

more ridiculous in the eyes of others, than the latter;

because the advantage aimed at is fantastical : And
one discovery sleep or a fever is as likely to make as

the other.

But, 2. Supposing our Atheist to be of so timid a

complexion, as to fear that, even in a course of the

best-acted hypocrisy, he may risque the danger of

being discovered, yet as this practice, by which he

so well covers all the lucrative arts of fraud, enables

him to provide uell for himself, he will be easily

brought to hazard all the inconveniencies of a detec-

tion, to which, indeed, the course is liable, but

'which it can so easily repair : for he has ample expe-

rience that though indeed esteem is generally annexed

to apparent good actions, and infamy to bad
; yet

that
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that there is no virtue which so universally procures

popular Opinion as riches and power, there being no

infamy which they will not efface or cover : and this

being a road to Opinion which leads him, at the same

time, to the gratification of his other passions ; there

is no doubt but it will be his choice *.

After many detours, Mr. Bayle is, at length, brought

to own, that Atheism is, indeed, in its natural tendency,

destructive of Society ; but then, he insists upon it,

that it never in fact becomes so.

III. Because (and this is his nex t argument) men do

not act according to their principles, nor set their

practice by their opinions. He owns this to have very

jnuch of a mystery ; but for the fact he appeals to the

observation of mankind ;
w For if it were not so,'*

says he
"f,

w how is it possible that Christians, who
" know so clearly by a Revelation, supported by so

" many miracles, that they must renounce vice, if

" they would be eternally happy, and avoid eternal

" misery ; who have so many excellent preachers

—

" so many zealous directors of conscience—so many
" books of devotion ; how is it possible, amidst all

" this, that Christians should live, as they do, in the

" most enormous disorders of vice?" And again

agreeably to this observation, he takes notice, " that

AoiVcn J' ms w6<* Hesiod.Op. &Dies, v. 311, 312.

+ —Si cela n'etoit pas, comment, 8tc. Pens£es diverses,

cap. cxxxvi.

% Ciceron l'a remarque a 1'egard de plusieurs Epicu-

fiens, &c. c. clxvit.

" Cicero
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44 Cicero hath remarked, that many Epicureans, con-

" trary to their principles, were good friends and

" honest men ; who accommodated their actions,

" not to their principle, the desire of pleasure, but to

" the rules of reason." Hence he concludes :
" That

44 those lived better than they talked ; whereas others

" talked better than they lived. The same remark,"

says he, *? hath been made on the conduct of the

" Stoics : their principle was, that all things arrived

44 by an inevitable necessity, which God himself was

" subject to. Now this should naturally have termi*

J' nated in inaction; and disposed them to abstain

44 from exhortations, promises, and menacing. On
" the contrary, there was no sect of philosophers more

" given to preaching; or whose whole conduct did

44 more plainly shew, that they thought themselves

f* the ahsolute masters of their own destiny." The

conclusion he draws from all this, and much more

to the same purpose, is *, that " therefore Religion

*f doth not do that service towards restraining vice as

" is pretended ; nor Atheism that injury in encou-

44 raging it : while each professor acts contrary to his

14 proper principle."

Now from this conclusion, and from words dropped

up and down "j", of the mysterious quality of this pha>

* Contin. des Pens. div. cap. cxlix.

f- Je cangois que c'est une chose bien ttrange, qu'un

nomine qui vit bien moralement, 8c qui ne croit ni paradis,

ni enter. Mais j'en rcviens toujours-la, que Thornine est

une certaine creature, qui avec toute sa raison, n'agit pa*

toujours consequement a. sa creance; ce seroit une chose

plus infinie que de parcourir toutes les bizarreries de

l'homme. Une Monstre plus monstrueux que les Centaures

lv que la Chimera de la fable. Pens. div. cap. clxxvi.

nomenon.
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nomenon, one would suspect Mr. Bayle thought that

there was some strange Principle in man, that unac-

countably disposed him to act in opposition to his

opinions, whatsoever they were. And indeed, so he

•must needs suppose, or he supposes nothing to the

purpose : for it' it should be found, that this Principle

•sometimes disposes men as violently to act according

to their opinions, as at other times it inclines them

to act against them, U will do Mr* Bayle & argument

no service. And if this Principle should, after all,

only prove to be the violence of the irregular appetites,

it will conclude directly against him. And by good

luck, we have our Adversary himself confessing, that

ihis is indeed the case : tor though, as I said, he com-

monly affects to give cur perverse conduct a mysterious

air, the necessary support of the sophistry of his coiv

elusion ; yet, when he is off his guard, we have him

declaring the plain reason of it ; as where he says,

" The * general idea we entertain of a man, who
" believes a God, a heaven and a hell, leads us to

" think, that he would do every thing which he knows
« agreeable to the will of God ; and avoid every thing

" which he knows to be disagreeable to it : But the life

" of man shews, he does the direct contrary. The
" reason is this : Man does not determine himself to

" one action rather than another by the general know-
" ledge of what he ought to do, but by the particular

" judgment he passes on each distinct case, when he is

" on the point of proceeding to action. This particular

" judgment may, indeed, be conformable to those gene-

(i
ral ideas ofJit and right

;
but, for the most part, it is

rot so. He complies almost always, u iih the reigning

* L'idee generate veut que, Sec. Pens. idiy. c. exxxv.

...» •
i 'XJ~u" Ji*i0Mid#
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V passion of the heart, to the bias of the temperament,

" to theforce of contracted habits," &c. Now if this,

be the case, as in truth it is, w e must needs draw from

this Principle the very contrary cenelusion, That if

men act, not according to their opinions, and that it is

the force of the irregular appetites which causes this

perversity, a Religionist will often act against his

principles ; but an Atheist, always conformably to

them : because an Atheist indulges his vicious passions,

w hile he acts according to his .principles, in the same

manner that a Religionist does, when he acts against

his. It is therefore only accidental that men act con-

trary to their opinions ; then, when they oppose thoir

passions : or in Mr. Bayle's words, when the general

knowledge of what one ought to do, doth not coincide

•with the particular judgment we pass en each distinct

ease; which judgment is generally directed by the

passions : But that coincidence always happens in an

Atheist's determination of himseif to action : so that

the matter, when stripped of the parade of eloquence,

and cleared from the perplexity of the abounding

verbiage, lies open to this easy answer.

We allow, men frequently act contrary, to their

opinions, both metaphysical and moral, in the cases

Mr. Bayle puts.

1. In metaphysical, where the Principle contradicts

common sentiments, as the stoical fate, and christian

predestination*: there, men rarely act in conformity

to their opinions. But this instance doth not at all

affect the question, though Mr. Bayle, by his manner

of urging it, would insinuate, that an Atheist might be

* Pens. div. c. clxxvi.

no
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no more influenced in practice, by his speculative

opinion of no Gcd, than a Fatalift by his, oi no liberty.

But the cases are widely different : for, as the ex-

istence of God restiains all the vicious appetites by

enforcing the duties of morality, the disbelief of it,

by taking oft' that restraint, would suffer, nay invite,

the Atheist to act according to l is principles. But the

opinion of fate having no such effect on the morality

of actions, and at the same time contradicting common
sentiments, we easily conceive how the maintained of

it are brought to act contrary to their principles. Nay,

it will appear, when rightly considered, that the Atheist

would be so far from not acting according to his opi-

nions, that were his principle of no God, added to

the fatalist's of no liberty, it would then occasion the

fatalist to act according to his opinions, though he

acted contrary to them before ; at least, if the cause

Mr. Bayle assigns for men's not conforming their

practice to their principles, be true : for the sole

reason why the fatalist did not act according to his

opinions, was, because they could not be usedj while

he was a Theist, to the gratification of his passions

;

because, that though it appeared, if there were no

liberty, men could have no merit ; yet believing a God,

the rewarder and punisher of men, as if they had

merit, he would act likewise as if they had. But take

away from him the belief of a God, and thefe would

be then no cause why he should not «ct according

to his principle of fate, as far as relates to moral

practice.

2. Next, in morals. We own that men here like-

wise frequently act contrary to their opinions: For the

view
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view (as we observed above) of the greatest confessed

possible good, which to a religionist, is the practice of

virtue, will never, till it be considered as making a

necessary part of our happiness, excite us to the pur-

suit of it : and our irregular passions, which are of a

contrary nature, while they continue importunate, and

while one or other is perpetually soliciting us, will

prevent us from thus considering virtue as making a

necessary part of our happiness. This is the true

cause of all that disorder in the life of man, which

Philosophers so much admire; which the Devout

lament ; and for which the Moralist could never find

a cure : .Where the appetites and reason are in per-

petual conflict; and the mans practice is continually-

opposing his principles. But, on the other hand, an

Atheist, whose opinions lead him to conclude, sensual

pleasure to be the greatest possible good, must, by the

concurrence of his passions, consider it as making a

necessary part of his happiness : and then nothing can

prevent his acting according to his principles.

We own, however, that the Atheist, Mr. Bayle de-

scribes, would be as apt, nay apter, to act against his

opinions than a Theist: but they are only those slender

opinions concerning the obligation to virtuous practice

which Mr. Bayle hath given him : for if men do not

pursue the greatest confessed possible good, till they

consider it as making a necessary part of their

happiness; I ask, which is the likeliest mean3 of

bringing them so to consider it ? Is it the reflection

of the innate idea of the loveliness of virtue ; *©r the

more abstract contemplation on its essential difference

to vice ? (and these are the only views in which an

Atheist can consider it) or is it not rather the belief,

that
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that the practice of virtue, as religion teaches it, is

attended with an infinite reward ? To those opinions, I

say, an Atheist is like enough to fun counter : but his

principles of impiety, which cherish his pas.sions, we

must never look to find at variance with his actions

:

for our adversary tells us that the reason why practice

and principle so much differ, is the violence of human

appetites : from which a plain discourser would have

drawn the contrary conclusion; that then, there is the

greater necessity to enforce religion, as an additional

curb to licentiousness; for, that a curb it is, at least in

some degree, is agreed on all hands.

And here, at parting, it may not be amiss to ob-

serve,, how much this argument weakens one of the

foregoing: There we are made to believe, that the moral

sense and essential differences are sufficient to make

men virtuous: Here we are taught, that these, with tite

'sanction of a Providence to boot, cannot do it in any

tolerable degree.

As to the lives of his Epicureans, and other Atheists,

which we now come to; the reader is first of all desired

to take notice of the fallacy he would here obtrude

pon us, in the judgment he makes of the nature of the

two different principles, by setting together the effects

of Atheism, as they appear in the majority of half a

score men; and those of Religion, as they appear in

the majority of infinite multitudes : A kind of sophism,

whip}) small sects in religion have perpetually in their

mouths, when they compare their own morals with

those in large communities, from which they dissent.

And now, to come to his palmary argument taken

from fact For,

IV. In
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IV. In the last place, he says* " that the lives of

" the several Atheists of antiquity fully skew, that this

" principle does not necessarily produce depravity of

" morals."' He instances in Diagoras, Thcodorus,

Evcmtrus, Nicanor, and Hippon : " whose virtue

" appeared so admirable to a Father of the Church,

" that he would enrich Religion with it, and make
" Theists of them, in spite of all Antiquity." And
then descends to " Epicurus, and his followers, whom
" their very enemies acknowledged to be unblame-

able in their actions, as the Roman Atticus, Cassias,

" and the elder Pliny ." and closes this illustrious

catalogue with an encomium on the morality of J
r
anini

and Spinosa: But this is not all; for he tells us

farther y, of whole nations of Afcftefets, " which mo-
" dern travellers have discovered in the islands or

" continents of Afric and America, that, in point of

" morals, are rather better, not worse, than the

" idolaters who live around them. It is true, that

" these Atheists are savages, without laws, magistrate,

" or civil policy: but this (he says):}: supplies him
" with an argument h fortiori: for if they live

'•' peaceably together out of civil society, much rather

" would they do so in it, where equal laws restrain

" men from injustice." He is so pleased with this

argument, that he reduces it to this enthymeme^:

* Pens, diver, e. clxxiv. & Contin. des Pens, diver,

c. cxliv.

t Contin. des Pens. div. c. lxxxv. & cxliv.

I Contin. des Pens. div. c. cxviii..

§ Des peuples athees divises en families independantes

se sont, &c.

Vol.1. T « Whole
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" Whole nations of Atheists, divided into indepen-

" dent families, have preserved themselves from

" time immemorial without law.

" Therefore, much stronger reason have we to think

" they would still preserve themselves, were they

" under one common master, and one common law.,

" the equal distributer of rewards and punishments."

In answer to all this, I say (having once again re-

minded the reader, that the question between us is,

whether atheism would not have a pernicious effect on

the body of a people in society

)

l . That as to the lives of those philosophers, and

heads of sects, which Mr. Bayle hath thought fit so

much to applaud, nothing can be collected from thence,

in favour of the general influence of atheism on mo-

rality. We will take a view of the several motives

those men had to the practice of virtue: for thereby

it will be seen, that not one of these motives (peculiar

to their several characters, ends, and circumstances)

reaches the gross body cf a people, seized with the

infection of this principle. In some of them it was

the moral sense, and the essential difference of things,

that inclined them to virtue: but we have fully shewn

above, that these are too weak to operate on the gene-

rality of mankind
;
though a few studious, contempla-

tive Men, of a more refined imagination and felicity of

temperament, might be indeed influenced by them. In

others it was a warm passion for fame, and love of

glory. But though all degrees of men have this

passion equally strong, yet all have it not equally pure

and delicate: so that though reputation is what all

4 affect,

\
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affect, yet the gross body of mankind is little solicitous

from whence it arises ; and reputation, or at least the

marks of it, which is all the people aspire to, we have

shewn, may be easily gained in a road very far from the

real practice of virtue: in which road too, the people are

most strongly tempted to pursue it. Very small then

is the number of those, on whom these motives would

operate, as even Pomponat'ws, in his ample confession

taken above, hath acknowledged : and yet these are

the most extensive motives that these philosophic

Atheists had to the practice of virtue: for, in the rest,

the motive must be owned to have been less legitimate,

and restrained to their peculiar ends or circumstances;

as concern for the credit of the sect they had founded, or

espoused ; which they endeavoured to ennoble by this

spurious lustre. It is not easy for a Modern to conceive,

how tender they were of the honour of their Principles :

The conference between Pompcy and Posidomus the

Stoic, is a well-known story* : and if the fear of only

appearing ridiculous by their principles were strong

enough to make them do such violence to themselves,

what must we believe the fear of becoming generally

odious would do, where the principle has a natural

tendency, as we see Cardan frankly confessed, to make

the holder of it the object of public abhorrence? But

if the sense of shame were not strong enough, self-

preservation would force these men upon the practice

of virtue: for though, of old, the Magistrate gave

great indulgence to philosophic speculations
;

yet this

downright principle of atheism being universally un-

derstood to be destructive to Society, He frequently let

loose his severest resentment against the maintainers

# Tusc. Disp. 1, ii. c, 25. Edit. Oxofl. 4
0

. t. II. p. 297.

T 2 of
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of it: so that such had no other way to disarm his

vengeance, than in persuading him by their lives,

that the principle had no such destructive tendency.

In a word then, these motives being peculiar to the

leaders of sects, we see that the virtuous practice

arising from thence makes nothing for the point in

question.

2. But he comes much closer to it, in his next in-

stance ; which is of whole nations of modern Savages,

who are all atheists, and yet live more virtuously than

their idolatrous neighbours. And their being yet

unpolicied, and in a state of nature, makes, he thinks,

the instance conclude more strongly for him. Now, to

let the truth of the fact pass unquestioned
;

though

Homer, seemed to have a very different opinion of the

matter, when he makes the atheistical Cyclops to be

the most unjust and violent, as well as most brutal,

race of men upon earth. And what faith might be

expected from such a people, the poet gives us to

understand, in that fine circumstance, where one of

them was accosted by Ulysses, who was then a stranger

tp their Principles. This wary hero, imploring the

assistance of a Cyclop, tells him with great openness

who he was, whence he came, and the sum of his ad-

ventures. But no sooner had the Monster professed

himself a thorough free-thinker, than the ex-

perienced traveller lost all hopes of faith or justice

from him; and from that moment, put himself upon

his guard, and would not trust him with one word of

truth, more. • „

But

4
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But I say, to let this pass, I shall endeavour to detect

the sophistry of his conclusion (which I had before

obviated in the second section % concerning the insuffi-

ciency of human Laws alone) in a fuller explanation

of that reasoning.

It is notorious, that man in Society, is incessantly

giving the affront to the public laws. To oppose

which, the Community is as constantly busied in

adding new strength and force to its ordinances. If

we enquire into the cause of this perversity, we shall

find it no other than the number and violence of the

appetites. The appetites take their birth from our

real or imaginary wants: our real wants are unalter-

ably the same
;

and, as arising only from the natural

imbecility of our condition, extremely few, and easily

relieved. Our fantastic wants are infinitely nume<-

rous, to be brought under no certain measure or

standard; and increasing exactly in proportion to our

improvements in the arts of life. But the arts of life

owe their original to Society f: and the more perfect

the Policy, the higher do those improvements arise
;

and, with them, are our wants, as we say, proportion-

ably increased, and our appetites inflamed. For the

violence of these appetites, which seek the gratification

of our imaginary wants, is much stronger than that

* See p. 206.

t There is one remarkable- circumstance in the Mosaic

history, that I should fancy, mustneeds give our free-thinkers

a high idea of the veracity or penetration of the author. It

is, where, having represented Cain ;:s the first wlio built a

city, or made advances towards civil society, he informs us,

that his posterity were the inventors of the arts of life, in

the instances he gives of Jaial, J aba/, and T.ubal-Caiu.

t 3 raised
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raised by our real wants : not only because those

wants arc more numerous, which give constant exercise

to the appetites; and more unreasonable, which make

the gratification proportionably difficult: and altogether

unnatural, to which there is no measure; but, princi-

pally, because vicious custom hath affixed a kind of
reputation to the gratification "of the fantastic wants,

which it hath not done to the relief of the real ones.

So that w hen things are in this state, we have shewn

above, that even the most provident Laws, without

other assistance, are insufficient. But in a state of

nature, unconscious of the arts of life, men's wants

are only real ; and these w ants, few, and easily

supplied. For food and covering are all which are

necessary to support our Being. And Providence is

abundant in its provisions, for these wants : and

while there is more than enough for all, it can hardly be,

that there should be disputes about each man's share.

And now the reader sees clearly how it might well

be, that this rabble of Atheists should live peaceably in

a state of nature, though the utmost force of human

Laws, in the improved condition of Society, could

not hinder them from running into mutual violence.

But the sophistry of this enthymeme is further seen

fro n hence. Not even Air. Bai/le himself would pre-

tend that these Atheists, who live peaceably in their

present state, without the restraint of human laws,

would live peaceably without this restraint, after they

had understood and practised the arts of life in credit

amongst a civilized people. In Society therefore,

which the arts of life inseparably accomj -any, an im-

posed curb, he will own, w ould be necessary. I then

argue thus, If a people, who out of Society could

live
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live peaceably without the curb of Law, could not live

peaceably without that curb in Society; you have no

reason to believe, that though out of society they

might live peaceably without the curb of religion,

they could live peaceably, without that curb, in Society?

The answer to this must bring on again the question,

How strong the curb on man, in Society, should be ?

which we have fully examined in another place. This

argument, therefore, proves nothing but the folly of

pretending to conclude, concerning man in Society,

from what we see of his behaviour, out of it.

And here, in conclusion, once for all, it may not be

amiss to observe, the uniform strain of sophistry

which runs through all Mr. Bayle\ reasonings on

this head. The question is, and I have been frequently

obliged to repeat it, he so industriously affecting to

forget or mistake it, Whether Atheism be destructive

to the body of a Society ? And yet he, whose busitiess

it is, to prove the negative, brings all his arguments

from considerations, which either affect not the gross

body of mankind, or affect not that body, in Society :

in a word, from the lives of Sophists or Savages ; from

the example of a few speculative men far above the

view of the common run of citizens ; or from that

of a barbarous crew of savages much farther below

it. All his facts and reasonings then being granted,

they still fall short and w ide of his conclusion.

But the last stroke of his apology is more extra-

vagant than all the rest : for having proved atheism

very consistent with a state of nature, lest it should

happen to be found not so consistent with civil society,

but that one of them must rise upon the ruins of the

other, he gives a very palpable hint, which of the two

t 4 he
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he thinks hould be preserved; by making it a serious

question, diseussed in a set dissertation*, whet er

CIVIL SOCIETY BE ABSOLUTELY NEC-'SSARY FOR

THE PRESERVATION OF MANKIND f? and Very

gravely resolving it in the negative.—And here let me
oi serve, that these. Philosophers (as Mess. Vdtaire

and U Alembcrt call all those who despise Religion)

never suffer a good hint to lie unimproved. The
famous citizen of Geneva bnildiDg unon this before

us, hath since w ritten a large Discourse, to shew that

Civil Society is even hurtful to mankind,

SECT. VI.

I have here given, and to the best advantage,

all the arguments Mr. Bayle hath employed to

prove Religion not necessary to civil Society; by

which it may be seen, how little the united force of

wit and eloquence is able to produce lor the support

of so outrageous a paradox.

The render will imagine, that now nothing can hinder

us from going on to our second proposition; after having

so strongly supported the Jirst. But we have yet to

combat a greater monster in morals, before we can

proceed.

As the great foundation of our proposition, that

the doctrine of a future state of rewards and punish-

ments is necessary to civil society, is this, that religion

is necessary to civil society ; so the foundation of this

* Contin.des Pens. div. c. cxviii.

f Si les societez sont absolument necessaires pour cou-

eerver le genre humain.

latter
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latter proposition is, that virtue is so. Now, to the

lasting opprobrium of our age and country, we have

seen a writer publiclv maintain, in a i 00k so intided,

that PRIVATE VICES W< IC PUBLIC BENEFITS. An
unheard-of impietv, wickedly advanced, and impu-

dently avowed, against the universal voice of nature:

in which moral virtue is represented as the invention

of knaves; and christian virtue as the imposition of

fools: in which (that his insult on common sense

might equal what he puts on common honesty) he as-

sures his reader, that his book is a system of most

exalted morals and religion : And that the justice of

his country, which publicly accused him*, was pure

calumny.

But I shall undertake to shew, and that in very few

words, to the admirers of the low buffoonry and im-

pure rhetoric of this wordy declaimer, that his whole

fabric is one confused heap of falsehoods and ab-

surdities.

I. First then, it is to be observed, that though his

general position be, that private Vices are public

benefits, yet, in his proof of it, he all along explains

it by Vice only in a certain measure, and to a certain

degree. And, as all other writers have deduced the

necessity on private men in society, to be virtuous, and

on the magistrate severely to punish vice, from the

malignity of the nature of Vice; so he enforces thi3

necessity, on both, from the malignity of its excess.

And indeed he had been only fit for Bedlam, had he not

given this restriction to the general sense of his pro-

position.

* By die Grand Jury of Middlesex.

However,
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However, this is full enough to expose the falsehood

of that assertion, which his whole book is written to

support, namely, that vice is absolutely necessary for

a rich and powerful Society. For whatsoever is abso-

lutely ?iecessary to the well-being of another in matter

of morals, must be so, by its essential properties ; the

use of which thing will be, then, in proportion to its

degree. And this the common moralists observe of

Virtue with regard to the State. But whatsoever is

useful to another, only when in a certain degree, is not

so by its essential properties ; if not by its essential

properties, then, of course, by accident only; and, if

by accident, not necessary.

The first part of the former assertion may be proved

thus. If A be absolutely necessary to B, it is, be-

cause neither C, nor D, nor any thing but A can supply

the wants of B. But if nothing but A, can supply

these wants, it is because the supplial is afforded by

the essential properties of A ; w hich essential proper-

ties are incommunicable to all other beings ; the com-

munication of them to C, D, 8$c. making C and D
the same as A, which is absurd : for if the supplial of

the wants of B were caused by what was not essential

to A, but accidental ; then might these wants as well

be supplied by C, D, fyc. as by A; because that

which is accidental only, may belong in common to

several different beings. The second part may be

proved thus: These essential qualities can never be ex-

cessive ; as for instance, There can never be too much

Virtue in a state. Specific Virtues, indeed, may be

pushed to excess; but then they lose their nature, and

become Vices; in which state of things, Society will be

so far from having too much, that it will have too little

Virtue.
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Virtue. It is not so with generic Virtue ; therefore

that essential Quality in A, which in a lower degree

profits B, must in a higher degree be still more useful

to B. On the other hand, accidental Qualities may be

excessive ; so that, that accidental Quality in A, which

proriteth B in a lower degree, may injure B in a

higher. This is the case of real luxury, in its

effects on Society ; as will be shewn in the progress of

this section : for though a specific Virtue carried to an

excess becomes Vice, yet a Vice, so pushed on, never

becomes Virtue
;

but, on the contrary, by advancing

in malignity, more clearly evinces its true nature, and

exposes its baleful effects.

From all this, it appears, that a great and powerful

Community, which is, in itself, a natural good, and, as

such, desirable, may procure and preserve its grandeur

without Vice, though Vice so frequently produces and

supports it: because this utility of Vice not arising

from its essential qualities, but from some accidental

circumstances attending it, may be supplied by some-

thing that is not Vice, attended with the same circum-

stances. As for instance, the consumption of the

products of art and nature is the circumstance which

makes states rich and flourishing. Now if this con-

sumption may be procured by actions not vicious,

then may a State become great and powerful with-

out the assistance of Vice. That it may, in fact, be

thus procured, shall now be shewn.

II. The Author, descending to the enumeration of

his proofs, appears plainly to have seen, that Vice, in

general was only accidentally productive of good; and

therefore avoids entering into an examination of par-

ticulars
;
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ticulars; but selects, out of his favourite tribe,

luxury, to support his execrable paradox; and on
this alone rests his cause. By the assistance of this

ambiguous term, he keeps something like an argument
on toot, even aftor he hath left all the rest of his City-

crew to shift for themselves. And it must be owned,

there is no word more inconstantly and capriciously

applied to particular actions; or of more uncertain

meaning, when denominating such actions, than the

term Luxury. For, unapplied, it has, like all other

moral modes, an exact and precise signification; and

includes in it, the abuse of the gifts of Providence.

The difficulty is only to know when this question is

abused. Men have two Mays of deciding: the one, by

the principles oj Natural religion
;

the^ other, by the

positive institutions of Revealed. In those Principles

all men are reasonably well agreed
;

but, concerning

these Institutions* when taken separately, and inde-

pendent on those Principles, there are various opinions,

which superstition and fanaticism have greatly distorted

:

consequently, those who estimate Luxury by this

latter rule, (where obscurity, and of course confusion,

are so difficult to be avoided) will disagree extremely

about it: and amongst such diversity of notions, it

would be strange indeed, if some or other had not

ideas of Luxury, which would serve the wildest

hypothesis; and much stranger, if so corrupt a Writer

did not take advantage of them, lie has done it like

a master: and with a malice and cunning to intitle

hiui, though he be but a follower, to be a Leader of a

sect*
;

' v*r«..au'«.>v k i

First, in order to perplex and obscure our idea of,

Luxury, he hath laboured in a previous dissertation, •

on
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on the origin of moral virtue, to destroy those very

principles, by whose assistance we arc only able to

clear up and ascertain that idea: where he decries

and ridicules the essential difference of things, the

eternal notions of right and wrong ; and makes

virtue, which common moralists deduce from thence,

the offspring of craft and pride.

Nothing now being left to fix the idea of Luxury,

but the positive precepts of Christianity, and he hav-

ing stript these of their only true and infallible inter-

preter, the principles of natural Religion ; it was easy

for him to make those precepts speak in favour of any

absurdities that would serve his purpose, and as easy

to find such absurdities supported by the superstition

and fanaticism of some or other of those many Sects

and Parties of Christianity, who, despising the prin-

ciples of the Religion of Nature as the weak and

beggarly elements, soon came to regard the natural

appetites, as the graceless furniture of the old man
%

with his affections and lusts.

Having got Christianity at this advantage, he

gives us for Gospel, that meagre Phantom begot by

the hypocrisy of Monks on the misanthropy of

Ascetics: which cries out, an abuse! whenever the

gifts of Providence are used, further than for the bare

support of nature. So that by this rule every thing be-

comes Luxury which is more than necessary. An ide 1

of Luxury exactly fitted to our Author's hypothesis

:

for if no State can be rich and powerful while its

members seek only a bare subsistence, and, if what is

more than a bare subsistence be Luxury, and Luxury
be lice; the consequence, we see, comes in pat,

private vices are public benefits. . Here you

have
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have the sole issue of all this tumour of words. But it

is difficult to think, that a Writer of such depravity

of heart, had not farther ends in this wicked representa-

tion of natural and revealed Religion. We cannot

doubt his purpose, when we reflect upon his gains,

which are, the fixing of his followers in a propensity for

Vice, and in a prejudice against Christianity. For

what can be more in favour of Vice, than, that there is

no moral duty ? What more in discredit of Christianity,

than, that all the enjoyments of, life are condemned by

it as evil ?

III. But the gospel is a very different thing from

•what Bigots and Fanatics are wont to represent it. It

enjoins and forbids nothing in moral practice, but what

natural Religion had before enjoined and forbid.

Neither indeed could it, because one of God's Revela-

tions, whether ordinary or extraordinary, cannot con-

tradict another ; and because God gave us the first,

to judge of others, by it. Accordingly we find, that

though it be indeed one of the great ends of Christi-

anity (but not the main and peculiar end) to advance

the practice of moral virtue amongst men, yet the

New Testamenfdoth not contain any regular or com-

plete system or Digest of moral laws ; the detached

precepts enforced by our divine Master in it, how

excellent and perfect soever, arising only from the

occasions and circumstances which gave birth to those

discourses or writings, in which such precepts are

delivered. For the rest, for a general knowledge of

the system of moral-duty, the founders of our Religion

hold open to us the great Pandect of the law of nature,

and bid us search and study that. Finally, says the

apostle
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apostle Paul, whatsoever things are true, whatsoever

things are honest, whatsoever things arejust, what-

soever things arc lovely, whatsoever things are of

good report ; think on these things. But where vicious

custom, or perverse Interpreters, had depraved the

Religion of Nature, there, particular care was taken

to remove the rubbish of time and malice, and to

reinstate the injured moralities in their primitive

dignity and splendor.

The Religion of Nature, then, being restored, and

made the rule to explain and interpret the occasional

precepts of Christianity ; what is Luxury by natural

Religion, that, and that only, must be Luxury by

revealed. So that a true and precise definition of it,

which this Writer (triumphing in the obscurity which,

by these arts, he hath thrown over lea) thinks it

impossible to give, so as not to suit with his Irypothesis,

is easily settled. Luxury is the using the gifts of

Providence, to the injury of the User, either in his

person or fortune ; or to the injury of any other,

toxvards whom the User stands in any relation, which

obliges him to aid and assistance.

Now it is evident, even from the instances this-

Writer brings of the public advantages of consumption,

which he indiscriminately, and therefore falsely, calls

Luxury, that the utmost consumption may be made,

and so all the ends of a rich and powerful Society

served, without injury to the User, or any one, to

whom he stands related : consequently v ithout Luxury,

and without Vice. WT

hen the consumption is attended

with such injury, then it becomes Luxury, then it

becomes a Vice. But then, let us take notice, that

this Vice, like all others, is so far from being advanta-

geous
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geous to Society, that it is the most certain ruin of it.

It was this Luxury which destroyed Rome. And the

very definition given above, informs us of the manner

how it came to pass : namely, by enervating the body, de-

bauching the mind, beggaring the fortune, and bringing

in the practice of universal rapine and injustice. But

the wretched absurdity of supposing Luxury beneficial

to society, cannot be better exposed, than by consider-

ing, that, as Luxury is the abusing the gifts of Provi-

dence, to the injury of himself and of those to whom
we stand related ; and as the Public is that, to which

every man stands nearest related ; the consequence is,

that Luxury is, at one and the same time, beneficial

and injurious to the Public. Nor can the absurdity

I here charge upon him, be evaded by saying it is de-

duced from a proposition of his, and a definition of

mine, set together : Because, however we may differ

whether the use of things, where no one is injured,

be Luxury
;

yet we bcih agree in this, that where

there is that injury in the use, it is Luxury ; and

Luxury, in this sense, he holds to be beneficial to

Society.

The case I here put, of Luxury's injuring the

public, by depriving the state of that aid and assist-

ance from particulars, which, the relation they stand in

to it, requires them to give, is no imaginary or unlikely

supposition. This effect of Luxury it was which

contributed, more immediately than any other, to the

destruction of the Roman L'uminonwealth, For in

the last struggles for liberty by a few, against the

humour of a debauched luxurious people, w hen no-

thing but a sufficient fend was wanting to enable those

godlike men to restore the Republic, the richest citizens,

who
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who yet wished well to their Country, could not be

prevailed upon to retrench from their private Luxury,

to support the Public in this critical exigency : Avhich

therefore, having been long shaken by the Luxury of

its enemies, fell now a sacrifice to the Luxury of its

frie nds. Thus the great Roman patriot describes the

fatal condition of those times ; Nos habemus luxu-

ri am, atque avaritiam; publice egestatem, privatim

opulentiam.

In a word then, it is not Luxury, but the consump-

tion of the products of art and nature, which is of so

high benefit to Society. That this consumption may
well be, without Luxury, appears plainly from the

definition given above. All the difference is, and that

a very essential one, when the consumption is made

without Luxury, infinitely greater numbers share in

it ; when it becomes Luxury, it is confined to fewer.

The reason of this, and the different effects this differ-

ent consumption must have on the Public, is very

evident. Had the consumption of the commodities

and products of Greece when conquered (which indeed

were necessary to render the Romans polite and

wealthy) been more equally made by that people, it

would have been extremely beneficial. Rut being

unjustly claimed by one part, exclusive of the rest,

" omnia virtutis praemia ambitio possidebat," it became

luxury and destruction. The Historian shews us how
it was brought about: " There (says he) the Roman
" people first began to intrigue, to debauch, to affect

" a taste for statues, pictures, and high-wrought plate.

" 'lo come at which, they oppressed the private,

" plundered the public, violated the temples of the

Vol. I. U « Gods,
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" Gods, and polluted and confounded every things

" both sacred and profane*." Till at length,

- - - - " Sa?vior armis

" Luxuria incubuit, victumque ulciscitur orbem/'

END OF THE FIRST BOOK.

HAVING endeavoured to shew in this and the two

following Books, that the Priests and Lawgivers

of former times all concurred in supporting the belief

of a future state, I am stopped in the midst of

my course, by a late noble Writer, who hath taken

advantage of this notorious truth, to represent the

labours of those Moderns, who have trode in the

same steps, as a confederacy between Divines

and Atheists to dishonour and degrade the

God of the Universe.

" After pleading the cause of natural and revealed

" Religion, (says his Lordship) I am to plead the

" cause of God himself, against Divines and
" Atheists in confederacy f.

" The conduct of Christian Divines has been so far

" from defending the Providence of God, that they

*' have joined in the clamour against it. Nothing has

* Ibi primum insuevit exercitus populi Romani amare,

potare, signa, tabulas pictas, vasa cselata mirari, ea privatim

ac publice rapere, delubra s poliare, sacra profanaque omnia

polluere.

f Lord Bolingbeoke's Works, Vol. V. p. 305.

1 3 " hindered,
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" hindered, even those who pretend to be his Mes-
" sengers, his Embassadors, his Plenipotentiaries,

" from renouncing their allegiance to him (as they

" themselves have the front to avow), but the

" hypothesis of a future state. On this hypothesis

" alone, they insist ; and therefore, if this Avill not

" serve their turn, God is disowned by them, as effec-

" tually as if he was so, in terms *." " Divines, if

" not Atheists, yet are abetters of Atheism f."

" That there were some men who knew not God
" in all ages, may be true : but the scandalous task

" of combating his existence under the mask
" of -Theism, was reserved for Metaphysicians and
" Theologians

" Divines are still more to be blamed. A
" CONFEDERACY WITH ATHEISTS becomes ill the

" professors of Theism. No matter. They persist,

" and have done their best, in concert with their allies,

" to destroy the belief of the goodness of God:

—

" They endeavour to destroy that of his goodness,
" which is a farther article of their Alliance

" The confederacy between Atheists and Divines

" appears to have been carried very far—Nay
'* the Atheist will appear, to that reason, to which

" they both appeal, more consistent in his ab-
;<

surdity than the Divine ||." "Divines upbraid
u God's goodness, and censure his justice*]"."—
" Injustice is, in this life, ascribed to God, by
" Divines * *."

* Vol. V. pp. 487* 8. t lb. p. 4S5. t lb. p. 307.

§ lb. p. 393. ||
lb. pp. 348, 9. f lb. p. 417,

** lb. p. 541.

0 2 « The
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" The whole Tribe of Divines, like Wollaston and

" Clarke, do, in effect, renounce the God whom
" you and I adore, as much as the rankest of the

" Atheistical Tribe. Your Priests and our Parsons

" will exclaim most pathetically, and rail outra-
" geously at this assertion. But have a little patience,

" and I will prove it to their shame to be true*."

The Reader will give me leave, in a few words, to

vindicate the body of Divines from the horrid calumny

of this imaginary Confederacy.

He may be pleased then to understand, that

Atheism has ever endeavoured to support itself, on

a fact, which has indeed all the certainty that the

evidence of sense and experience can give it
;
namely,

the unequal distribution of moral good and evil, here

below.

" Cum res hominum tanta caligine volvi

" Adspicerem, Icttosque diujlorere noce?ites,

" Vexarique pios labefacta cadebat
" Religio,"

was the common language of the impatient sufferer.

From hence the Atheist inferred, that the Universe

was without an intelligent Ruler ; and that all things

were driven about by that Fate or Fortune, which

first produced them. Divines opposed this Con-

clusion ; for they did not venture to be so paradoxical

as (with his Lordship) to call in question the Premisses^

a phenomenon which objected itself to all their Senses.

They first demonstrated, strictly demonstrated, the

Being of a God, and his moral attributes : and

then shewed, that if the whole of man's existence were

* Vol. V. p. 485.

included
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included within this life, the present distribution of

good and evil would contradict that Demonstration.

They, therefore, inferred, on their part, that the whole

of mans existence was not included within this life : but

that he was reserved for an after-reckoning ; in which,

an equal distribution of rewards and punishments

would amply vindicate the providence of a righteous

Governor.

But Atheists were not the only enemies whom Divines

had to deal with. There was a set of men, who allowed

an intelligent first Cause, endowed with those moral
attributes, which the Divines had demonstrated :

and, on that account, called themselves Deksts.

Yet they agreed so far with Atheism, as to confine the

whole of man's existence to the present life. These,

the Divine combated, in their turn ; and with the same

arms ; but in an inverted order. In disputing with

the Atheists, the principle held in common was the

present unequal distribution of Good and Evil. So

that to cut off their conclusion from it, of no God,
he demonstrated the Iking and Attributes : and from

that proof inferred that the inequality would be set

right. With Deists, the common principle was the

Being and Attributes of God. Therefore, to bring

them to the allowance of a Future State, he

appealed to the present unequal distribution ofgood

and evil, (which these Men, as well as his Lordship,

were very backward to allow and very industrious not

to see ;) and from that inequality inferred, that there

must be such a State.

This is a short and true account of the Divine's

contest with Atheists and Deists, so far as the

subject of afuture state came in question : In both

u 3 controversies
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controversies that state is deduced from the moral

attributes : only with this difference. In the dispute

with Atheists, the demonstration of those attributes is

made ; in the dispute with Deist's, it is allowed. The
final purpose against Atheism is to prove the being

and attributes of God ; the final purpose against

Deism is to prove a future state s For neither

natural nor revealed Religion can subsist without

believing that God is, and that he is a rewarder

of them that seek him *. Thus, we see, the question,

in each controversy, being different ; the premisses,

by which each proposition was to be proved, must

needs be different. The difference is here explained
;

the premisses, in the argument against Atheists, were

the moral attributes ; the premisses, in the argument

against Deists, were the unequal distribution of good

and evil.

What Enemy to Religion now, could ever hope to

see a Calumny either thrive or rise on so unpromising

a ground ? or flatter himself with the expectation of

an Advocate bold enough to tell the World, that this

ponduct of the Divines was a confederacy with
Atheists, to decry God's Providence; to blot out his

Attributes of good,, ess and justice ; to combat his

Government ; and to deny his very Existence f The

Right HoxVOUrable Author does all this; And
more ;—he expects to be believed. It is true, this is

a fine believing age : Yet I hardly think he would

have carried his confidence in our credulity so far,

had he seen his way clear before him.—His Lordship

is always sublime, and therefore otten cloudy ; com-

monly, at too great a distance to look into the detail

* St. Paul. Hebr. xi. 6.

of
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of things, or to enter into their minuteness : (for which,,

indeed, he is perpetually felicitating his Genius.) So

that, in his general view of Theologic matters, he has

jumbled these two Controversies into one
;
and, in the

confusion, hath commodiously slipped in one Fact for

another. He, all the way, represents Divines as

making a future State the proof of GocTs moral

attributes : Whereas, we now see, on the very face

of the controversy, that they make the moral attributes

a proof of a future Slate. Let us consider how the

dispute stands with the Atheist. These men draw

their argument against a God, from the condition of

the moral world : The Divine answers, by demonstrat-

ing God's Being and Attributes : and, on that de-

monstration, satisfies the objection. Consider how it

stands with the Deist. Here, God's Being and

Attributes is a common principle : And on this ground

the Divine stands, to deduce afuture state from the

unequal distribution of things.- -But his misrepresen-

tation was to support his slander of a Confederacy:

there was no room to pretend that Gods Being was

made precarious by proving a future state from his

Attributes ; but could he get it believed, that Divines

proved the Attributes from afuture state, he would

easily find credit with his kind Reader, for all the rest.

Well then, the whole amount of* his chimerical

confederacy comes to this, That Divines and

Atheists hold a principle in common
;

but, in common

too with all the rest of mankind
;
namely, that there

are irregularities in the distribution of good and evil

here below. And did any thing forbid Divines to

employ this common principle, in support of Religion

against Atheism and Deism I But whatever his Lord-

u 4 ship
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ship might think proper to disguise in this reasoning,

there is one thing, the most careless Header will never

overlook ; which is, that, under all this pomp 01 words

and solemnity of accusation, you see lurking that poor

species of a Bigot's calumny, which, from one principle

held in common with an obnoxious Party, charges his

Adversary, with all the follies or impieties which have

rendered that Party odious. This miserable artifice

of imposture, had now been long hissed out of learned

controversy, w hen the noble Lord took it up
;
and,

with true political skill, worked it into a sham Plot ;

to make Religion distrust its best Friends, and take

reluge in the first Philosophy.
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SECT. I.

HAVING now proved the first proposition,

That inculcating the doctrine of a future state

of rewards and punishments is necessary to the well-

being of Society, by considerations drawn from the

nature of Man, and the genius of civil Society ; and

cleared it from the objections of licentious Wits
;

I proceed to the second; which is, that all man-
kind, ESPECIALLY THE MOST WISE AND LEARNED
NATIONS OF ANTIQUITY, HAVE CONCURRED IN

BELIEVING AND TEACHING, THAT THIS DOCTRINE

WAS OF SUCH USE TO CIVIL SOCIETY.

This I shall endeavour to prove,

I. From the conduct of Lawgivers, and Institutors

of civil policy.

II. From the opinions of all the Learners and

Teachers of wisdom, in the schools of ancient

philosophy.

I. From the conduct of lawgivers, and
institutors of civil policy : who never omitted

to
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to propagate and confirm Religion, wherever they

established Laws; religion, I say, which was

always first in their view, and last in their execution.

They used it as the instrument to collect a body

politic ; and they applied it as the bond to tie and

keep that body together : they taught it in civilizing

man; and established it to prevent his return to

barbarity and a savage life. In a word, so inseparable,

in the ancient World, were the ideas of lawgiving

and religion, that Plutarch (in his paradoxical pre-

ference of atheism to superstition) supposes no other

Origin of divine worship than what was the work of

the Lawgiver. " How much happier had it been

" (says he) for the Carthaginians, had their first

*' Lawgiver be^n like Critias or Diagoras, who believed

" neither Gods nor Demons, rather than such a one

" as enjoined the public sacrifices to Saturn *
!

*

That the Magistrate, as such, hath taken the

greatest care and pains to inculcate and support Reli-

gion, we shall prove at large : That this care and pains

must arise, and was employed, on account of its con-

fessed and experienced utility to the State, will need

no proof.

But here it will be necessary to remind the reader

of this previous truth, That there never was, in any

age of the world,jrom the most early accounts of time,

to this present hour, any civil-policied nation or people,

who had a Religion, of which the chief foundation

and support was le doctrine (fa future state

Sv's.v oia, T« Xf«>« ffif»»;—n«§» Stwh P. 171. torn. II. fol. 1599.

Franc of.
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of rewards and punishments; the Jewish people

only excepted. This, I presume, our adversaries will

not deny. Mr. Bayle, the indulgent foster-father of

Infidelity, confesseth it in the fullest manner, and with

the utmost ingenuity: " Toutes les religions du
M monde, taut la vraie que les fausses, roulent sur

" ce grand pivot, qu'il y a un juge invisible qui punit

" & qui recompense, apres cette vie, les actions de

" l'homme tant exterieures qu'interieures. C'est de

" la que Ton supose que decoule la principale utilite"

" de la religion :" and thinks, it was the utility of this

doctrine which set the Magistrate upon inventing a

Religion for the State :
" C'est le principal motif qui

** eut aniine ceux qui l'auroient inventee*."

This truth, we beg the reader always to have in

miud : So that when, in the sequel of this discourse,

he meets with ancient testimonies for the necessity of

religion to Society, he may be sure, that the doc-

trine of a future state of- rewards and punish-

ments, was the chief idea included in that term. And
on this account it is, that frequently, where the Ancients

speak of the source of those utilities, which can pro-

ceed only from the doctrine of a future state, they

give it the common name of Religion : as, on the

other hand, they often call Religion by the restrictive

name of afuture state: -On which account, I have not

scrupled, throughout this discourse, to use the same

liberty of applying the generic or specific term, one

for the other, without any apprehension of being

thought not to understand my argument, or of being

misunderstood by my reader : Who, when he sees me

• Diet. Crit. & Hist. Art, Spinoza. Rem. (E.)

bring
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bring facts and opinions of Antiquity, which shew the

utility of religion in general, to prove the utility of the

doctrine of a future state in particular, M ill understand

that I speak home to my purpose, and to the full proof

of my second proposition.

So that, had I done no more than produce such

facts and opinions, I had done all that was necessary.

But since the bare necessary is esteemed almost as

poor and unhandsome a thing in literature as in civil

life, I have employed the greatest part of the present

and following books to shew, from aucient facts and

opinions, the more than ordinary care and concern of

all the wise and learned for perpetuating the specific

doctrine of a future state of rewards and punishments.

Having premised thus much to prevent mistakes,

I proceed, in the first place,

l. To shew, in general, the civil Magistrates care

in this matter.

The popular doctrine of a Providence, and, conse-

quently, of a future state of rewards and punish-

ments, was, as we have said, so universally received

in the ancient world, that we cannot find any civilized

country where it was not of national belief. The most

ancient Greek poets, as Musceus*, Orpheus^, Homer,

Hesiod, Qc. who have given systems of theology and

religion, on the popular creed of such nations, always

reckon the doctrine of a future state of rewards and

punishments as a fundamental article : And all suc-

ceeding writers have given testimony to the same con-

certed plan. JEschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, Aristo-

* Plato Rep. lib. xi. p. 364. E. T. II. Edit. Steph. 1578. fol.

t Plutarcb, Vita Lucul.

phanes,
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phones whose profession it was to represent the man-

ners and opinions of all civilized people, whether Greek*

or those whom the Greeks called Barbarians, are full

and express to the same purpose. Further, it is re-

corded in the works of every ancient historian and

philosopher, which it would be endless to recite. But

Plutarch, the most knowing of them all, shall speak

for the rest: " Examine*," says he, in his tract against

Colotes the Epicurean, " the face of the globe, and
" you may find Cities unfortified, unlettered, without a
" regular Magistrate, or appropriated habitations

;

<f without possessions, property, or the use of money,

" and unskilled in all the magnificent and polite

*' arts of life : But a City without the knowledge of

" a God, or the practice of Religion : without the use

" of vows, oaths, oracles, and sacrifices to procure

" good, or of deprecatory rites to avert evil, no man
" can or ever will find." And in his consolation to

Apollotiius, he declares it f was so ancient an opi-

nion, that good men should be recompensed after

death, that he could not reach either to the author or

original of it. To the same purpose had Cicero and

Seneca declared themselves before him. The first in

* — i2poi? $ av liTiui xj troAtt; urtiyjrxf, £y^xppu.TH<;, LZxai-

htVT»s, etoixBj, a.^r,pa.T>3i;, sop'tapocr©' pri hopetatf, Siur^u*
«J

yvptaff'tvt it.t^tt 5s W5>jas >cj eflt'tf, p\) jrpupevns iuya.T<;, pyi$t 0£ko»?,

pvii patli[a,i(, priii Svclau; in iyy.Qa'ii;, pri$\ uirtlpoTTa,!; xctxur, u$iif

•n* iSi i'r/ti ytycxw; 3i«]>j{. Edit. Francf. fol. J\ II. p. 1 125. E.

f —Keel Tai/6 eT«i{ apyjxia. traAaia Siotle^tT vtvopto-piiia. taaf riptt

ift To tsuf>u'ir«.t b$eU oi'^ev iSt X^'0 **TE T° v 9eVJ« "V7^Zratt

Edit. Steph. 8°, 1572. T. I. p. 201,

these
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these words; " * As our innate ideas discover to us

" that there are Gods, whose attributes we deduce

" from reason
;

so, from the consent of all nations

" and people, we conclude that the soul is immortal."

The other thus :
" When f we weigh the question

* of the immortality of the soul, the consent of all

" mankind, in their fears and hopes of afuture state,

" is of no small moment with us."

In a word, Sextus Empiricus, when he would dis-

credit the argument for the being of a God, brought

from universal consent, observes that it would prove

too much ; because it would prove the truth of the

poetic fables of hell, in which there was as general a

concurrence J.

But of all nations, the Egyptian was most cele-

brated for its care in cultivating Religion in general,

and the doctrine of a future state in particular : inso-

much that one of the most ancient Greek historians

affirms, They were thefirst who built altars and erected

statues and temples to the Gods\.—The first who

taught that the soul of man was immortal. And

* —Ut Deos esse natura opinamur, qualesque sint ratione

cogniscimus ; sic permanere animos arbitramur consensu nationum

omnium. Tuscul. Disp. 1. i. c. 16. in initio. Edit. Oxon. 4
0

.

T.II. p. 245.

+ Cum de animarum aeternitate disserimus, non leve momen-

tum apud nos habet consensus hominum, aut timentium inferos,

aut colentium. Ep. 117.

J Adv. Physicos, 1. viii. c. 2. Comment.

Her. Euterpe, c. 4-—n§«To» roth Ton hoyov Alyvirlio't ilrn •»

iiwomj *»? sirfl^wTra -^v^}) dQccvcAo; In. Id. ib. C. 123.

Lucian
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Luclan tells us *, That they were said to be the first

•who had the knowledge of the Gods. Which only

amounts to this, that they were the first and wisest

civil-policied people : as will appear presently.

But, at present, to prove the Magistrates care

from hence. For this account of the antiquity and

universality of Religion is not given to evince its

truth ; for which purpose other writers have often

and successfully employed it; but to manifest its

use ; which will be best done by inquiring what share

the Magistrate had in it.

I. Now though no civilized nation was ever without

a Religion in general, and this doctrine in particular;

and though it was of general belief even before civil

policy was instituted amongst mankind
;
yet were there

formerly, as now there are, many savage nations, that

when first discovered, appeared to have long lost all

traces of Religion : A fact which implies some ex-

traordinary care in the Magistrate for its support

and preservation. For if Religion hath been sup-

ported in all places, at all times, and under all circum-

stances, where there was a magistrate and civil policy;

and scarce in any place, or under any circumstance,

where these were wanting; what other cause than

the Magistrate's care and contrivance can be assigned

for its support?

If it should be said, which, I think, is the only plau-

sible thing can be said, that the reason why the Citizen

had religion, and the Savage none, might be, that,

* n^wToj pit dtQpuwuv Alyv7r\ioi ^tyofrai BtS» Tt i»»«»i)r Dt
Dea Syria, § 2. Edit, Reitzii.

amongst
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amongst the advantages of civil life, the improvement
and cultivation of the mind is one ; and this neces-

sarily brings in the know ledge of God and relii>ious ob-

servance : It is sufficient to reply, that all the national

Religions of the ancient and modern Gentile world

are so gross and irrational, that they could not be the

product of reflection or improved reason, but were

plainly of the Magistrates fitting up, adapted to the

capacity of minds yet rude and uncultivated, which

could bear nothing of a finer texture than what was

made out of the stuff he tound, the genius of the

Nation and the nature of the Government.

To give the proof of what we have b$en saying

:

The Mexicans and Peruvians in the South, and the

people of Canada in North America, were on a level

"with regard to speculative knowledge. Or, if there

Mere any natural advantage, the Canadians had it.

These, when discovered, seemed to have no rudiments

of Religion : The Mexicans and Peruvians had one

formed, digested, and established : but such a religion

as discovered something worse than mere ignorance,

but never could be the result of impieved thinking:

However, a religion it was which taught the great

articles,of the worship of a God, a prov idence, and a

future state. Now how happened it, that these two

great empires had a Religion, and the Canadians none,

but that the Lawgivers of the former saw . it neces-

sary to countenance, add to, and perpetuate what they

found*, for the benefit of the state? which advantage

the Canadians wanting, they lost, in course of time,

the very footsteps of Religion. If this will not be

allowed, it will be difficult to assign a reaton.

* See Book III. Sect. 6. II. 1. and pr,g. antepenult.

Let
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Let us suppose, according to the objection, that

Gentile Religion owes its birth to the improved and

cultivated mind. Now, if we make collections from

the nature of things, it will be found more likely

that these northern Savages should longer preserve the

notions of God, and the practices of Religion, than

the southern Citizens, uninfluenced by their Magis-

trates.

The way of getting to the knowledge of a Cod,

best suited to the common capacity of man, is that

very easy one, the contemplation of the works of

nature : For this employment the Savage would have

fitter opportunities given him by his vacant and seden-

tary life ; and by his constant view of nature, which

ail his labours, and all his amusements, perpetually

presented to him naked and unsophisticated. The

Comte de Boulainvilliers, a writer by no means pre-

judiced in favour of religion, gives this reason why

the Arabians preserved so long, and with so much

purity, their notions of the Divinity '*.

On the other hand, Nature, by which we come to

the knowledge of a first Cause, would be quite hid

from the southern Citizen, busied in the works of

barbarous arts, and inhuman practices ; or taken up

with the slavish attendance on the will, and a more

slavish imitation of the manners of a cruel and capri-

cious Tyrant.

Nor, if we may credit the relations of travellers,

do the northern people any more neglect to exercise

* La Vie de Mohammed, p. 147. Ed. Amst. 1731. Je reviens

volon tiers a la l»Hange de la solitude des Arabes. Elle a conserve

chez eux plus longtems, & avec moins de melange, le sentiment

aaturel de la veritable divinite, Sf-c.

Vol. I. X their
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their reason than the southern : It is constant, they

are observed to have sounder intellects than those

nearer the sun: which, being owing to the influence

of climes, is found to hold all the world over. Not-

withstanding this, the issue proved just the contrary

;

and, as we said, the Peruvians and Mexicans had a

Religion, the Canadians none at all.

Who then can doubt but that this was owing to the

care and contrivance of the Magistrate ? But indeed

(which makes this instance the more pertinent) the

fact confirms the reasoning. The Founders of these

two monarchies pretended to be the messengers and

offspring of the Gods; and, in the manner of the

Grecian, and other Legislators (of whom more here-

after) pretended to inspiration, established Religion,

and constituted a form of worship.

IL But not only the existence, but the genius too of

pagan Religion, shews the Magistrate's hand in its

support.

First, From the origin of their Gods.

Secondly, From the attributes given to them; and

Thirdly, From the mode ofpublic worship.

First, The idolatry of the Gentile States was chiefly

the worship of dead men; and these, Kings, Law-

givers, and Founders of civil policy. The benefit

accruing to the State both from the consecration and

the worship of such Gods, shews it to be a contrivance

of the Lawgiver. For, 1. Nothing could be a greater

excitement to good government, than to shew the

Magistrate that the public benefits, which he should

invent, improve, or preserve, would be rewarded

2 with
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with an immortality of fame and glory. Cicero gives

this as the original of the civil apotheosis : "It may
" be easily understood, that th? reason, why most
" Cities prosecuted the memory of their valiant men
" with divine honours, was to spur up their Citizens

" to virtue, that every the most deserving ot them
" might encounter dangers with the greater cheerful-

" ness, in the service of his country. And for this

" very cause it was that, at Athens, Erectheus and
" his daughters were received into the number of the

" Gods*." 2. Nothing could make the people so

observant of their Laws, as a belief that tht makers,

framers, and administrators of them, were becoaie

G ods ; and did dispense a peculiar providence for

their protection and support.

The records of antiquity support this reasoning;.

The Egyptians were the first people who perfected

Civil-policy, and established Religion : And they were

the first, too, who deified their kings, lawgivers, and

public benefactors f ; as we may collect from the

passage of Herodotus, quoted above, which says, they

were the Jirst who built altars, and erected statues

and temples to the Gods: For the erecting statues

was, by this historian, esteemed a certain mark that the

* Atquein plerisquc civitatibus intelligi potest, angendae virtutis

gratis, quo libentius reipublicae causa periculum adiret optimus

quisque, virorum fortium memoriarn honore deorura immortalium

consecratam. Ob earn cnim ipsani causam Erectheus Athenis

filiaequeejus in numero deorum sunt. Nat. Utor. 1. iii. c. 19. Edit.

Ox. 4to. T. II. p. 503.

+ "AXXvs y ex ts-twv iniyi'ms yalcQai ^ciair, liroLftaiTCis fA> SniTtfj,

vr lviH<; Kj (3cto-t?\i7<; yiyvvtvcct xcilit to» AtyvTrlov, Died.' Sic. 1. i. p. 8.

Stepb. Ed.

x 2 worshippers
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worshippers believed the Gods had human natures
;

as appears from the reason he gives why the Persians

had no statues of their Gods, namely, because they did

not beliece as the Greeks, that the Gods had human

tuittires*, that is, they did not believe the Gods were

dead men deified : This, as we say, was a practice,

iuvented by the Egyptians ;
who, in process of time,

taught the rest of the world their mystery f. So when

arts and civil policy were brought into Greece by

Cadmus and Ceres (the first, though a Phenician by

birth, being an inhabitant of Thebes in Egypt ; and

the other, though coming immediately from Sicily,

was yet a natural Egyptian) then, and not till then,

began the custom of deifying dead men ; which soon

overran all Greece and the rest of Europe J.

* "flj ftsr tfioi Jos/m, an tut tuhfWofvix*; nifusma T«? >ia9air=f

m *£aXs}>es sTrat. Clio. L. 131. And see note [A] at the end

of this Volume.

<>..-.,..•: 71 >£ AQTIITIOIi "Ecif fc> scj cl Xc.Trei c-a^E>vato» ayfyvirot, Sfsf

u- r' . fjsytrnf T«; te ir|oj rr,j Qix\>x.r,i yjt>a.t tvgn\&ft v xa~a n zZ

i- Sta; »f*7fi!wm. Philo Bibl. apud Euseb. Praep. Evang. 1. ii. e.g.

J Sir Isaac Newton, who, probably, had not this matter in

his thoughts, hath yet a remarkable passage to this purpose

in his Chronology of the Greeks: "Idolatry (says- he) began

" in Chaldma and Egypt.— The countries upon the Tigris and the

" Nile being exceeding fertile, were lirtt frequented hy mankind,

" and grew first into kingdoms; and tiierx-tore began first te

" adore their dead kings and queens:—Every city set up the

" worship of its own founder and kings, and by alliances and con-
w quests they spread this worship, and at length the Phanicians

u and Egyptians brought into Europe the practice of deifying the

u dead." Pag. 161.
"

2. The
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2. The attributes and qualities assigned to their

Gods, always corresponded with the nature and genius

of the government. If this was gentle, benign, com-

passionate, and forgiving; goodness and mercy were

most essential to the Deity : But if ses-ere, inexorable,

captious, or unequal; the very Gods were Tyrants;

and expiations, atonements, lustrations., and bloody

sacrifices, composed the system of religious worship.

In the words of the great Poet,

Gods partial, changeful, passionate, unjust,

Whose attributes were rage, revenue, or lust;

Such as the souls of cowards mi<»ht conceive,

And, form'd like tyrants, tyrants would believe *.

But, 3. The mode of public worship was alows

sufficient to betray the Mover of the whole machine.

The object of what we call Religion, being God, con-

sidered as the creator and preserver of a species

of rational beings, the subject of it must needs be

each individual of that species. This is that idea of

lieligion, which our common reason approves. But

now, in ancient paganism, Religion was a very differ-

ent thing : It had for its subject, not only the natural

man, that is, each Individual ; but likewise the arti-

ficial man, Society ; by and for whom; all the public

rites and ceremonies of it were instituted and per-

formed. And while that part of pagan Religion, whose

subject were individuals, bore an interior part, and was

confessed to be under an unequal Providence, the

consideration of which brought in the doctrine of a

future state for the support of Gods government;

the other, whose subject was the artificial man4 Society,

* Essay on Maa.

*3
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taught a more equal Providence, administred to the

State. The consequence of which was, that Religion

and Government ran into one another ; and prodigies

and portents were as familiar as civil edicts; and as

constantly bore their share in the public administra-

tion : For the Oracles, without which nothing was

projected or executed, always denounced them as

rational directions, declarative of divine favour, or

displeasure ; in which particulars, as such, were not

at all concerned : So that to accept or to avert the

omen ; to gratulate the mercy, or deprecate the judg-

ment ; the constant method was the revival of old rites,

or the institution of new. A reformation of manners,

or enforcement of' sumptuary laws, never made part

of the State's atonement to the Gods.

The ocldness and notoriety of this fact so forci-

bly struck Mr. Bayle's imagination, that, mistaking

this for the whole of Paganism, he too hastily con-

cluded, that the worship offalse Gods in the ancient

world, did not at all influence morals*: And from

thence formed an argument to support his favourite

question in behalf of Atheism. This was a strange

conclusion : For though it be indeed true, that the

public part of pagan Religion had no influence on

morals, it is utterly false that the private part had

not: For in the doctrine of a future state, which

was the foundation of, and inseparable from, this

sounder part of pagan Religion w hose subject was the

individual, the merit and demerit, to which rewards

and punishments were annexed, was virtue and vice

* Pensees diverses sur un comete, &c. And Reponse aux

Questions d'un Provincial. And Continuation des Pensees di-

verses, &c.

only.
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only. This will be proved at large in the fourth section

of the present book : 'Though I am ready to allow,

that the nature and administration of the public

part of pagan Religion did lead individuals into many

wrong conclusions concerning the efficacy of exterior

acts of worship.

But what seems to have occasioned Mr. Baylcs

mistake (besides his following the Fathers, who in

their declamations against paganism have said a great

deal to the same purpose *) was his not reflecting

that ancient History only presents us with one part of

the influence of Paganism, that which it had on the

Public as a body : The otker, the influence it had on

individuals, it passes over in silence, as not its

province.

Whoever now considers the genius of Paganism in

this view, (and unless he considers it in this view he

* Yet St. Austin himself cannot but own that the Mysteries

however (of which the Reader will hear a great deal in the 4th

Section of this Book) were principally instituted for tlie promoting

of virtue and a good life, even where he is accusing Paganism in

general for its neglect of moral virtue :

" Nec nobis nescio quos susurros paucissimorum auribus anbe-

" latos & arcana velut religione traditos jactent, quibss vitas

" probitas castitasque discatur."—Civ, Dei, 1. ii. c. 6.

" Iidem ipsi Damones—perhihentur in adytis suis, serretisxjae

lt penetralibus dare quaedam bona pxaecepta de moribas qmbuadaro

" velut electis sacratis suis—Proinde malignitas dsemonum nisi

" alicubi se, quemadmodum scripturn in nostris litteris novimws,

" transfiguret in angelos lucis, non implet negotium deceptionis.

u Fovis itaque populis celeberrimo strepitu impietas imjtura cir-

" cumsonat, & intus paucis castilas simulata vix souat : praibtn-

¥ tur propatula pudendis, & secreta laudaudis : decus latet, &
" dedecus patet," &c. c. 26.

x 4 AViH
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will never be able to judge truly of it*) can hardly

doubt but that the civil magistrate had a great hand in

modelling Rtligion. What it was which enabled him

to give this extraordinary cast to Paganism, is not

difficult to discover: It could be nothing but that

popular disposition arising from, and the necessary

consequence of, those general notions, which, by his

contrivance and encouragement, had overspread the

heathen world, l. That there were local tutelary Dei-

ties, who had taken upon themselves, or were intrusted

with, the care and protection of particular Nations

and People; (of which, more hereafter.) 2. That

those great benefactors of mankind, who had reduced

the scattered tribes and clans into civil Society, were

become Gods. 3. and lastly, That their systems of

Laws and civil Institutes were planned and digested by

the direction of the legislator's patron-Deity j\

On
* What is here said of the genius of Paganism well accounts

for a circumstance in ancient history, which very much embar-

rasses the modern critics. They cannot conceive how it happened,

that the best ancient historians, who understood so well what

belonged to the nature of a Composition, and how to give every

sort of work its due form, and were besides free from all vulgar

superstition, should abound so much in descriptions of religious

rites and ceremonies; and in relations of omens, prodigies, and por-

tents. Many an idle hypothesis hath been framed to give a solu-

tion of this difficulty; and many a tedious work compiled to justify

these ancient historians, upon mere modern ideas. But now a

plain and easy answer may be given to it. This part of pagan

Religion was so interwoven with the transactions of State, that

it became essential to civil history. And how much soever it

may be supposed to have deformed ancient story, yet the Critic

and Philosopher gain by what disgusts the delicacy of the Politi-

cian ; the Greek and Roman history being the repository of all that

concerns the public part of pagan religion.

f See the beginning of the next section.
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On the whole then, The foregoing considerations

of the preservation of Religion in general ; the origins

of the pagan Gods ; their attributes ; and the mode of
public worship;—will, I am persuaded, incline the

reader to think that, for the universality of religious

belief, the world was chiefly indebted to the civil Magis-

trate ; how much soever the illegitimate or unnatural

constitution of particular States, or the defective views

of particular Lawgivers, contributed to deprave the

true Religion of nature
;

or, if you will, the patri-

archal. The learned St. Austin, who excelled in the

knowledge of antiquity, seems to have been determined

by this way of thinking, when he gives it, as the result

of his enquiries ; that the civil Magistrate had a large

share in pagan superstition. His words are these*

"—Which indeed seems to have been done on no other

" account, but as it was the business of princes, out

" of their wisdom and civil prudence, to deceive the

" people in their Religion—princes, under the name
" of religion, persuaded the people to believe those

" things true, which they themselves knew to be idle

" fables. By -this means, for their own ease in go-

" vernment, tying them the more closely to civil

" Society."

But if now it should be objected, that it was natural

for the people; left to themselves, to run into those

superstitions, we may readily grant it without prejudice

* —Quod utique non aliam ob causam factum videtur, nisi quia

hominuro principum velut prudentium & sapientium negotiurn ftiit

populum in religionibus fallere—Homines principes ea, qua? vana

esse noverint, religionis nomine populis tanquam vera suadebant

:

Hoc modo eos civili societati velut arctius alligantes, quo sub-

ditos possiderent. Dc Civit. Dei, L iv. c. 32.

to
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to the argument : For they are always such notions

as are apt to be entertained and cherished by vulgar

minds, whose current the wise Magistrate is accustomed

to turn to his advantage. For to think him capable

©f new modelling the human mind, by making men
religious whom he did not find so, is, as will be

shewn hereafter, a senseless whimsy, entertained by

the Atheist to account for the origin of Religion.

And, when it is seen that all these various modes

of superstition concurred to promote the Magistrate's

purpose, it can hardly be doubted but he gave them

that general direction. Theparticular parts of Gentile

Religion, which further strengthen and confirm this

reasoning, are not here to be insisted on. Their

©riginal will be clearly seen, when we come to shew

the several methods which the Magistrate employed

for this great purpose. What these methods were,

the course of the argument now leads us to consider*.

SECT. IL

IT hath been shewn in general, from the effect,

that Lawgivers and founders of civil policy did indeed

support and propagate Religion. We shall now endea-

vour to explain the causes of that effect, in a parti-

cular enumeration of the arts they employed to that

purpose.

I. The first step the Legislator took, was to pre-

tend a Mission and revelation from some God, by

whose command and direction he had framed the

Policy he would establish. Thus Amasis and Mneves,

lawgivers
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lawgivers of the Egyptians (from whence this custom

spread over Greece and Asia) pretended to receive

their laws from Mercury ; Zoroaster the lawgiver of

the Bactrians, and Zamolvis lawgiver of the Getcs,

from Vesta; Zathraustes the lawgiver of the Arimaspi,

from a good spirit or genius ; and all these most in-

dustriously and professedly propagated the doctrine

of a future state of rewards and punishments. Rhada-

manthus and Minos lawgivers of Crete, and Lycaon of

Arcadia, pretended to an intercourse with Jupiter',

Triptolemus lawgiver of the Athenians, affected to be

inspired by Ceres; Pythagi m and Zdeucus, who

made laws for the Crotoniates and Locrians, ascribed

their institutions to Minerva: Lycurgus of Sparta,

professed to act by the direction of Apollo ; and

Romulus and Numa of Rome put themselves under

the guidance of Consus, and the Goddess Egcria**

In a word, there is hardly an old Lawgiver on record,

but what thus pretended to revelation, and the divine

assistance. Put had we the lost books of Legislators

written by Ucrmippus, Theophrastus, and Apollodorusf,

we should have had a much fuller list of these in-

spired statesmen, and doubtless, many further fights

on the subject. The same method was practised by

the foundnrs of the great outlying empires, as Sir

William Temple calis them. Thus the first of the

Chinese monarchs was called Fagjour or Fanfur,

*the son of Heaven, as we are told by the jesuits, from

his pretensions to that relation. The royal commcn-

* Diod. Sic. 1. i. & v. Ephorus apud Strabonem, I, x.— teste

veteri scriptore apud Suidatn in [aix.«w>] —Anst. apud Schol.

Find. ad. Olymp. x.

f Athen. 1. xiv. D. Laertius.

taries
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fairies of Peru inform us, that the founders of that

empire were Mango Copac, and his wife and sister

Coi/a Mama, who proclaimed themselves the son and

daughter of the Sun, sent from their father to reduce

mraankind from their savage and bestial life, to one of

order and society. Tuiseo, the founder of the German

nations, pretended to be sent upon the same message,,

as- appears from his name, which signifies the inter-

preter*, that is, of the Gods. Thor and Odin, the

lawgivers of the Western Goths, laid claim likewise to

inspiration and even to divinity^. The Revelations of

Mahomet are too well known to be insisted on. But

the race of these inspired Lawgivers seems to have

ended in Genghizcan, the founder of the Mogul

empire*.

Such was the universal custom of the ancient world,,

to make Gods and Prophets of their first kings and

lawgivers. Hence it is, that Plato makes legislation

to have come from God, and not from man§: and

* Vide- S'neringham, De Anglorum genti3 origine, p. 86.

f Oiim quidaro magica? artis imbuti, Thor videlicet & Othinus,

—

©btcntis simpliciuro animis r divinitatis sibi fastigium arrogare

scepenmt.—Adeo namque fallaciae eorum effectus percrebuit, nt ire

ipsis caeteri quandam numinum potentials venerantes, eosque deos,

vel deorum complices auturnantes venenciorura auctoribus soleania

vota dependcrent, & errori saerilego respectum sacris debitum ex-

Inherent. Saxo-Grain. \. vi. Ilistor. p. 93. Francof. 1576. fol.

-j- lis out attribue des revelations a Geng/tizcan; & pour porter la

veneration des peuples aussi loin qu' elle pouvoit aller, ils lni out

«lonne de la divinite. Ceux qui s'interessoient a son elevation

snrent nieme l'insolence de le faire passur pour fils de Dieu. Sa

mere plus modeste, dit seulement qu'il etoit fils du soleil. M.
Petit de la Croix, le pere, Histoire du Genghizcan, c. 1.

Siafi/a-fa?; KA. ©so?, u Ie'ps, ui ye to $iK»wrotlvv ilictTs. De Leg.

L i. lia. t.

that
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that the constant epithets to kings, in Homer, are

AIOrENEIS bom of the Gods, and AIOTPE^EES bred

or tutored by the Gods *.

From this general pretence to revelation we may

collect the sentiments of the ancient lawgivers con-

cerning the use of Religion to Society. For we must

always have m mind what Diodorus Siculus so truly

observes, That they did this, not only to beget a vene-

ration to their laws, but likewise to establish theopinioM

of.the superintendeiicy ofthe Gods aver human affairs'^.

One may venture to go farther, and say, that to establish

this superintendency was their principal and direct aiua

in all their preteasions to inspiration.

The reader may observe, that Diodorus does not sa

much as suspect them of having a third end, distinct

from these two ; that is to say, the advancement of

• QvulU & W &»7fpp/®* 0xaOuj&: H, B'. ver. 196. which

title of oieTjsfi©- is not given, says Eustathius on the place, t»

signify that such a one is descended from Jupiter, but that he re-

ceives his honour and authority from him. 'E^e^nvn

AIOrENEIS AIOTPE*EIS -re? &a.?*.u<, *<yn, or* i» Aio.f ri

yU& IXuvm, ?Ti E£ EKEINOY AYTOIS H TIMH.

f Meni yij rrj vsa.'Ka.ia.i th kxt A'lyvifitm @lu xularccfw, rr,' fnvbofo-

yxy.e>r,v y$fo)tvxt eti T£ tw» »cj tut r^uiun, vsiiccti Quirt ts^uTot

uy%x7r\<iis tOfMH ygr,ea.?ba.i To. -etA^S?) <3.e* To Mesvr,*, ut^x iC Tr

l^uyri fjuyecy >cj tea j3tu toUioTMoj Tut pvti\MMV*\l&jiU», •*"£ocrjro4r,&>j»ast o^t

airy Toy E^i/.!)v Sto&KtPeu tstb?, t>; fj.zyx.Xwt ocyxQvi airiaf eVo^eVs;

zaQawtg wa^'
u
E?.A»iCT» croijja-at facm e» jui* tv? KfiT») Mi»*;a, wa^a ee

^icavra ruTUt tfai)(pepxC 'ko.q ete^gi? Se in'htWH t^y-.tn Trccpaot'joTsu

t«to to yE*©* t>?5 E7Ti»iiaf vTTa^xi, >tj ,!So?\X»)v a.yarjun atrton y&icrBa*

— eit« Kj •nr^o? TJjf liripoyjn* t£ ILvcijJUt run (ii^tTn Myo/xiyuy, t«{ >ii».%

u.T<£>>^\a.»\ci Tot oxfioii, px'Kh'jy vira-rMasc-bctt o^aAaCo^la;. L. i. p. 59,

Edit. Steph.

dieir
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their own private interest. And this with great judg-

ment. He knew well the difference between a law-

giver and a tyrant; though the World soon after

seems to have lost the memory of that distinction*.

Such view s became not the former
;
they destroyed his

character, and changed him into his direct opposite

;

who applied every thing to his own interest ; and this

amongst the rest. Aristotle, in his maxims for setting

up, and supporting a tyranny, lays this down for one,

to seem extremely attached to the worship of the Gods,

for that men have no apprehension of injustice from

such as they take to be religious and to have a high

sense of providence. Nor xcill the people be apt to

run into plots and conspiracies against those, whom

they believe the Gods will, in their turn, Jight for,

and support f. And here it is worth noting, that,

anciently, Tyrants, as well as Lawgivers, gave all

encouragement to Religion; and endeavoured to esta-

blish their irregular Wills, not by convincing men

that there was no just nor unjust in actions ; but by

persuading them that the privilege of divine right ex-

empted the Tyrant from all moral obligation. Hence

• Quintilian L. VIII. C. 6. (pag. 415. Edit. Oxon. 1603, 4to)

it Tropis, says that Pastor Pcpuli, though used by Homer, is so

poetical that he would not venture to use it in an oration : and

ranks it with Virgil's

—

Volucres pennis ranigare. What could

occasion so strange a piece of Criticism, but that when Quin-

tilian wrote under the Tyrants of Rome, the People had lost

the very idea of the Kingly Office?

Ts <pof£>rai, to vrxbiTu t. vrctfeuaftot Ltto tuit TotKT&'r, tat ^ekti-

irlit, a; e\.pp.LyJic Ejptll Ttl- Poht. L v. c. 11. T. III.

p. 547. D. E. Edit. Paris. foL 1630.

may
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may be seen the absurdity of Hobbcis scheme of

Politics, who, for the sake of the Magistrate, was for

eradicating Religion. But the ancients knew better :

and so too did some of the moderns *. «

The question then is, whether these pretensions of

the ancient Lawgivers were feigned in the first inten-

tion, for the sake of Society cr of Religion ? For it is

no question, but that what we here shew was contrived

by the Magistrate for the service of Religion, was done

ultimately for the sake of Civil Government Or ia

other words, the question, I say, is, Whether this pre-

tence to inspiration was made to establish a civil or a

religious Society ? If a civil \ the ends aimed at must

be the reception of his policy, or provisionfor its per-

petuity. I speak not here of that third end, the secur-

ing a veneration, for them, to posterity ; and for a

good reason, because this is the very thing I contend

for ; such veneration being only to be procured by

the influence of Religion; the peculiar mode of which,

the pretended inspiration introduces. The ends then

in question, are receptionfor the policy ; or provision

for the perpetual duration of it.

l. For the reception, there would be small need

of this expedient. 1. Civil laws are seen by all to

be so necessary for the well-being of every individual,

that one can hardly conceive any need of the belief

of divine command or extraordinary assistance to

bring men to embrace a scheme for associating, or

• Et non e cosa piu necessaria h. parere cThavere cbe questa

ultima qualita [religione] perche gli huomini in universale giudicsano

piu g gli occhi che ulle mani, perche tocca a vedere a ciascuno a

se&tire a poclii. Machiavel del Principe, c. 1 8.

to
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to manifest the right they have of so doing. For (as

the great Geographer says) Man was bom with this

inclination to associate. It is an appetite common both

to Greeks and Barbarians : for, being by nature a civil

animal, he lives readily under one common policy or

laxo *. Besides several of these Legislators gave laws

to a willing people, on the strength of their personal

character of virtue and wisdom; and were called

upon to that office, in which nothing was wanting to

beget the necessary veneration to him who discharged

it. And though it might possibly have happened to a

people to be so far sunk into brutality, as to be dis-

inclined towards the recovery of a reasonable nature,

like those with whom it is said Orpheus had to deal

;

who {being savages, without the hiowledge of morality

or law) reduced them into society, by recommending to

them piety to the Gods, and instructing them in the

ways of superstition f : yet this was not the case of the

generality of those with whom these Lawgivers were

concerned : and therefore if we would assign a cause

of this pretence to revelation as extensive as the fact,

it must be that which is here given. But, 2dly, we

find, that where Religion was previously settled, no in-

spiration was pretended. On this account neither

Draco nor Solon, Lawgivers of Athens, laid claim to

any : for they found Religion well secured by the in-

stitutions of Triptolemus and Ion. And we know,

* Tlltpvxt yx% iru. Koci xoivon Sr» t«to to!? "EMtxri to"? Becked-

•etj" n&Tnltxoi yap o»T(f« iffo Erporal/*a1®- xoi*3 ^ag-tv. Strabo, Geogf.

1. xvi. Edit. Casaub, p. 524. lin. 16.

^ —."On &r>%iw$fu; o!\a.<; t«{ ccnQguirvi;, Kj ars efi*), are itoftBf, elJaroif

,}? Jy(7-iSa(f4o>>ay ayayut, <^ enl to evr&iTu vragxnuXttrat. Heraclit.

de Incred. c. 23.

that,
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that, had pretended inspiration been only, or princi-

pally, for the easier introduction and reception of civil

policy, the Sangninary laws of Draco had stood in

more need of the sanction of a revelation, than any

other of antiquity. Indeed, Maximus Tyrius goes so

far as to say, that Draco and Solon prescribed nothing

in their laws, concerning the Gods, and their worship*;

which, if true, would make as much against us, on the

other hand. Cut in this he is mistaken. Porphyry

quotes an express law of Draco's concerning the

mode of divine worship. Let the Gods and our own

country heroes be publicly worshipped, according to

the established ?'itcs; when privately, according ta

every ma)is abilities, with terms of the greatest re-

gard and reverence ; with the first fruits of their

labours, and with annual libations f. Andocides £
quotes another of Solon, which provides for the due

and regular celebration of the Eleusinian .myste-

ries. Athencrus does the same. And how consider-

able a part these were of divine worship, and of

what importance to the very essence of religion, we

shall see hereafter.

2. As to a provisionfor the perpetuity of national

laws and institutions ; This entered not into the inten-

* nS yap AG^raiei; avviivtu,—ri to a
>
ai/L/.ons», S\ xiu.%\'w,

lirlp avTav y£yfa.(piy, e«£ et Ap«x6»1©- trifii.ro) noun. Dissert, xxxix.

p. 383. Edit. Lugd. 1630, 8vo.

De Abst. 1*. iv. § 21. (Edit. Cantabr. 1655, 8vo.) according to the

emendations of Petit and Valentiuus.—The law is thus introduced,

I Orat. ri£
?
-> Mvrr.^u; apud Decern Orat,

Vol. I. Y
tiou
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tion of the old Greek legislation
;
nor, if it had, could

it have been obtained by giving them a divine ori-

ginal. Amongst the wild projects of the barbarous

eastern policy, one might find, perhaps, something like

a system of immutable laws ; but the Grecian Law-

givers were too well acquainted with the nature of

man, the genius of Society, and the vicissitude of hu-

man things, ever to conceive so ridiculous a design.

Besides, the Egyptian legislation, from which they

borrowed all their civil wisdom, went upon very differ-

ent principles. It directed public laws to be occa-

sionally accommodated to the variety of times, places,

and manners. But had they aimed at perpetuity, the

belief of a divine imposition would not have served the

turn ; for it never entered their heads, that civil insti-

tutes became irrevocable by their issuing from the

mouth of a God ; or that the divinity of the sanction

altered the mutability of their nature: the honour

of this discovery is due to certain modern writers, who

have found out that divine authority reduces all its

commands to one and the same species. We have a

notable instance of this in the conduct of Lycurgus:

He was the only exception to the general method, and

singular in the idle attempt of making his laws per-

petual. For his whole system being forced and

unnatural, the sense of that imperfection, it is pro-

bable, put him upon the expedient of tying them on

an unwilling people. But then he did not apply

divine authority to this purpose; for, though he pre-

tended to inspiration like the rest, and had his reve-

lations from Apollo, yet he well knew that the authority

of Apollo would not be thought sufficient to change

the nature of positive laws : and therefore he bound

4 tht
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the People by an oath, to observe his policy till his

return from a voyage, which he had determined be-

forehand never to bring to that period.

Having shewn that there was no need of a pretence

to revelation, for the establishment of civil Policy,

it follows, that it was made for the sake of Religion.

SECT. III.

THE second step the Legislators took to propagate

and establish Religion, was to make the general doc-

trine of a Providence (with which they prefaced and

introduced their laws) the great sanction of their

institutes. To this, Plutarch, in his tract against

Colotes the Epicurean, refers, where he observes,

that Colotes himself praises it; that, in civil Insti-

tutes, thefirst and most important article is the belief

of the Gods. And so it was (says he) that, with

vows, oaths, divinations, and omens, Lycurgus sanctified

the Lacedemonians, Numa the Romans, ancient Ion

the Athenians, and Deucalion all the Greeks in ge-

neral: And by hopes and fears kept up amongst

them the awe and reverence of religion*. On this

practice was formed the precept of the celebrated

Archytas the Pythagorean; which sect, as we shall

see hereafter, gave itself up more professedly to

* — AW« fAiH J; yt xj K<A«T»; eVoki/e^ ^tcclx^ttif run mpvi, ispaTop

i r»» ii 'BTtfi Sewf £o|a, xj fjLiywv. ii xj Avxti^yoi Aaxs5<n/*oi<tiJ?, x} N2f*£S{

Pwftais;, xj "luv o <bu7\cliI<; AQvjvaief, xj At.vx.aKmv "EXXijua? hyia to*

«j«nla; xcc(jualu><TOtv tiftxTf, xj opHoiy, xj iJ.xvTiv^ttc^ xj (pipiai?) E//7ra()£;?

•srfo; ra. St<a <h' sXirlSw* w/xa xj tplGuv y.ccluwTcttiii. Edit. I'lulicof,

fol. 1599. p. 1225. D.

y 2 legislation;
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legislation; and produced the most famous founders

of civil policy. This Lawgiver, in the fragments of his

work de lege, preserved by Stoba'.us, delivers himself in

this manner: The first law of the Constitution should

be for the support of what relates to the Gods, the

Damons, and our Parents, and, in general, ofwhat-

soever is good and venerable *. And in this manner,

if we may believe Antiquity, all their civil institutes

were prefaced ; its constant phrase being, when speak-

ing of a Lawgiver, AIEKOSMEI THN IIOAITEIAN

AHO ©EX2N APXO.MENOS.

The only things of this kind now remaining, are

the prefaces to the laws of Zaleucus and Cha-
ron das, Lawgivers of the Loerians and of the

Chaleidie cities of Italy and Sicily, contemporaries

with Lycurgusf. These, by good fortune, are pre-

served in Diodorus and Stobasus. A great Critic has

indeed arraigned their authority ; declared them spu-

rious ; and adjudged them for an imposture of the

Ptolomaic Age J. And were it as he supposes, the

fragments would be rather stronger to our purpose

:

for, in that case, we must needs conclude, the very

learned sophists who forged them had copied from

the general practice of antiquity: And that very

learned they were, appears both from the excellence

of the composition, and the age of the pretended

composers. Whereas, if the fragments be genuine,

* AeT rot topot Tct OTEp $s«; JtJ sai/jLOix^ yotixe, oM'; Ta xa.\a. jc,'

rlaia <rpTa -n&.s-fiai. Stob. dc Rep. Serin, xli. p. 169. lin. 13.

Tiguri, fol. 1599.

f Arist. 1. ii. c. i >. p. 449. Edit. Du Val.

X Dissert, on the Epistles of Pbakris, with an Answer to the

objections of Mr. Boyle.

they
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they do not so directly prove the universality, as

the antiquity, of the practice. But as my aim is

truth, and truth seeming to bear hard against this

learned Critic's determination, we must hold to the

common opinion, and examine what hath been offered

in discredit of it.

The universal current of antiquity runs in favour

of these remains, and for the reality of their author's

legislative quality. Aristotle, Thcophrastus, Tully,

Diodorus Siculus, and Plutarch, the most learned

and inquisitive writers of their several ages, declare

for their being genuine. However, TiM/EUS thought

tit to deny that Zaleucus had given laws to the

Locrians
;
nav, that there was ever such a Lawgiver

existing. We shall be the less surprised at this

paradox, when we come to know the character and

.studies of the man: he was by profession an historian,

but turned his talents to invent, to aggravate, and

expose the faults and errors of all preceding writers

of name and reputation. Poly bins, Strabo, and Dio-

dorus Siculus, three of the wisest and most candid

historians of Greece, have concurred to draw him in

the most odious colours. The first speaks of him in

this manner : Now he came to be placed amongst tJic

principal writers of history, I know not.—lie deserves

neither credit nor pardon of any one ; having so

manifestly transgressed all the rules of decency and

decorum in his excessive calumnies, springing from
an innate malignity of heart *. This envious rabid

* Ovk oI'J vitas IxQiptrctt ^!<x>, a% thy.au r\v Tara <7vfyf<x.Qtu{

st* rov t^vlot -njw^xv. Excerpt, ex 1. xii. J list.

y 3 temper,
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temper, joined to a perversity of mind, deli; hting in

contradiction, gained him the title of EPITIMjEUS,
the calumniator. And, what is a certain mark

of a base and abject heart, he was as excessive in

his flattery ; as when he makes Timoleon greater than

the greatest Gods *. He took so much pleasure in

contradicting the most received truths, that he wrote

a long treatise, with great fury and ill language, to prove

that the bull of Phalaris was a mere fable. And yet

Diodorus and Polybius, who tell us this, tell us

likewise, that the very bull itself was existing in their

time : To all which, he was so little solicitous about

truth, that Suidas says, he was nicknamed rPAOSTA-

AEKTPIA, a composer of old wives fables. Polybius

informs us with what justice it was given him. In

censuring thefaults of others, he puts on such an air

of severity and confidence, as ifhe himselfwere exempt

fromfailings, and stood in no need of indulgence. Yet

arc his own histories stuffed with dreams andprodigies,

with the most wild and improbable fables. In short,

full of old wives wonders, and of the lowest and basest

superstition^. Agreeable to all this, Clemens Alex-

andrinus gives him as the very pattern of a fabulous

and satiric writer. And he appeared in every respect

of so ill a character to Mr. Bayle, that this excellent

Critic did not scruple to say, that, " in all appearance,

" he had no better authority when he denied that

* Suidas in Timseo. T'^.xi^h $1 pt'^a -aoutv T»/AB*eo»1<* tui>

Initpavirxruv Qealv.

f Ovt^ yap h fA.hra.7i; run tuiXa^ Kolfifyw; •ssoKkm lirtQaUu owoTnlx

«T»G*»m», avM\v,Q8.,v xj Suo-ioxijiovicui aytnvi; »cj 7jp*]a«s ;
yv>aua>8n$

rr» <Bhrlpis. Excerpt, de Vii"t. & Vit. ex 1. xii.

" Zaleucus
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" Zaleucus had given laws to the Loerkins*." To
say ail in a word, he was the Oldmixon^ of the

Greeks ; and yet this is the man whom the learned

writer hath thought fit to oppose to all antiquity,

against Zaleucus\ legislation and existence. It ap-

pears the more extraordinary, because he himself hath

furnished his reader with a violent presumption against

Timseus's authority, where he says +, That Polybius

charges him withfalse representations relating to the

Locrians. He adds indeed, that nothing is now extant

that shews Polybius thought Timaeus mistaken con-

cerning Zaleucus. But since Polybius quotes a law

as a law of Zaleucus, it seems a proof, in so exact

a writer, of his being well assured that, amongst

Timasus's falsehoods concerning the Locrians, one was

his denying Zaleucus to be their Lawgiver.

Timaeus's reasons are not come down to us from

Antiquity : But the fragments of Polybius §, mention-

ing his outrageous treatment of Aristotle concerning

the origin of the Locrians, speak of one Echeeratcs

a Locrian, from whom Timaeus boasted he had received

information on certain points in question : Hence the

learned Critic, as it would seem, concludes this to

have been a part of the Locrianh intelligence, that

there was no such man as Zaleucus^. As if, because

Timaeus relied on Echecrates's information in the dis-

* Et apparemment il ne fut pas mieux fonde, quand il nia que

Zaleucus e<at donne des loix a ce peuple, [les Locnens.] Tim§e,

Rem. F.

•f See Clarendon and Whitlock compared.

J Dissert, upon Phalai is, p. 337.

§ Excerpta ex Polybio de Viri. & Vitiis, ex 1. xii.

||
P» 336» Dissert, upon Phaiaris.

y 4 pute
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pute between him and Aristotle, therefore Echecrates

must, of necessity, support all his paradoxes concerning

that people. But admit Echecrates to have been of

the same opinion with Tima?us, in this matter ; Is he,

who, for aught we know, might be as singular and as

whimsical, in Ins love of contradiction, as Timaeus

himself, an evidence to be opposed to Cicero's ? who
tells us, that his Clients the Locriaus had, in his time

a Tradition of Zaleucus'?, legislation*. And we may
well presume, that Cicero, inquisitive, and even curious,

as he was in matters of antiquity, would examine this

point with care: and, had their archives reclaimed it,

he had hardly thought it worth his while to mention

their Tradition. But, says the learned Critic, if

Echecrates, in that age, did not believe there was any

Zaleucus, he is certainly as credible as Cicero's

Locrians, zcho came so many generations afterwards,

after so many revolutions and changes in their Go-

vernment This reasoning lias small force, because,

from the san e premisses, we may argue just the

other way, and say, that if the Tradition kept its

ground through all those changes and revolutions of

State-, it would seem to have had a very strong foun-

dation.

The authority then of Timaeus against the existence

and legislation of Zaleucus in general, is of no weight.

Let us next see what the learned Critic hath to urge

against the authenticity of those laws which go under

Zaleucus'?, name. His arguments are of two sorts:

the one drawn from the dialect, and from the use of

* De Legibus, 1. ii. c. 6. Edit. Ox. 4to. T, III. p. 141.

t Dissert, upon Fhaluris.

several
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several words, which are indeed later than his time;

the other, from Zaleucuss being no Pythagorean.

1. The words objected to, are these; At^a?

zrx^etxs— «VojUiA?i(no!/

—

Y±o<ry.ov—TpafwJYaij. '1 his, and

the fragments being written in the common dialed,

instead of the Doric, are, in the Critic's opinion, suffi-

cient evidence of the forgery.

lie has employed a deal of good learning*, to prove

the words to be all later than the time of Zaleucus.

Let us sec then the most that can be made of this

sort of argument. And because it is the best approved,

and readiest at hand, for the detection of forgery, and

supposed by some not a little to affect the sacred

w ritings themselves, we will enquire 'into its force in

general.

It must be owned, that an instrument offered as the

writing of any certain person, or age, which hath

words or phrases posterior to its date, carries with it

the decisive marks of forgery. A public Deed, or

Diploma, so discredited, is lost for ever. And to such,

was this canon of criticism first applied with great

success. This encouraged following critics to try it

on writings of another kind ; and then, for want of a

reasonable distinction, they began to make very wild

work indeed. For though in compositions of abstract

speculation, or of mere fancy and amusement, this

touch might be applied with tolerable security, there

being, for the most part, no occasion or temptation to

alter the diction of such writings, especially in the

ancient languages, which suffered small and slow

change, because one sort of these works was only for

* From pp. 34G to 356 of the Dissertation.

the
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the use of a few learned men; and the principal rarity,

and often the beauty, of the other sort, consisted in

the original phrase
; yet in public and practical writings

of Law and Religion, this would be found a very

fallacious test : It was the matter only which was re-

garded here. And, as the matter respected the whole

people, it was of importance that the words and

phrases should be neither- obscure, ambiguous, nor

equivocal : This would necessitate alterations in the

style, both as to words and phrases. Kence it appears

to me, that the answer, which commentators give to

the like objection against the Pentateuch, is founded

in good sense, and fully justified by the solution here

attempted. The Religion, Law, and History of the

Jews were incorporated; and consequently, it was the

concern of every one to understand the Scriptures.

Nor doth the superstitious regard, well known to have

been long paid to the words, and even letters of Scrip-

ture, at all weaken the force of this argument : for

that superstition arose but from the time when the

masoret doctors fixed the reading, and added the vowel

points. I have taken the opportunity, the subject

afforded me, to touch upon this matter, because it is

the only argument of moment, urged by Spinosa,

against the antiquity of the Pentateuch; on which

antiquity the general argument of this work is sup-

ported.

The application of all this is very easy to the case

in hand : The fragment of Zalcucus was part of a

body of Laws, which the people were obliged to un-

derstand; so that a change of old words and obsolete

phrases Avould be necessary : and to make this an argu-

ment against the antiquity of the fragment, would be

the
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the same good reasoning as to suppose, that the remains

of the Twelve Tables, or the earlier laws in our com-

mon Statute books, were the forgeries of later times,

because full of words unknown to the respective ages

in which those laws were composed and enacted. But,

indeed, the change of obscure words, or obsolete

phrases, for others more clear and intelligible, was a

common practice amongst the Pagan writers. Porphyry,

making a collection of heathen oracles, professes to

have given them just as he found them, without the

least alteration; except, says he, changing an obscure

word, now and then, for one more clear: a practice,

which, for its fairness and frequency, he ranks with

amending a corrupted word, or reforming the metre *,

But this licence was not confined to the Ancients;' for,

being encouraged by the reason of things, it was likelv

enough (as is, in fact, the case) that all times should

afford examples of it. One of the editors of Froissart

speaking of his author's text, says, " touchant le stile,

" & ancienne maniere descrire de nostre auteur, je ne

" doute point qu'ij n'ayt este quelques autrefois change
" & aucunement renouvelle selon les temps f." All

the Editions of Jomville's life of St. Louis bear testi-

mony to the same practice; which was so general that

Pasquier says, " s'il y eut un bon livre compose par
t: nos Ancetres, lorsqu'il tut question de lc transcribe,

* l-Kii K#yw rt S-ttK fuftpt/popm, us em are irfart Snxa, bts <z£j?Ao»

ruv Xfr,tr%i!\jiv vuri^Tuy' i\ pi) Xii-u tyMUgi)fMM)i> <$w$aca, 5j I1POS

TO 2A<t>EITEPON METABEBAHKA, 5} to ftftgh i\\i7w xnir^aaa,

'/) ti Ta* fin TTfoi; rnv <&;i§to-u/ ovilstroiiuv $UyQa,<\x. Porpb. apud

Euseb. Pnep. Evang. lib. iii. cap. 7.

f Dennis Sauvage, Avertiseinent aux Lecteurs.

" les
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*' lcs Copistes le copioient non selon la na'ife langue

** dc 1 Auteur, ains selon la leur*;

As to the change of dialect, the great Critic thus ex-

presses himself: The last argument I shall offer

against the Laws of Zalcucus, is this, that the Pre-

face of them, which Stoba3iis has produced, is written

hi the common dialect, whereas, it ought to be in the

Doric, for that was the language of the Locri.

—

The

Laics of Zaleucus therefore are commentitious, be-

cause they are not in Doric f.

What hath been said above will shew this argu-

ment to have small force ; but it is urged with a pecu-

liar ill grace by the learned Critic, who, in his Disser-

tation upon Phalaris, hath discovered, that Ocellus

Lucanus wrote the treatise Of the nature of the

universe in Doric%\ and from thence rightly concludes,

it ought to be acknowledgedfor a genuine work, which

hitherto learned men have doubted of from this very

business of its being writ in the common dialect. For

xve now sec that every wordof the true book isfaithfully

preserved; the Doric being only changed into the

ordinary language, at thefancy ofsome copier §. Now,

surely, the rash suspicions of those learned men in the

case of Ocellus Lucanus, should have made him more

cautions in indulging his own. He should have con-

cluded, if this liberty was taken with books of mere

speculation, it was more likely to be indulged in works

so necessary to be understood as a body of laws;

especially when he had observed (after Porphyry)

that the Doric is always clouded with, obscurity
||.

* Kech. L. viii. c, 3. t Pp- J 35i and 358.

J P. 47- § P
- 49- II

P- 317-

Hence,
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Hence, doubtless, tram-dialecting was no rare prac-

tice. For, besides this instance of Ocellus Lucanus,

we have another, in the poems going under the name of

Orpheus : which, Jamblichus says, were written in the

Doric dialect. But now the fragments of these poems,

left us by those who did not write in Doric, are in the

common dialect. It is plain then, they have been

trans-dialected.

2. The learned Critic's other argument for the im-

posture runs thus : The Report of Zaleucus being a

Pythagorean, was gathered from same passages in the

system of lazes ascribed to him, for ivhere else could

they meet with it? so that, if it can be proved he was

more ancient than Pythagoras, this false story cf his

being a Pythagorean being taken from that system,

must convict it of being a cheat *. He then proceeds

to prove him more ancient than Pythagoras; which

he does, on the whole, with great force of learning and

reasoning, though his arguments are not all equally

well chosen. As where he brings this for a proof

that Zaleucus was no scholar of Pythagoras, " Because
" he ascribed all his laws to Minerva, from whom he
" pretended to receive them in dreams : which (in the

" learned Critics opinion) has nothing of a Pythago-
" rean in it. For Pythagoras's scholars ascribed every
" thing to their master : it was always *uro; e<j>* with
" them, he said it. Therefore, if Zaleucus had been of
" that society, he would certainly have honoured his

" master, by imputing his laws to his instructions

But this argument is of no weight : for, 1. From what
has been said above of the genius of ancient legislation,

* r. 337. t P. 338.

it
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it appears, that the general practice required, and the

nature of the thing disposed the Lawgiver to ascribe

his laws to the inspiration of some God. 2. As to the

famous uvtq; it was not peculiar to the Pythago-

reans, but common to all the sects of Greece, jurare

in verba magistri. A device to keep them distinct and

separate from each other ; and a compendious way

of arguing amongst those of the same school. It

would then have been ridiculous to have urged its

authority to any out of the sect ; more so, to the com-

mon people ; and most of all, to them, upon public

and practical matters ; the avro? fyx being used only

in points of speculation, and in the schools of philoso-

phy. Indeed, so unlucky is this argument, that, on

the contrary, the reader will be apt to conclude, that

this very circumstance of Zaleucuss ascribing his laws

to Minerva, w as one of the things that gave rise and

credit to the report of his being a Pythagorean. And,

doubtless, it would have much weight with those who

did not carefully enough attend to the chronology.

For Zaleucus, in this, might be thought to follow both

the example and the precept of Pythagoras, who him-

self pretended to be inspired by Minerva; and taught

it to his scholars as the most efficacious way of esta-

blishing civil justice, to propagate the opinion of the

Gcds having an intimate intercourse with mankind*.

But notwithstanding the defect of this argument, the

learned critic, as we said, proves his point with great

clearness, that Zakucus was earlier than Pythagoras :

and, in conclusion, draws the inference abovementioned,

in these terms : It was generally reported Zaleucua

" See Jamblichuc's Life of Pythagoras, p. 147. edit. Kust.

xcas
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was a Pythagorean ; it is proved he was not. This

will refute the book itself. For if any intimation was

given in the book, that the author was a Pythagorean,

the imposture is evident. "And yet it is hard to

** give any other reason, that should induce the later

" writers to call him a Pythagorean." Some impos-

tor, therefore, made a system of laws under the name

of Zaleucus, and in it gave a broad hint ihat he was

a scholar of Pythagoras.

Here he rests his point. If, then, it be not hard to

give another reason, that should induce the later writers

to call him a Pythagorean, his long discourse lo prove

Zaleucus the earlier of the two, is of no kind of use to

convict the pretended laws of imposture. I have

already hinted at another not improbable reason, which

was his having the same inspiring Goddess with Pytha-

goras : And this will be much strengthened by the

observation, that Minerva became the peculiar patro-

ness of the Pythagorean Lawgivers, on account of the

assistance she had given to their master. To which

we may add these further circumstances, that the laws

were in Doric (and supposing them genuine, they

certainly were so) which idiom was peculiar to the

Pythagoric school*: and, that the whole proem of

Zaleucus's laws was formed agreeably to the precepts

of Pythagoras in this matter ; who directs, that, next

after the worship of the Gods, Damon, and Parent

worship should be enjoined f. Now, later writers,

seeing these two visible marks of a Pythagorean, might,

without further reflection, be reasonably disposed to

• See note [B] at the end.

}• Mila $t to SsT^y Tt to ^xt/MtM, VJ\i7<fQt iSQiuaQxi Xlyoi yoAm.
Jamb. Vit. Pyth. c. xxx. p. 148.

think
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think Zakuats of that sect. But, as the' learned critic

has well made out, from sure chronological evidence,

that this was a. mistake, we must seek for some other

cause of the uniformity between them ; which I take-

to be this : Zaleui u when Pythagoras flourished,

was in the highest repute in Greece for legislation
;

which might incline this philosopher to imitate him,

both in his inspiring Goddess, and in the proem of his

law s : so that posterity only mistook the copy for the

original. This they might very well do ; for Pythago-

ras and his sect had soon engrossed all the glory in the

practice of lawgiving : and this leads me to another

probable cause of the common opinion of Zaleucus's

being a Pythagorean : The character of this sect, as

will be seen hereafter, was so great for legislation, that

after-ages thought nothing could be done to pur-

pose in that way, which had not a Pythagorean for its

author. So, besides Zakucus, the ancients supposed

Charondas, Numa * Zamolxis f, Phytius, Theocles,

Elicaon, Aristocrates, nay the very Druids;];, the

legislators of Gaul, and, in a word, all the eminent

Lawgivers who lived any where about the time of

Pythagoras, to be instructed by him. But will the

learned Critic say, that, therefore, all these Legislators

were imaginary persons, and did not give laws to their

several cities ? This notion, arising from Pythagoras's

great character and reputation, was nursed up and

improved by his followers themselves, to beget honour

* Quinetiam arbitror propter Pythagorcorum adinirationem;

Numani quoque rfegem Pi/thagorcum a posterioribus existimatum.

Tull. Tusc. Disp. lib. iv. c. 1. Edit. Ox. 4to. T. II. ] . 331.

f Herod, lib. iv. c. 95. Edit. Gale.

I Ainmian. Marcell. lib.xv. e.g. p. 75. Edit. Gronov. fol. 1693:

td
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to their master; as, in fact, appears from several

passages in Jamblichuss life of that Philosopher. So

that was there no more in it than this ; as Zaleucus's

Institutions were in great repute, we might very

naturally account for the mistake.

But, lastly, it is indeed very true (as the learned

Critic suspected) that the principal ground of the

report of Zaleucus being a Pythagorean, was from
some passages in t/ie system of laws ascribed to him.

He is only too hasty in his conclusion, that therefore

these must needs convict the system of a cheat. What
hurried him on, was his supposing, that no such report

could be gathered from passages in the system, but

such as must be an intimation that the author was a

Pythagorean : and that there is no difference between

giving and taking an intimation. If, then, this report

might be gathered from passages which contained no

intimation, and if the reader might understand that to

be such, which the writer never intended ; the con-

sequence will be, that the credit of these fragments

will remain unshaken, though we grant the learned

Critic his whole premises, and all the facts he con-

tends for.

It seems, then, to be certain, that the report of

Zaleucus's being a Pythagorean arose principally from

a passage in his system of laws. And it was not

difficult to discover what it was : Zaleucus in his

preface speaks of an evil genius or Damon, AAI-

MX1N KAK02, as influencing men to wickedness.

This, though a notion of the highest* antiquity, whose

origin

'

* A£iro]c%j; y h <a^u7u OTtp! <pt}.oao<p
,

Hxc
l ,

>cj -crpscrfJlt^e; jtvai (Maya?)

tun Alyvrflluv' $vo r.xr aiire? uvUi a^u^, uyudof $<x.ip.Q*a, t£ KAKON
Vol. I- 2 AAIMONA.
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origin and author are much disputed, yet became at

length the distinguishing doctrine of the Pythagoreans.

Plutarch, speaking of Pythagoras's opinion of the first

principle, says, that that philosopher called the Monad,

God, and Duad, the evil genius*. Which Duad
the Pythagoreans used extremely to vilify, as the cause

of all evil, under the name of the bad prixxiple,

as Plutarch would make us believe \. The application

of this doctrine I suppose Pythagoras might borrow

from ZaleuCus, and here again posterity be mistaken

only in the original author. However, we may collect

from the same Plutarch, that that opinion was cultivated

by all the ancient Lawgivers. For this learned man,

-who

AAIMONA. Diog. Laert. Vit. Phil. Prooem. Scg. 8. Edit. Amstel.

1692, 4-to. Oik olbtx. fj.ri tuv riANY nAAAIftN -run armanaclok

uva.yy.a.^uifj.£v •Epc-^Vp^crSat Xoyov Tie ipavXa flaiotona »tj /Sses-xaKct,

<BrgoB
,<p6ovuila To>V ciya&oK atifivn y^ Tan~; ttfoi-iijit anj-af*£»^, Taeot^o;;

Kg (poiaq EwayEi, at\<tilct stj dpccXhotla, rriv L^i-vW iiq (j/n ©Nas^EivavlE?

aTriuTef it Tki v.aha >tj jlxEpaiOl, /2eXJi&k3>« \y.tUuv /AOi^a; y.£\x Tr,t tihivlr,*,

r&xpW Plul. Vita Dionis, in initio.

* ritGayo^a; ruv iyXp" po**^ Seo», T iyatyov !)Ti{ \t)\

5) ts £>o; ccvToq 0 >Ss" rr,v 0 uo^s-on $va$a, AAIMONA, jcJ to,

KAK.ON, ro-E^t ?* In to vXty.ou eaSS©-. De Plac. Phil. lib. i. c. 7.

p. 1624. E. S. (T. II. p. 881. D, Edit- francof. 1599, fol,)

•f Of i^i'j T\vQocyi%iy.o) eii <a\novuv ovcfAxTuv ncnrifopicn, t£ fj.\v uyctte

To lv VH'fti^a.cy.ivot/, To usyt/i, to e£9u, to 'at^iaaov, To Tilgalyayot, to

«t|ioy, to Accfi7r^oi<* ts oe KAKOY, t>!> AYAAA, to xirn^ot, to

(fiZpfj.iM, To Ka//.r^?iov, to afliov, to ETEgo/y.rjxE;, to otucro, to «£»rE£o»,

to crxoltuon' &Jn T<tOT«$ yiviamz vTraxufAiya;' Oe^* IE. OXIP.

p. 6"uo. St. Ed. I suppose the reason, why At/a? was amongst the

ill names said to be given by the Pythagoreans, to the bad prki-

liplc, was, because, in their superstitious designations of the-

various qualities of numbers, this Af&W is very heavily loaded.

"Ot» r> /Ait MONAS xuix Tl» IcoT^ioc x£ to p%T(0\i Aa^cCanT*»' ij o^t

Afa; xa&' t7TE^oA>i» Jtoei^u. Anon, de Vita Pythag. arj-*4

Photium. Edit. Hceschelii, fol. 1612. pag. 1314.
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who favoured the notion of two principles, the one

good, the other evil, affects, I observe, to draw every

ancient writer, who but mentions an evil daemon, into

his own sect. In his treatise of Isis and Osiris,

he speaks to this purpose, " That it was a most

" ancient opinion, delivered as well by Lawgivers
" as Divines, that the world was neither made by
" Chance, neither did one Cause govern all things,

" without opposition *."

This notion therefore, delivered in the proem of

Zaleucuss law, might be very well taken for an intima-

tion of the authors being a Pythagorean, and yet, not

being so given, it has not the least tendency to discredit

the compilation.

On the whole then, I presume, it appears, that the

credit of these remains stands unshaken by any thing

the learned Critic has advanced to the contrary ; and

that we may safely produce them as of the antiquity

they lay claim to.

Thus Zaleucus begins his preface :
" Every inhabit-

" ant, whether of town or country, should first of all

" be firmly persuaded of the being and existence of

" the Gods : which belief he will be readily induced

" to entertain, when he contemplates the heavens,

" regards the world, and observes the disposition,

" order, and harmony of the universe; which can

" neither be the work of blind chance, nor of man.
" These Gods are to be worshipped as the cause

" of all the real good we enjoy. Every one therefore

* Aio xj roa
|

w7raAai©' avrri xa-reiatu lx ©eo^oyuv NOMOQETnN

—

XT a.vnv Kj a.'hoyov »cj UKvGt^trilov aiu^urau ra a.irofAara to voiv, 'in

ti>y<&<. Ibid, de is-, et Oatg. p. 658.

z 2 " should
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" should so purify, and possess his mind, as to have
" it clear of all kinds of evil

;
being persuaded that

" God is not honoured by a wicked person, nor accept-

" ably served, like miserable man, with sumptuous
" ceremonies, or taken with costly sacrifices, but with

" Virtue only, and a constant disposition to good and
" just actions. On which account, every one should

" labour all he can to become good, both in practice

" and principle, whereby he will render himself dear

" and acceptable to God ; should fear more that which

" leads to ignominy and dishonour, than that which

" leads to loss of wealth and fortune ; and esteem

" him the best Citizen, who gives up his worldly

" goods, rather than renounce his honesty and love of

" justice : But those, whose headstrong appetites will

" not sutler them to be restrained within the limits

" of these things, and whose hearts are turned with a
" natural bias towards evil, whether they be men or

" women, citizens or sojourners, should be told, to have

" the Gods always in mind, to think upon their nature,

" and of the judgments they have in store for wicked

"'men; to set before themselves the dreadful hour

" of death, a period they must all arrive at ; when the

" memory of evil actions past will seize the sinner with

" remorse, accompanied with the fruitless wish, that

" he had submitted his actions to the rules ofjustice.
" Every one, therefore, should so watch over his be-

" haviour, as if that hour were still present with him,

" and attended all his motions : which will be the way
" to keep up in himself an exact regard to right and

" justice. But if the wicked demon be instant
" to influence him to evil, let him fly to the

" altars and temples of the Gods, as the surest asylum

10 " " from
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from that cruellest and wickedest of tyrants, Evil,

" and implore their assistance to drive her far from

" him. To this end, let him also have recourse to those,

" whose reputations are high for probity and virtue*;

" whom he may hear discourse of the happiness of

" good, and the vengeance attending evil menf."

* Meaning the men set apart for the service of religion, such as

Virgil desciibes in his Elysium, JEn. L. vi. p. 265. Ed. Ven. 1638.

Quique sacerdotes casti, dum vita manebat

;

Quique pii vates & Phoebo rligna locuti.

Which not only shews the Legislator's sense of their use, but of

the necessity of their practising what they teach to others.

i" Ta? xalomiiylciq tjjv 'EoXiv x^ rr,y yu(a.\i. wajra; 'B^vtqv vatireTa^at

X$*lt *j »»f*^£»» Se«; t'ivxi, xj utsJohtTroylas I; i^ctvly, x^ rlv xoc-poy, *.

T'/jv i* uvToTq Sta.xoCfA.*)<7iy, iC T<t|i»" » ycig TVX7> '>> ^ uyh^uvun tivut

etniAiH^y/ipaiet ctGtaQxi Si t«t«? xj Tijt*«», is aiTi«; otlecs avavlut

rtfjuv ayciQZv, Tuy xocla. Xoyoy yifyof/Jyvv. "Exaj-ov s» t%tiV *j ^x^xcxtva^m

«iT Tyy xini i^vyriv, imxt\wj tuii xxxu/y xx&xguv' t»s » Tiy.arcn Sec; lit

uytjpuivtj tpxvXa, &Si SfpaTTEiETai SxTrxyxn;, zSt T^xfuiS'.utt Tuy aX^xof^eyuy.

x.xQx'jrtp /xop^S*)^? av6fv7r©-, a.XX LgiW, xj rs^oxi^iaei Tuv xxXui Iffwr

3^ Stxxiuy. Aso Ixuroy Su ti; Siyxf/.iv ayxSoy tlyxi, Xj ttga^st x^ w^oai^Vft

rqy piXXoylx t'o-Efl-fiai §to(piXr)' xj f/.r> <po(=f io-fiai T«; tlf xfrijjuxrot ^r,jjL\xi

y.a.XXw tuv tii x\ayyyr,y tuvoyrw/ >t, iroXWr,v OLfj-tiytya lyojjLx^tit rlv rrit

iaixv VBfu'iiy.iyiiv fj.xXXoy t3 xa.XS xj Stxam' oaoi; it
f*-!)

faSiot <afa Tetvra,

Tr)v op/Aqv TZiirt7(7§cci, tyy Si ^v^r,y typ^^ *«i>tWJo* cpo? uS.xixv, ZS'

r,jAty -mx^ytX^a' Tsxcrx T«2$ toi«to»; sroAiTai?, xj 'EraAiTU'i x) £e»oixok

(/.tpvyo-Qxi §swy w? ofltiv, xj S'txx$ iiriTTefyi.iroyluiy ToT; ao\xoi; xj TiQicDxi •S7£»

o//,ftjtT«> Tot> *«tfov tStoi*, iv a yivtrxt to te'A^ lxa.ru T>j; aTraAAccyiji? t«

waci y<i^ if/.n'nflii fj.trxpsXtix toi; [AiXXuai TtXivrxy, fxtfAyr,fj.tn>tq it

aStxrixxat, xj of/*i t5 (3tiXtcr&ai •sixUlx tut neuyficu Jixaiai; avror?" Aio St?

ixa-roy vxp Ixttrny m^ai-ty a.t\ avy<nxaZv toy xxtgoy rSroy, uc d'/, wapoHa'

eru ya./> a.y fAxXirot T« xa.\ts x^ T« Stxala <Ppoyln7y' ia.v Si TU 'Bctfury

AAIMfiN KAKOS t^'kv •s?fo? aiJixiav ^lalpi^Eiv •ogo; »*o("{ x^ @ypz~t

Xp TtjAivtai, ^ivycylx rr,y ctSix'\a.? ii<; SittTwu.y a.ai%i<?a/rr\y Kj ycihtr. if'.uTri*

ixile-joylx Tot; Seb; ffvyxirdl^irny avTyy' isyxt St x^ tzfic, uvSccc$ So^xy

i%ot*Li$ \nr a-yS^ufabiu axaadiAi»<&- •cte^i tvSx'ijx.cy&- /3itf, xj xocxuv a-vS^ut

np.uf\a.<; IVof a7rol££'7r>j twv i^iKiu* ^(fcDf. Apud Stobasum, Serm. xlii.

p. 279. lis, 13. Tiguri. fol. 1559.

z 3 Om
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One would wonder, that any man, who had atten-

tively considered this admirable fragment., could think

it the torgery of a Sophist It is plain, the author of

it understood human nature and society at another

rate. He hath not only given us an exact portrait of

natural Religion
;

but, in applying it to the State, hath

explained the use and subserviency of its parts to the

three great classes of mankind. He hath recom-

mended the intrinsic excellence of virtue, and com-

pliance with the Will and example of the Gods, to

those who are of so ingenuous and well-framed a nature

as to be always disposed to embrace truth and right

:

to others, of a less heroic turn of mind, such who

idolize their honour, he holds out fame and ignominy,

as the inseparable attendants of good and evil actions:

and, to the common run of more intractable and per-

verse tempers, he preaches up the doctrine of future

rewards and punishments*. I will only observe, it

appears to have been from hence, that Pomponattus

borrowed the beautiful passage, which is quoted at

large in the first book of this discourse.

Thus Zaleucus. And much in the same fashion

does Chahondas introduce his Laws.

In imitation of the practice, Plato likewise, and

Cicero, both preface their Laus with the sanctions of

Religion. And though these two great men were not,

strictiy speaking, Lawgivers in form ; yet we are not

to suppose that what they wrote in this science, was

like the dreams of the Sophists, for the amusement of

the idle and curious. They were both well practised

in affairs, and deeply conversant in human nature; and

* See note [C] at the end.

they
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they formed their speculative Institutes on the plan,

and in the spirit and views of ancient legislation : the

foundation of Plato's being the Attic Laws; and the

foundation of Cicero's, the Twelve Tables: who him-

self takes care to warn us of this particular. *' In

" imitation of Plato, the most learned, and, at the

" same time, the wisest of the philosophers, who wrote

" best * of a republic, and likewise, separately, of the

" laws thereof, I think it will be proper, before I give

" the law itself f, to say somewhat in recommendation
u of

* I read here, with Turnebus, qui princeps de rep. conscripsit.

Lambin objects to this reading, because we gather from Aristotle,

that Plato was not theJirst xvho wrote of a republic; he supposing

princeps signified primus, whereas it means optimus. This was

Tully's opinion of Plato, as may be gathered from many places in

his writings. And in this sense, Turnebus, without doubt, under-

stood the word ; a sense familiar to his author, as in Ver. lib. iv.

cap. 49. " in qua [Patria] multis virtutibus & benefices floruit

princeps." But the word primus itself is sometimes used in this

sense of princeps; as in Virgil,

•Prima quod ad Trejam - - -

f ** Ut priusqnam ipsam legem recitem, de ejus legis lattck

dicam." This passage is not without its difficulty. If by Lex
be meant the whole system of his laws, which the .tenor of the

discourse leads one to suppose ; then, by Lavs, the recommenda-

iion of it, we are to understand his shewing, as he does in the

following chapter, that the Gods interested themselves very much

in the observance of civil laws; which implies, that they were

indeed their laws : and so Tully calls them, in the 4th chapter of

this book: " Ita principem legem illam, & ultimam, mentem esse

" dicebant, omnia ratione aut oogentis, aut vetantis Dei; ex qua

" ilia lex quam Dii humano genen dederunt, recte est uucata."

And the shewing that civil laws came originally from the Gods,

was the highest recommendation of them. But if by lex we

z 4 ar«
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of it : which, I observe, was the method of Zaleucus
:: and Charondas. For their system of laws was not

" an exercise of wit, or designed for the amusement
" of the indolent and curious, but composed for the

M use of the public in their several cities. These, Plato
" imitated ; as thinking this likewise to be the business
<£

of Law ; to gain somewhat of its end by the

" gentler methods of persuasion, and not carry every

" thing by mere force and fear of punishment

Here, we see, he intimates, that Plato and himself

had the same view, in writing laws, with Zaleucus and

Charondas: namely, the service of a Public. The

difference between them was, that the two Originals

were employed by their country: and the two Copy-

ists generously undertook an office they were not

called to.

However, Plato and Cicero are the greatest autho-

rities antiquity could afford, and the most deserving to

be heard in this matter. Plato makes it Hie necessary

introduction to his laws, to establish the being and pro-

vidence

are to understand only the first law of the system, which begins,

" Ad Divos adeunto caste," &c. then by L.vusis meant his shew-

ing, as he does likewise in the following chapter, the use and service

of religion to civil society.

* Sed, ut vir doctissiinus fecit Flato, atqus idem gravissimus

philosophoium omnium, qui princtps de repuLlica conscripsir,

idemque separatim de legibus ejus, id mihi credo esse faciendum ;

ut priusquam ipsam legem recitem, de ejus legis laude dicam.

Quod idem & Zaleucum & Charondam fecisse video ; cum quidern

illi non studii & delectationis, sed reipublicae causa leges civita-

tibus suis scripserunt. Quos imitatus Plato, videlicet hoc quoque

legis putavit esse, persuadere aliqnid, non omnia vi ac minis

cogcre. De Legg. lib. ii. cap, 6. Edit. Ox. 4to. T. III. p. 141,
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videnee of the Gods by a law against sacrilege.

And he explains what he means by sacrilege, in the

following words :
" Either the denial of the being of

" the Gods
;

or, if that be owned, the denial of their

f* providence over men; or, thirdly, the teaching, that

41 they arc flexible, and easy to be cajoled by prayer

" and sacrifice*." And afterwards; " It is not of

" small consequence, that what we here reason about

" the Gods, should, by all means, be made probable;

" as, that they are; and, that they are good; and

" that their concern for justice takes place of all other

" human considerations. For this, in our opinion*.

" seems to be the noblest and best preface that can

" be made to a body of lawsf ." In compliance with

this declaration, Cicero's Preface to his laws, is con-

ceived in the following terms: " I^t our citizen then

" be first of all firmly persuaded of the government and

" dominion of the Gods; that they are the lords

" and masters of the world; that all things are dis-

" posed by their power, direction, and providence;

" and that the whole race of mankind is in the highest

" manner indebted to them; that they are intimately

" acquainted with every one's state and condition

;

" that they know what he does, what he thinks; with

" what disposition of mind, and with what degree of

* u>0*.u. *v or, Tl ray TfWt mkcryuv, v) r3ro tsyr\ r.yipcv®', t] tJ

$svti(-ov iv\a.$, a <J>f>ofli£tl» xt^avur, v, roirov, tl'ira.qa.p.vo'nrtK; tivcn,

$co**U rt tixa~s •BccqotfoyiAttis. De Lcgg. lib. x. p. 885. B.Tom. II.

Edit. H. Stepli. I'ol.

f 3tcc([>iret 0' a er/jity.fov ifiUffyiVUf •BriGai'O'mla rivet Tin; ?.oya? %[/.Zv

iytiv, 'uc, Seoit' ei^i, >t) dyado), ti/xwvIe? Sia.<ptfovToJS atb^airwi/' cr^/t^ln

yap tkto tipTy 1 7Ti' ccTravl-Jv 7ui> voy.vv x«A>.kro» TE iC a(>i<rov "m^oolfjuov a»

*l-n. Id. ibid,

" piety
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*' piety he performs the acts and offices of religion
;

" and that, accordingly, they make a distinction be-

" tween the good and bad. The mind being imbued
" with these opinions, w ill never deviate from truth
u and utility. And what truth is more evident than

** this, that ik) one should be so stupidly arrogant, as

* to suppose, there is Mind and Reason in himself,

" and yet none in the Heavens and the World
;

or,

" that those things, whose uses and directions can
<c

scarce be comprehended with the utmost stretch of
<* human faculties, may yet perform their motions
<c without an understanding Ruler? But, He whom
" the courses of the heavenly bodies, the vicissitudes

u of day and night, the orderly temperature of the
u

seasons, and the various blessings which the earth

" pours out for our sustenance and pleasure, will not

" excite, nay compel to gratitude, is unfit even to be

'* reckoned in the number of men. And since thing?
u endowed with reason, are more excellent than
w those which want it ; and that it is impiety to say,

*' any particular is more excellent than the universal

a Nature: we must needs confess this Nature to be
i% endowed with reason. That these opinions are

*' likewise useful, w ho can deny, when he considers

" what stability is derived to the Public from within,

** by the religion of an oath ; and what security it

<( enjoys from without, by those holy rites which affirm

u national treaties and conventions : how efficacious

** the fear of divine punishment is, to deter men from

" wickedness; and what purity of manners must reign

" in that Society, where the immortal Gods them-

" selves are believed to interpose both as judges and

" witnesses ?
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" witnesses? Here you have the Proem of the law:

" for so Plato calls it*."

And then follow the laws themselves; the first of

which is conceived in these words :
" Let those who

" approach the Gods, he pure and undefilcd ; let their

" offerings be seasoned with piety, and all ostentation

" of pomp omitted : the God himself will be his own
" avenger on transgressors. Let the Gods, and those

" who were ever reckoned in the number of Celestials,

a be worshipped; and those likewise, whom their

" merits have raised to heaven ; such as Hercui.es,
tc Bacchus, iEscuLAPius, Castor, Pollux, and
" Romulus. And let chapels be erected in honour

• Sit igitur jam hoc a principio pcrsuasum civibus, domirios

esse omnium rerum ac moderatores Deos, eaque qua? gerantur,

eorum geri, ditione, ac numine, eosdemque optime degenere homi-

num mereri ; & qtialis quisque sit, quid agat, quid in se admittat,

qua mente, qua pietate colat relignmes, intucri; piorumque &
impiorum habere ratiunem. Uis enim rebus imbutas mente3,

baud sane abborrebunt ab utili, & a vera sententia. Quid est

enim venus, quam neminem esse oportere tarn stulte arrogantem,

ut in se rationem & mentem putet inesse, in coelo mundoque non

putet? aut ut ea, quae vix summa ingenii ratione comprehendat,

nulla ratione moveri puttt? Quern vero astrorum ordines, quem
dierum noctiuinque vicistitudines, quem mensium temperatio, quem-

queea, quae gignuntur nobis ad f'ruendum, non gratum esse cogant,

hunc hominem omnino numerari qui decet? Cumque omnia, qua?

rationem habent, prasstent lis, qua? sint rationis expertia, nefasque sit

dicere, ullam rem praestare naturae omnium rerum : rationem inesse

in ea confltenaum est. Utiles esse autem opiniones has, quis neget,

cum intell'gat, quam multa firmentur jurejurando, quantae salutis

sint focdeiuin religione6, quam multos divini supplicii metus a
scelere revocant; quamque 6ancta sit societas civium inter ipsos,

Diis immortalibua interpositis turn judicibus turn testibus. Habes
legis prooemium ; sic enim hoc appellat Plato. De Legg. lib. ii.

c, 7. Ldit. Qx. 4to. T> HI. pp. 141, 42.
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to those qualities, by whose aid mortals arrive

" thither, such as Reason, Virtue, Piety, and

" Good-faith

• Ad divos adeunto caste; pietatem adhibento; opes amo-

vento. Qui secus faxit, Deus ipse vindex erit. Divos, & eos

qui ccelestes semper habiti, colunto : & olios, quos endo coelo

merita vopaverint, Herculem, Liberum, ^Esculapium, Castorem,

Pollucem, Quirinum. Ast olla, propter qua? datur homini ad-

sceasus in coelum, mentein, virtutera, pietatem, fidem, earumque

laudum delubra sunto. De Legg. lib. ii. c. 8. Edit. Ox. 4to.

T. III. pp. 142, 43.

NOTES
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NOTES
APPERTAINING TO

THE FIRST AND THIRD
SECTIONS

OF

BOOK IL

P. 308. [A]

ALLA explains the word uuQpuvoyvix; by ex

» hominibus ortos
;
and, I think, rightly. But our

learned Stanley, in his notes to the Persians of

JEschylus, understands it otherwise: and that it rather

signifies humanaformapr&ditos. I suppose it appeared

harsh to him, that any one could imagine the Gods
had human natures; but the meaning is explained

above. Yet the ingenious writer of the Letters con'

cerning Mythology, p. 217. sides with our country-

man, and understands ocvQpuTro<pvn; to signify,

—

made

like a man—or, of the shape and figure of a man.

But if we regard the literal meaning of the two simples

which make up this compound, we cannot avoid un-

derstanding it to signify, being of maris nature, How
then does this learned writer support his criticism ? By

a passage
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a passage from Hecataeus
;

who, on pretty much the

same occasion, uses (as he supposes) dvQpuvofiopQtf, in

the place of dv^pu-rrotpmi; ; and dvQpuTroy.op$of; he thinks,

all will agree, must signify, of the. shape and figure of

a man. No, not if his own method of interpretation

be right: for, if d^puvo^ri; (transferred from the

literal, to the figurative sense) must signify of man's

form, then cZvQpu7roy.op$os so transferred, must signify

of man's nature. But it is not true, that Hecatasus

uses *V0pw7T6
(

uo/>£of in the place of a^puTro^rH. The

propositions ot Herodotus and Hecatagus are different,

and therefore we may well suppose these two words,

in the predicate of each, to be different. Herodotus,

speaking of the Persians, says, they had no statues

of their Gods, because they did not believe, with the

Greeks, that the Godshad human natures [d^pwrrotvixq].

And Hecata?us, speaking of Moses, says, he per-

mitted no images of the Gods, because he did not

hold, with the Gentiles, that God had a human Jorm

[aV0pi)7rofAcp<pov]. And their use of different words, as

we shall now see, was with accuracy and discernment;

for they were asserting different tilings. The question

between the Persians and the Greeks (who wor-

shipped many Gods in common) was, whether these

Gods were partakers of human nature, dvQpwTTbtpvixs

;

that is, whether they were dead men deiiied. But the

question between Moses and the Gentiles, was,

whether the God of the universe had a human form,

fc\0pw7ro|uop?;o? ; not whether the gods had human na-

tures; for these Gods, the Jews had nothing to do

with ;
they worshipped only the one God : and several

of the Gentiles, who had some knowledge of this one

God,
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God, imagined lie might have a human form, Sq

that we see, the use of these two terms, on the same

occasion, is so far from shewing their signification to

be the same, as the learned writer supposes, that tho

occasion demonstrably shews their signification to ho

different. Let me only observe, it appeared so evi-

dent to Eusebius, that the custom of making the

statues of the Gods in human form was an indi^

cation of their original from mortality, that he says,

o ye rot tiXr\Qri<; Xoy(& fiox xoa jci»J«Jf, juoi/ojrsp^l

d<pn\g, SWa? attfyzs paglugut yeyov'eyai t«? JViAa^svaf. Ey^yf,

P. 335. [B]. This we are told by Jamblichus : h.U

words are, Xeyelxi toUw <pw?i xpwQcti ftS -Ecflgup.

h£rou zrx^fyixxov, Vit. Pythag. 1 94. Kust. Ed,—Dl\
Bentley understands them to signify, that every om
should use his own mother-tongue. And, indeed, with-

out reading the context, one could scarce avoid giving

this sense to the passage. Vxzzanius, —that every

one should use the mother-tongue of Crotona ; which

was the Doric. Of these, the learned Critic gays,

which is the true, perhaps all competent readers will net

he of one mind, p. 386. But I believe there will be HQ
great difference of opinions amongst those who weigh

the following reasons

:

l, Jamblichus adds, re yx§ *v ^?K«/**£«*; by
which I understand him to mean, that the Pythagoriq

sect did not approve of a foreign or stranger dialect,

For if he meant, not the sect in general, but the par=

ticulars of w hich it was composed, the several proving

cial Greeks who entered into it, no dialect could bo

calledforeign to one or other of them: if he meant, the

Sect,
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Sect, which we may suppose had a dialect peculiar and

consecrated to the Community, all, but that, was

foreign to it ; and the expression becomes proper and

pertinent.

2. JambUchus, in the same place, tells us, that

Pythagoras valued the Doric above the other Greek

Dialects, as most agreeable to the laws of harmony,

Tnv Si Aigixv SixX'tv^o* ivxcy,ov'xv elvoa : Now having

made the essence of the soul to be harmony, it was no

wonder he should chuse a dialect, which he supposed

approached nearest to its nature ; that the mind and

tongue might go together.

3. Pythagoras seems here to have imitated his master

Orpheus, from whom, as we shall see hereafter, he

borrowed much of his philosophy ; for Jamblichus

tells us, that the old writings that went under the

name of Orpheus,were composed in Doric.

4. But, lastly, a passage in Porphyry's Life ofPytha-

goras seems alone sufficient to determine this matter :

Porphyrv, giving the causes of the decay of the Pytha-

goric philosophy, assigns this for one, that their commen-

taries a ere written itiDoric. 'Ew-aJa Jta ro ktetra ytfexu-

yAvx &up(S* y^oxcQx:, p. 49. Kust. Ed. This is the

clearest comment on the words in question, and deter-

mines them to the sense contended for. One would

wonder, indeed, that so learned a Critic could take them

in any other. But the secret was this, Dr. Bentley having

pretended to discover, that Ocellus Lucanus did not

w rite his book in the common dialect, as it is now extant,

but in Doric; (Dissert. Kf.onPhaiaris, $c. p. 47.) his

adversaries (Dissert, examined, p. 54.) charge him with

having stolen this discovery from Vizzanius. This,

Dr. Bentley flatly denies
;
(Dissert, defended, p. 3?4-)
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But the only proof he gives of his innocence, is, that

the Greek passage, quoted above from Jamblichus, on

which both he and Vizzanius had founded their dis-

coveries, is differently translated by them. " The
" thing, as I said it (says the Doctor) is thus ; the

" Pythagoreans enjoined all the Greeks that entered

" themselves into the society, to use every man his

" mother-tongue (ywy p^srOaj rn zrcclpuoc..) Ocellus,

" therefore, being a Dorian of Lucania, must have
*' writ in the Doric. This I took to be Jamblichus's

" meaning. But Vizzanius has represented it thus:

" that they enjoined all that came to them to use the

" mother-tongue of Crotona, which was the Doric.—
" Whether Vizzanius or I have hit upon the true

" meaning of Jamblichus, perhaps all competent

" readers will not be of a mind." The diffidence

of this conclusion would make one suspect the Doctor

was now convinced, that Viz?,aniaSs was the light

meaning. Yet, I will venture to say, that the words

of Jamblichus, as quoted by Vizzanius without the

context, would have been understood by ev> :y man,

skilled, as Dr. Bentley was, in Greek, in the different

sense he has given to them. From whence I con-

clude, that, when Dr. Bentley wrote his Dissertation

on Phalaris, he had seen the words of Jamblichus no

where but in Vizzanius.

P. 342. [C]. Some have affected not to understand,

where it is, in the foregoing passage, that Zaleucus

inculcates this doctrine. The place, methinks, was

not hard to find : it is, where wicked men are bid to

set before themselves the dreadful hour of death. For

how should a picture of this scene allure men to virtue,

Vol. I, A a or
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or deter them from vice, but as it opens to them a view

of those rewards and punishments they are just going

to receive ? Hence, too, we learn what those hopes and

fears were, which Plutarch, in the passage p. 346,

says the ancient lawgivers impressed upon the minds

of the people, to keep up the awe and reverence of

religion : for Plato assures us it was their general

practice, to inculcate the distinction between soul and

body ; and to teach, that, at their separation, the

soul survived the body ; and this, says he, we should

believe upon their word, unless we would be thought

to be out of our senses.

—

mrt&tn «T xl xx\ toI? NOMO-
©ETOTZI TauG' st«s sp^eii/, aWsp jw.i? zsxv\xttx<t\v cctpp&vcs

fsthuflat. De Legg. lib. xi. But, in his next book,

he informs us, more at large, why the ancient Law-

givers inculcated that distinction. It was, in order to

build upon it the belief of a future state of rewards

and punishments : for he says, the Lawgivers were to

be believed, when they teach the total difference

between soul and body, that the former is immortal,

and that when it is on the point of departing for. the

regions of immortality (where it must give an account

of its conduct in the body) the good man will meet

death with courage and constancy, and the evil man

with affright and terror. And then takes occasion

to mention the punishments reserved for the latter

:

ic-£i'0£<r9oci J
1

' Irt tu i/o^o0fTV? %ipsuv ixn x\Xx, xoti \lyov\t

4/VX7' V <rW/*a'?^" ItVOU TO STXV $lX$'ifii<TXV. TOV ^£ Ov\x

TjiAUV iKX^OV Ovlui X§XVx\(jV BlVXij fyvVnf t7r0VO:j.X^OfJ.tV0V,

uTXfGc Seiss aXXsq tinaai Surovlx Xcyov, xxQxncp o vop©> o

c»Tpi©J Af'yft, tm [a\v xyxQ-2 SxppxXiov, tw SI xaxw px\x

Qobsplv— faiUMTT&fo* xv XXKUV xuxclripxruv \ylyvw ruv
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t*sU rh hUh piw, De Leg. 1. xii. t ii. p. 959. A, B . c.

Edit. H. Steph. fol. And here let me observe, that
Plato, in the words ™ a?y"fly &c. seems to
have had the very passage oi Zalcucus in his eye, WMot

o^ara* rlv xvyh rsrh, &c.—But this cavil had
been obviated, Section 1. of this Second Book,
pp. 297, 208.
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